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E D I T O R I A L I N T R O D U C T I O N

Boston Studies in the Philosophy of Science ate devoted to symposia, con-
gresses, colloquia, monographs and collected papers on the philosophical
foundations of the sciences. It is now our pleasure to include A. A. Zi-
nov'ev's treatise on complex logic among these volumes. Zinov'ev is one
of the most creative of modern Soviet logicians, and at the same time an
innovative worker on the methodological foundations of science. More-
over, Zinov'ev, although still a developing scholar, has exerted a sub-
stantial and stimulating influence upon his colleagues and students in
Moscow and within other philosophical and logical circles of the Soviet
Union. Hence it may be helpful, in bringing this present work to an
English-reading audience, to review briefly some contemporary Soviet
investigations into scientific methodology.

During the 1950's, a vigorous new research program in logic was under-
taken, and the initial published work - characteristic of most Soviet pub-
lications in the logic and methodology of the sciences - was a collection
of essays, Logical Investigations (Moscow, 1959). Among the authors, in
addition to Zinov'ev himself, were the philosophers A. Kol'man and
P. V. Tavanec, and the mathematicians and linguists, S. A. Janovskaja,
A. S. Esenin-Vol'pm, S. K. Saumjan, G. N. Povarov. Two principal
themes dominate this work: first, that the results of mathematical logic
have practical importance for the sciences (and that modern logic may
be understood as of general philosophical significance); and second, that
it is impossible to provide a successful and profound methodology of
science without using the formal apparatus and methods of contemporary
logic. This relationship, between research into mathematical and formal
logic on the one hand and the methodology of the sciences on the other,
became a principal focus of logical research in the Soviet Union during
the subsequent period, and it remains so at present.

Perhaps the pre-eminent group of Soviet logicians and methodologists
is gathered together in Moscow at the Institute of Philosophy of the
Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R. Among its number are P. V. Tava-
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nee, D. P. Gorskij, G. I. Ruzavin, V. A. Smirnov, A. A. Zinov'ev. These
scholars, together with other colleagues in the section on logic of the In-
stitute of Philosophy have been the most productive of Soviet logicians and
methodologists; they have published a series of volumes which, in effect,
has fulfilled the function of a periodical of logical and methodological
studies.

Among the most interesting of these volumes, in addition to the Logical
Investigations of 1959 have been: Philosophical Questions of Contemporary
Formal Logic, 1962; Problems of the Logic of Scientific Knowledge, 1964
(English translation, 1970, D. Reidel); Logical Structure of Scientific
Knowledge, 1966; Logical Semantics and Modal Logics, 1967; Investigation
of Logical Systems, 1970; Non-Classical Logics, 1970.

Further, a number of individual monographs have been published, in-
cluding: N. I. Stjazkin, History of Mathematical Logic from Leibniz to
Peano, 1964 (English translation, 1969, MIT Press); A. I. Uemov, Things,
Properties and Relations, 1963; D. P. Gorskij, Questions of Abstraction
and Notions of Construction, 1961; and a number of monographs by
Zinov'ev himself (see below).

Logical research has also been undertaken in the sections on logic of the
departments of philosophy of the Moscow State University and the Uni-
versity of Leningrad by E. K. Vojsvillo, A. A. Ivin, O. F. Serebrjan-
nikov among others, and also at other Soviet academic institutions: for
example, A. I. Uemov at the University of Odessa, V. N. Sadovskij at the
Institute of the History and Theory of the Natural Sciences and Techno-
logy of the Soviet Academy in Moscow, M. V. Popovic at the Institute
of Philosophy of the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences in Kiev, and many
others. The literature has been voluminous but two works from Zinov'ev's
own colleagues particularly should be noted: O. F. Serebrjannikov,
Heuristic Principles and Logical Calculi, 1970, and A. A. Ivin, Founda-
tions of the Logic of Value, 1970.

Despite the immense effort devoted to the elaboration of the technical
apparatus of formal logic, particularly by Zinov'ev, Smirnov, and Sere-
brjannikov, the primary aim of this trend in Soviet logic has been the
application of formal logic to the decisive solution of a range of problems
in the methodology of the sciences. Among Soviet scholars, this topic is
called the 'logic of science'. Zinov'ev's group of colleagues has been form-
ed during the past few years. It consists of former research students of
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Zinov'ev who either continue to collaborate with him or to work indepen-
dently on the further development of his ideas. They include A. A. Ivin
at the Department of Philosophy of the Moscow State University, G. A.
Smirnov at the Institute of the History and Theory of the Natural Sciences
in Moscow, H. Vessel of the Department of Philosophy at the Humboldt
University in Berlin, E. A. Sidorenko and A. M. Fedina at the Institute
of Philosophy in Moscow, L. A. Bobrova, Dept. of Logic, Moscow State
University.

The distinctive nature of the logical investigations of Zinov'ev and his
colleagues are quite fully expounded in the present book. It is, briefly, the
attempt to construct a particular logical conception of contemporary
logic, broad enough in scope to encompass the whole range of issues
beginning with a general theory of signs and concluding with logical
analyses of such scientific problems as motion, causality, space and time.

In Zinov'ev's conception, the theory of deduction has a central place.
But this theory is carefully to be distinguished from generally accepted
theoretical interpretations in the systems of classical and intuitionist math-
ematical logic. As he writes in an earlier essay, which may be taken as
a technical introduction to this monograph ('Logical and Physical Im-
plication', p. 91);

Under the influence of the mathematization of sciences and the successes of mathema-
tical logic in the last few decades, a special branch of logical-philosophical research
has developed. Its essence is the use of the ideas, the apparatus (calculi) and methods of
mathematical logic and mathematics (exact methods) in the solution of a series of tra-
ditional problems of formal logic and philosophy as well as of new problems of the
methodology of science specifically connected with the development of contemporary
science.

In this branch one considers the epistemological interpretation of formal systems of
logic, constructs formal systems for the express purpose of describing various aspects
of human cognitive activity, solves certain problems of philosophy by means of logical-
mathematical constructions, and uses the accomplishments of logic to overcome philo-
sophical difficulties in the natural sciences.

Among the problems thus researched we find causal and nomological statements,
scientific laws, operational and inductive definitions, models, reasons for and means of
limiting the rules of judgment in various domains of science, construction and inter-
relating of theory, etc. There are numerous works on these subjects, the study of each
of which requires definite specialisation.

There are philosophers, logicians, and mathematicians who, for a variety of reasons,
are inclined to exclude this branch of logical-philosophical investigation from the
sphere of philosophy. On the other hand, there are others who hold that the application
of exact methods in philosophy does not fall outside the realm of philosophy if the
results thereof are strictly compared with the previous methods and results of philoso-
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phy. Regardless of the outcome of this dispute, the fact remains that exact methods are
applied to problems which have always been considered philosophical.

Efforts to use exact methods in philosophy proper are found in the works of the
positivist philosophers who reduced the problems of philosophy to problems of formal
logic. Whence the impression that the application of such methods in philosophy is a
mark of positivism. This view is incorrect. The use of exact methods in philosophy
(as the refusal to use them) in itself says nothing [about] the philosophical position of
the user. And if there are erroneous philosophical views attached to such use, they can
be successfully opposed not by ignoring exact methods in solving philosophical prob-
lems but rather by carefully and expertly using them and by developing new methods
of this type.

The use of exact methods as a possible mode of philosophical investigation can, if
the object and tasks of philosophy are properly understood, lead to great progress in
bringing it into consonance with the thought-structure of contemporary science. The
application of these methods marks a transition to the theoretical level in the solution
of philosophical problems. At this level, new knowledge [of] the objects of investigation
comes not through observation and experiment (as happens on the empirical level) but
through logical judgments in the framework of a given or newly developed theory (i.e.,
special groups of concepts and statements united by rules of logic). The value of the
theoretical level is well known and we need not discuss it here. The same is true in
philosophy (not as an object about which one can talk but as a means of investigation).

As regards the question [of] the non-reducibility of philosophy to formal logic, the
application of these methods makes it possible not just to declare this as a preconceived
notion but strictly to demonstrate it for any philosophical problem.

and a few pages later,

In the wide sense of the term the problem of logical implication can be formulated as
follows: is a given logical construction suited to the description of the properties of
logical implication? Do the formulae of a given formal construction of logic correspond
to the intuitive understanding of logical implication? By intuitive understanding of log-
ical implication we here mean the understanding which grows up in people perforce
of habitually judging (reasoning, drawing conclusions) and observing such activity in
others. The habit of judging according to the rules of logical implication comes as the
result of personal experience, education and acquired science. What form must a logical
system have in order to satisfy the intuitive understanding of logical implication?

One here talks about intuitive understanding because logic presents the results of
its investigations in the form of an apparatus for the practical use of those who judge,
infer, reason, prove, etc. And they, of course, compare these results precisely with their
usually clear understanding of the rules of these operations. Of course, intuitive under-
standing is not something once and for all given and absolutely universal. But there
are, all the same, some stable and general aspects and they suffice for mutual under-
standing. What is more, the task of logical constructions is not limited to following
intuition passively. Their basic task consists in clarifying and standardizing intuitive
understanding, in systematizing the rules of logical implication, in providing the means
of establishing their reliability and the means of predicting such reliable rules which
have not yet been met in the experience of judgment or which have not been actively
realized. What form must a logical system have so that it - without thereby being
limited - will be as close as possible to the intuitive bases?
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After the appearance in 1967 of the first edition of the present work,
Zinov'ev published several further studies. Based upon discussion (by
R.S.C.) with him during Summer 1971, we can briefy mention these new
results. The most recent, The Logic of Science, 1971, mainly coincides
with the present work. However, in it the author provides a considerably
more detailed and thereby more easily grasped explanation of the basic
principles and fundamental notions of his conception of logic; moreover
he expounds this conception in the 1971 work with a minimal formal ap-
paratus. It should be accessible to a much wider circle of readers. In
addition, the new book has an extensive section devoted to the methodo-
logy of physical science with elaborate studies of space, time, causality,
motion, etc. There, Zinov'ev criticizes the point of view which claims that
a special logic [quantum logic] is necessary for micro-physics, different
from the logical and methodological formalism of macro-physics. In a
related section, Zinov'ev expounds his conception of the universality of
logic, by which he understands the independence of logical rules from the
specific domains of application of these rules in the sphere of objects.

In the 1971 book, Zinov'ev proceeds from an analysis of 'ontological
terminology' (his phrase), perhaps more easily identified as 'physical ter-
minology', and from his exposition of logical rules of operation with these
ontological terms, to his major conclusions. Many problems which are
discussed in the philosophy of physics, and which are particularly connect-
ed with modern discoveries, are shown to be only terminological, inde-
pendent of the success or inadequacy of physics proper. Such, for example,
is the central problem of the reversibility of time. Indeed, in Zinov'ev's
analysis, many assertions which traditionally have been construed to be
empirical or physical, turn out to be the implicit consequences of defini-
tions of terms; or at any rate they may be conceived thus without contra-
diction or empirical refutation. An example is the assertion that a body
cannot be in different places at the same time.

In another work, his newer Complex Logic published in 1970, Zinov'ev
offers a systematic account of the formal apparatus of logical implication.
Here the most interesting part is perhaps his theory of quantifiers. Zinov'ev
formulates the entire range, the totality, of different logical systems of the
theory of quantifiers which satisfy differing corresponding intuitive pre-
mises, and he investigates their properties. In particular, the 1970 mono-
graph provides a fuller investigation of the strict theory of quantifiers.
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Evidently, Zinov'ev's conception of logic is opposed to certain intel-
lectual trends of contemporary logic and methodology of science. He
ruefully contrasts the insignificance of many problems treated in the stan-
dard methodology of science with the grandiosity of methodological
claims, and with the tendency to apply methodological formulations be-
yond their domain. And he is critical of the misuse of deductive logic
and the accepted formulations of the methodology of natural science in
social-scientific investigations.

A. A. Zinov'ev foresees fruitful applications of his conception of 'com-
plex logic' throughout methodological investigations into the natural and
the social sciences, and in the theory of values as well, but he also sees the
need for extensive further work in pure logic. We warmly anticipate his
ongoing investigations.

Boston University Center for the R. S. COHEN
Philosophy and History of Science M. w. WARTOFSKY

Spring 1972

NOTE

Some of Zinov'ev's studies have appeared in English:

[SSP: Soviet Studies in Philosophy (International Arts and Sciences Press, White
Plains, New York)]

1. Philosophical Problems of Many-Valued Logic (ed. and transl. by G. Kung and
D. D. Comey), Humanities Press, New York; and D. Reidel, Dordrecht, Holland;
1963.

2. 'Logical and Physical Implication', in: Problems of the Logic of Scientific Knowledge,
(ed. by P. V. Tavanec), pp. 91-159 (transl. by T. J. Blakeley) (Humanities Press,
New York; and D. Reidel, Dordrecht, Holland; 1970). Original: Problemy logiki
naucnogo poznanija, Moscow, 1964.

3. 'Two-Valued and Many-Valued Logic', SSP 2, 69-84 (Summer-Fall 1963); from:
Filosofskie voprosy sovremennoj formal'noj logiki (ed. by P. V. Tavanec), Institute
of Philosophy, U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences, Moscow, 1962.
(Note: 7 of the 12 papers in the original volume appeared in this issue of SSP.)

4. 'On the Application of Modal Logic in the Methodology of Science', SSP 3, 20-26
(Winter 1964-65); from Voprosy filosofii, 1964, No. 8.

5. 'On Classical and Non-Classical Situations in Science', SSP 7, 24-33 (Spring 1969);
from: Voprosy filosofii, 1968, No. 9.
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6. 'On the Logic of Microphysics', SSP 9, 222-236 (Winter 1970-71); from: Voprosy
filosofii 1970, No. 2 (Part of a symposium on Logic and Quantum Mechanics, with
other contributions by B. G. Kuznecov: 'On Quantum-Relativistic Logic*; R. A.
Aronov: 'Toward a Logic of the Microworld'; I. P. Staxanov: 'The Logic of
"Possibility"').
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Logical theory of scientific knowledge is the investigation of scientific
knowledge within the framework of the concepts and methods of logic.
The bases for such investigations in contemporary logic were provided by
Frege, Russell, Lewis, Lukasiewicz, Carnap, Reichenbach, Tarski,
Ajdukiewicz, and many other scientists, whose works are generally
quoted in logical-philosophical writings.

The present work offers a somewhat systematic construction of that
conception of the logical theory of scientific knowledge which was to be
found in incomplete form in the author's earlier works. This construction
has to do only with the fundamentals of the theory of scientific knowledge.
Therefore, the book is to be taken neither as a textbook nor as a presen-
tation of what is generally done in corresponding branches of logic.

Some details of this way of looking at things are truisms to be found in
most other works on the same subject. But in its general character and on
the most essential points it is essentially different from such other works,
as the reader can see by carrying out the comparison.

The basic object of this book is to present as simply and systematically
as possible the ideas and principles which seem to us to be the most
promising for the theory of scientific knowledge. Therefore, the formal
logical apparatus which could be developed on this basis has been held
to an absolute minimum.

Mathematical logic has carried the day in the theory of scientific know-
ledge. But one finds in logical circles a prejudice that mathematical logic
as it is found in textbooks (propositional calculus and predicate calculus,
with some expansions) is the only possible logical apparatus for the
solution of all problems of the theory of scientific knowledge. The fact of
the matter is that mathematical logic in its normal form is only a fragment
of the theory of scientific knowledge and the other sections cannot be
reduced to it. This is particularly true of the theory of terms, of the forms
of logical entailment, syllogistics, physical entailment, and other sections
of logic which are stressed in the present volume.
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This could be called "complex logic" for the following reasons. Con-
temporary logic has developed into an extensive and sophisticated science.
It has need of systematization. This is not simply a question of a suitable
presentation of its results in teaching. It is more an effort to find a notion
of logic itself such that the various calculi, theories, trends, etc., appear as
natural fragments of a single system. Our present effort is in this direction.
In particular, classical logic, intuitionist logic, the system of strong im-
plication, and other logical systems, which are usually taken as different
solutions of one and the same problem of the definition of the rules of
logical inference, are here viewed as solutions of different problems, i.e.,
as different fragments of a single logical system. For this purpose we
need a unified logical structure - a type of logical "base" - which must
contain the various logical calculi and which must itself have the form of
a deductive system. Complex logic is intended for this purpose. Further,
the method of construction we have chosen - i.e., the construction of the
different branches of logic through appropriate additions to the general
theory of deduction (to propositional logic) - means that whole groups of
logical laws fall outside the purview of logic. We mean the laws which
join propositions with different structures and do not occur among the
formulae of certain calculi. Such are the laws joining modal signs and
quantifiers, implication signs and relation signs, signs of predication and
of class-inclusion,, etc. What is more, we find in logic implicit assumptions
which can be explicated only by formulating a system of "residual"
assertions in order to unify the various sections of logic into a unified,
complex logical system. Our presentation tries to take such "residual"
laws of logic into account. We would note, in conclusion, that this con-
ception of logic makes possible a more differentiated analysis of logical
forms than is usually the case. This happens most particularly in the
treatment of the various forms of entailment.

To make our formulations as compact and intuitive as possible, we
will use the symbols

•, v , :, ~ , -», <-»

in the following sense:
1) X-Ffo r "Xand F" , "Each of X, F ' ^ - X 2 - . . . X " - ' ^ 1 and X 2

and... and X11", "Each of X1 , . . . , X""; here and below X, F, X1,..., Xn are
any sentences;
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2) X v Ffor "at least one of Xand T'; X1 v X 2 v ... vXw for "at least

3) X: Ffor "Either Xor F", "Xor F 9
5 "One and only one of X, F " ;

X ' I X 2 : . . . ^ 1 1 - "Either X1, or X2 , . . . , or X"", "One and only one of

4) - Xfor "Non-X", "It is not as affirmed in X";
5) X-> Ffor "If Xthen F " ;
6) X<-> Ffor "X if and only if F " ; an abbreviation for (X-» F) • (F-> X).
In the sequel we will be more precise about the signs "and", "or" and

"not". For the moment, however, we will assume that their meaning is
known to the reader at least to the extent necessary for explaining the
matter at hand. The same is the case for the signs, "if... then" and "if and
only if". In other words, we assume that the reader already has some skill
in handling logical tools, i.e., that he has the logical minimum.

Definitions and assertions will be numbered with the help of Di, Ai and
77, where / is the ordinative numeral of the definition or assertion in a
given paragraph; A indicates that the sentence is taken as an axiom; T
indicates that the sentence can be obtained as an inference from axioms.
In cross-referencing, the chapter and paragraph numbers will be written
after the /. For example, T3V7 will designate the third theorem of the
seventh paragraph in the fifth chapter.
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CHAPTER ONE

T H E L O G I C A L T H E O R Y OF S C I E N T I F I C

K N O W L E D G E

1. SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE

Science is a special sphere in man's division of labor, the task of which
is the production (obtaining, having) of knowledge and the discovery of
new means for it. Scientific knowledge is knowledge had in science.

From the logical point of view scientific knowledge can be distinguished
from the extra-scientific (had outside the sphere of science) only by care-
fully distinguishing its complex forms and methods. This requires profes-
sional training and is not found outside of science because of the lack of
the requisite habits and intentionality. But science also contains simple
forms of knowledge and methods which are hardly distinguishable from
those existing outside of it. Therefore, the study of scientific knowledge in
the framework of logic is the study of knowledge in general, including
forms and methods which are met only in science.

2. BASIC ABSTRACTIONS

The logical investigation of scientific knowledge is based on a series of
abstractions and assumptions which limit its possibilities.

Not taken into consideration here are the psychological, social, etc.,
connections which accompany or influence the obtaining and employment
of knowledge. Knowledge is exclusively conceived as information on
some object-domain, i.e., as a representation of such a domain. It is
assumed that the apparatus of sense-reflection is necessary for the ob-
taining, preservation and use of knowledge. But its activity is not taken
into consideration. No role is played here by that which goes on in the
brain or in the organism of man (or within any reflecting being or device).
Knowledge is here taken strictly as perceived (seen, heard, etc.) objects of
a special type (a special type of thing) and as spatial-temporal structures
made up of such objects. We are also not taking into consideration those
cognitive aids (instruments, etc.) which complement and strengthen the
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apparatus of sense-reflection and guarantee the observation of the objects
being studied.

The results of knowledge are usually fixed in the sentences of some
language. On this basis science forms tools, like formulae, schemata,
graphs, tables, which are included in the language of science. Here these
are all reduced to sentential form. The point of this abstraction is that
every linguistic structure which expresses knowledge is correlated with a
set of sentences which adequately express the information in question.
This abstraction corresponds to the fact that the man who has to do with
science is used to using various linguistic constructs (graphs, tables, etc.)
and to "reading" them in the sentences of ordinary language.

Assertions are reduced to a standard form: to the form of sentences
(judgements). This abstraction corresponds to the fact that a man engaged
in scientific activity knows how to distinguish in each sentence the logical-
ly (described in logical terms) structural elements and their mutual dis-
position; i.e., he knows how to establish the logical structure of the
sentence. This abstraction is meaningful in reference to any language but
always in reference to some given language. It is here necessary to abstract
from those associations expressed in the rules of a language like Russian,
English, French, etc., and to take the logical structure of the sentence as
something independent of these rules.

3. THREE ASPECTS OF THE INVESTIGATION OF KNOWLEDGE

Scientific knowledge can be viewed from three different angles: structure,
construction and meaning. Each of them has its peculiarities which are
described in a special system of concepts. In the first of these one observes
all the objects which are studied in the logical theory of scientific know-
ledge, i.e., one articulates the knowledge itself; one lays the perceived out
in its parts and into their ordering in space and time. These objects are
terms, logical signs like "and", "or", "if ...then...", "that, which", "all",
different types of structurations of the terms and logical signs, complexes
of sentences and terms.

In the second view one distinguishes the means of obtaining knowledge,
its parts and combinations. One takes into consideration the activities
which make knowledge and its parts possible (induction, deduction,
modelling, definition, extrapolation, interpolation, etc.). Since one ab-
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stracts from sense-reflection, one considers only the means of obtaining
sentences and terms from sentences and terms. Of course, one finds in
every branch of science some set of terms and sentences which are ob-
tained without the use of other terms and sentences or which are taken
ready-made from other spheres of knowledge. Observation and experi-
ment are important in this context only to the extent that they establish
sentences.

One of the biggest problems here is to explain the elementary forms of
knowledge by giving an exact account of their properties, to present all
knowledge as a construction from the simpler (and, ultimately, elemen-
tary) according to more or less general rules, i.e., to describe the standard
means for constructing complex forms of knowledge from elementary ones.
In the third view, one deals with the relationship of knowledge and its
parts to the object-domain, the representation of which it is supposed to
be; one tries to find the principles according to which assertions and the
structural elements that represent them are accepted in science; in par-
ticular, one pays attention to the means of verifying knowledge and to
the establishment of the meaning of terms. Here one finds concepts like
"meaning", "sense", "true", "false", "exact", "confirmation", which are
usually called semantic.

These aspects can to some extent be separated since there is no strict,
univocal connection between them. Knowledge can contain elements
with the same structure but obtained in different ways: it can contain
elements with different structures obtained in the same way. Knowledge
can be obtained in one way and verified in another, etc. But a sufficiently
detailed and systematic investigation in each of them is impossible with-
out a correlative investigation in the others. The fact is that for the de-
scription of the properties of the logical signs found in sentences one has
to state the conditions of their use, i.e., to state how one arrives at a
sentence with such signs and what can be obtained from it. The concepts,
"true", "false", etc., are defined differently for different types of sentences:
some sentential structures cannot be distinguished without reference to
the method of construction or verification. To each structure of sentences
and terms corresponds some set of methods which makes it possible to
obtain sentences and terms with the structure in question. Description of
the basis for acceptance of the terms and sentences into science is a retro-
spective description of the possible methods of constructing them since
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the matter of meaning is - in a sense - a semantic periphrasing of the
matter of construction. In brief, the unity of these aspects is a necessary
condition for the investigation of scientific knowledge: it is not just an
assumption.

4. I N T U I T I O N

To study scientific knowledge is, above all, to study the practical habits
which people have in the history of knowledge built up for obtaining and
working with knowledge (and which the investigator has somehow ac-
quired in the course of his individual formation). These habits are not
given by nature. They are formed by people and are reformed in the
course of scientific progress. Those who have these habits have a (more
or less clear and defined) practical or intuitive understanding of the
properties of knowledge. This understanding of knowledge is necessary
to the very habits of operating with it. Formulation of it is the starting
point of logic as a special science and constitutes the line of continuity
between its first results and the cognitive activities of people.

The intuitive understanding we are talking about here arises spontane-
ously with all the resultant lack of clarity, structure, completeness, etc.
And logic has to exert itself in order to make it clear and unambiguous,
to standardize, to explicate, etc. And this is not a simple description of
something well known and accepted. This is the continuation of the sponta-
neous activity of people in the forming and perfecting of the logical modes
of language, but already at a professional level. From the outset, logic
establishes something new compared to that which is known in intuition.

It follows that the logical theory of scientific knowledge has to take
account of the intuitive understanding of some aspect of the cognitive
activity of people, but cannot become its slave. It has to assume the
possibility of leaving the realm of intuition. And one of the tasks is ex-
plaining how and to what extent this departure can be effected.

From what has been said it also follows that the notion "approximating
logic to natural language" is the result of a misunderstanding.

5. LOGICAL CALCULI

Logical calculi (formal constructions) occupy an important place in con-
temporary logical theory of scientific knowledge. There are two uses for
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logical calculi. First, there is the explication of some elements of intuition:
and intuitive understanding of some types of knowledge is accompanied
by a logical calculus and interpretation which establishes their corre-
spondence. If there is no immediate correspondence, then the calculus is
either adapted to the intuitive premisses by the introduction of comple-
ments, limitations, etc., or one reconstructs it in such a way as to obtain
the correspondence. This method of theoretical construction provides
results only for isolated problems since the results are partial and one is
satisfied with "paradoxical" (not corresponding to intuitive understand-
ing) consequences; but we are not denying their cognitive value (the
possibility of the use of deduction and prediction, provability, explication
of concepts, exclusion of ambiguity, simplicity, etc.).

In a second view, the logical calculus is considered as independent of
intuition, i.e., it is seen as something formed by the logician as a comple-
ment to the logical methods already formulated in science. In both cases
there is a set of problems which belong to the logical theory of scientific
knowledge.

Thus, the logical theory of scientific knowledge is not a special science,
different from and parallel to logic. It is simply that part (or aspect) of
logic which makes it possible for the formal apparatus of logic to be
counted precisely as an apparatus of logic and not of any other science.
It explains the basis on which this apparatus is set up, the direction of
development of it, and paths of using it in the describing and perfecting
of the language of science.

6. ORDINARY LANGUAGE AND SCIENTIFIC LANGUAGE

The language of science is the empirical given, the observation of which
provides the point of departure for the logical theory of scientific know-
ledge. In turn, this language of science is based on ordinary language:
the destruction of ordinary language would involve the destruction of the
language of science (it would become incomprehensible).

The limits between scientific language and ordinary language are rela-
tive and historically conditioned. Some terms and sentences of scientific
language find their way into ordinary language. On the other hand, many
of the terms and sentences of ordinary language are used in science. One
uses ordinary language both for the introduction of the special terms of
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science and for the explication of scientific sentences. Modes for con-
structing terms and sentences in ordinary language can be used for
certain purposes in scientific language, etc. However, the distinction of
scientific language as a superstructure over ordinary language has sense
as an abstraction in the framework of logic. This is because ordinary
language is formed and learned as an element in a very complex situation
which includes the evolution of humanity and of each individual man.
The accumulated knowledge and the methods of accumulation can be
only imperfectly described in terms of logic. Assuming here that ordinary
language is given, we thereby assume certain terms, sentences, methods
as not subject to further logical analysis (we assume some sort of "pre-
logical" or "extra-logical" means of obtaining knowledge).

Therefore, the logical theory of scientific knowledge is limited not only
"from above" (reduction of any forms of knowledge to sets of sentences)
but also "from below": it leaves aside all the means and conditions of
knowledge which are involved in operating with ordinary language and
which are not subject to description in logical terms.

7. OBJECTIVITY OF APPROACH

The investigator's activity can be seen: 1) subjectively, i.e., as the investi-
gator lives it; 2) objectively, i.e., as it can be observed (describing only
that which can be seen, heard, etc.).

The subjective approach was once widespread in logic. This was psy-
chologism in logic, and no longer has any importance. But it shows its
head from time to time especially in discussion of questions which go
beyond the purely formal apparatus of logic. It is very difficult to rid
oneself of it completely since every normal man has the ability to ex-
amine himself and is convinced of the existence both in himself and in
others of some "inner", "spiritual", "ideal", etc., life.

We here take a purely objective view of knowledge. It is evident that
the concepts, "ideal", "spiritual", "conceptual", etc., which are usually
used in the subjective approach, lose any practical importance since
knowledge itself is being taken as something tangible. Even in those
cases where the objects of knowledge are intangible and not subject to
observation, knowledge itself has to be subject to observation. Otherwise,
there would be no knowledge.
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The objective approach will here mean that we (author and reader)
will assume some investigator (i.e., someone who has knowledge and
operates with it) whose cognitive activity we can observe and, within
limits, control. This "within limits" means that we will assign to the
investigator certain properties and capacities and then we will observe
what he must do in order to solve some problem of knowledge. In what
follows references to the investigator will be dropped for reasons of style;
but they could easily be reinstated. As investigator, one could have in
mind not only a man engaged in scientific activity but in general any being
or mechanism capable of accomplishing what is assumed in each case.



CHAPTER TWO

S I G N S

1. OBJECT

We will use the word "object" in its widest sense: an object is anything
which can be perceived, represented, named, etc.; i.e., anything at all.
Objects will be represented by the symbols

n TT1 T72 TT3, XX , XX , XX ? . . . .

Each of these symbols in isolation will designate any (indiscriminately)
or every (this will be clear from the context) object. Distinctions between
symbols occurring together will only mean differences between objects
(and not necessarily the presence or absence of some perceptible or as-
sumed properties; it could be that the distinction is only one of time and
place). The ability to distinguish and correlate objects is taken for granted.

2. SELECTION

We will consider that the investigator has selected an object if in some
way "he adverts to it". There are two actions here:

1) he establishes or reproduces a sense image of the object (he sees,
hears, imagines, etc., it), uses its name, says something about it, estab-
lishes or studies its schema, outline, photograph, etc.;

2) he carries out some further activity which reveals or confirms that
at a certain time and for a certain reason he turned his attention to that
object to the exclusion of all others, i.e., during that time he gave it some
sort of priority over the others.

We consider selection of the object to be an elementary activity in any
cognitive process. It is not analyzed within the framework of the logical
theory of scientific knowledge. The term "selection" is taken as primitive,
explained only in terms of ordinary language and by examples. Thus the
investigator selects the electron, indicating its effects on a photographic
plate; he selects phlogiston by affirming in some context that phlogiston
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does not exist; he selects a triple of numbers x, y and z by considering
the formula, x2+3xy=2z, etc. The selection of an object is always local-
ised in time: the temporal interval when a given object is said to be
selected by a given investigator is always more than zero. This means
that the selection of an object under all circumstances (even if these do
not come to be) is some state of the investigator; more precisely, it is
a state of his natural apparatus of reflection.

3. COMPARISON

If the investigator selects two or more different objects, we will say that
he compares these objects (or effects their comparison). The objects
compared can be selected simultaneously or one at a time. But there is
always an interval of time when they are all considered selected by the
investigator who effects their comparison; the act of selection is localised
in time. Evidently, the comparison of objects is an aggregate made up of
two or more different acts of selection, which are in some order. For
example, in constructing the sentence, "Water is formed by uniting hy-
drogen and oxygen", the investigator has selected the objects, water,
hydrogen and oxygen; the ordering of the acts of selection is expressed
in the sequence of their names in the sentence; the localisation of the
acts of selection is expressed in the fact that a sentence is constructed
which relates to the three objects selected and which is experienced as a
whole. The objects compared can also be selected independently of each
other.

4. CORRESPONDENCE

Dl. We will say that the investigator has established a correspondence
of object II2 to object II1 (or that object II2 corresponds to object II1)
if and only if the following is the case: each time that the investigator
selects II1 he thereupon selects II2 , being put before the alternative of
choosing or not choosing II2 . The correspondence of the object EL2 to
the object II1 will be expressed as

and its absence as
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The expression "thereupon" in Dl simply means that the selection of
n 2 happens after that of II1. The expression "being put before the alter-
native..." can be explained as: 1) we set up in a certain way some set of
objects among which II2 is found and we have the investigator choose
any one of them; this is done several times; the proposed set can be
varied; 2) we can assume that the investigator, simultaneously with the
selection of the object, will carry out some action confirming that the
selection was done, compelling the investigator to select II2 and to
experience the confirmation of the activity.

A correspondence established between two objects does not mean that
they will always be selected together. Each of them can be selected inde-
pendently of the other (without the selection of the other). What is more,
if such a possibility is lacking there can be no talk about any correspond-
ence at all.

We have defined the simple case of correspondence. Through it, other
forms are defined:

D2. II1 and II2 are in mutual correspondence if and only if

D3. II2 univalently corresponds to II1 if and only if

where II3 is any object different from II2 .
D4. II1 and II2 are in one-to-one correspondence with each other if

and only if the first univalently corresponds to the second and vice versa.
If

( ) ^ )
( n 2 <= n 1 ) • ( n 3 <= n 1 ) • ( n 2 <= n 4 ) ,

is the case then one talks about one-many, many-one, many-many corre-
spondence, respectively.

We should note that II2 <= II1 establishes conditions for the selection
of II2 following on that of II1. This does not mean that the same con-
ditions are involved in the case of II1 <=II2; other conditions have to be
met (this is evident from the fact that the order of selection of objects is
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different). Nor does this mean that the conditions are met in the case

It is clear from the definitions that correspondence is the ability of the
selector to carry out certain activities, i.e., to choose strictly determined
objects as a consequence of choosing other objects, when the conditions
for selection are fulfilled. The principle of transitivity will not hold for
correspondence since it has the conditional form, "If one selects II1 and
it is necessary to select an object from some set of objects, then one will
select I I 2" .

From the viewpoint of correspondence objects are taken as unchanging
and as not influencing one another (rather, their changes and mutual
influences are not taken into consideration). Correspondence is usually
established between structures and not between objects which are influ-
encing each other. Otherwise it would be insignificant and impractical.

II <= II is excluded since by definition correspondence requires two
different objects. If the objects II1 and IT2 are not distinguished by the
investigator as samples of objects of one and the same type, they are
distinguished by their position in space or time. Otherwise, the notion
of correspondence would lose any practical significance.

The correspondence of objects has nothing in common with causal
connections between objects. The causal connection of objects does not
depend on its being known by an investigator while correspondence
would not exist without the investigator's knowing the objects (i.e., with-
out the investigator's will-act; correspondence is his property). In the
case of the causal connection one is interested in the dependence of the
existence and occurrence of the properties of certain objects on the exist-
ence and occurrence of the properties of other objects. In the case of
correspondence this is excluded to the extent that it is necessary for the
identification (designation) of the objects. The investigator can establish
a correspondence between objects which are causally connected and he
can find causal connections between objects in correspondence. But this
does not change what was said above.

Correspondence results from the investigator's resolve to consider that
one object corresponds to another (and to act in accord with this resolve),
from a spontaneously formed habit, from a necessity imposed by other
investigators, etc. But in all instances this is the formation in the investi-
gator of the ability to carry out certain actions - and nothing more.
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5. SIGN

Dl. If the investigator specially uses (establishes, forms, produces) II1 for
the sake of its reciprocal correspondence with II2 , then II1 will be called
the sign of II2 and II2 will be the designatum of II1. We will also use the
expressions, "II 1 designates object I I 2 " and "II 2 is designated by the
sign II1".

Signs will be represented by the symbols

Each of these symbols in isolation will represent any sign and a difference
between symbols used together is a difference between signs.

Signs are distinguished or not distinguished by their physical, i.e.,
perceptible, form. If signs are considered physically identical, they are
samples (repetitions, reproductions) of one and the same sign (D2).

It follows from the definition of "sign" that if some object is a sign
then one can select some other objects that will be in reciprocal corre-
spondence with it. Unless otherwise indicated, we will assume that for
the signs 3, 31 , 32 , . . . the objects II, II1, II2,..., respectively are of such a
nature.

The formation of a sign (i.e., whether some object is a sign or not)
depends entirely on a will-act of the investigator. And if there is more
than one investigator, the decision to call an object a sign will have to be
agreed to by the others.

Signs have properties other than that of being in correspondence with
a designatum. Not just any object is suited to serve as sign. Only certain
types of objects are professional signs. And as signs they conserve their
place and role in correspondence. Signs have to be directly perceptible
to those for whom they are intended. The notion of correspondence
implies that signs are invariable in their function as signs.

Objects become signs not because of some causality within them but
because the investigator so decides. Signs differ from the sensible images
of objects: the latter are states of the investigator, i.e., states of his natural
reflective apparatus, while the former are objects existing outside of and
independent of the investigator. They play a definite role in the life and
activity of the investigator: they are created and used by him: but they
are not his internal states. The set of signs and rules for operating with
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them makes up the semiotic (or artificial) apparatus of reflection. It is
obvious that this is impossible without the natural (sensible) apparatus
of reflection.

From the definitions of "correspondence" and "sign" it follows that
an object cannot be a sign of itself. But there are cases where the dis-
tinction between the designatum and the signs is none too clear. This
happens especially when signs are themselves taken as special types of
objects (i.e., not as signs) and are designated by signs. Less serious are
cases where as sign for objects of a certain type one takes representatives
of this same type (e.g., as a sign for the numbers 1, I, "one", "unit",
etc., one can take any one of these so that the number itself becomes a
copy of its own sign). We will assume that the difference between signs
and designata can be strictly established in all instances.

6. VALUE OF THE SIGN

DL Let 3 be the sign for II. The value of 3 will precisely consist in its
designation of II. In other words, in answer to the question as to what
the value of the sign 3 is, the investigator has in some way to indicate
to us precisely what (which object) this sign designates.

The value of 3 is not the object II, nor the "thoughts" which might
appear in the head of the investigator during his operation with 3, but
it is the fact that it designates II, and the investigator knows this.

To the question "what is the value of 3?", the investigator can respond
in various ways: reference to sense-perceptible objects, descriptions in
words, representation in gestures, etc., or construction of concepts, indi-
cations on the rules of operating with the sign in different situations
(contexts), etc. But all this has to do with ways of establishing the value
of 3 and not with the definition of the meaning of the expression "the
value of the sign 3" .

A sign has meaning for a given investigator if he can somehow select
from a set of objects (either sensibly or through description in terms of
other signs with meaning) at least one which corresponds to this sign.
If he cannot do this, the sign has no meaning for him. And it is thus no
sign at all. The expression, "the sign has no meaning" is equivalent to
"that which the investigator takes to be a sign is not a sign", and the
expression, "the sign has meaning" is the same as "this is a sign".
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Such expressions figure here only to the extent that objects of a certain
type are introduced as signs. The habit of connecting the term "sign"
not only with the function of objects but also with their perceptible form
leads to using it for sign-like objects (e.g., lines on paper, sounds, etc.).

There are cases where one and the same object like 3 is the sign for
some objects from the point of view of some investigators and the sign
for other objects from the viewpoint of other investigators. In such cases
one talks about the "multivalence" of the sign. We exclude such cases,
i.e., we assume: a sign has one and only one value; for the above men-
tioned cases we use different signs; in principle, one can always determine
that 3 plays the role of different signs for different investigators and one
can eliminate this by introducing differing 31 , 3 2 , . . . . If 3 designates II1,
I I2 , . . . this does not mean that it is "multivalent": its value is such that
it designates II1, I I 2 , . . . .

7. RELATIONS BETWEEN SIGNS

DL The sign 31 is included according to value in 3 2 if and only if any
object designated by 3 2 is designated by 31 . We will abbreviate this as

We will write negation as

- ( 3 1 - - 3 2 ) .

D2. The signs 3 1 and 3 2 are identical in value if and only if

(3 1 - -3 2 ) - (3 2 - -3 1 ) .

We will abbreviate this as

3 x - 3 2 .

We will write negation as

D3. The value-range of 3 is the set of all possible signs which include
it according to value. In other words, if 3-^3 l , then 3 l is an element of
the value-range of 3.

AL ( 3 1 — 3 2 ) - ( 3 2 - - 3 3 ) ^ ( 3 1 - - 3 3 ) .
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A2. If every element of the value-range of 3 2 is an element of the
value-range of 31 , then 31 -^ 32 .

Consequences of Al, D2 and D3:

TL 3 - ^ 3 , 3 ^ 3
T2. (31 ̂  32) • (32 ̂  33) -> (31 ̂  33)

T3. If 31-^32
5 then every element of the value-range of 3 2 is an element

of the value-range of 31 .
We will examine other relations between signs below when we take up

terms as special cases of signs.

8. SIMPLE AND COMPLEX SIGNS

Some signs are formed from others by joining the others with fields of
a special type in some standard way. We will call such fields sign-gener-
ative operators (Dl).

D2. We will call signs structurally complex (simple) if they are analyzed
(not analyzed) into other signs and sign-generative operators.

Structurally complex signs will be represented by the symbols

{ a ; 3 S . . . , y } ,

where 3 1 , . . . , 3 n (n^l) are signs and a means that this sign is constructed
with the help of some operators. If n= 1, then the complex sign will have
the form {a;3}

where i—l,..., n; k=l,..., n; i^k; / = 1 , . . . , n.

~ ( 3 - { a ; 3 } ) - ~ ( { a ; 3 } - 3 ) .

In the formation of complex signs from simple ones there is a change of
the latter such that one needs some skill in order to discover out of which
signs a given complex sign is constructed. We assume the presence of such
skill: this is equivalent to assuming that a complex sign is a set of strictly
localized signs, ordered in time and space. If in the process of combining
the type of sign changes so that there is no physical resemblance with the
point of departure, then there have to be conventions on the relationship
of the meaning of the primitive signs and their modifications in the con-
text of the complex sign as physically distinct signs.

Simple signs are combined into complex ones according to some kind
of rules and there is something in the complex sign which refers to them:
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this is the proximity and order of the signs in space and time and also
some complementary objects, forming with the combined signs some
physical whole, i.e., sign-generative operators. We presuppose the pres-
ence of habits of operating with them. (We assume that their properties
are known.) We also assume that if there is a case where only one spatial-
temporal disposition of simple signs is enough for the formation of a new
sign, then there will always be found sign-generative operators which
play the same role.

Signs formed from other signs can be divided into two groups:
1) signs, the value of which is known if the value of the component

signs is known,
2) signs, the value of which cannot be determined if one only knows

the values of the component signs. In both cases we assume that the rules
for combining signs are known. For example, both "kilogramometer"
and "dynamometer" are composed of two different words. But the first
indicates the result of some operators of measuring magnitudes while the
second is a device for measuring magnitudes. These meanings cannot be
established if one knows only the meanings of the component parts and
the rules of combination.

Thus, one has to distinguish:
1) rules for combining signs into new signs, which do not depend on

the particularities of any signs as material bodies and which make it
possible to obtain signs of the first group;

2) rules for combining signs as special material bodies (sounds, lines
on paper, etc.).

The examples cited above are regularly constructed in English ac-
cording to the rules of the second group but they are not signs according
to the rules of the first group.

With this in mind we expand D2:
1) to establish the value of a complex sign it is enough to know the

values of all the simple signs it contains and the properties of all of its
operators;

2) if some sign cannot be given a value in this way it has to be con-
sidered structurally simple.

D3. 31 depends as to value on 32 , if and only if it is necessary to know
the value of 3 2 for the establishment of that of 31 .

77. It follows from D3 that {a; 31 , . . . , 3"} (where n^ 1) depends as to
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value on 3*(/= 1,..., n). The sign which can be formed from 31 by substi-
tuting 3 3 for 32

S will be represented by

31(32/33).

As abbreviation for

we will use

A2. ( 3 1 ^ 3 2 ) - > ( 3 3 - 3 3 ( 3 1 / 3 2 ) )
T2. (31 ̂  32) • (33 ̂  34) -* (31 (33/34) ̂  32 (33/34))
T3. ( 3 1 ^ 3 2 ) - > ( 3 3 ^ 3 3 ( 3 1 / 3 2 ) ) .

9. MEANING OF THE SIGN

Dl. The meaning ofa simple sign is its value; the meaning of {a; 31 , ...,3M}
consists in the fact that it is constructed from the signs 31 , . . . , 3M with the
help of operators a and their meaning is known.

77. A structurally simple sign has (does not have) meaning if it has
(does not have) value; a structurally complex sign has meaning if every
one of its component signs has value (rules of construction have not been
violated) and it does not have meaning if at least one of its component
signs does not have value. In other words, the investigator knows the
meaning of a sign if and only if he knows the values of all the simple
component signs and the properties of all the operators.

The identity of meaning of signs 31 and 32 will be represented as

and its absence as

The identity of meaning of signs is defined by the assertions:
AL If 31 and 3 2 are structurally simple signs, then

(structurally simple signs are identical in meaning if and only if they are
identical in value).
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A2. (31 = 3 1 ( 3 2 / 3 3 ) ) ^ ( 3 2 = 3 3 ) .

According to A2 the question about the identity of meaning of two given
signs reduces to that about the identity of meaning of the component
simple signs. This assumes that both signs are constructed according to
the same logical rule.

Tl. ( S 1 ^ 2 ) - * ^ 1 ^ 2 )
T2. - ( ( S 1 ^ 2 ) - ^ 1 ^ 2 ) )
T3. (31 = 32) -> (33 = 3 3 (3V32))
T4. (31 = 32)-(32 = 33) -> (31 s 33).

Assertions Tl and T2 mean that signs identical in meaning are identical
in value but not always vice versa. For example, in defining the structur-
ally simple sign 3 1 through the structurally complex sign 3 2 we come to
consider 31 and 3 2 identical in value but their meaning is not identical
since one is simple and the other complex.

Paradoxes of the evening-star type are the result of confusing different
signs. If we know only that these expressions are complex signs made
up of the signs "evening", "morning" and "star", then they are different
in meaning (provided, of course, that the signs "evening" and "mor-
ning" are different in meaning). But the question as to their value remains
open.

On the other hand, if these expressions are deliberately being used as
different designations of one and the same object, then we have to do
with different signs: they now are structurally simple signs, identical in
value (and, therefore, in meaning).

10. CONSTRUCTION OF SIGNS

Dl. When the value of a sign is established (the sign is created) without
the use of other signs we will call it simple in construction or primitive.
If, however, the value of the sign is established through use of other signs
(even just one) we will call it complex in construction (or derived). It is
clear that a sign which is simple in construction is structurally simple and
one which is structurally complex is complex in construction. But the
latter can be structurally simple since there is not a full coincidence of
the planes of structure and construction. The words "kilogramometer"
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and "dynamometer" are simple in structure but complex in construction:
their value is explicated with the help of other signs ("instrument",
"measure", "magnitude", etc.). Signs which are complex in construction
are formed by agreement on the relations of the signs to the newly intro-
duced signs, according to value. More about this below.

D2. When the value of a sign which is complex in construction can be
established without using some of the signs which are used in the estab-
lishment of its value this sign is called analytic: otherwise, it is synthetic.

11. CATEGORIES OF SIGNS

Signs are classified into categories in such a way that the following hold:
AL If a sign belongs to a certain category, it belongs to no other.
A2. If 3 1 and 3 2 belong to different categories, then - (3 1 - -3 2 ) and

27. If 3 1 and 3 2 are signs of different categories, then ~(31==32).
Special operators and combinations of signs are needed to convert

signs of one category into those of another. Sign-generative operators
can now be classified as applicable to signs of one and the same category
and to signs of different categories, and as providing signs of one category
and of another, etc. A general theory of signs, which can be constructed
independent of the interests of logic (i.e., as a special discipline), has to
take account of all possible, logically conceivable cases of this type as
well as of the corresponding assertions.

12. EXISTENCE OF OBJECTS

In dealing with signs it is important to know if the objects which corre-
spond to them exist or not.

It is impossible to find a definition of existence and non-existence
which would satisfy all sciences and all instances of knowledge. There
are in different sciences and in different sections of the same science
different notions of existence and non-existence. Instead of clear defini-
tions one usually finds vague conventions. Normally existence and non-
existence are understood as the possibility or impossibility of observing
objects with the sense-organs and with instruments, detecting their traces
and effects, and also as the possibility or impossibility of creating objects
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of the type in question. In some cases the existence or non-existence of
some objects is explicitly or implicitly postulated and the question about
the existence or non-existence of the others is resolved by inference from
these premisses.

But there are elements common to all sciences:
1) in every domain of science there is at least one mode of selection

of at least some of the objects studied, which differs from the selection
of these objects by means of the simple use of the signs designating them
and to which can be attributed the property that if selection of the object
by this mode is possible (impossible), then it is existing (non-existing).
Such a mode of selection is called existential (Dl): it is relative to such
existential selections that one defines the expressions "exists" and "does not
exist" and that one constructs sentences where such expressions appear;

2) for each of these domains of science one can draw up a list of rules
which make possible a judgement on the existence or non-existence of
other (at least some) objects, on the basis of the information gleaned in
the first point: one cannot talk here about all the other objects investi-
gated in the science in question since there are cases where the question
of the existence or non-existence of the objects is unsolvable (on the basis
of the premisses at hand);

3) the existential selection of objects assumes some sort of determined
(in some way or other) domain of space and time: the same is true of
conditions (in particular, of the system of definitions and assumptions);
and in every case this has to be known.

For example, let us take the expressions, "A set of three integers, x, y
and z, such that x2+y2=z2" and "A set of three integers x, j a n d z ,
such that x3 +y3=z3". Use of these expressions is selection of the corre-
sponding triples. But there is another mode of selection: to write the
numbers by means of the signs of natural numbers or to indicate a means
of doing this in a finite number of steps. Relative to this second mode of
selection a triple designated by the first expression exists; that designated
by the second does not. When discussing the existence of Peter I, one
talks not about his living in such and such a time, but in a historical sense.
And the indication of this existence (existential selection) is the written
evidence.

D2. If 3 is a sign for II and II does not exist (exists), then 3 is an
empty (non-empty) sign. An empty sign has meaning and value.



CHAPTER THREE

T E R M S

1. TERMS

Terms are the signs which make up sentences. These signs have certain
physical properties which suit them for this role: ease of construction and
perception; general availability; unlimited repeatability, etc0 We assume
all these properties to be given: i.e., we make the following assumption:
in every branch of science one knows the properties signs must have in
order to be terms. In other words, we assume that relative to a set of
objects it is known that they are terms. The task now becomes to study
the rules for forming from them new terms and for forming sentences
from terms. Terms will be designated by the symbols

t t1 t2

Everything that was said about signs in general applies to terms. Below
we will present a series of definitions and theorems relative to terms. But,
from them one can obtain theorems and definitions for signs in general
by replacing the word "term" with the word "sign". This means that we
regard terms exclusively as signs. The fact that these are signs of a definite
physical form plays no role in the exposition undertaken below. We will
therefore not introduce a strict definition of "term". We will limit our-
selves to the assumption: terms are the signs which are the elements of
the language of science.

DL Term t1 is called general (generic) relative to t2, and t2 is particular
(specific) relative to t1 if and only if

D2, Term t is called individual if and only if it is impossible to have
a f such that

(i.e., if and only if it cannot be generic).
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D3. Term t is called maximally (in the limit) general if and only if it
is impossible to have a tl such that

(i.e., if and only if it cannot be specific).
D4. Two terms t1 and t2 are compatible in value if and only if it is

possible to have a t3 such that

D5. The terms t1 and t2 are comparable if and only if there is possible
a t3 such that

D6. The division of t is the set of all possible terms f1,..., tn from the
value-range of t, which are incompatible in value, where n^2; the terms
f1,..., tn are elements of the division of t.

D7. The extension of t is the set of all possible individual terms from
the value-range of t; f is an element of the extension of t if and only if
it is an individual term from the value-range of t.

The following consequences follow from ^47117, .42X17 and the
definitions:

77. If J 1 - ^ 2 , then t1 and t2 are compatible in value.
72. If f is an element of the division of t, then ~(ti-*-t).
T3. Individual terms do not have a division.
T4. If f is an element of the value-range of an individual term t, then

t^t1 (i.e., the extension of the individual term is "equal to one").
T5. If t1-^^ and t3 is an element of the extension of t2, then t3 is

an element of the extension oft1.
T6. If every element of the extension of t2 is an element of the exten-

sion of t1, then f1-̂ *2.
The terms "object", "one (any) object", "other object", etc., are

maximally general, where the words "one" and "other" mean only that
the objects can be distinct (but the distinctions between the objects are
not fixed). They will be represented by the symbols
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For any t by definition

T7. t*-^t, t^-^t.

It is possible to have empty individual terms, e.g., "Zeus". It is also
possible to have terms to which correspond only one object at a given
time but which are not individual, e.g., "a cosmonaut whose first name
is 'Yuri ' " .

2. DEFINITIONS

Tl. In asserting that t is a term we (on the strength of the definitions
accepted) assume:

1) if t is a simple term, its value is known;
2) if t is {a; f1,..., *"}, the values of all the terms f1,..., tn are known.
Thus if * is a term then it does not contain terms whose values are not

known (are not taken as given).
DL To form term t means to make an object having the form of t

play the role of a term. Thus, formation of a term is not the forming of
the body t, which offers no problem on our assumptions, but the attri-
bution of a definite function (role) to this body. Since this depends on
the will and desire of the investigator there is always some agreement or
decision (that this can be required by certain circumstances does
not change matters). The word "decision" is more to the point. The word
"agreement" is a propos when other investigators are involved.

D2. Formation of a term by agreement on the relation between its
value and the values of other terms will be called definition of the term.
One finds definitions of the following types.

Definitions of type I (simple definition): object t1 (having the form t1)
will be a term (will be considered a term; the investigator will consider
it a term) such that

where t2 is a term. In short:

Before the construction of the definition tx is not a term.
Definition I is used when t2 is a complex term, t1 is here introduced

as an abbreviation. Otherwise, this definition has no practical sense.
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t1 is called the definiendum and t2 the definiens (D3). If t2 is a complex
term, then it is obvious that t1 and t2 are not identical in meaning. The
term defined in I is always simple.

Definitions of type II (definition through enumeration; inductive, recur-
sive definition): object t will be a term such that X, where in X are enumer-
ated all terms f such that

and it is indicated that

where tk is any term distinct in value from every t\
Definition II can be divided into two groups. Definition II1: object t

will be a term such that

where n ̂  2. Definition II2 is more complex and can contain an infinite
number of t\ It has such a form. Object t will be a term such that:

1) (t-^t1y...-(t^tm),
2) ((*-*})-.. .• ( , -*{))->((*-*!)• . . . • ( r w i ) ) ,

where ra^ 1, fc^ 1, / ^ 1, and t\9...9 t\ are terms formed from t{,..., t\\
and, possibly, from other terms;

3) ~(tj-^tn)-*~(t-^tn\ where tj is any of f1,..., fm, *£,..., 4 ? and f"
is any other term, differing from them.

In definition II the defined term t is also simple. The distinction be-
tween definiendum and definiens is not as literal here as it is in case I.

Definitions of type III: objects t° and {a; t°91
1,..., tn} will be terms

such that

where » > 1 , m ^ l , a and p can be different or identical. Both terms
introduced here are new. Definition IV is definition II for the term {a;
t°9 f

1,..., tn}9 in which we find the newly introduced term t°. A more
detailed description of the properties of the definition requires a descrip-
tion of the properties of operators, which - in turn - requires considera-
tion of the concrete forms of sentences.

The other operations for the formation of terms from given terms are
derived from operations on sentences.
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77. If t1 is defined in such a way that t2 occurs in the definiens, then
t1 depends as to value on t2 (according to DJII8).

Definitions with variables form a special case of definitions of the
type II. They have the form: b will be a term such that X, if and only if
a1,..., <f (n^ 1) are terms such that Y(where Z is an assertion containing
some b, and Y is an assertion containing a1,,.., an). b, a1,..., a"'are here
variables with terms as value-ranges. The rule for such definitions is: in
the definition itself and in its implications one cannot put for a1,..., an

b and all the terms which depend on it (they contain b or are defined
with the use of b). This rule is a result of the definition itself, where
ax,...,an have to be terms which are independent of the definition of b,
i.e., b is not included among them.

These types of definition could be called simple (or independent).
Complex (or dependent) definitions simultaneously define two or more
different terms, with one of them being used in the definiens of the others.

3. TRADITIONAL RULES OF DEFINITION

Traditional logic required of definitions 1) adequacy, 2) absence of
tautology, 3) absence of circularity. Since only definition of type I was
considered, these requirements were elucidated only for the simplest case.
We will extend them to the other types of definition and will show that
they are consequences of definitions and assertions made above.

Let us take definition I. If t1 = Df.t2, then f1 :̂*2, and, according to
7151111, their extensions coincide (satisfying the requirement of adequa-
cy). If t2 is a term then, by the very definition of definition D2III2,
t1 does not occur in t2. And this means that there is no tautology in
^^Df.t2. Let t2 be {a; tl9...9 tn} and tt=Df.{P; t1, *',..., tk}; according
to 77II8, we have: ^ ^ { a ; {ft; t1, t\..., tk},..., tn}; thus, in order to find
the meaning of t2 it is necessary to know that of t1 and the latter is not
a term in the definition at hand. If a term which occurs in t2 is defined
through t1 then the definition of t1 through t2 becomes impossible. This
meets the requirement of non-circularity.

The requirement of adequacy for II1 is obvious in view of ~(t-^tk):
all elements of the extension of tx

9...9 t
n are, according to TJIIIl, ele-

ments of the extension of t and there are no other terms in which t is
included according to meaning. On the second requirement the situation
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is the following: if n= 1, then (t-^t1)- ~ (t-^tk) is equivalent to t=Df. t1,
and t1 is a term on condition. If some of tl are * they are simply rejected
as superfluous. If all tl are t, then we have (t-^t)' ~(t-^tk). Since t is
not a term before the acceptance of t-^t, the latter is not a definition.
The matter of circularity is similar to I: if f contains a term defined
through t, then f is not a term.

The requirement of adequacy for II2 is guaranteed by point 3. The
second and third requirements are met for II2 in the sense that in
t1,..., tm, tl,..., t\, tl,..., t\ there is no term defined through t and not
one of them is t.

4. DEFINITIONS AND ASSERTIONS

In the language of science definitions are formulated in literarily distinct
forms: with the help of the expressions "is", "we will call", "if..., then
we will call (name)", etc. These variations do not affect the essence of the
definition: under all circumstances the definition is an agreement to
designate some object by a term with a meaning.

Definitions are often formulated as sentences about objects rather than
as agreements on terms. This is useful for inference. But it leads to
confusion of logically different forms. All terms found in sentences about
objects have a meaning independent of the sentences and prior to the
construction thereof, while the terms newly introduced into a definition
have meaning only by virtue of the definition. It will be correct to speak
as follows: one obtains sentences from definitions according to certain
rules (which we take up below). Imparting to definitions the form of
sentences about objects one enunciates sentences obtainable from those
definitions which, in such a case, remain unclear (implicit).

One should not confuse the definition with the establishment of whether
or not a given object belongs to some set (i.e., can be named by a given
term or not). For example, the expression "If litmus paper immersed in
a liquid turns red the liquid is acid" can be seen as a definition of the
term "acid" (felicitous or otherwise) or, more explicitly, "a liquid turning
litmus paper red is (called) acid". But it can be taken as one of the ways
of ascertaining whether or not a given liquid is acid; in such a case the
term "acid" is defined before this sentence and independent of it.

Usually one talks about implications from definitions. This is an in-
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accurate use of words since definitions do not have truth-value (the
predicates "true", "false", etc., are not applicable to them).

In fact there is a special type of rule, which is not explicitly formulated
in logic and which makes it possible to draw conclusions not from the
definitions themselves but from assertions to the effect that the definitions
are accepted. The schema of such rules is:

4If D is accepted, then X, provided that F" , where D is the formulation
of a definition, X is an assertion whose form depends on the form of Z>,
F is a condition of the truth of X. In such a case, if D is really accepted
(i.e., the assertion "D is accepted" is true), then X will be true in function
of the property of the form "If..., then..." ( 7 can be empty).

5. DEFINITION AND SELECTION

Every definition of terms is connected with some method of selection of
objects. But the selection of objects, resulting in the introduction of terms,
is not always a definition. Other methods of introducing terms are, for
example: enumeration of objects, so chosen that they have a single
property in common; uniqueness achieved by choosing examples ac-
cording to circumstances (especially the character of the reader) in such
a way that the number and types of examples can vary; the term intro-
duced designates that which the objects in the examples have in common;
the task then consists in bringing the reader or listener to select the
requisite property of the objects. Even though a new term is introduced,
this is not definition.

The case is the same when one finds operations which make it possible
to discover or create an object and to introduce a term for it. The case
is essentially the same but somewhat more complex: "the object which
you see (hear, etc.) is called f\ Although we here use terms with known
values we are not establishing relations between the meanings of terms,
as in cases I to IV.

When one talks of "operational definitions" one has in mind the con-
struction of terms through description of the operations for the selection of
objects, which is a mode of introducing terms, different from definition
of terms in our sense. We assume that such methods are available although
we will not examine them. The most that can be in general said about
them (without going into the concrete operations) is the above remark.
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More precision is needed on the expression "use of some terms to form
others". In the cases with which we are dealing one uses language, i.e.,
one uses certain terms. But they are used as means for selecting objects
and means for the orientation of the investigator in the world. Terms are
not provided here as object of our attention and are not used as material
for the formation of new terms. The terms introduced in such cases are
simple in construction.

6. CONCEPT

DL A term, the meaning of which has been established by definition
(which is introduced, created by definition) will be called a concept.

It is clear that not every term will be a concept even if it is complex
in construction. Thus, {a; t1,..., tn} is not a concept. It is possible to find
terms constructed out of concepts, but not being concepts. For example,
the term "10 kg m/sec" is constructed from the concepts "number 10",
"kg", "m" and "sec" but it is not a concept if it is the result of substi-
tuting a sentence with this term for sentences with the terms "a kg",
"b m" and "s sec".

D2. In the instance of the definition t1=DfJ2 the content of the
concept of t1 is the meaning of t2; in the case of the definitions II to IV
the content of the concept of t is the meaning of all the terms in t, which
figure in the definition.

D3. Concepts appear in every known domain of science and can be
divided into specific and non-specific. In turn the specific concepts can
be divided into primitive (not defined through other specific concepts) and
derived (defined through other specific concepts - ultimately through
primitive ones). Primitive concepts are defined with the help of the terms
of ordinary language, of the terms of other sciences and even of the
concepts of other sciences. There is no such thing as an absolutely inde-
finable concept. The primitive concepts in axiomatic theories are "de-
fined by the axioms" (explained below). Undefined (primitive) "signs" are
used only in formal constructions. However, without interpretation they
have no meaning, i.e., they are not signs (and, consequently, terms).

There are cases where terms are accepted simply because they are use-
ful for defining terms which are necessary for one reason or another.
Three outcomes are possible in such cases: 1) these terms are simple in
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construction; they serve to introduce the primitive concepts; 2) the
meaning of these terms is explained with the help of other terms, so that
this "explanation" contains an implicit definition; 3) in the "explanation",
mentioned in 2), there is no definition; with the help of these terms one
introduces primitive concepts (and the former are not such). In practice,
elements of the three variants are mixed together and the introduction
of logical clarity is not only extremely difficult but often useless.

D4. There is in use a term t1, and a concept t2 is introduced (defined)
in such a way that f 1^f2 is the case. Such an introduction of t2 is called
an explication of t1.

Practically it can often happen that the explicandum and explicans are
identical in meaning. Usually the terms to be explicated are vague,
ambiguous, etc. As a result of the explication we get concepts which
coincide in meaning with the explicanda only in certain contexts. From
this point of view explication serves not only to render precise the sense
of terms (which can be done through definition) but also to select (dis-
tinguish) the domain of investigation. The investigator introduces the
term t2 in order to use it in place of t1 and he makes the necessary
decision (i.e., carries out a definite selection). This in itself eliminates the
ambiguity of the terms.

7. MEANING AND CONTEXT

DL The context of a term is some set of sentences and terms, localized
in space or time, in which it occurs (where it is met, used, etc.).

The symbols

O and tCl

will represent suitable contexts and the term / in these contexts.
D2. If for any two different contexts C1 and C 2 it is the case that

then t is a non-contextual or unambiguous term (its meaning does not
depend on context).

D3. If one finds at least two contexts C1 and C2 such that

then t is contextual or ambiguous (its meaning depends on context).
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We exclude ambiguity of terms, agreeing: AL If ^(tC1^ tC2) then
tC1 and tC2 are distinct terms.

8. THE REDUCTION PROBLEM

One of the problems of the logical analysis of scientific knowledge is that
of the reduction of scientific terms of any type and of any degree of
complexity to terms which are simple in construction. One can imagine
two ways of solving the problem: 1) by indicating methods of replacing
any scientific term with some ordered set of terms which are simple in
construction; 2) by indicating methods of constructing scientific terms
so as to explain all connections of terms as to their value, up to and
including terms which are simple in construction. In the first sense the
problem is unsolvable; in the second it is de facto solved in every domain
of science. Of course, this solution is not something given once and for
all. There are no absolute criteria for the simplicity and complexity, or
for the primitive and derivative character of concepts. An important role
here is played by historical conditions, chance and the constant change
of science. The same results can often be obtained through different sets
of terms, different ways of introducing them, and different systems of
relating them to each other. Therefore, the principles of logic concerning
the relationships of terms and the methods of constructing them are just
schemata which aid in studying the terminology of some domain of
science at a certain stage in its development (which brings improvements
in the terminological apparatus of science), but are not at all absolutely
binding in the establishment of relations like "simple - complex", "primi-
tive - derived", etc.

Of course, every term of science is ultimately based on some set of
terms which are simple in construction. But the "distance" between a
given term and this base is often quite great (mediated) and the path
itself is sometimes so convoluted that reduction to the base is of no
practical import. The assertion that one can find such a "basic" equiva-
lence for every term remains an abstract possibility. Attempts to do it on
any large scale lead to failure. But this does not mean that it would be
useless to try to do this for limited domains of science - fragmentarily,
simplistically, approximately, etc. The practical and theoretical impor-
tance of such efforts seems to be growing.
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9. TERMS OF TERMS

If an object is a term this means that it fills a certain function in the
activity of the investigator; it plays a role and is used in a certain way.
But a term can itself be the object of attention as is the case, for example,
in logic. One needs a term for this case. The peculiarity of this situation
is that the term for this term will be some example of the term itself, with
some expansions or modifications (quotes, italics, etc.). For the term of
the term t we will use

For t and [*] it will be the case that

A2. The meaning of t does not depend on \t~\ (i.e., it is known before
the construction of [?]). But the meaning of [t~\ is known if and only if
the meaning of t is known.

If the meaning of t is not known then it is considered not as a term but
as a perceptible object, having the form t, and then \t~\ is not a term for
a term but simply the term of some object.



CHAPTER FOUR

S E N T E N C E S

1. THE PROBLEM OF DEFINING SENTENCES

There are definitions of sentences through truth-values. This is in particu-
lar possible if one assumes that a sentence is that which can be true
or false. But this is an insufficient definition. One has to know what a
sentence is before one talks about its properties such as truth, falsity, etc.
While one can attain a certain illusion of immediate clarity in reference
to truth and falsity, for other truth-values (which are possible and have
to be included in a definition of truth) this is not possible. Relative to
certain forms of sentences even the terms "true" and "false" have no
immediate clarity.

There are also definitions of sentences with the help of terms like
"thought", "content", "assertion", "negation", etc. In particular, a
sentence is sometimes defined as a thought affirming or denying some-
thing about something. These definitions are also insufficient. Affirmation
and denial are forms of sentences. The terms "thought", "content", etc.
are not sufficiently defined; they are ambiguous. Using them in the
present context is a leftover of psychologism in logic, which holds that
the linguistic form in itself is of no interest for logic; it is merely the
envelope of ideal (spiritual) objects existing somewhere in the head.

Sentences are empirically given (perceptible) objects, constructed from
terms according to certain rules and with the help of supplemental, per-
ceptible objects. These are special sorts of "entitative" structures, i.e.,
structures of perceptible "things". And the definition of the term "sen-
tence" has to be found by describing these structures. The following have
to be kept in mind. First, the number of different sentential structures is
not limited by any circumstance flowing from the nature of the sentence
itself. It is only because the introduction of new structures depends not
on abstract possibilities but on the cognitive needs of people that the
set of sentential structures is limited and relatively small. By its very
nature the definition is limited. Second, sentences can be viewed from
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different angles. The structural descriptions from one point of view
should be distinguished from those from another point of view. It can
be said that the description of sentential structure is a process in many
"dimensions". The definition sought after can be constructed only from
the set of definitions provided in the different sections of logic.

We will take up the following way of defining the concept "sentence":
1) enumeration of the structures, made up of terms and operators,

which are considered sentences;
2) enumeration of structures, made up of sentences and operators,

which are considered sentences;
3) if Y is a sentence and there is an agreement to the effect that X is

identical with Y as to meaning, then X is a sentence.
In the following paragraphs we will enumerate the structures referred

to in points 1) and 2). The possibilities of introducing new structures are
unlimited, according to 3). In this section we will take up some general
questions, where the ordinary understanding of sentences will be enough
and can be elucidated through examples.

2. BASIC PRINCIPLES OF THE CONSTRUCTION
OF SENTENCES

Sentences will be represented by the symbols

Z Y 7 Y1 Y2 Y1 Y2

Each of these symbols is any sentence and a difference in symbols used
means only a difference in sentences.

Every sentence is made up of terms and of some other objects (e.g.,
logical signs). Let t1,..., tn(n^2) be all the terms found in a sentence X.
We make the following assumptions (corresponding to the factual state
of affairs):

Al. The existence of objects II1,..., IT, designated by the terms
t1,..., tn, does not depend on X(on whether or not Z i s constructed).

A2. The selection of objects II1,..., II" does not depend on Z(they can
be selected without X being constructed).

A3. The meaning of t1,..., tn does not depend on the construction of X
(it is known before the construction of X).

Assuming A1-A3 saves us from a whole series of consequences which
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are undesirable and unavoidable without them. Let us take, for example,
the phrase "This sentence which I am now writing (reading, enunciating,
etc.) is not true". This is not a sentence since the expression "This
sentence I am now writing" is void of meaning as long as the sentence
is not written; i.e., it depends on the phrase as a whole and we cannot
select the corresponding object without writing the phrase.

It turns out that the structure of an expression is not sufficient to decide
whether the requirements of A1-A4 are met or not. These requirements
are the non-formal conditions of the construction of sentences. And in
each particular case it has to be clear whether we have to do with a
sentence or a sentence-like object. There are no formal (structural) cri-
teria for distinguishing them (as in the case of signs and sign-like ob-
jects).

A4. (ti^t2)->(X-+X(t1lt2)),
where X^jt2) is a sentence formed from X b y substituting t2 for t1.

3. SENTENTIAL OPERATORS

DL Sentential operators are objects which permit the formation of
sentences from terms and from sentences.

D2. Operators of terms and sentences are logical operators. Operators
of terms and sentences are different operators. We will examine this
difference more in detail below. Neither in ordinary language nor in the
language of science are these operators always clearly and unambiguously
expressed. However, we are obliged to assume that they are distinct,
perceptible objects, localised in space and time. We also leave aside the
fact of the ambiguity of linguistic expressions and the many ways of
expressing one and the same function (filling the role) of signs. These
abstractions mean the following: in real languages there is something
which corresponds to the symbols used to designate the operators in
question in the theory of knowledge; these symbols are unambiguous
and their visible difference is an indicator of the different functions of
the corresponding linguistic forms. In other words, we here abstract the
function of the linguistic forms, whatever form they may take. On the
other hand, these abstractions indicate the assumption of some devices
necessary for distinguishing these functions in any context of the language
in question.
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The operators considered here are not signs in their own right. They
become parts of signs only in conjunction with terms or sentences.
Investigating them is not a matter of describing their perceptible form
(which is taken as given) but of establishing their role in the formation
of signs. The latter is not possible without a description of the properties
of the structures, of which they are elements. But to describe these
structures means to describe the conditions of the meaningfulness
{osmyslennosf) of terms and of the truth-value of sentences, the rules
of construction of terms and sentences from others, etc., i.e., to investi-
gate knowledge on the planes of construction and meaning.

The study of some operators can lead to the study of others if it is
possible to define the structures containing the former through those
containing the latter. One has to distinguish the reducibility of logical
operators from the use of some of them in the description of the proper-
ties of others. If the description of all the properties of one operator is
impossible without the use of another, then the second will be called
necessary in reference to the first. Investigation of reducibility and of
such dependence of operators leads to certain complex, mutually irre-
ducible and mutually necessary operators, the study of which forms the
basis of the logical theory of scientific knowledge.

Logical operators can be used to define the other logical devices which
(together with the operators) are called logical signs. Although this is not
a fully correct use of words, we will accept it, noting that the word
"logical" here needs some clarification: logical signs are signs, the
meaning of which is investigated and established in logic.

4. COMPLEX TERMS AND SENTENCES

Sometimes sentences are considered as complex assertory terms. It is of
course legitimate to regard terms and sentences from some general point
of view: both are structures of signs. But, one must keep the following
in mind. Let us take, for example, the sentence "The particle is positively
charged" and the term "The particle which is positively charged" (or the
term "The fact that the particle is positively charged"). It is asserted in
the first that the object has some property. There is nothing like this in
the second. But a term "is affirmed". What does this mean? One of two
things: either the construction of a sentence "There is (given, observed,
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etc.) a particle which is positively charged", or the transition to the
sentence "The particle is positively charged". But in the first case we get
a sentence which is different from the one given and in the second we
have not an example of the reduction of a sentence to a term but only an
example of the assertion that one can get a term from a sentence (and
vice versa) through certain operations. In other cases the irreducibility of
sentences to terms is even more evident. Thus, transformation of the
sentence "All even numbers are divisible by two" into the term "Even
number which is divisible by two" leads either to loss of the quantifier
"all" or to the formation of a term which does not correspond to the
initial sentence: in both cases the limitation expressed by the word
"which" loses its meaning. Sentences are distinguished from complex
terms by the presence of special operators which differ from those used
for terms. But this is not all. Let us take, for example, the term "0, which
is bigger than b and has property c" and the sentence "a, which has the
property c, is bigger than V\ The presence of the expressions "which"
and "has the property" in both does not hide their differences. It is clear
that it is not only the presence of such logical operators that is important
but also their order as well as that of the terms.

5. SIMPLE AND COMPLEX SENTENCES

Dl. Sentences which do not contain (contain) as parts at least two
different sentences will be called simple (complex) in structure. In other
words, structurally complex sentences are formed by the conjunction of
one or more sentences with special operators.

D2. We will say that a sentence X is contentfully used in the obtaining
of sentence Y if we find in Y at least one term or at least one sentence
found in X.

D3. A sentence, for the obtaining of which no other sentence is con-
tentfully used, will be called simple in construction. A sentence, for the
obtaining of which at least one other sentence, different from the first,
is contentfully used, will be called complex in construction.

Sentences simple in structure result from observation (empirical sen-
tences) or presuppositions (assumptions, hypotheses). Sentences which
are simple in structure can be complex in construction.
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6. COGNITIVE ACTIVITIES

The process of obtaining knowledge is composed of the activities of the
investigator with some given materials - sense-data or perceived objects
- and already had knowledge. These activities are formulated in language
by expressions like "we take", "we assume", "from...we get...", "putting
...for...", etc. These expressions are signs of cognitive activity.

Activities with perceived objects can be reduced either to activities with
real objects (types of activities coincide) or to activities with sentences
of the type "Let there be...", "We take...", "We assume that...", etc.,
which can be reduced to activities with sentences "if..., then..." (where
the assumption is put after "if").

Activities with sense-given objects assume sense-reflection of the primi-
tive material and of the results of the activities. They are included in the
selection of the objects, in the distinguishing and comparing of them, in
dividing, uniting, transposing, modifying, etc. them, in their inclusion and
exclusion relative to certain connections, etc. Some of these activities
influence the object; others do not. The primitive material and the result
of activities of the second order can be described in sentences and the
activity of the investigator can be eliminated with the help of conditional
sentences of the form "If X then Y", where X is the description of the
result of an activity and Tis knowledge obtained in these circumstances.
The result is that activity of the second order can be considered the con-
tentful condition of the obtaining of knowledge, which activities of the
first order are not. They are the conditions of any cognitive activities with
objects at all.

Knowledge is basically the sense perception of objects and all that has
been said applies to it. But when knowledge is taken as a special sort of
perceptible object (term, sentence) there appears a cognitive activity which
is not reducible to the content of sentences and which involves the purely
formal conditions of the obtaining of knowledge. This is the activity of
obtaining some terms and sentences from others.

The task relevant to cognitive activities is to find the elementary cogni-
tive activities which go to make up all the complex activities used to
obtain knowledge. As already indicated, the elementary cognitive activi-
ties with objects are selection and comparison. We will call the selection
of objects in the construction (obtaining) of sentences heuristic; similarly
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for comparison (Dl). Investigation of the activities pertaining to know-
ledge is the basic task of the logical theory of scientific knowledge.

7. THE CONSTRUCTION OF SENTENCES

When one talks about the construction of sentences, one is not talking
simply about their physical formation (which poses no real problem).
One has in mind the formation of sentences which serve some purpose,
which are accepted, recognized, etc. One can introduce and write down
any number of sentences. But by no means all of them will be able to
be accepted and recognized as having value for people. The question,
what are the criteria of the practical value of sentences for some branch
of science, is not a logical question. Logic does have something to do
with the study of the criteria which enable one to accept or reject sen-
tences.

Similarly, when one talks about obtaining (constructing) sentences
from others, one has in mind not the physical transformation of one into
the other but the activity which can be extrinsically described as follows:

1) Sentences X1,..., Xn (n^ 1) are given as visible, audible, etc., ob-
jects; they are analyzed as to the terms and logical signs they contain and
how these are related to one another;

2) pursuant to this analysis and to some other extrinsic circumstances
(conditions, purpose, etc.) one establishes (produces, etc.) a sentence Y;
obviously there are rules which (in these circumstances and for these
purposes) permit the establishment of Y;

3) these rules are such that the following condition is met: if one ac-
cepts (recognizes) X1,..., Xn, then Y, obtained in accordance with these
rules, has to be accepted.

Once these rules are established and formed, things change: they make
it possible to accept Fonce X1,..., Xn are accepted. Now they are experi-
enced as something like a force and law of nature rather than as a product
of human creativity.

The rules of logical entailment occupy a special place among the rules
for the obtaining of sentences. They are elaborated in such a way that
the following postulate be satisfied: if Ylogically follows from X, and X
is taken as true, then Y has to be taken as true. The rules of logical
entailment define the properties of the logical signs found in X and Y.
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Thus, if one obtains Y from X according to these rules, this is due to the
properties of the logical signs they contain. The signs are of such a nature
that Y follows or does not follow from X depending on the structures
of X and F. Xis here sufficient for the obtaining and accepting of Y. The
sentence Z i s called premiss and F i s conclusion (or consequence).

Different from the rules of logical entailment are the rules which make
it possible to accept Y, when X1,..., Xn are known, but which do not
define the logical signs contained in X1 , . . . , Xn, Y. They can be divided into
two groups. One of them includes agreements to substitute certain sen-
tences for others and the conclusions of such agreements, according to
which from the terms figuring in X1,..., Xn we obtain new terms figuring
in Y. We call them rules of substitution of terms. The substitutions carried
out in accordance with them are means suitable for the preservation of
and operation with knowledge. In this way complex sets of sentences are
replaced by abbreviations, accessible to review as sets of signs. This is not
symbolization, which is also abbreviation, but the substitution of some
sets of sentences for others.

For example, in the case of sentences about the velocity of a body the
substitution will not be the replacement of the words "kilometer" and
"second" by the abbreviations "km" and "sec" but the replacement of
sentences about the distance covered by the moving body and the time
in which this occurred, by one sentence. In such substitutions the logical
properties of the sets of sentences are clearly formulated. What is more,
it is often only such substitutions which make it possible to bring out the
rules of inference used (especially the logical and mathematical rules).
For example, putting a = / ( a , t) for a=61,...,a=Z>", where a is a constant,
t is time, a n d / a certain type of function, we can use the property/ in
subsequent judgements. The rule of substitution generated here is a
simple, one-act agreement to use a sentence Y instead of some set of
sentences X.

The rules for the substitution of terms (like the rules of logical entail-
ment) are purely formal, i.e., the transition which they permit is based
on consideration of the perceptible form of the terms and sentences.
These rules are called deductive. The process of elaborating (forming,
selecting) these rules is not formal; it is a matter of creative operations
which aim at the formation of rules such that they can be used formally
(i.e., within certain limits). The number of such rules is not limited.
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Among them we find rules used in all or some sciences, rules used once
or over and over, etc. A large part of scientific activity involves such a
formation of rules.

In the second group we find rules which are sometimes called non-
formal, inductive or extra-logical. These rules make it possible to accept
Fif X1,..., Xn are true but offers no guarantee that Twill be true. There
are cases where Y proves not to be true and has to be rejected. These
rules are based on certain general assumptions on the objects being
investigated. To some extent these rules can be studied by a logical theory
of scientific knowledge although there is a tendency to exclude them from
the domain of logic.

8. THE MEANING OF SENTENCES

Even simple examples show that there is no complete parallelism between
the planes of value for terms and for sentences. Thus, the term "the prime
number four" has value and meaning, while "four is a prime number"
is false. However, the use of the terms "true", "false", etc., relevant to
terms is based on a confusion.

Dl. We will say that the investigator knows the meaning of a simple
sentence if and only if he knows the meanings of all the component terms
and logical signs, and he knows the meaning of a complex sentence if
and only if he knows the meanings of all the sentences and logical signs
making it up. A proposition has meaning if and only if its meaning is
known to the investigator.

The expressions "the sentence has meaning" and "the sentence does
not have meaning" are to be used only to the extent that one can construct
objects resembling the sentences having meaning, and there are no
structural characteristics which make it possible to distinguish them. The
expression "the sentence does not have a meaning (is meaningless)" is
sometimes used to indicate that it is not possible to establish that a
sentence is true or false. We, however, will use other terms for this.

D2. The terms and simple sentences found in a given sentence can be
called its units of meaning.

The identity of X and Y according to meaning will be written as
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The symbol

will represent the sentence formed from X by substitution of t2 for t1.
The symbol

will be considered an abbreviation for

D3. Two sentences are identical in meaning only through agreement
or because of the following assertions:

A2. (X = Y)-+(Z

where Z{XjY) is a sentence formed from Z through substitution of Y
forZ.

A3. (X s Y)-(7 == Z) ->(X = Z).

9. DEFINITIONS WITH SENTENCES

The agreements mentioned in D7IV8 of the previous section are defini-
tions of the type: "Let object X be a sentence such that Z = 7 " (where Y
is a sentence) or "In place of F we will use XSLS identical to it in meaning".
Such definitions introduce either new terms of new logical signs (lacking,
of course, in F). At the same time they are agreements to call certain
objects, found in X, terms or logical signs. Obviously, object X has to be
constructed in such a way that it has the structure of a sentence.

Instead of the expression "identical in meaning" for definitions which
contain sentences, we often use the expressions "if...then..." and "if and
only if".

10. TERMS FROM SENTENCES

From any sentence X one can form the term

IX,
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which reads "The fact that X".
AL If X is a sentence, then j X i s a term.
A2. (X=Y)
A3. (t^t^
The definitions discussed in the previous section are modifications of

definitions of the type

What is more, terms are introduced according to schema I:

11. TRUTH-VALUES

Truth-values are the terms "true", "false", etc. They will be represented
by

vi,v2,...,vn,vuv2i....

One has to distinguish the establishment of the meaning of terms vt

and vl and the explication of the truth-value of a given sentence. The
latter cannot be done until the former is carried out. Below we will
formulate the general principles affecting only the meaning of truth-
values.

We assume the designations:
1) X+-V* means "Xhas the truth-value vu\ where vl is one of v1

9 v2,...
(e.g., "Xis true", "Xis false", etc.);

2) ~(X*-v*) means "X does not have the truth-value vu' ("X is not
true", "Xis not false", etc.);

3) X « Y means "X and Y are equivalent";
4) ~ (X« Y) means "X and Y are not equivalent";

| D i . XttYif and only if for any vl is met the requirement: every time
that one of X and Y has the value v\ the other will have exactly the same
value v\ i.e.,

27. If X « Y then for any v*

- ((X<-t/)- - (Y
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Truth-values are introduced so as to meet the requirements:

A2. ( I s r ) - > ( I » 7 ) .

^4J. If ~(X*-V) then Xhas a truth-value other than v\
D2. The truth-values v1,..., vn (n^2) will be called basic if and only if

for any pair vl and vk the following are fulfilled:

D3. The set of basic truth-values v1,..., vn will be considered complete
if and only if

D4. The truth-values vu...,vm(m^l) will be called complementary to
the basic truth-values if and only if for every Vj (j= 1,..., m) there is at
least one basic truth-value v* such that

There is one privileged value found among v\ This value is "true". For
it we take the number 1, i.e., it will be represented as v1. It has the follow-
ing properties.

A4. The value "true" (v1) is always found among the basic values.

A5. (X^^

A6. The rest of the basic values are defined through v1 according to

where vl (i—2,..., n) depends on the form of Y.
It is obvious that

T2. ((X <-1?1) = (Y*-v1))->((X *-*/)<-> Y)•

A7. Complementary truth-values are defined through the basic ones
according to

where v\...,vk are values taken from among the basic ones and Vj is a
complementary value.
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Complementary values can also be introduced by means of definitions
of the form

(v.-^viy...-(vj-^vky~(vJ^v'),

where vl is any value different from v1,..., vk.
T3. To the extent that all basic values are reduced to v1, the comple-

mentary ones can also be reduced to v1.
If the number of basic values is taken to be two and they are v1 and v2,

then:

T4. (X*-v1)-+~(X*-v2)
T5. {x<-v2)->~ix+-v1)

If, however, the number of basic values is greater than two, then:

T6. ~(X*-vi)-*(X+-vkl):...:(X+-vkm)

where vkl
9...9 vk™ are all the basic values, different from v\

The value "false" will be designated by the symbol vn. It is clear that
in general ~ (Xt-v1) will not coincide with X+-vn. So that

T7. ~ ( ~ ( X « - t ; 1 ) - > ( X <

For sentences which are themselves about truth-values the following
assertion (according to A6) holds:

T8. ((X ^vi)^-v1)^(X^ v1)

According to the theorems and definitions introduced above these
sentences require only two basic truth-values.

We can therefore assume:

D5. ((X *- v1) <- if) = (~ (X *- vl) <~ v1).

T9, If the number of basic values is greater than two, then

If X<r- v2 then when n = 3we get (X<-1;1) <- v3. Whence the important
conclusion:

T10.
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Cases where it is impossible to establish the truth-values of sentences
are excluded by the very mode of introducing truth-values. There are
cases where it is not possible to say if a sentence is true or false. But this
is some third value. For any value vl it is the case that:

A8. If it is impossible to establish that X<- v\ then ~ (X«-1/).
It is clear that the meaning and truth-value of a sentence are not one

and the same thing. What is more, one can know the meaning of a
sentence ("understand the sentence") and yet not know its truth-value or
consider it not-true (true, etc.). If the investigator does not know the
meaning of X then for him the sentence JST<— vl de facto means the follow-
ing: "Object Xis a sentence for someone (for some other investigators)
and X<-vl". Such a situation is possible.

12. SENTENTIAL STRUCTURE AND TRUTH-VALUES

Definition of truth-values according to the schema introduced in the
previous section presupposes the knowledge of the structures of sentences
X and Y (Y is selected relevant to X and is not an arbitrarily selected
sentence). Thus, the exact definitions of truth-values can be established
only after one has fixed the structure of these sentences. Definitions have
to be given for each structure. A full definition of each truth-value is
possible only under the condition that all the sentential structures have
been reviewed. And since there are no a priori limits here, it is impossible
to have a final and complete definition of each truth-value. Invention of
some new sentential structure requires special definitions of truth-values
relative to this structure.

Definitions have to be given for each structure since definitions which
are effective for one structure are not for another. A definition has to be
constructed for a specific structure and not through a structure; this is
not the same thing. If the sentential structure is given then we can some-
times ascertain (not introducing it by definition!) its truth-value if we
know the truth-values of the component parts. For example, if we have
X' Fwe can ascertain its truth-value if we know those of X and Y. How-
ever, this is possible only when one has definitions of truth-values for this
structure. And this means that the truth-value of X* Y here is determined
through those of X and Y and is only a special case.

When certain sentential structures are reduced to others, then such a
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reduction is also possible for the truth-values, i.e., it is possible to define
the truth values for certain structures through those for others. This
makes possible assertions of the type

where n^ 1. The sentence

here constitutes the logical condition of the vk value of X (Dl). The
special case is n = 1, Y1 is X and vk is v1.

The goal of the definitions we are discussing here is to enumerate for
every truth-value vk all the conditions of vk value of sentences with a given
structure.

13. THE NUMBER OF TRUTH-VALUES

The number of basic truth-values cannot be smaller than two but can be
greater than two. Two-valued logic (the logical theory using only two
basic truth-values) is only the simplest, special case. Two-valued logic is
the most simple possible case if it takes the value v1 and the value v2 is
~ (X<r- v1). Two-valued logic is a special case if one excludes cases where
sentences can take other values (other than true and false) and only
considers a limited set of true-false sentences.

We here assume that the number of sentential truth-values can be
greater than two. In what follows we will use both a simple two-valued
variant and a four-valued case. We will use the following basic values:

1) v1 is true;
2) v2 is indeterminate;
3) v3 is unverifiable;
4) v4 is false.

This set of basic values is complete. We will also use the following
complementary values:

1) nv1 is not-true;
2) nv2 is determinate;
3) nv3 is verifiable;
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4) nv4 is not-false;
5) nv1nv3 is verifiable-not-true;
6) nvAnv3 is verifiable-not-false;
7) nv2nv3 is verifiable-determinate.
Values 1 to 4 are here defined by the assertions:
DL (X+-nvi) = (X±-vk):(X+-vl):(X<-vm),

where v\ vk, vl and vm are v1, v2, v3, and v4 in all possible permutations.
Values 5 to 7 are defined:

D2. {X*-nv1nv3) = (X<r-v2)\*
D3. (X<- nv*nv3) = (X«- v1): (X<
Z)4. (X<- «t;2/2t;3) = (X+- v1): (X<-1;4).
That the number of truth-values can be greater than two is an empiri-

cally established fact. Suppose a given sentence is the result of observa-
tion and its verification is accomplished through comparison of it with
some domain of observation. The sentence contains at least two units of
meaning. And comparison of it with the elements (objects) of a given
domain of observation is a procedure with at least two steps. Each step
admits of a positive or negative result. There is thus the possibility of
introducing at least four different terms for these results, each of which
is a truth-value.

If the truth-value of a sentence can be established only by finding out
whether it was obtained from other sentences through rules of logical
inference or not, then at least the following cases are possible:

1) Y follows from X and then Y is considered true relative to X ( F is
provable);

2) from X follows the negation of Fand then Y is considered not-true
relative to X (F is refutable);

3) if from X follows neither Y nor its negation, then Y is considered
undecidable relative to X; if this happens for any X, then Fis undecidable
in principle.

There is no need to go into the other cases. If the fact of the possibility
of three and more results in the establishment of sentential truth-values
is once established, then it has to be taken into account in the logical
theory of scientific knowledge. The limitation to two values in classical
logic means the consideration of only those cases where only two results
are possible in the processes of the establishment of sentential truth-values
(in the verification of sentences).
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14. TRUTH

Therefore, all truth-values are defined through truth. The definition of the
term "true" has to be given relative to the structure of sentences and
means of obtaining them. There is no single definition of it, suitable for
all cases of sentences.

Obviously, this will also be the case for other values defined through it.
In general, one can only say the following.

The term "true" means above all that the investigator accepts the
sentence, agrees with what is said in it, etc. This act of agreement and
acceptance is some sort of primary, explicit operation which is not
definable in logical terms.

But the investigator can have all sorts of reasons and motives for
accepting a sentence (i.e., for accomplishing the act of agreement, assent,
etc.): fear of punishment, stupidity, tactical considerations, etc. Of course,
we have to exclude such cases and come up with a fearless, serious, un-
biased and sufficiently knowledgeable investigator who will accept a
sentence only under certain well-defined circumstances. Then the expres-
sion "Xis true" (as distinguished from "Zis considered true") will mean:
the investigator accepts X only because certain of these circumstances are
the case. To define the term "true" - and, therefore, the sentence "X is
true" - means to enumerate these cases. And this can be done only if one
constructs a logical theory of scientific knowledge, i.e., if one studies the
concrete sentential structures, their interrelations and the methods of ob-
taining them (but not simply as a premiss to their construction). And it
seems that we have to take into account the tradition which has been built
up in science throughout history and which is passed on to our putative
investigator.

There have been many cases where people have achieved what they set
out to do by taking as true sentences which actually were false. They did
certain things believing in the truth of these (false) sentences.

This opened the door to taking as true those sentences belief in the
truth of which led to the desired (positive) effect in a given activity. We
exclude such a pragmatic criterion for the evaluation of sentences and
assume the following: the investigator accepts a sentence (considers it to
be true) irrespective of whether or not he or someone else bases his
conduct on it (is directed by it in his activities).
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We might note in passing that people often come to grief by believing
true sentences to be true; the denial of true sentences can also sometimes
be useful. All of this is extra-logical.

It is evident that for sentences with different structure the term "true"
is defined in a different way. For example, the defining portions of the
expressions "X* Fis true" and "X: Yis true" will contain different expres-
sions (otherwise the signs "and" and "or" would not differ). But the term
"true" can also have a different definition for sentences which have identi-
cal structures but which are obtained in different ways. For example, "If
X, then F " will be "true" in one way if it results from empirical investi-
gation of objects, and in another if it follows from the logical connections
of sentences (in particular the logical entailment of Y by X).

The illusion that the term "true" has one and the same meaning for
sentences with one and the same (similar) structure is the result of a
psychological transfer: the meaning of the term is known for one group
of sentences and all other sentences with similar structures are considered
from the same point of view. The illusion is possible because one limits
consideration to the act of acceptance and forgets what it takes to ac-
complish this act.

In the case of sentences which are complex in construction the question
of truth reduces to that of the truth of other sentences. For sentences
which are simple in construction and which have been obtained through
observation (sensation and perception) of some region of the world (of
objects), the following hold:

1) a sentence obtained through observation (i.e., sensation and per-
ception of objects) in some range of objects is true relative to that range
of observation (errors of observation being excluded);

2) if some X is given and there is a range of observation, then X is
true relative to this range if and only if it can be obtained therein; in
other words, if X and the range of observation are given, then X is true
relative to this range if and only if comparison of the elements of X and
the elements of the range provides a result, corresponding to the definition
of the term "true" for sentences with a structure similar to that of X.

15. VERIFICATION

Dl. Verification of a sentence is establishment of its truth-value.
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D2. Selection of objects during verification of a sentence is verificatory
selection.

For verification of Xit is necessary to have:
1) exact definitions of truth-values for sentences with analogous

structures or obtained with analogous methods;
2) the possibility of constructing true F1,.-? Yn (n^l) such that

16. LOCAL AND UNIVERSAL SENTENCES

DL Suppose t is found in X. If X has one truth-value in confrontation
with one object, designated by t, and another in confrontation with
another object t, then Zis a f-local sentence (the truth-value of X depends
on t). But, if X has one and the same truth-value in confrontation with
any object t, then X is a ^-universal sentence, (the truth-value of X does
not depend on t). A sentence is local (universal) if and only if it contains
(does not contain) a term, for which it is local (universal).

Let X1
9...9X

n (n^ 1) be all the sentences found in some assertion we
make, the truth-values of which depend on t: we will assume that the
truth-values of these sentences within the limits of the assertion in
question will be established in each instance by confrontation with one
and the same object, designated by t.

Let the truth of F depend on that of X (If X is true, then F is true),
and let there be some assertion A which takes account of this dependence
and which contains X and Y. There are four possible cases: 1) X and Y
are both f-local; and the acceptance of A means that Fis true in confron-
tation with every object t, in confrontation with which X was true;
2) X is t-local and Y is universal; for the acceptance of the truth of Y
it is enough that X be true in confrontation with any object t; 3) X is
universal, and F is f-local; if Xis true, then Fhas to be true in confron-
tation with any object t; 4) X and F are both universal; no stipulations
are needed here.

17. METASENTENCES

If sentences are regarded as special sorts of objects one can introduce
terms to designate them. Normally one uses a sample of the sentence in
question with some additions or physical modifications (brackets, italics,
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etc.). Let us represent the term designating the sentence X with the symbol

A sentence can be considered simply as an object of the type X or,
more precisely, as a sentence about something. In the first case the rela-
tionship of X and [X] is the simple relation of object and term; in the
second we have the relation between the sentence and its name. We here
consider the second.

For X and [X~\ the following holds:
AL The meaning of X does not depend on [X] (is known before the

formation of \_X"\), But, the meaning of [X~\ is known if and only if
that of X is known.

From this viewpoint the famous paradox of two "sentences", one of
which asserts that the other is true while the other asserts that the first
is false has an extremely trivial solution: these "sentences" are not really
sentences since they do not satisfy Al and the above mentioned require-
ment (cf. Section 2) on the meaning of sentences in general.

DL Sentences which contain terms of terms or terms of sentences are
metasentences.

All logical assertions on terms and sentences are metasentences. Above
we have not used brackets (or other signs) for reasons of simplicity,
assuming that what was intended was clear from the context. The asser-
tions made above can be more accurately written as follows:

= iY], etc.

But there is no need for such complications: with the exception of exam-
ples, we will not use extra-logical terms or assertions so that there will
be no chance of confusing terms and sentences with metaterms and
metasentences.



CHAPTER FIVE

S E N T E N T I A L L O G I C

1. SENTENTIAL LOGIC

The section of logic dealing with the properties of sentences with the
signs "and", "or", "not" and others derived from them is called senten-
tial logic. More precisely, logic of sentences considers only those
sentences which have the structure

~ X , X-Y, X:Y, XvY, I D 7

etc., where Z, Y,... are any sentences.
Those sentences which have another structure (i.e., do not decompose

into sentences and logical signs ~ , •, :, v , c , ...) are here taken as
elementary. They will be represented by

Their properties are studied in other sections of logic.
DL We assume the following definition of sentences:
1) an elementary sentence is a sentence;
2) if X is a sentence, then ~ Z i s a sentence;
3) i fZ 1 ,Z 2 , . . . ,Z w aresentences , thenZ 1 -X 2 ,Z 1 -X 2 - . . . - I " , ! 1 : ! 2 ,

Z 1 : Z 2 : . . . : Xn are sentences;
4) if Y is a sentence and by convention Z = Y9 then Z is a sentence;
5) something is a sentence only in virtue of points 1 through 4.
Up to now we have used the logical signs ~ , •, :, v as primitively

clear. We now have to explicate them, i.e., to provide an exact description
of the properties of sentences containing these signs.

2. THE MEANING OF SENTENCES

From the point of view of the meaning of sentences the task of explica-
tion of the logical signs reduces to showing how to reduce all possible
sentential structures with these signs to some basic or canonic structure
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(form), the meaning of which is considered clear from other sources. We
here take the following (Dl) as basic forms:

1) elementary sentences, i.e.,

2) their extrinsic negations, i.e.,

3) sentences of the type

X - 7 , X:Y, X1-X2'..rXn
9 XU.X2:...\X\

where X, Y9X
x
9...9X

n are elementary sentences or their general nega-
tions.

The meaning of the other structures is defined through the basic ones
with the help of the following assertions:

AL

A2.
1-. . .- Y")=X1:...:Xk

9

where X1,...,Xk are all possible sentences different from (Y1-...'Yn)
only by the presence of ~ before at least one of Y1,..., Y".

A3. ~(X:Y)==(X'Y):(~X-~Y)

where Y1,..., Y1 are all possible sentences different from (X1*...- Xn)
only by the presence of ~ before all X1,..., Xn or before i (K/^ra—2)
of them.

A4. (X:Y)'Z=(X-Z):(Y-Z)

A5. X-(Y-Z)=(X-Y-Z)
X-(Y1- . . . -YM)=(X-Y1- . . . -Yn)

A6. X : ( Y : Z ) = ( X - Y - Z ) : ( X - ~ Y - ~ Z ) :
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where F1 , . . . , Y1 are the same as in A3 and Yl9..., Ys are all possible
sentences, differing from (Xlm ...-Xn) only by the presence of ~ before
all I 1 , . . , ! " , except one;

where Z1,...,iZ
r are all possible sentences, differing from {X1'...-Xn)

only by the presence of ~ before a l l X j , . . . , ^ , except one; y1 , . . . , y1,
y1?..., ys are the same as above, F1 , . . . , Vf are all possible sentences,
differing from (Xt •... -Xm) only by the presence of ~ before allZ1?...,Xw

or before / ( K f <m —2) of them.

47. (x v y) = ~ ( ~ x - ~ y )
(Z 1 v l 2 v . . . v X n ) = ~ ( ~ X 1 - ~ X 2 - . . . - ~ X M )

I D C Y ) = ( I D y) - (y => x).

Now, using A21Y1 "If J = y, then ZsZ(X/ Y)" for any sentence FF,
constructed from elementary sentences and the signs ^ , •, :, V , | , D , D C

(one can introduce other derivative signs), can be found a sentence V in
basic form such that

In such a case we will say (D2) that PF is presented in the basic form V

(or is reducible to it).

The relations v and : are defined by the assertions:

TL XvY = X-Y:~X-Y:X-~Y
I 1 v I 2 v , . . v r = I 1 ' I 2 - . , / r : y 1 : . . . : y ' c ,

where y1 , . . . , Yk are all sentences different from X^-'X2' ,..-Xn only in
that before at least one of X1, X2,..., Xn there is one and only one ~ and
this sign is lacking before at least one of them.

T2. X:Y = X-~Y v~X-Y
X1 :X2 : . . . :XW = X 1 - ~ X 2 - . . . - - Xn v X2- - X 1 - . . . - -
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3. TRUTH-VALUES

Truth-values are assumed known for elementary sentences. For other
structures they are established in accord with the definitions which we
now formulate.

To begin with, we introduce two-valued definitions. The basic values
are v1 and nv1. The latter is defined by

The set of these values is complete, i.e.,

In the general case nv1 does not coincide with v4.
For the structures under study the truth-values are defined by

Al. ( [ - X] <- v1) = ([X] <- nv1)
A2. 1 1 1 1 1

A3.

From these assertions we get assertions determining the truth-values
for the rest of the structures.

TL ( [Z 1 - . . . -Z w ]<-« t ; 1 )=( [7 1 ]^ t ; 1 ) : . . . : ( [7 f c ]<- t ; 1 ) ?

where F1 , . . . , Yk are all possible sentences, differing from X1,..., Xn only
by the presence of ~ before at least one of X1,..., Xn.

T2.

where 71 , . . . , Yl are sentences among which are found X1 •... 'Xn and all
possible sentences, differing from it by the presence of ~ (one and only
one) before all or before I ( 1 < I < T I - 2 ) of X1,..., Xn.

T3. ( [ " j q ^ - m ^ s f l X I * - * 1 ) .

We note that the signs ~ , •, and : are not introduced here by A1-A3.
Their meaning is known prior to these assertions. The latter are defini-
tions of the expressions
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The meaning of the expression

[X] W

is assumed to be known: it ultimately reduces to the meanings of the
expressions

[j?]*-*;1 and [~ p] <- nv1.

And the question as to how one establishes the truth-values of elementary
sentences is assumed to be answered.

We will now construct definitions of truth-values for the sentential
structures under study from the point of view that there are four possible
truth-values, v1, v2, v3, v4. Now, of course, nv1 will no longer be a basic
value.

A4. ( [ - r i ^ X I X l ^ - t , 1 )

A5. ( [ - X] *-v^) = ([X] +-i>2):([X] - i> 3) : ([X] - < ) .

Thus, X will not always be equivalent to ~ ~ X, i.e.

T4. ~ ( X « ~ ~ X ) .

On the other hand

T5. ~X&~~~X

The following will also be true:

T6. ([X] <- v1) - > ( [ - - Z ] •- v1)

([X] ^ TO1) -* ( [ - - X] <- nv1)
( [ - - X] <- nv1) -> ([X] 4- nu1)

where r j , . . . , F^ is a list of all the possible different cases where at least
one of X1,..., Xn has the value v2 and all the rest have the value v1; more
precisely, Y{,..., Y\ are all possible sentences ([X1] <-1;^-.. . #([XM] ^-^n) ,
where at least one of vl9...9 vn is v2 and the rest v1. Assertion A7 can be
written in the form

([X1 •... -Xw] +- v2) E= (([X1] <-1;2) v ... v ([Xw]
•([X1] <- nt?3ni?4)-... -([-X*] •- nv3nv4).
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where Yl,..., Y\ are all possible sentences of the type• ([X1] <- v±)•... •
• ([Xw] «-*;„), where at least one of %,..., uw is #3 and all the rest are v1

or v2 (in all possible combinations). Assertion A8 can be written in the
form

(IX1 •... -Xn] <- v3) = (([X1] <-u3) v . . . v

,49.

where Y\,..., Y™ are all possible sentences of the type ([X1] ^-i^)*...*
• ([Xn] <-t;B), where at least one of vu...,vn is v4 and all the rest are
v1

9 v
2 or ^3 (in all possible combinations) i.e.,

^ i ; 4 ) v . . . v

where Z{?...?Z^ are all possible sentences of the type ([Z1]<-%)•.. .•
• ([XM] <- z;n), where one and only one of vi>...,vn is v1 and all the rest are
v2, v3 or v4 (in all possible combinations).

All.

where Z^,..., Z2 are all possible sentences of the type ([X1]*-%)•.. .•
• ([Xw] <-i;n)? where at least one of vl9..., vn is #2 and the rest are v4.

A12. ([X1:...:Xn']<-v3)===Zl:...:Z1Z,

where Z\,..., Z% are all possible sentences of the type ([X1] <-t;x)•... •
([ZM] <- i?w), where at least one of v±,..., vn is v3 and the rest are v2 or u4

(in all possible combinations).

A13. 1 * l

where Zj , . . . , ZJ. are all possible sentences of the type ([X1]
• ([Xrt] <~vn), where all t?1?..., i?M are v4 or at least two of vl9...9 ^
and the rest v2, v3 or t;4 (in all possible combinations).

4. LOCAL AND UNIVERSAL SENTENCES

Let us take the sentence X: Y. If X and Y are local sentences, then to
ascertain the truth of X: Y it is necessary to ascertain the following:
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1) that ([Z- - 7 ] <- v1) or ( [ ~ Z - 7 ] <-1;1) or both are possible;
2) that ([Z- 7 ] <-1?1) and ( [ ~ Z - - 7 ] <-1;1) are impossible.

Thus if we know that ([Z- ~ 7 ] <-i?1) this is not yet enough to allow us
to accept ([Z: 7 ] <- v1). If X and 7 are universal, then for the truth of
X: 7 it is sufficient and necessary that X- ~ 7 or ~X- 7 be true. It is
sufficient because if [X» ~ 7 ] <- f;1 or [~X* 7 ] «- v1, then all other possi-
bilities are excluded. Thus we get here: if [X- ~ 7 ] «- v1

9 then [X: 7 ] «- v1;
if [ - X - 7 ] <-1;1, then [X: 7 ] <- o1.

The same is true in the case of other sentences and other truth-values,
when for the establishment of truth-values one selects two or more
possibilities out of those present in the definition.

The definitions refer to the general case. But limitations of a particular
order are also possible; e.g., a recognition that elementary sentences are
universal, the exclusion of indeterminacy, etc. Such definitions as intro-
duced in logic courses presuppose implicitly or explicitly that elementary
sentences are universal. And the definitions therefore have a formulation
which differs somewhat from that used above. According to these defini-
tions, if one knows the truth-values of all X1

9...9X
n

9 then those of
X^.-.-X11 and X1\...:XH are also known.

The following additional postulates are necessary to the definitions for
the case of universal elementary sentences:

Al. 1 1

A2.

A3. Y?^({_X1-...-Xn']+-v2),...,
1

A4.

A5.

A6.
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z
A8. ZI

z^
A9. Z\ -> ([X1
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...:*«]+-1>2),..-,

5. TYPES OF SENTENCES

DL If [X] <- v1 for any combination of truth-values of the elementary
sentences found in X, then X is called always-true or tautologous. In
other words, ifpx,...,pn are all possible elementary sentences found in X
and if it is the case that

where vl9...9vn are the basic truth-values, pairwise different or identical
in all combination, then X is a tautology.

D2. If [X] +- nv1 for any combination of truth-values of elementary
sentences occurring in X, then X is called an unsatisfiable sentence.

D3. If [X] «- v4 for any combination of truth-values of elementary
sentences occurring in X then X is called a contradiction.

27. If X is a tautology (contradiction), then ~X is a contradiction
(tautology).

Z>4. If [X] <-1;1 for at least one combination of truth-values of elemen-
tary sentences occurring in X then X is called a satisfiable sentence.

A satisfiable sentence which is not a tautology is called empirical.
T2. If X is a tautology, then X is satisfiable.
What (from the viewpoint of D1-D4) a given X is, is explained ac-

cording to the definitions of the previous sections. In particular

X : ~ X , ~(X-~X)9 ~(X-~X'Y)

are tautologies and

^ {X: ~ X), X * ^ X, X • ̂  X • Y

are contradictions. But the class of tautologies (and of contradictions)
can be defined through an axiomatic system. In such an axiomatic
definition one selects certain tautologies as basic (axioms) and indicates
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rules which serve for obtaining from them any other tautology (rules of
inference from the axioms). Classical sentential calculus as presented in
textbooks is such an axiomatic construction embracing all two-valued
tautologies on the level of sentential logic.

The difference between contradiction and unsatisfiability lies in the
fact that in the case of a four-valued characterization of sentences there
are cases where [X] <- nv1 and [X] <- nv4.

We assume some sentences to be true for reasons other than those
mentioned in Dl.

6. TRUTH FUNCTIONS

It is necessary to distinguish definitions of truth-values of structures
already given from the definition (introduction) of new structures through
truth-values. In the first case the value of the logical signs found in the
structures is known before the definition; in the second it is established
only through the definition. In the first case the sense of ~ , • , : , . . . is
known prior to the definition and they are therefore found in definiens
and definiendum. In the second case the definitions have the follow-
ing form: we use the symbol F(X1,..., Xn) (n^l) to designate a sen-
tence constructed from X1,..., Xn and having the following properties:
if ([X1~]*-v11)'...'([Xn']<-vnl)9 then this sentence has the value
v*1; if ([X1]^v12y..r([X*]<-vn2)9 then it has the value vi2;...; if
([X^^v^)-...-([X^t-vJ), then it has the value vim (here m=22",
vlJ and vtj can be identical and different in all possible combinations.
Such a way of introducing F is called functional (by means of a matrix).

In introducing the sign F (in the second case) we have to carry out its
interpretation right away, i.e., we have to find cases where one obtains
a sentence constructed from I 1 , . . . , ! " and assuming the values vn

9...9 vim

for the corresponding combination of values vli9...9vni of sentences
X1,..., Xn. And the verification of this sentence has to be effected inde-
pendently of the sign F. The latter can be introduced if the verification
satisfies the condition indicated in the definition of F. Carrying out this
process to the limit we arrive at a set of sentences with the signs •, : and
~ . So that the latter cannot be introduced into logic of science by means
of definitions of the second type. They themselves are the condition there-
of. It is interesting to note that if we introduce them by means of defini-
tions of the second type then in the interpretation of F we will have to
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refer to them. For example, let us construct the definition: if a sentence
constructed from Z and Y has the value v1 for [Z] «-1;1 and [ 7 ] «- v1,
value v* for ( [ Z ] ^ ^ 3 ) - ( [ 7 ] < - ^ 3 ) - ( ( [ Z ] ^ - ! ; 4 ) v ([F]<-i;4)), value
t;2 for ( [Z]<-«t ; 3 ) - ( [F]^w 3 ) - ( ( [Z]<- t ; 2 ) v ( [F j^ t ; 2 ) ) and value v3

for ([Z]*-*;3) v ([r]<-t ;3) , then we will represent it as Z & F . Now,
when will we use this Z & F? Obviously, when Z- 7, where the value of •
does not depend on the definition in question. But then the & is super-
fluous and the definition has to be constructed as was the case at the
beginning of this section.

In short, whatever the signs we want to introduce through truth-value
definitions, they ultimately have to be interpreted with the help of the
signs •, : and ~ . So that if F*(Z1 , . . . , Zw) is a sentence constructed from
Z1 , . . . , Xn with the help of *, :, ~ and possibly other signs, then for any
F(X1,..., Xn) there is an F* (Z1,..., Xn) such that its truth-value definition
coincides with the definition of F(X1,..., Z").

7. TRUTH CONDITIONS

Let Z be a sentence of the type examined in this chapter. Let v1 and nv1

form a complete set of basic truth-values.
DL We take the assertion

wherep1,..., pn are elementary sentences, among which are all elementary
sentences (under the above condition) found in Z, and a1,..., a" is any
combination oft;1 and nv1. Let this assertion be true by virtue of A1Y3-
A3Y3. In this case we will call

a strong logical truth condition of Z.
D2. The definition of a weak logical truth condition of Z differs from

Dl only through the admission that/?1,..., pn contains at least one elemen-
tary sentence (not necessarily all) found in Z.

If every strong logical truth condition of Z is also that of Y, we will

W r i t e X*Y.

An analogous relation for weak logical truth condition of Z and Y will
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be written as

TL If in X and F there are no identical elementary sentences then

T2. ~(

T3. If Y contains at least one elementary sentence which is lacking in
X, then - ( I S F).

T4. (X
T5. ( x

215. If X;£> F, then I D 7 is a tautology; if X=> Y is a tautology and in
X and F there is at least one identical elementary sentence, then X:£> Y;
if I D Fis a tautology and F contains no elementary sentences which are
lacking in X, then I » 7 .

8. THE CONSTRUCTION OF SENTENCES

If I 1 , . . . , Xn are universal sentences, then for the construction of a true
XI •... • Xn it is sufficient that all X1,..., I " be true and for the construc-
tion of a true X1 : . . . : Xn that one and only one of X1,..., Xn be true.

If X1,..., XM are local sentences, then for the construction of locally
true X1 •... • Xn and X1: . . . :X" observance of identity of time and place
is required in addition to what was said above for universal X1,..., X".

If at least one of X1,..., Xn is local then a universally true X1 •... • Xn

is not possible, as is evident from the definitions. If all X1,..., Xn are
local, then a universally true X 1 : . . . : ! " is possible as a tautology.

When, however, X1: . . . :Xn is not a tautology, then it cannot be univer-
sally true for the following reason: the objects spoken of in X1 are empiri-
cal; they do not all exist at a given time or in a given place; therefore, all
X1 are unverifiable; this means that our sentence is unverifiable; what is
more, any sentence of this type may turn out to be indeterminate for the
same reason.

As we can see, the construction of true sentences in sentential logic is
of no great interest. It becomes important only in reference to certain
sentences which sentential logic considers elementary.
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9. TERMS

Terms with the signs ~ , • , : , . . . are possible:
1) ~ t ^ "An object which is not designated by the term t";
2) t1^2^ "An object which is designated by each of the terms t1 and

t2"; similarly for t1^2* ...-tn;
3) tlm.t2^ "An object which is designated by one and only one of the

terms t1 and t2"; similarly for tlm.t2:...Un.
4) t1 v t2^ "An object which is designated by at least one of the terms

t1 and t2; similarly for t1 v t2 v ... v tn.
5) Similar definitions can be provided for terms with other signs

derived from ~, •, :, v .
These terms are also used in a somewhat different sense, namely as

"not...", "each of...", "one and only one of...". We will designate them
with the symbols (?), (-*1, t% (it1, t2), etc. We formulate their proper-
ties below.



CHAPTER SIX

T H E G E N E R A L T H E O R Y OF LOGICAL E N T A I L M E N T

1. THE PROBLEM OF LOGICAL ENTAILMENT

Logical entailment is a key notion in logic. All other problems of logic
center on the problem of logical entailment. Below we will examine the
basic problems involved in the notion of logical entailment at the level
of a general theory of logical entailment. This involves the rules of logical
entailment for sentences with structures such as those examined in the
previous chapter, and only for them.

There is a prejudice that there is some single, unchanging, "natural",
"basic", etc., logical entailment and all logic has to do is to find the most
accurate and complete (adequate) description for it. This view is based
on the well-known fact that investigators can reason without having
studied logic, that logical entailment led to great discoveries even in
periods of weak logical development, and in our time similar progress is
being made independently of progress in logic.

But it is precisely the efforts to find the most adequate description of
logical entailment in contemporary logic that have destroyed this preju-
dice. As a matter of fact, there is no single, perfect, "natural", etc., logical
entailment which simply has not been adequately described up to now.
There are spontaneously arising manners of operating with sentences and
terms and their primitive (intuitive) understanding. The task of logic is
to perfect and make more precise the intuitive understanding of such ways
of operating, to complete their differentiation, to explain their inter-
connections, etc. Logic has in fact now come to recognize different forms
of logical entailment. No one of them can be considered more "basic"
than another. In a certain sense they are all equal. The problem of the
most adequate description of logical entailment is no longer a matter of
finding some logical system as the final and unique theory of logical
entailment but of constructing different types of logical systems, appli-
cable to various intuitive premisses and the investigation of their proper-
ties and relations.
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2. CLASSICAL THEORY OF ENTAILMENT

In contemporary logic the first form of the theory of logical entailment
is the classical (Frege, Russell), the essence of which is the following: one
assumes a functionally complete, two-valued sentential logic or a deduc-
tively equivalent classical sentential calculus with material implication.
The tautologies of two-valued sentential logic and the corresponding
provable formulae of the classical sentential .calculus are considered rules
of logical entailment (also, the sentential formulae are taken as sentences
and the sign of material implication as a sign of logical entailment). The
intuitive premiss of such an interpretation of classical logic is the follow-
ing understanding of logical entailment: for the latter it is necessary and
sufficient that for a true premiss there will not be a false conclusion (so
that there will not be a false consequent for a true antecedent).

3. NON-CLASSICAL THEORY OF ENTAILMENT

According to the classical theory of logical entailment, from a false
sentence follows anything and a true sentence follows from anything
("paradoxes" of material implication). Lewis drew attention to the fact
that such an interpretation of material implication as logical entailment
does not correspond to its intuitive understanding. Logical entailment is,
to his mind, narrower than material implication. Lewis constructed logi-
cal systems (systems of strict implication), excluding "paradoxes" similar
to those of material implication. Many works were written on strict
implication. There is a question: what right did Lewis and his followers
have to regard material implication as a logical form greater in extension
than logical entailment? It is obvious they based their claim on the
intuitive understanding of logical entailment which includes more than
the postulate of true conclusions following from true premisses.

But in the interpretation of strict implication as logical entailment tout
court other "paradoxical" results appeared: any proposition follows from
an impossible one; a necessary proposition follows from any proposition
("paradoxes" of strict implication). Some authors considered these results
to be incompatible with the intuitive understanding of logical entailment.
Beginning with Ackermann they constructed logical systems which ex-
cluded the "paradoxes" of strict implication: these are systems of strong
implication.
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However, the systems of strong implication did not solve the problem
either. In particular the exclusion of some "paradoxes" involved the
exclusion of a number of formulae about which intuition has no doubts.

We cannot deal more thoroughly here with the logical investigations
which began with the works of Lewis. For many reasons the classical
theory of logical entailment is more suitable than the theories of strong
and strict implication. But its application to the solution of a series of
problems of the theory of scientific knowledge leads to serious difficulties
if it is considered as the general theory of deduction. Therefore, the
establishment of the non-classical theories was fully justified.

Below we will present the theory which seems to us most suitable for
our conception of scientific knowledge. We will be guided by the follow-
ing considerations: first, it is necessary to formulate an intuitive under-
standing of logical entailment and to construct a corresponding logical
system according to the notion of a "formalizing" theory of logical en-
tailment. Otherwise it would be impossible to solve such problems as:
1) what assures us that exclusion of "paradoxical" formulae does not
involve exclusion of intuitively acceptable ones? and 2) where is the
guarantee that the exclusion of one "paradoxical" formula will not lead
to inclusion of intuitively unacceptable ones? Second, the desired theory
of logical entailment has to be constructed not as a replacement for the
classical theory (which cannot be cast out as superfluous and unaccept-
able) but as a more fundamental logical theory. Classical logic has to be
preserved not as the unique general theory of logical entailment or as one
of its variants but as its fragment.

4. THE GENERAL THEORY OF LOGICAL ENTAILMENT

The rules of logical entailment are formed as described in the previous
chapter and constitute a sort of summary (or synthetic) definition of the
sense of the logical signs, ~ , •, :, and other derived signs. The particu-
larity of the situation is that the defined objects (the logical signs) are in
a sense established by the definitions and variations in the latter lead to
variations in the objects themselves.

We will use the following designations:
1) XV 7 for " 7 strongly follows from X "
2) X>- 7 for " 7 weakly follows from X "
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3) XH-Ffor " 7 maximally follows from X "
4) X»-Ffor "Ffollows conversely from X".

We adduce the following a priori definitions of these forms of entail-
ment:

DL X>— Fis an entailment satisfying X£>Y.
D2. XV Y is an entailment satisfying Xfk F.
D3, X»-Fis an entailment satisfying X:£>F, with the following limi-

tations: X contains only those elementary sentences which occur in F.
D4. XH- Fis an entailment satisfying Xfk Fwith the limitation: Xand Y

contain identical elementary sentences.
Other forms of entailment are possible. But they are not interesting for

us here. As a matter of fact, from the point of view of our basic theme
both maximal entailment and converse entailment are not important.
They are only constrictions of the corresponding strong and weak en-
tailments.

We would like to call attention to the fact that XV Y, Xy-Y, etc., cannot
be considered sentences formed from the sentences X and Y. They are
only sentences formed from the term-subjects [X] and [ F ] , term-predi-
cates V, >—, etc. ("The second follows from the first"). They are elemen-
tary sentences.

D5. If XV F, then X is a premiss and F is a conclusion. Similarly for
the other forms of entailment.

The rules of logical entailment for sentences formed from elementary
sentences and the logical signs ~ , -, : (and the logical signs which they
define) form the general theory of logical entailment. One does not take
the structure of the elementary sentences into account. Therefore, the
entailment sign occurs only once (it does not occur in both premiss and
conclusion) in the assertions of the general theory of logical entailment
of the type XV F, X— F, etc.

77. If X>—F, then in X and F there is at least one identical elementary
sentence (according to Dl and D2Y1). If XF- F, then F does not contain
elementary sentences lacking in X (according to D2 and D1V7).

T2. ( X » - F ) - > ( X > - F ) , ( X H - F ) - > ( Z h F )

D6. If XV Y and FhXthen we will abbreviate as X-lh F.

T3.
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T4. ~ (X>
T5. ( X > - y
T6. ( x ^ Y H E ^ ^ c c ] )

77. Similarly T5 and T6 for strong implication.
T8. A logical theory satisfying

( X > Y ) ~ > ( X > - Y ) and (X^-Y)-(

is impossible.
It is easy to see that

q), (~ p-p)>(~ p-p) v (~ p
p-(p v 4), ~

And if we accept the stipulations of T8, we get

which does not satisfy DL
It is clear that in the construction of the theory of weak entailment

some of the four assertions above cannot be included among the rules
of logical entailment (as is done, for example, by Ackermann), or the rule
of transitivity has to be limited in some way.

A set of assertions of the type XV Y, X^-Y, etc., forms the general
theory of logical entailment. They are obtained by virtue of the principles:

1) If identical elementary sentences occur in X and Y and X== Y, then
X-U-Y.

2) If identical elementary sentences occur in X and Y and X& Y, then
X-WY.

3) IfX;£>7,thenX>-F.
4) I f X & 7 , t h e n X h r .
After a sufficiently complete list of such assertions has been compiled

(built up in some way), the process can be "inverted". These assertions
can be viewed as definitions of the logical signs according to the principle:
these logical signs have the properties fixed in these assertions; these
logical signs are invented so that XV Y, X>— 7, etc. It is just such a listing
of assertions which forms the so-called intuitive base of the axiomatic
theory of logical entailment.

The following assertions (the basic principles of deduction) hold for all
forms of logical entailment:
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1) If Y follows from X and X is true, then Y is true (cf. T5 and 77
above).

2) If Y follows from X and Y is not true, then X is not true (cf. T6
and T7 above).

The basic principles of deduction are not included among the rules of
deduction itself. Assertions like

(XYY)-XYY and '(XVY)-~YV~X

are redundant since their use in some way requires the basic principle of
deduction, i.e., one has to recognize the truth of

{XVY)-X and (XbY)-~Y;

and once these are accepted, one accepts the truth of X (correspondingly
of ~ Y) and one accepts XV Y; in this case the basic principles of deduc-
tion are enough for the recognition of the truth of Y (correspondingly
of ~ X ) .

5. THE INTUITIVE THEORY OF LOGICAL ENTAILMENT

Thanks to the investigation we talked about above we can construct the
following system Z° which defines the sense of the logical signs ~ , •, and
:, and effects the first description of the rules of strong logical entailment.

1. XYX
2. X H Y -̂ ^

3. Z - 7 I - X
4. X-YY
5. Z - 7 h
6. Z 1 - . . .
7. Z 1 - . . .
8. Z 1 - . . .

7
7-
•Z
•Z
•Z

Z

Z
"hZ f

TZ 1 ' - . .
(i = 1.
, -Z f e

..•ZM,

where the conclusion differs from the premisses only by another arrange-
ment of the sentences.

9. ~(X-Y)-M-(X- ~Y):(~ X-Y):(~ X- ~Y)
10. ~(X 1 - . . . -X M ) - J I -y 1 : . . . :Y\

where T1,..., Yk are all possible sentences which differ from X1 •... • Xn
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only by the presence of one and only one sign ~ before at least one of
X\...,Xn.

11. X:Yh Y:X
12. X1:...:XnbX1:...:Xn

13. X : Y - i h ( X - ~ Y ) : ( ~ X - Y )
14. X1:...:X*H-Y1:...:YH,

where Y1,..., Yn are all possible sentences which differ from X1- ...-XM

by the presence of one and only one ~ before all X1,..., Xn except one.

15. ( X : Y ) - X h ~ Y
16. ( X 1 : X 2 : . . . : X n ) - X 1 h ~ X 2 - . . . - ~ X n

17. (X 1 : . . . :X") - (X 1 : . . . :X / ) l -~X* + 1 - . . . -~X n

18. (X 1 : . . . :X w ) - (X 1 : . . . :X n - 1 )h~X 7 1

19. ( I : 7 ) « - I h Y
20. ( X 1 : X 2 : . . . : X n ) - ~ X 1 h X 2 : . . . : X w

21. (X 1 : . . . :X w ) -~X 1 - . . . -~X l " l -X ' + 1 : . . . :X n

22. ( X 1 : . . . : X n ) - ~ X 1 - . . . - ~ X n - 1 b X n

23. ~ ( X : Y ) - I I - ( X - Y ) : ( ~ X - ~ Y )
24.

where Y*,..., Yk is a set of sentences which includes X1' ,.rXn and all
possible sentences which differ from it by the presence of one and only
one ~ before all X1,..., Xn or before i (l^i^n — 2) of them (i.e., ~ is
lacking before at least two of X1,..., Xn or is present before all).

25. (X:Y)-Z-lh(X-Z):(Y-Z)
26. (X1 : . . . :Xn)-YHh(X1-Y): . . . : (Xn-Y)
27. (X1 : X2) • (Y1: Y2) H h (X1 • Y1): (X1 • Y2): (X2 • Y1): (X2 • Y2)
28. (X1 : . . . :Xn)-(Y1 : . . . :Ym)Hh(X1-Y1) : . . . : (X1-Ym) : . . . :

:(Xn-Y1):...:(Xn-Ym)
29. X-Y-ZHhX-(Y-Z)
30. X 1 - X 2 - . . . - X M h Z 5

where the conclusion differs from the premisses only by the arrangement
of parentheses.

31. X 1 : X 2 : X 3 h X 1 : ( X 2 : X 3 )
32. X 1 : . . . : X n h Z ,
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where the conclusion differs from the premisses only by the arrangement
of parentheses.

33. y h X ^ X 2 : . . . : ^ ,

where each of X1,..., Xn is either a1/?1 * ••» ' « V (where a1,..., am indicates
the presence or absence of ~ and all allp11 •... -aimpim are pairwise differ-
ent) or ~p-p-Z, and F differs from X ^ X 2 : . . . ^ 1 1 only by the arrange-
ment of parentheses.

The other logical signs ( v , |, ^ etc.) are introduced by assertions of
the type X== Y. One can formulate assertions of the type XHf- Tfor them.
For example,

X v 7 H h ~ ( ~ X - ~ Y ) 5 X 3 7 - I I - ~ ( X - ~ r ) .

If throughout the system Z ° we put >— for h and add

34. - X ) ( X - 7 ) ,

we get the system Z 0 1 which provides the first ("intuitive") definition of
logical entailment in the weakened sense.

This enumeration of assertions can be extended. But this is fully taken
care of by deduction, for which it is enough to admit a series of meta-
assertions: that it is permitted to put any sentential structures for/?, q, r,
px,p2,..., to apply the rule of transitivity, etc. And this is preliminary to
axiomatization, in addition to the fact that some of the above assertions
can be obtained from others with the help of such permissible transfor-
mations.

An axiomatization of the general theory of logical entailment ought to
satisfy the conditions:

1) in axiomatic construction all the above assertions should be prova-
ble; the construction ought to correspond to the intuitive understanding
of logical entailment;

2) in axiomatic construction not just any assertions should be provable
(outside of those introduced above) but only those which satisfy the
requirements T.

Axiomatization can be carried out in different ways. This is due to the
fact that in axiomatization convenience is of primary concern; one and
the same result can be obtained in different ways; the effort to be com-
plete relative to some requirements can mean deviation from other re-
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quirements (the admission of "paradoxical" cases); fulfilling some re-
quirements can mean violating some others, etc. Axiomatizations differ
not only in form but also in extension of provable assertions.

6. DEGENERATE ENTAILMENT

There are sentences which are true exclusively in function of their logical
structure and of statements accepted in logic. These are called logically
true sentences. We will represent them with symbols of the type

YX.

Logically true sentences can be regarded as conclusions of an empty
set of premisses - i.e., as degenerate entailment. All tautologies are logi-
cally true sentences.

TL If Xis a tautology, then YX.

7. QUASI-ENTAILMENT

DL ifX-ZYY and YZ, then we will say that X quasi-entails Y. We will
write quasi-entailment as

8. REASONING AND ENTAILMENT

One has to distinguish the use of the rules of logical entailment in reason-
ings from the determination as to whether or not a logical entailment
takes place. Sentence Y logically follows from sentence X if and only if
there is a rule (an assertion of logic) according to which a sentence with
a structure like that of Y logically follows from a sentence with a structure
like that of X. If this is the case, then we obtain " F follows from X" and
nothing more.

In addition to the establishment of the fact of Y following from X, a
reasoning includes the following operations:

1) recognition of the truth of X; "detachment" of X and transition to
Y9 i.e., recognition of the truth of Y and use of it in further operations,
if there are any;
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2) recognition of the fact that Y is not true; "detachment" of Y and
recognition that ~ X is true (X is not true), i.e., a transition to ~ Xand
use of it in further operations, if there are any.

The final result of the process of reasoning is the acceptance of some
sentence Ton the basis that some other sentences X1,..., Xn are accepted,
and the resultant sentence is obtained from them according to the rules
of logical entailment. No matter how involved and complicated a reason-
ing process may be it can always be presented (in principle) in the follow-
ing form:

1) Y logically follows from X1 •... • Xn.
2) X\...,Xn are all true.
3) This means that Y is true.

That the construction of the first assertion (i.e., the enumeration of all
premisses for accepting Y) is not always possible and expedient is another
matter.

9. SENTENCES ABOUT ENTAILMENT

A sentence which talks about the fact that XV Y is not a complex sentence
formed from X and Y. It is elementary from the point of view of the
general theory of logical entailment. Its subject is a pair of terms ([X],
[ F ] ) and its predicate is V ("From the first the second logically follows").
Relative to Xand Fi t is a meta-sentence. The properties of the predicate
h are partially determined in the general theory of logical entailment and
partially determined in other branches of logic (see below). This all applies
to other forms of entailment, too. The definitions of predicates of entail-
ment are constructed by enumerating the cases where some sentences
follow from others. Predicates of entailment are special cases of logical
predicates which are defined in logic. The truth-values of the sentence
XV Yare defined as follows:

DL [XV 7 ] is true, if and only if there is the corresponding rule of
logical entailment.

D2. Similarly for X>-> Y and other forms.
Assertions on the dependence of logical entailment for some sentences

on logical entailment for other sentences are obtained as derivative rules
of inference. For example,

(XbY-Z)->(Xh Y)-(XhZ)
(XVY)-+(X-ZVY),
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etc., will be valid as derivative rules. This means that the rules of inference
from sentences which contain the predicate of logical entailment are
obtained as derivative.



CHAPTER SEVEN

F O R M A L I Z A T I O N OF T H E G E N E R A L T H E O R Y OF

LOGICAL E N T A I L M E N T

1. STRONG LOGICAL ENTAILMENT

The system of strong logical entailment S1 has the following form.
Alphabet:
1) the letters p, q and r, with or without superscripts, are sentential

variables;
2) •, :, ~ are sentential constants (corresponding to "and", strict "or"

and "not"; "and" is also read as "every one of..."; strict "or" is read
as "one and only one of...");

3) h is the sign of strong entailment ("from ... strongly follows . . . " ) ;
4) brackets and points are the bounds of formulae, providing the

rules for reading them.
Dl. The sentential formula:
1) sentential variables are sentential formulae;
2) if Xis a sentential formula, ~ X i s a sentential formula;
3) if X\X2

9...,X
n(n>2) are sentential formulae, then (X^X2),

(X 1 : ^ 2 ) , (X1-X2-...-Xn) and (X*:X2: ...:Xn) are sentential for-
mulae;

4) something is a sentential formula only by virtue of 1 to 3.
D2. Xh Yis a formula of strong logical entailment if and only if X and

Y are sentential formulae.
D3. Sentential formulae and the formulae of strong entailment are

formulae.
D4. A sentential formula occurs (is an occurrence) in a formula in the

following cases and only in these:
1) the sentential formula X occurs in X, ~X, (X- 7), (F-X), (X: 7),

2) if the sentential formula X occurs in the sentential formula Fand Y
occurs in the formula Z, then X occurs in Z.

According to D4 the formula (X1 • X2) does not occur in (X1 • X2 • X3),
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the formula (X1 :X2) is not an occurrence in the formulae (X1 :X2 :X3),
( X ^ X ^ X ^ e t c .

D5. ( I D Y) is shorthand for ~ (X- ~ 7). The z> is the sign of material
implication. It is read exclusively as indicated in this definition.

D6. (XvY) is shorthand for ~ ( ~ X - ~ 7 ) ; X1vX2v...vXn is
shorthand for - (~ X1 • - X 2 • . . . • ~XM).

For the sake of simplicity we will omit brackets in many cases, as-
suming that • binds more strongly than : and both of them more strongly
than h The sign • will be omitted; the formulae it joins will be written
in series without any interval. If XV Y and FhX, then for brevity we will
writeXHhF.

The axioms of S1:

AL p-\\- ~ ~ p
A2. pq\- p
A3. pq h qp
A4. pqr-\ h p(qr)

where X differs fromp1p2>..pn by some arrangement of parentheses satis-
fying the definition of a sentential formula.

A5. ~ (pq) Hh ~ pq:p ~ q:~ p ~ q
A6. ~{

( )
p1p2p3:~ p1 ~ p2

where X1,..., Xk is a set of formulae including (p1p2...pn) and all possible
formulae which differ from it by the presence of one and only one ~
before all^1 ,^2 , . . . , /?" or before / of them, where l < / < « —2.

A7. pi:p2:...:pnt'X,

where X differs from px:p2: ...:pn only by some arrangement of paren-
theses which satisfies the definition of a sentential formula.

A8.
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where each of X1,..., Xn is either o^p1-...-<xmpm (where a1,..., am indicates
the presence or absence of ~ and all allpl1 •... -aimplm are pairwise differ-
ent) or ~ppZ, and F differs from X1 : X2:...: Xn only by an arrangement
of parentheses.

A9. pr:qrY(p:q)r
p1q:p2q:p3qY(p1:p2:p3)q

p1q:p2q:...:pnqY(pi:p2:...:pn)q
A10. (p:q) rY pr:q

(p1:p2:...:p")q\-plq:p2:...:p"

Axioms A49 A6, A9 and A10 can be regarded as sets of axioms. But the
last lines in them can be regarded as descriptions of general cases and the
preceding lines as special cases, explaining the general cases.

D7. Provable formulae:
1) the axioms of S1 are provable formulae in S1 (or, provable in S1);
2) if X1 YX2 is provable in S1 and Y1 h Y2 is obtained from X1 YX2

by putting a sentential formula in place of a sentential variable wherever
this variable occurs in X1 YX2

9 then Y1 Y Y2 is provable in S1;
3) if XY Y and YY Z are provable in S1, then XY Z is provable in S1;
4) if XY Fand XY Z are provable in S1, then XY YZ is provable in S1;
5) if X1 YX2 and X2 YX1 are provable in S1 and Y2 is obtained from

Y1 by substituting for the occurrence of X1 in Y1 the sentential formula
X2, then Y1 Y Y2 is provable in S1;

6) a formula is provable in S1 only by virtue of l)-5).
Points 2 to 5 of D7 are the rules of inference of S1 (the substitution of

sentential variables is Rl, transitivity is R2, combination of consequents
is R3, substitution of equivalents is R4). They can also be written as
follows:

RL If X1 YX2, then Y1 Y Y2, where Y1 Y Y2 is obtained from X1 YX2

by putting a sentential formula for a sentential variable wherever the
latter occurs in X1 YX2.
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R2. If Xb Y and YV Z, then Xb Z.
R3. If Xb Y and XV Z, then XV YZ.
R4. If X ^ b X 2 , then Y1 V Y2, where 7 2 i s obtained from 7 1 by putting

the sentential formula X 2 for the occurrence of X1 in Y1.
The definition D7 can here be modified as follows: the formula XV Y

is provable in S1 if and only if it is an axiom of S1 or is obtained from
provable formulae of S1 according to the rules R1-R4.

It follows from D7 that no sentential formula is provable in S1.
We adduce the following semantic interpretation of the signs of S1:
1) sentential variables take the values 1 and 0;
2) X1 •... -Xn (/i>2) takes the value 1 if all X1,..., X" take the value 1,

and the value 0 in all other cases;
3) X 1 : . . . : Xn takes the value 1, if one and only one of the formulae of

X1,..., Xn take the value 1, and the value 0 in all other cases;
4) ~ X takes the value 1, if X takes the value 0, and the value 0 if X

takes the value 1;
5) Xb Y is equivalent to X=> Y or, what is the same, equivalent to

~ ( X ~ r ) ;
6) a formula is called a tautology if and only if it takes the value 1 for

any combination of values of its variables.
The following theorems hold for S1.
TL If Xb Y is provable in S1, then Xb Y is a tautology (theorem of

consistency).
T2. If Xb Y is provable in S1 , then there occur in Y only those sen-

tential variables which occur in X (theorem of non-paradoxicality).
T3. If Xb Y is a tautology and in Y there are no sentential variables

lacking in X, then Xb Tis provable in S1 (completeness theorem).
The proof of theorems T1-T3 has been given by G. A. Smirnov (see

Appendix). He has also proved the independence of the axioms and rules
of inference of S1.

2. ANOTHER VARIANT OF THE SYSTEM OF STRONG
ENTAILMENT

The system S± of strong entailment is distinguished from S1 only by the
following.

Instead of the constant: we use v throughout (connective disjunction).
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This is interpreted as: X1 v ... v Xn (n ̂  2) takes the value 0 if all X1,..., Xn

take the value 0, and the value 1 for all other cases. Instead of D6 we
accept the definition:

D6. X: Y is an abbreviation of X~ Y v - XY; X1: X2:...: Xn is an ab-
breviation for X 1 ~ X 2 . . . ~ X n v X 2 ~ X ^ . . ~ X n v ... vX^
One adduces another system of axioms.

The axioms of S±:

Al. ~ ~ p\-p
A2. p h ~ ~ p
A3. pqY p
A4. pq h qp

A5. p1p2...pn\-p1(P2-Pn) (n>3)
P

1...pn-1pn\-(p1...pn-1)pn

p1 .
A6.

A7.
A8.
A9.

A10.

AIL

(P
pr

pq

V
V

q)rVpr
qrY(p\

(pq)V~p

l //

P1

V

v ~ qh '
v ~ p 2

r\-(pq \

v q
t q)r
v ~ q

V . . . V -
/ r) (^ v

v . . .

Theorems analogous to T1-T3 of S1 are true for S^.
For the proof of T3 we introduce the following definitions.
D*7. We will say that the sentential formula X occurs in a normal

form if and only if it has the form Y1 v ... v Yn (n ̂  2) and satisfies the
following conditions: 1) every formula of Yl is a formula a1/?1 * ^.'ampm

(m^l), where p1,...^™ are all variables occurring in X; a1,..., am indi-
cates the presence or absence of negation and all a1/?1?---? ampm are pair-
wise different; 2) if a variable/?* occurs in some Yl without negation, then
among F1 , . . . , Yn is found a Yk (not necessarily other) in which ~pl

occurs; 3) all F1 , . . . , Yn are pairwise different.
Z>*2. We will say that XV Y occurs in normal form if and only if both
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X and F occur in normal form and the sets of variables occurring in them
are identical.

The following lemmas are also necessary for the proof of T30

LI. X-\hX(p v ~p), where p occurs in X, is provable in S1.
L2. Xv ~ppY-\VX, where/? occurs in Xand in Ythere are no variables

lacking in X, is provable in S1.
L3. For every formula XV Y one can find a formula X* I- Y* in a

normal form such that X-lhX* and F-lh F* are provable in S±.
L4. If XV Y is a tautology, then X* f- F* is a tautology, where X* h F*

is the same as in L3.
L5. If X*h F* is provable, then XI- 7 is provable, where X*h 7* is

the same as in L3.
L6. If Xh F is a tautology and occurs in normal form, then XV Y is

provable in Sv

The proof of L6. Let X be Z 1 v ... v Zk and F be Z± v ... vZ, . Two
cases are possible: 1) Fis a contradiction; 2) Fis satisfiable. Let us take
the first case. If F is a contradiction, then X is also a contradiction. This
means that all Z* and Zi are contradictions. Let V1,..., Vm be all possible
contradictions formed from variables occurring in X and F such that
V1 v ... v Fm occurs in normal form. It is clear that all Z l and Zj are found
among V1,..., Fm. V1 v ... v Vm V V1 v ... v Vm is provable in S^. Accord-
ing to L2 we obtain that F*v . . . v F m h Z 1 v . . . v Z , and Z 1 v .. .vZ f eh
I- F 1 v ... v Fm are provable. This means that Z 1 v ... vZkbZt v ... vZ l 5

i.e., Xh F, is provable.
Two subcases are possible in the second case. In the first F is not a

tautology. If F i s satisfiable then Zil9...9 Zir (r^l) is satisfiable, where
Zil9...9 Zir are any of Z l 5 . . . , Zx. Let it be the case that no formula of
ZiU..., Zir occurs in X. Then X has to be a contradiction (otherwise it
could be true with a false F). With XhX, according to L2 we obtain
X h X v Fand Xh F. Let ZJl9...9 Zjs (s^l) be all of Z f l , . . . , Zir occurring
in X. Since Fis not a tautology, other satisfiable Zl" should not occur in X.
Hence all remaining Z* are contradictions. We obtain Zn v ... vZ j s YZ n

v ... v ZJS, and according to L2 we obtain Z 1 v ... v Zk h Z ^ v ... v ZJ5,
Z J . 1 v . , . v Z J , F Z i l v . . . v Z J , v Z 1 v . . . v Z I ) Z ; 1 v . . . v Z i 5 h Z 1 v . . . v Z / 5

Z 1 v ... vZkVZ±... vZb i.e. Xh F.
The second subcase of the second case: F i s a tautology. This means

that all possible satisfiable formulae with the corresponding variables
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occur in Y. If not one of satisfiable Zt occurs in X, then all Z1 , . . . , Zk are
contradictions (this case has already been examined). If only one satis-
fiable Zt occurs in X, this case, too, was examined above. Therefore, if
XV F i s a tautology then XV Tis provable in S±. Because of L4 and L5
our theorem T3 will be true.

For systems S1 and S± it follows from theorems T1-T3 that they are
equivalent in the following sense:

T4. If X1VX2 is provable in S1 (in S±) and Y1VY2 is formed from
X1 VX2 by replacing all occurrences of X1 and X2 with the sign : (with
the sign v ) with formulae with the sign v (with the sign :) in accordance
with D6 in S± (in S1), then Y1 V Yl is provable in S± (in S1).

Instead of D6 one can add the axioms

to the axioms of S1, and the axioms

p^:p2-\Vp^p2w^p'p2

p1:p2:...:pn-\Vp1 ~ p2 ...~ pn v p2 ~ p1...~ pn v
v . . . v p n ~ j p

1 . . . ~ j p " ~ 1 .
to the axioms of S±.

In such a case T4 can be written simply in the following form: if XV Y
is provable in one of S1 and S^, it is provable in the other.

In what follows, all references to systems S1 and S± will assume that
the constants : and v can both be used because of D6 or because of the
additional axioms (of course, the alphabet has to be widened accordingly
and some additions made to Dl and D4).

3. WEAKENED LOGICAL ENTAILMENT

The system S2 of weakened logical entailment is formed from S1 as
follows.

The expression "strong logical entailment" is everywhere replaced by
the expression "weakened logical entailment". We adduce the additional
axiom

All. ~pV~(pq).

The rule R2 takes the form:
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R2. If XV Y and YVZ and there occurs in X, Fand Z at least one
identical sentential variable, then XV Z.

We will not put another sign for V and will indicate in what follows
the system in which it is used (if this is necessary).

77. If XV Y is provable in S2 then XV Y is a tautology (theorem of
consistency).

72. If XV Y is provable in S2, then there occurs in X and Y at least
one identical sentential variable (theorem of non-paradoxicality).

T3. If XV Y is a tautology and there occurs in X and Y at least one
identical sentential variable, then XV Y is provable in S2 (completeness
theorem).

The proof of T1-T3 is provided by G. A. Smirnov. He is also respon-
sible for the idea of limiting the rule of transitivity in systems of weakened
entailment. The system S2 of weakened entailment is equivalent to S2

obtained from St by analogous modifications and additions. Theorems
analogous to T1-T3 are true in S2. Their proof is provided by A. M.
Fedina. The problem of independence for S2 and S2 has been investi-
gated by G. A. Smirnov and E. A. Sidorenko. (For all of this, see the
Appendix.)

4. MAXIMAL LOGICAL ENTAILMENT

The system S3 of maximal logical entailment is formed from S1 through
substitution for A2:

A2. If only those variables which occur in X occur in Y, then XYV X.
The system S3 is formed from S± through a similar substitution of A3.
Tl. The formula XV Y is provable in S3 (and in S3) if and only if

XV Y is a tautology and the sets of sentential variables in X and Y are
identical.

The proof of Tl for S3 is provided by G. A. Smirnov, and for S3 by
A. M. Fedina (see the Appendix).

5. CONVERSE LOGICAL ENTAILMENT

The system S4 of converse logical entailment is obtained from S3 by
addition of the axiom

All. ~pV ~ (pq).
The system S4 is formed from S3 by addition of the axiom All.
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TL The formula XV Y is provable in S4 (in S4) if and only if XV Y
is a tautology and there occur in X only those variables which occur in Y.

The proof of Tl for S4 is provided by G. A. Smirnov and for *S4 by
A. M. Fedina (see the Appendix).

6. DEGENERATE LOGICAL ENTAILMENT

The system S5, including degenerate logical entailment, is obtained as
follows. We adduce S1 (or Sx) and the following additions to it.

D8. V X is a formula of degenerate entailment if and only if X is a
sentential formula.

D9. A formula of degenerate entailment is a formula.
Supplementary axiom:
All. V~(~pp).
Supplementary rule:
R5. If XV Y and VX, then h 7.
D10. VXis provable in S5 if and only if it is an axiom or is obtained

from provable formulae according to rule R5.
TL V X is provable in S5 if and only if X is a tautology.
From Tl follows: if VX is provable in S5, then X is provable in

classical sentential calculus (with the corresponding logical constants)
and vice versa.

R5 is enough for the completeness of S5 in the sense of Tl. In what
follows we will expand the theory of logical entailment in such a way
that it is necessary to expand the theory of degenerate entailment through
the acceptance of the following rules:

R6. If XV Tand h - Y, then V~X.
R7. If hZand V Y, then VXY.

In D10 we put "according to R5-R7" for "according to R5".

7. QUASI-ENTAILMENT

The system S6 of quasi-entailment is obtained from S5 through the
following additions.

D1L X>-+ Y is a formula of quasi-entailment if and only if X and Y
are sentential formulae.

D12. A formula of quasi-entailment is a formula.
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D13. The formula X>-> Y is provable in S6 if and only if XZY Y and
VZ are provable in S5.

Instead of D13, one can adduce the rule of inference:
R8. If XZY Y and hZ, then J*V> Y.

Then D13 takes the form: the formula X>-+Y is provable if and only if
it is obtained from the formulae provable in S5 according to rule R8.

Tl. X>-> Y is provable in S6 if and only if X=> Y is a tautology.

8. LOGICAL ENTAILMENT
AND CLASSICAL SENTENTIAL CALCULUS

Because of D2VII1 expressions of the type

X b ( Y b X ) , X b ( ~ X b Y ) , ( X h Y ) ( Y b Z ) b ( X b Z ) ,

etc., containing two or more implication signs, are not formulae of Sl

and St. Therefore, not every well-formed formula of the classical senten-
tial calculus, of the type I D Y, has a corresponding formula of the type
XV F i n our systems.

Because of the theorems of non-paradoxicality for systems Sl and Si9

not every formula of the type I D Y, provable in classical sentential
calculus, has a corresponding formula XV Y in our systems. Thus, the
formulae

X h ~ ( ~ Y 7 ) , X b Y v ~ Y , ~ X X b Y

are unprovable for all Si and S^; the formula

XVX v Y

is unprovable in systems of strong and maximal entailment; the formula

XYVX

is unprovable in the system of converse entailment.
The system S5 is equivalent to classical sentential calculus in the

following sense: if b Z i s provable in S5, then Z i s provable in classical
sentential calculus (with the appropriate logical constants); and vice versa.
This is a consequence of T1YIYJ.

9. PARADOXES OF ENTAILMENT

As was already indicated, the expressions
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Xh(YhX) and XY(~XVY)

are not formulae of our systems and formulae of the type

X\-~(~YY)9 I F F v - 7 , ~XXVY

are unprovable. Therefore, paradoxes like those of material and strict
implication do not happen here. And, the exclusion of paradoxes is
accomplished without excluding intuitively non-paradoxical formulae:
our systems are, in a sense, complete.

But, the following has to be kept in mind. The formulae a:

Pt~ ~ P'Pi P^~ ~ P V P 9 ~ PP^ P

are provable in S1 (and Sx).
They are sometimes regarded as special cases of the "paradoxical" for-

mulae /?:
q\-~p:p, qY~pvp, ~ppYq.

In this regard it should be noted that the expression "special case of
a formula" is of itself devoid of meaning. Only the notion "special case
of a provable formula" has sense when defined as follows: a formula X
is a special case of a formula Y, provable in some logical system, if and
only if X is obtained from Y through substitution for variables occurring
in Y. From this point of view a are not a special case of p since the latter
are not provable in S1 (and S^). And if such formulae are disliked for
some reason, then they have to be formulated independently of /?.

Of course, one could reject (for some reason) formulae which are
provable in some system and construct a narrower calculus. However in
this case one would simply have to enumerate the excluded formulae or
point out some of their general structural characteristics. For example,
it could be required that formulae of the type

pYp:X, 1

be unprovable. However, in all such cases one cannot formulate a priori
requirements which do not depend on the concrete structure of the
formulae.

Formulae like a are the price one has to pay for the deductive method
and for the completeness of scope of formulae of a certain type, in a given
calculus.

Thus, the problem of logical entailment can be considered solved in
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principle since there are no other a priori criteria of meaningful sentential
relations, which would be as developed and defined as relations of sets
of variables occurring in premisses and conclusions. Relations between
formulae according to length offer nothing here and to inquire into the
concrete structure of formulae would mean to relinquish some a priori
(intuitive) notion of logical entailment, which does not depend on the
type of formulae and calculi; i.e., to avoid the problem.

Of course, it is possible to find other variants of logical systems, which
are different from ours but equivalent to them. This, however, does not
change the fact that the solution of the problem is basically achieved.
Also possible are systems which differ from ours in respect to the exten-
sion of provable formulae. But this will be the solution of problems other
than the problem of logical entailment.

We should also note that the systems of Ackermann, Anderson, Belnap
and others - as concerns the defining of logical entailment - do not meet
the above requirements; they are, in a sense, "improper" ("deformed",
etc.) systems. This is no accident. Their authors tried to eliminate for-
mulae of a certain type (the paradoxes of material and strict implication)
and not to construct complete (in the above sense) systems, all the
provable formulae of which meet strictly a priori requirements of meaning.

10. CLASSICAL AND NON-CLASSICAL SENTENTIAL RELATIONS

77. If the formula b(X: Y) is provable in S6, then the formulae h ~ (X- Y),
h ~ ( ~ X - ~ 7 ) , X>-»~7, 7>->~X, ~X>->r, - r>->X are provable.

T2. The formula X: Y:XY-U-X: Y is provable in S1. If one assumes
VX\ Y.XY to be provable, then Y(X: Y) is provable in S5.

T3. If h (X: Y:~X-~ Y), then h - (X- Y), X>+~ Y, 7>->~X, are prov-
able according to S6 but h ~ (~X- ~ Y), ~X>-» F, ~ YWX, are not prov-
able.

The above cases are interesting for the analysis of possible relations
between sentences. There are cases where the relation between two sen-
tences A and B is such that A:B is accepted (provable). Using Tl we
obtain the corresponding consequences from A: B, namely that

are provable (accepted).
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Where A:B:AB is accepted there is nothing of special interest since it
is equivalent to the acceptance of A: B according to 72.

Acceptance of A:B:~A~B is actually quite frequent in practical ac-
tivity. It is interesting because in such a case ~ {A B\ A >-» ~ B and B>-+~A
hold but ~(~A- ~B), ~A>-+B and ~B>-*A do not.

For example, let A be "N affirms that X", where Xis some sentence;
let BbQ6iN affirms that ~ X " . It is possible that N does not affirm X and
does not affirm ~X. If iVis logical, then h ~ (A -B), A>->~B and B>-+~A.
But, from ~A it does not follow that B; from ~B it does not follow
that A. Similarly if A is "N wishes that X " and £ is "N wishes that - X " .

The case considered in T3 is interesting because we obtain three logi-
cally admissible possibilities using classical logic. It is not possible to
obtain four or more logical possibilities for two sentences.

Let the fourth possibility be ~X- ~(~X* ~ Y). But according to Sx
9

~X' ~ (~X- ~ Y) h r , i.e., this fourth possibility is reduced to one of the
other three so that X:Y:~X~Y:~X~(~X~Y)bX:~X~Y, i.e., the
number of possibilities is in fact reduced. Similarly for ~ Y~(~X~ Y).
Assumption of ~ X ~ Y~(~X~ Y) means assumption of contradiction,
and according to S1 X: Y~X~ Y:~X~ Y~{~X~ Y)\-X: Y:~X~ Y is
provable.

We will now examine analogous relations for any number of sentences.
T4. If h(Xx: ...:X") where n^2, is provable, then according to S6

\-~(XlXk) (where i^k; I = 1,. . . , /I; k = l9...9n), t-~(Xil-...-Xa) (where
X*1,..., Xik is any combination of different X1,..., Xn), [ - - ( -X 1 - . . . - ~
-XM) , X l ' ^ -X f e , ~Xi>->X1:...:Xn-1 (whereX1,...,Xn_1 are all other of
X1,..., XM, different from Xf), etc., are provable.

T5. X1: . . . :XK:X l 'X /HhX1: . . . :X" (where X' and Xk are any pair of
X1,..., Xw)is provable in S1. If one accepts that h(Xx: ...:Xn:XfXfc) is
provable, then h(X1: ...:Xn) is provable according to S5. Similarly for
anyX /1-...-X l fc.

T6. TheformulaX 1 : . . . :X n : -X I ' -X / f c hX 1 : . . . :X n : -X 1 . . . -X n i sprov-
able in S1. Accepting h (X 1 : . . . : Xn: - X* ~ Xfe) we have to accept h (X 1 : . . . :
:Xn:-X1 •... • ~Xn) according to £ 5 .

77. The formula X1:...:Xn:~Xi1-...- -X I> fc:-X f l-.. .- - X ^ h X 1 : . . . :
:XMis provable in S1 . Accepting X 1 : . . . :X": -X1 '1 •... • ~Xik: ~Xn • . . . • -
~X^,wehave to accept X1 : ...:Xn. Similarly for ~X?-...-~X*:...:~
^X^1 •... • ~ X ^ , where ,
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T8. If hX 1 : . . . : Xn:~X1 - . . . ~ Xn is provable then according to S6

h - {XlXk\ V ~ (Xn •... -Xik), Xl>-*Xk are provable but h - ( - Z 1 •... • ~
~Xn), ~Xi>-±X1:... :Xn_x are not provable.

Thus, if we have the sentences A1,,.,, An (n^2), we can obtain only
n + 1 logically conceivable possibilities.

We introduce the definitions:
Dl. The sentences A1,..., An (n > 2) occur in the classical relation if and

only if A1:...: An is true.
D2. The sentences Ax,...9 An occur in a non-classical relation if and

only if A1:...: An: ~A* •... • ~An is true and

/^/f,41# ' A"' rss A1 ' • r^s An [- A1 • • >4W>\*̂  V'̂^ • » • • . JTX. • 1̂ • » • T̂L I -£JL . • • • • jtx. j m

Thus the syntactically non-classical case is distinguished from the
classical only by the assumption of one additional possibility which is a
conjunction of the negations of possibilities assumed by the classical. All
other combinations are excluded.

11. NON-CLASSICAL CASES
IN THE GENERAL THEORY OF DEDUCTION

The systems S* are obtained through the following additions to S* (to St).
Addition to the alphabet: "~1 for partial (or intrinsic) negation.
Addition to the definition of a sentential formula: if X is a sentential

formula then "1 X is a sentential formula.
Addition to the interpretation: if one of X and "1X has the value 1,

the other has the value 0; but, if one of them has the value 0, the value
of the other does not depend on that of the first.

Additional axioms:

2. 1p\-~p
TL All formulae provable in Sj are tautologies.
T2. The formulae ~ ~~\p\-p, Ypv ~\p and \-p\~~\p are not provable in

Si (since they are not tautologies).
The systems Sl are classical compared with *$*. The classical case is

obtained by rejection of the additions made in this section or by adding
the axiom
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Here the axiom 1 is superfluous (dependent).
T3. The formula/?: ~\p:~p~ Iphp: 1 j? is not provable in £* (since

it is not a tautology).
T4. The formula \~p; ~]p: ~p <» ~lp is provable in S%.
T5. The formulaep:~]p:p~]p)rp:~]p, p:~lp\-p:~\p:p'lp are prova-

ble in Si; the formulaepu.~lp'-p~ 1ph~]p, "iphpi^lpip:*^ ~\p,p:~]p:
:~p~lp}rp, p\-p:1p:~p~]p are provable in S%.

Thus the non-classical case we have examined is the only possible one
for two negations: only ~p~ ~lp can expand the number of possibilities
(according to T3); all other combinations do not increase the number of
possibilities (according to T5).

For 1p there is the possible interpretation: 1p is equivalent to ~p-<x,
where a is any sentential variable which does not occur in a formula in
which ~lp occurs.

The symbol !p can be introduced as shorthand for ~p~ ~]p.

12. EXPANSION OF THE GENERAL THEORY OF
LOGICAL ENTAILMENT

The systems examined above form the general theory of logical entail-
ment (or the general theory of deduction). In what follows we will formu-
late only those additions to the system of general theory of deduction,
which are necessary to obtain the corresponding sections of logic (theory
of quantification, modal logic, etc.). We will call these additions proper
parts of the given sections of logic.



CHAPTER EIGHT

S U B J E C T - P R E D I C A T E S T R U C T U R E S

1. OBJECTS AND ATTRIBUTES

There are terms which are formed as follows:
1) one selects some object II1 ;
2) in the thus limited range of selection one selects some II2 different

from EL1; selection of II2 is impossible without that of II1 ; if the selection
of n 2 is carried out this means that the selection of II1 is carried out;
which II1 is selected is of no importance for the selection of I I 2 ; the very
selection of IX1 provides the possibility of that of I I 2 ; this dependence of
the selection of II2 on that of II1 occurs irrespective of assumptions on
possibilities of the investigator (the dependence is assumed);

3) the II2 chosen in this way is designated by the term t2 (we agree to
consider an object of the type t2 a term for II2).

We adopt the definitions:
Dl. Object II2 is called the attribute and II1 the object.
D2. Terms which designate attributes are terms of attributes and those

designating objects are terms of objects.
As we can see, the difference between attributes and objects is relative.

We assume as given the ability to distinguish terms of attributes and terms
of objects, in the case of simple terms.

We adopt the designations:
1) S, S1, S2,... are objects;
2) P ^ S P 2 , . . . are attributes;
3) s, s1^2,... are terms of objects;
4) P, P 1 , P 2 , . . . are terms of attributes;
5) 5*, s*1,,?*2,... are terms: "object", "one (some) object", "another

object", etc., respectively;
6) P * ^ * 1 ^ * 2 , . . . are terms: "attribute", "one attribute", ' another

attribute", etc., respectively.
The terms introduced in 5) and 6) are, on the one hand, just special

cases of terms mentioned in 3) and 4), and on the other they are most
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general terms of this type; i.e., for any s and P

From the definitions follows:
TL If t1 is a term of an object and t2 is a term of an attribute, then for

any t1 and t2

T2. If*1 -*-t2, t^t2 or ^ = /2
s then both t1 and t2 are terms of objects

or terms of attributes.
The existence of attributes is determined relative to some method of

selection (existential selection of the attribute). Only relative to objects
must we here make the following reservation: an attribute exists if and
only if there exists some object, the selection of which makes possible the
existential selection of this attribute.

Thus attributes do not have an existence independent of objects.
From the definitions it also follows that the expression "attribute of

attributes" is void of sense and the assertion of traditional logic, "The
attribute of attributes is the attribute of a thing", is ambiguous, to say
the least.

2. THE MOST ELEMENTARY SENTENCES

The most elementary sentences are formed from terms of objects and of
attributes by uniting them with the aid of special operators. The latter
will be called operators of predication (Dl). A sentence will thus have
the following parts: one and only one term of an object; one and only
one term of an attribute; one and only one operator of predication (D2).

D3. The term of the object, found in the sentence referred to in D2 will
be called the subject of the sentence and the term of the attribute will be
called the predicate.

The sentential elements named above are somehow (by some means or
method) ordered in space or time. Subjects and predicates are inde-
pendent in meaning. Though objects are selected in the establishment of
the values of the predicates, this does not mean that one uses the subjects
at hand.

We recall that we consider signs (including terms) as something physi-
cally invariable. It is therefore highly desirable that the reader divest
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himself of all the associations rooted in operating with ordinary language:
subjects and predicates are to be taken as bereft of any grammatical
properties, and the operators of predication as visible objects. In such
a case the formation of sentences and terms is a set of operations, similar
to those used to form mechanical structures from rigid elements.

We take the definitions:
D4. If s and P are, respectively, terms of object and attribute, then

s <- P, s ~1 <- P, s? <- P

are sentences.
D5. The symbols

are, respectively, the operators of assertion, negation and indeterminacy.
D6. The symbols

"1,?

are, respectively, the signs of intrinsic negation and indeterminacy.
Instead of our symbol s<-P, the logician normally uses P(s). So, the

symbols "1 P(s) and ?P(st) can be considered fully adequate to s~]+-P
and j?<-P, respectively.

The operator of assertion "is read" as follows: "Object s has attribute
P " , "s is such, that P " , "s is characterised by that which is P " , etc. We
will consider such expressions to be primitively clear, to be explained in
examples. The following explanation is in place here: if one chooses S9

then there is (known) some method of selection, through which in the
given range of selection, and only in that range (i.e., without choosing
other objects) P can be selected (the latter is experienced as the attribute
of the former).

The operator of negation "reads" as follows: " j does not have the
attribute P " , "s is not such, that P " , etc. It is also considered primitively
clear. Its explanation: if we select S, then it is impossible to select P in
this range of selection.

There are cases (anyway, we can assume that there are) where it is
impossible to establish whether or not an object has a given attribute.
This happens, for example, in the case of a change of objects. To such
cases correspond sentences with the sign of indeterminacy.

Genetically, one would think that the ability to construct sentences
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with negations*(and, even more, with signs of indeterminacy) presupposes
the ability to construct sentences with assertions. But this must not be
taken as saying that the construction of the former requires the use of
the latter. All of these sentential forms can be simple in construction and
independent one of the other (in particular they can be the results of
direct observations).

Sentences of the type s& <-P (where a indicates the presence or absence
of 1 or ?) are constructed and used in a given (determined, known) con-
text. They are localized in space and time, so that they can be called local.
They serve for the description of isolated facts, events, etc., in certain
circumstances and for the description of the results of observation and
experiment. They are therefore sometimes called protocol. It would be
erroneous to use the pronoun "this" in their formulation, for their
localisation is something extrinsic and affects their use but is not fixed in
their structure. Therefore, they can be used repeatedly and in different
contexts.

For example, many people repeatedly say "a particle is negatively
charged" but all such cases are samples of one and the same sentence
and not different sentences.

These sentences cease to be local if the class of objects, about which
they talk, is made up of only one object. Even here it does not cease in
itself to be local, but only in conjunction with the knowledge that there
is only one object designated by its subject. Most often, this supplemen-
tary knowledge is not explicitly formulated. But it is there: so that the
sentence here is not simple but complex. For example, the sentence "This
,sa<-P" is not simple: if the word "this" refers to some method of selec-
tion (e.g., gestures in the present case), then it is not a structural element
of the sentence: it says only that soc<r-P is local: if the "this" refers to the
presence in the sentence of terms which describe the individual situation
in question, then the sentence is not primitively simple.

It is not correct (although sometimes done) to consider j f - P as a
sentence on the inclusion of S in the class P. In the first place, a sentence
on inclusion in a class is a sentence about two objects and has the form
"t1 is included in the class t2". In the second place, S can be included
in a class of objects which have the attribute P and not a class of attributes
P, so that sentences ascribing an attribute to an object will all be presup-
posed as more simple.
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It is not correct (but sometimes done) to consider s<-P as the sen-
tence "s is P " . Sentences with "is" can be interpreted in different ways:
as t1 -^t2, a.sti^t2,ast1 = t2, as fixing that from the elements of some
class one selects such a one, etc. In all cases, however, it is necessary that
the terms be of the same order: both subjects or both predicates. All that
has been said applies equally to sentences with negation and indetermi-
nacy.

3. EXTRINSIC NEGATION

We take the following assertions as defining extrinsic negation:
Al.
A2.
A3.
The sign of indeterminacy can be defined as derived from the assertion

But, in order to do this, extrinsic negation has to be taken as primitively
clear, and distinct from intrinsic negation.

The "classical" case is defined by the assertion:
A4. ~(sl+-P)-+(~(s*-P) = (s-\+-P))
From A1-A4 it is clear that the assertions

are valid only for classical objects and invalid for the non-classical, i.e.,
inadmissible for the general ("non-classical") case.

Already in the consideration of elementary sentences it becomes clear
that one has to distinguish two types of negation which do not always
coincide from a formal point of view. Their relationship is as follows: the
sense of intrinsic negation is clear from its position in the sentence; the
extrinsic negation has to be defined through the intrinsic one for each
sentential structure. Such definitions, however, are not completely arbi-
trary. General negation has some independent sense which does not
depend on the limited negation. In particular, its sense can be explained
as follows: if someone asserts X and another (person) says "no", "it is
not so", then this other asserts ~X. It is formally defined by a system of
assertions, like

~~XVX9XY~~X9X\~X9 ~(X-~X)
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etc., which we will fully elaborate below. Such types of definition must
be taken into account when we define extrinsic negation by means of
intrinsic negation for concrete sentences, i.e., there has to be consistency
of these two paths for establishing the properties of extrinsic negation.

In the exposition which follows we will often talk about classical or
non-classical cases, systems, etc. Non-classical cases will always mean
that there are two different negations and indeterminacy; the classical
will mean that indeterminacy is excluded and, therefore, the negations
are not distinguished (or, they are identical). From this point of view the
non-classical conception of logic appears as more general than the clas-
sical. The latter is in a sense a special case. This means that the usual
conception of non-classical logic as a contraction of the classical has
nothing in common with our terminology.

4. TERMS

From s, P and <- we form the following terms:
1) s[P is " j which has P " , "s which P ' \ "s having P " , " j such that

P",etc . ;
2) l(s*-P) is "that which is s<-P", "the fact that ^<-P" ;
3) P[s is " P present in s"9 "P of object s", " P such that it is present

in s (which s has)".
Similarly, from s, P, "I <- and ?<- we form the terms:

1) s IIP, si IP
2) J ( S - |
3) P - | |

The term P ~1 Is "reads" as: " P such that it is not present in s (which
s does not have)".

The sign ~ is used to form the terms:

2) j ~ ( )
3) P ~ | 5 , P ~ - l U P ~ ? l 5 .

A special case of terms of this type occurs when for s and P we have
the terms "object" (s*) and "attribute" (P*). For example, s*iP is "an
object, having P " . Not every such combination is practically useful.
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Thus, s*[P* coincides with s* since any object has some attribute: Pl$*
coincides with P since every attribute is the attribute of some object.

To generalize we will use in what follows the letters a, /?, y, a1, a2,...
before <- and j in the sense: each of them will singly indicate the pres-
ence or absence of "1 or ?, and the meaning of their being distinguished
in one assertion will be stated in every case.

What was said above about terms can be strengthened by the formal
agreement:

DL If s is a term of an object and P is a term of an attribute then

are terms; also

are terms of attributes and the rest are terms of objects.
We will here indicate some of the properties of terms to be found in

Dl (without pretending to be complete). It is to be noted that within the
framework of the same assertion identity of symbols indicates identity of
the corresponding objects. We will also assume that for all sentences
which figure in the same assertion there is an identity of time and place
of selection of objects.

Al.
A2.
A3. (soc i P1) p i P2 = (sp | P2) a | P1 ,

where a and P are different or identical in any of the combinations

A4. s-^soclP
A5.
A6,

A7. ( s a< -P ) -> ( s*a |P - - s )
A8. ( sa<-P) ->(P*o4s- - P ) .

From ^i I I8 follows:

TL ( s 1 - - s 2 ) -»(s 1
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T2. ( P 1 - = - P 2 ) - ^ ( s a | P 1 ^ s a | P 2 ) .
T3. ( s 1 ^ s 2 ) - ( P 1 - - P 2 ) - * ( s 1 a 4 P 1 — s 2 a j P 2 ) .

It should be clear from what has been said that the difference between
subject and predicate is deeper than the simple difference of their posi-
tions in the sentence. For example, if we have the sentence sa*-P, the
simple transposition of s and P does not result in a sentence since an
object of the type Pa*-s is not a sentence. In order to get a sentence
where P and s change places one has to construct the structure
(j*4P)a«-(P*|,y), (s*aiP)*-(P*is), etc.

The following apply to predicates:

A9. (P 1 —P 2 ) *+ ((s i P 2 )«- P1) • ((s "11P1) "I«- P2) • (0? | P1)? «- P2)
T4. (P1 — P2)-(s«(-P2)-*(s'*-P1)

( P 1 - - P 2 ) • (s ~1-^ P 1 ) - • (s I <-P2)
(P1 -» P2) • (S? 4- P1) -» (S? «- P2) .

A10. {s1a<r-P) (s2p *- P) -»• ( ~ s1 - - s2)
(sa <- P1) (sj8 <- P2) -* ( ~ P 1 - - P 2 ) ,

where a and P are distinct.

, ((sa <- P1) -»• (s)S «- P2)) -»• ((sa | P1) jS <- P2)
((S i a ^ P ) _> ( ^ _ P ) ) _ {s2p ^ ( P a ! s l ) ) .

P|»y is an individual term if and only if s is an individual term.

5. DEFINITIONS

The definitions of the terms of attributes (predicates) can have the form:

1) sa+-Pi = sp+-Pk,

where P* is a newly introduced term, Pk and s are terms, s can be s*9 and
a and /? can be different or identical:

2)

wheren^2,P l is the term introduced, P1 , . . . , PM and £ are terms, a, jS1,
..., pn are pairwise identical or different in some combination;

3)
4)
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where m ^ 2 , X1,..., Xm are sentences of the form ( )
(sPik<-Pik), where k>\.

Similar definitions are also possible for subjects. The following defini-
tions are special cases of these:

DL ( s a ^ ( - P V . . , P n ) ) = ( sa^P 1 ) - . . . - ( sa<-P n )
D2. (sa <- ( v P \ ;.., PM)) = (sa «- P1) v ... v (sa <- P")
D3. ( ( • s 1

5 . . . 5 s M ) a^P)=( s 1 a^P) - . . . - ( s M a^ -P)
£4. (( v s1,..., sn) a 4-P) = (s*a <-P) v . . . v (sna <-P)
D5. (sa<~P)E=~(sa<-P).

The following holds for terms introduced according to the first schema
of definitions:

Al. ((s *- Pf) 3 ( 5

77. ( 0

In defining the terms of attributes (predicates) one defines not the signs
P in themselves but the sentences s*-P or s**-P which contain them.
It is important to keep this in mind when explaining the sense of terms
such as "true", "false", "exists", etc. It is foolish to ask "What is truth?",
"What is existence?", etc. One can ask questions only on the sense of
expressions like "[X] is true", " [X] is false", "s exists", etc., and this
only if certain considerations relative to X and s (structure, type of object,
etc.) are taken into account.

Terms for objects are defined through

where s1 can be s* and P is a predicate in the above-mentioned general-
ised sense. In another form: "If s2+-P, then s2 will be called s1". This
definition has the property:

A2.(s1=Df.s2lP)->(s1+-P)

Let Dl be the definition of s1 such that "If D\ then s1 <-P". Then:

A3. (s21+-P)^~(s1-^s2)
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A2 makes it possible to construct definitions which differ from those
constructed according to the above schema (they are called explicit) in
that they have the form of axioms: in such a case we simply take an
assertion of the type

implicitly presupposing that

This way of writing definitions is called implicit definition.
From what has been said it should be clear why definitions figure as

premisses in judgements (in inferences).

6. RULES OF SUBSTITUTION OF TERMS

Definitions according to the above schema are one-act, i.e., they are
agreements relative to the sense of fully defined, separate terms. The
rules of the substitution of terms are certain standard rules for obtaining
new terms from old ones, which hold for some classes of terms: they can
serve repeatedly (for different sets of the terms in question). They are
used to obtain new terms of attributes and act in the following way:
1) there are rules for obtaining a certain type of new predicates from the
given predicates; 2) according to these rules the sentence s±-P is ob-
tained from the sentences s<-Px,...,s<-Pn. For example: from the
sentences '\s weighs a1 kilos",..., "s weighs an kilos" one gets the sen-
tence "s weighs an average of b kilos"; from "s travelled a distance of
a kilometers" and "s spent b hours doing it" one gets "s has the speed
ckm/h".

We should note the following: the term P is not defined here through
P1 , . . . , Pn; it has meaning independently of them. And the sentence s<-P
has meaning independently of S+-P1,..., s<r-Pn. The rules we are talking
about here, first, provide a definition of a term P such that Pk-^P, through
terms P u , . . . ,P i r t such that Pil-^P1

9...,P
in-^Pn; secondly, they make it

possible to find a definition of P from the value-range Pfe for P 1 , . . . , Pn

from the value-range P U , . . . ,P I W (i.e., Pfe is a function from arguments
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7. INDIVIDUALIZATION OF TERMS

DL We will call individualization of the term s construction of a term
sIP such that it is individual. P is here an individualizing predicate. A
common method of individualization is indication of the place and time
of existence of the object. But the individualizing portion of the terms is
usually distinguished from the base (i.e., from s), brought from outside
as something general to many terms used in the context in question, or
generally presupposed in implicit form.

The sign "this" is the method of individualization. It indicates that that
which the investigator, operating with the term t, selects as an individual
object is designated by it. It is clear that t-*- "this f\

8. SENTENCES ON W-TUPLES OF OBJECTS

Science has to do not only with single objects but also with pairs, triples
and, in general, with ^-tuples of objects. This will be represented as

and the corresponding terms as

We assume the following definitions and expansions of previously
accepted agreements.

DL Object II is an w-tuple of objects (II); objects II1,..., II" (n^2),
for any pair of which IT and nfc ~ (f-^tk) is met, form ra-tuples of objects
(IP,. . . , IT); objects IT,..., IT here are elements of the w-tuple.

D2. Every «-tuple of objects is an object.
D3. To select the w-tuple of objects (II1,..., IT) means to select all its

elements II1,..., IT in the indicated order.
D4. If *',..., tn are terms, then (t1,..., tn) is an w-tuple of terms; the

latter is, in turn, a term.
If II1,..., I F are distinguished only as one, other, etc. II, then the

/z-tuple of the terms (f1,..., tn) can take the form "two (a pair of) f\
"three *",..., "nt". Terms like "rc-tuple of objects", "rc-tuple of attri-
butes" are also possible.

The relationship between terms found in ^-tuples of terms and the
w-tuple itself is determined by:
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where f is any one of f1,..., tn.
A2. - ( M * 1 , . . . , t % -at1,...,n-^f).
D5. Depending on the number of objects which have to be selected for

the selection of an attribute in the construction of a term designating it,
we will speak about one-place, two-place and, in general, about /z-place
attributes and, correspondingly, of terms of attributes.

D6. A one-place attribute is called a property; two and more place
attributes are called relations. A relation is an attribute of an //-tuple of
two or more objects.

D7. An //-tuple of objects is an object.
D8. The rule of formation of sentences with //-place predicates (or

sentences about //-tuples of objects):
1) one sentence is formed of two and only two terms, one of which is

the term of an object and the other the term of a predicate, and of the
operator;

2) if the term of the attribute is //-place then in the //-tuple of terms,
being the term of the object, there has to be a corresponding number (n)
of terms.

D9. The term of the object, referred to in D8, is the subject of the
sentence and the term of the attribute is the predicate.

We will represent such sentences with the symbols

(5 1 , . . . , s n )a«-P or aP(s i , . . . , s n ) .

The definition of the simple sentence can be generalized as follows:
D10. If a is an //-tuple of subjects, and Q the corresponding //-place

predicate, then aa<r- Q (or a Q (a)) is a structurally simple sentence.
Since sentences are constructed according to the rules of a given

language, regardless of the abstractions and assumptions of logic, strict
localization of the subject and predicate can be attained only through
the following operations (let X be a sentence, made up of subject, predi-
cate and operator and not containing any other parts):

1) from X are taken out all s1,..., sn and from them is formed an
//-tuple of terms as the subject of the given sentence: we assume that
terms of objects are eliminated and all are taken out (such is the practice);

2) in the empty places are inscribed terms .s*1,..., s*n so that the indices
of s*, fixing the indices of the order of selection of the objects, correspond
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to the sequence of s1,..., sn in the subject; the sentence obtained is

3) sentence X can now be written in the form "(,s1
5...,,s

w) has this
attribute that X{s1

9...9 sn/s*1,..., 5-*71)"; if X* is such an inscription, then

X = X*.

For example, the sentence "s1 is found between s2 and £3" is an object
of the type "(s1 , s2, s3) is such that the first is found between the second
and third".

This operation is not something developed especially for logic and for
logic alone. The fact is that the predicate in X has meaning independent
of the object and it can be established in a way which describes this
operation in a generalized form.

All that has been said about sentences with one-place predicates can
be extended to sentences with many-place predicates considered as a
special case, since the w-tuple of terms forming the subject and the many-
place predicate are respectively subject and predicate which can be re-
garded as something undifferentiated and elementary. But since the sub-
ject here can include more than one term, there are additional possibili-
ties. Below we will limit ourselves to the most essential of them.

9. TRANSFORMATION RULES AND TERMS

Let X b e (s1,..., sn)a+-P. It can take the form
1) "sl has an attribute such that X"
2) ' V has an attribute such that Xffis*)"
3) "01*1,..., sim) has an attribute such that X"
4) " ( A . . - , sim) has an attribute such that X(>u,..., s^/**1,..., ^*m)".
The symbols

PX, PX(sl7s*), PX(sn
9..., s^/s*1,..., s*m)

designate the predicates obtained in this way. Since this subdividing is
only a change \n our point of view toward X, the truth-value of X does
not change. So that

AL X«->(s1 <- PX°), X^((sa
9..., sim) <- PX°),
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where X° can be X and X(s'/s*) orX(sa,..., a*"/**1,..., *••) . We also
assume

A2. ((s1, s2, s3).*- P X 0 ) ^ 1 , 0 2 , s3)) <- PX°)
77. ~ (s* «- PX°) <•+ (s< «- P ~ Z°)

~ ( (s n , . . . , s im)4-PX°)+*((sn,..., sim) +-P
A3.

These assertions are transformation rules of X. The consequence:

T2. (s11 <r- PX°)++(si2 4- PX°)
((sn sim) * -PZ°)^( ( S

f t l , . . . . s w )4-PZ°) ,

where six, si2,..., sim, skl,..., skl are terms from the set s1,..., sn.
From X are formed the terms:

1) PX° are terms of attributes;
2) s*IPX0,(s11,..., s f M) |PZ°, S * | ^ ( s V s * ) ,
0*1,..., ^ j P X ^ 1 , . . . , ^ / . s* 1 , . . . , ^*m) are terms of objects;
3) | ( i ) , l(Xtfls% l (X(s f l

? . . . , s^/s*1 , . . . , s**)),
| ( ^ ^ - P Z 0 ) ? | ( ( A . - , ^ im)*-P2r0) are terms of objects.

The transformation rules and the means of forming terms, formulated
above, can be generalized by considering X to be any sentence. For
example, the sentence (s1<r-Pi)-(s2<-P2) can be presented in the form
0 1 , s2) ^-P((^*1 +-P1) • 0*2 <-P2)) with all the consequences which result
therefrom.

10. DEFINITIONS

Agreements of the type

(s* <- Pf) = Z , (s* *- P) s 2T (s'/s*)
((s f l , . . . , sim).- PO S X, ((5*1,..., a*-) 4- P) s

serving as definitions of predicates P f, are possible.

11. EXISTENTIAL PREDICATE

Instead of the word "exists" in the sense defined above, we will use the
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symbol E. We will consider it a simple predicate. Sentences with this
predicate will have the form

s<x*-E or otE(s).

There are cases where it cannot be established if the object exists. This
means that consideration of sentences like J? «- E is fully justified.

All that was said above about predicates applies to E. But it also has
a series of properties as a special logical (studied in logic) predicate. For
example,

Al. (s1--s2)(s2^E)-*(s1^E)

(s1—s2) ~ (s1 <- E) -» ~ (s2 «- £)
A2. ( s ( ) (

77. ( (sa |P) «-£)
( * - | ^ £ ) - > ( (

where i? does not occur in P.

A3.

T2.

((»S ...,s")<-E) = ( s x <-E)-

1 n^ -E) - . . . - ^ ( s n n < -
E) ((a IPX)~\ <-£)->

...•(sn

- E ) v
-E)
•E)5

ffa 1 p

. . . v ( s "

where E does not occur in X and ŷ1 and s2 occur in X

12. TWO TYPES OF OBJECTS AND ATTRIBUTES

Objects are divided into two groups as follows:
1) in the first group belong objects for which the possibility that

(s7<-E) is excluded;
2) in the second are objects for which such a possibility is not excluded
Similarly, attributes are divided into two groups as follows:
1) the first group includes attributes for which the possibitliy that

0 <- E) • {si <- P) is excluded;
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2) the second group includes attributes for which such a possibility is
not excluded.

Dl. We will call objects and attributes of the first group classical and
those of the second group non-classical.

Logical assertions about non-classical objects and attributes are more
general than those about classical objects and attributes: the latter are
obtained from the former as special cases through elimination of all
sentences (and terms) with the sign of indeterminacy.

13. TRUTH-VALUES

Strictly speaking, the symbols X+-V* and ~(X+~vi), used above, should
be replaced by something like: \_X"\^-vl and [X]~l<-tA Since indeter-
minacy is excluded for truth-values, i.e., [X~\!*-v\ one can write the
assertion

or

DL [sot <- E] <r- v1 s (six <- E)

D2. [s «-E] < - t ? 4 s [ s n <-£]

[ ] ( [ ] ) ( [ ]
D3. [s <-£]<-1?2 E=[S? <-£]<-1?1

D4. \sa «-P] <r- v1 in confrontation with an existing object, designated
by the term SOL [P.

D5. [s<-P]<-t;4 = [ 5 n < - P ] < - ^ 1

[s "l <- P] «-1;4 = [s <- P] <- v1

[s? <- P] 4-1;4 = ([5 4- P] 4-1?1) :^ H <~ P] 4-1;1)
D(5. [s <- P] <- v2 = [s? 4- P] 4-1?1

|> n * - P ] <-i>2 = [s?*-P] ^tf1

£7. [ s a f - P ] ^ - i ; 3 = ( [ 5 l ^ J S ] < - ^ ) : ( [ s ? * - £ ] • - 1 ^ 1 )

In definitions D5-D7 the predicate # does not occur in .P
77. In accordance with the accepted definitions it can be established

that the following sentences are, respectively, tautologies:
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2) ~

3) ~

4) ~

5) ~ )
T2. If the objects and attributes are classical, then the sentences

(s-*-E):(s~\<-E)
~ ( s - £ ) : ( ( s ^ - P ) : ( s - l ^ P ) )

are tautologies; if both object and attribute are classical, then

is a tautology. But in the general case these sentences will not be tautolo-
gies. We also note that

are not always true: they can be unprovable in the case ~(s<-E).
T3. The sentences

(sa<-P)-(sj8«-P)
( s ^ P ) . ( s n ^ P ) . ( s ? ^ P )

(sa «-£)•(*/?<-£),

where a and /? are different, are unsatisfiable. But they are not contra-
dictions (in our sense) since they can have the value v2 and (for the first
two) vz. But the sentences

are contradictions.
It can also be established that

T4. (sa <- P) h - (sp <- P)- - ( sy <- P ) ,

where a, /? and 7 are such that if one of them designates the lack of
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and?, then of the two others one indicates i and the other indicates?.

T5. ~
T6. (soc<-E)\-~(sp<-E)' ~(sy *~E)
T7. ~

14. THEORY OF PREDICATION

The theory of predication Sp is obtained through the following additions
to the systems Sl (or St).

Designations:
1) s,sx,s2,... are subject variables (individual variables);
2) P, P 1 , P 2 , . . . are predicate variables.
Dl. The group of subject variables:
1) a subject variable is a group of subject variables;
2) if a1,..., an (n^2) SLYQ groups of subjects variables, then (a1,..., an)

is a group of subject variables;
3) something is a group of subject variables only by virtue of 1 and 2.
D2. The elementary subject-predicate formula: if Q is a predicate

variable and a is a group of subject variables, then a<- Q, a~l <- Q and
a!+-Q are elementary subject-predicate formulae (or Q(a), ~lQ(a) and

D3. SP-formula:
1) an elementary subject-predicate formula is an SP-formula;
2) if x1,..., x" are SP-formulae, then " jc 1 ,* 1 - . . . -*" and* 1 : . . . :*"

(correspondingly x1 v ... v *") are SP-formulae;
3) if a is a group of subject variables and X is an SP-formula, then

a<r-PX{oxPX(a)) is an SP-formula.
D4. Occurrence:
1) s occurs in sa^-P;
2) P occurs in soc*-P and (s1,..., sn)oc*-P;
3) s* occurs in (sx

9...9s
n) (n^2; z'=l,..., n);

4) s* occurs in (s1,..., sn)a*-P.
Axioms AI:

2.
3.
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Axiomatic schema All:

where a is a group of subject variables and X is an SP-formula.
Rules of inference:
Rl. Substitution of formulae for sentential variables.
R2. Substitution of groups of subject variables for subject variables.
R3. Substitution of predicate variables for predicate variables.
Interpretation: 1) if one of a<- Q and a~i <- Q takes the value v1, then

the other takes the value no1; if one of them takes the value no1, then the
value of the other does not depend on the first; 2) al*-Q is equivalent to
~ (a<- Q) ~ (an <- Q); 3) a<-PX is equivalent to X.

Tl. In such an interpretation all formulae provable in Sp are tautolo-
gies.

Suitable for a "1 <- Q is also the interpretation ~ (a <- Q) • a, where a is
a sentential variable which does not occur in a formula in which ai <- Q
occurs.

D4. We will call the predicates P 1 and P2 logically interchangeable if
and only if

)

are valid.
D5. The predicate P 1 is deductively stronger than P 2 if and only if

T2. In Sp

(sa*-P)Hh ~(sP<-P)~(sy<-P)

~ (soc <- P) -I I- (sp «- P):(sy *- P)

are provable.



CHAPTER NINE

E M P I R I C A L A N D A B S T R A C T OBJECTS

1. EMPIRICAL OBJEQTS

Dl. Real empirical objects are objects which are reflected by the investi-
gator through his natural (sense-) apparatus of reflection, which act on
this apparatus (are sensed, perceived), and are observed by the investi-
gator. Observation can be carried out with the help of instruments which
multiply the capacity of sense reflection and can be ordered in space and
time as a series of such acts of reflection. The problem of the existence
of such objects is (ultimately) solved by the possibility of their being
observed (by the investigator in question or by others who are trust-
worthy). If the investigator decides on the existence of such objects in
the past or in a place where he cannot observe them, an implicit assump-
tion is made, to wit if the investigator could transpose himself in space
or time to a position relative to this object, the latter would be accessible
to observation.

Real empirical objects are not eternal (they come to be and pass away);
they are changeable (they lose one attribute and acquire another); they
exist in a definite milieu, in a determined space and time; they are the
effects of causes and are themselves causes of effects; they have a iu
infinite number of different attributes, etc. Sentences about them (having
the form sa<~E and s<x*-P), their extrinsic negations and combinations
by means of signs "and", "or", etc., can have different truth-values de-
pending on time and place (one and the same sentence can be true in one
time or place and false in another).

D2. Hypothetical empirical objects are objects with the following char-
acteristics. In themselves they are not observed nor are they in principle
observable, because of the relation between the properties and means of
the investigator and of these objects. What is observed is their influence
on other observable objects, which are considered as their attributes.
The existence of these objects is assumed for precise goals. These objects
(like the real ones) are assumed as coming-to-be and passing away, as
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changeable, etc. The basic principles of their being assumed are:
1) the logical consistency of sentences about them; the lack of contra-

diction between these sentences and the theses of the science in question;
2) the goal for which they are assumed is attained. Elementary particles

in physics are examples of hypothetical empirical objects.
Logical consistency and inconsistency is here usually understood as:

X is logically inconsistent if there is a Y such that XV Y- ~ Y, and con-
sistent if there is no such Y (i.e., ~ {XV Y- ~ F), where Fis any sentence).

D3. Real empirical objects and hypothetical empirical objects are em-
pirical objects.

2. ABSTRACT OBJECTS

In an act of knowledge the investigator can decide not to take into
consideration some attributes of the objects (exclusive-negative abstrac-
tion) or to consider only certain attributes of the objects (selective-positive
abstraction). This decision can be effected in single cases by selecting an
object-range in which the objects being investigated really do not have
the attributes in question, or by artificially creating such a range. In these
cases the objects being investigated remain empirical, being selected only
in certain cases for observation.

Things are different if one decides to abstract from attributes of the
objects, without which empirical objects in general or the objects of the
range in question cannot exist. The same is true of selective abstraction
since the decision to consider only certain attributes means not consider-
ing the others. For example, the investigator decides not to consider the
extension and form of physical bodies while studying their motion, taking
these bodies as not having spatial extension (they are "material points").

DL Effecting this decision involves the assumption of special objects,
which are called abstract (in any case, we will so call them). By the very
way they are assumed, these objects do not exist empirically. Investiga-
tion of them will not be a matter of observation. Below we will clarify a
series of concepts relative to abstract objects.

Abstract objects are introduced into science in the following way. The
initial (or primitive) abstract objects are introduced by the usual defini-
tions with additional specifications on the exclusion of attributes, as
described above. The essence of these definitions can be presented
schematically.
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Schema I: object s will be the term of an object such that

One here enumerates the attributes which are present in the object intro-
duced (this is not always done explicitly) and which are not present (are
excluded); the excluded attributes are such that the empirical objects (in
general or in the given domain of science) cannot exist without them, i.e.,
if s* is an empirical object of the domain being investigated, then

In another form, a definition according to schema I can take the form of
a definition of the object itself, according to the principle "s is an object
such that...". A definition can also have the form of a system of axioms
with the primitive term s:

Schema II: object s will be a term of an object such that

where » > 1 , and if from this convention and the other definitions and
assertions of the science in question it does not logically follow that
s<r-Pk, then s~l<r-Pk;Pk is here a necessary attribute of empirical objects,
i.e.,

This definition can also be written in the form of a system of axioms

D2. Objects which are designated by terms which are defined according
to these schemata are called primitive abstract objects.

We should note that in the definitions of the terms of the primitive
abstract objects there are no terms of abstract objects other than the
newly introduced terms.

D3. A primitive abstract object exists if and only if one observes the
rules of definition for the introduction of its term, and if from the defini-
tions of its terms and of the other definitions and assertions of the science
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in question do not follow logical contradictions, i.e., provided these other
definitions and assertions are consistent.

From D2 and D3 follows:
77. A primitive abstract object either exists or does not exist and

indeterminacy is excluded, i.e.,

(sa<-E):(sa-\*-E),

where sa is a primitive abstract object.
Since one tries to formulate definitions of primitive abstract objects so

as to meet D3, these objects will always be assumed as existing (points,
lines, numbers, etc., are assumed to be given).

T2. Sentences on primitive abstract objects are universal.
D4. Derivative abstract objects are objects whose terms are defined

with the help of primitive abstract objects.
T3. The question concerning the existence of derivative abstract objects

is decided by means of reasonings, i.e., by inference of the corresponding
assertions or their negations from the definitions of the primitive abstract
objects or by establishing the impossibility of such inferences. There are,
therefore, three possible results here: proof of existence; proof of non-
existence; establishment of the undecidability of the problem of existence.

T4. The attributes of derivative abstract objects are also explicated
through reasonings. Three results are possible here, too.

D5. Primitive and derivative abstract objects are abstract objects.
AL If (sx-^s2) and s1 (s2) are empirical (abstract) objects, then s2 (s1) is

an empirical (abstract) object.

3. INTERPRETATION

Dl. Interpretation of an abstract object s1 consists in the following:
1) object s2 is correlated with the abstract object s1, i.e., one establishes

2) s2 is selected in such a way that for any X the following is satisfied

(s1*-PX)->(s2*-PX(s±ls2)).

D2. An abstract object which has an interpretation is called a real
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abstract object; without interpretation it is called hypothetical. The latter
are introduced for purposes of deduction.

We should note that interpretation of the term of an abstract object
and selection of a term from the value-range of a term are different
operations. They are often confused since in both cases there is a reason-
ing from s1 to s2. In the second case it follows the schema: "If for all s1

it is the case that s1 +-PX and s1-^s2, then s2 <~PX(s1/s2)9\ Comparison
with the schema introduced above is enough to show the difference.

4. CALCULUS

The set of definitions and assertions which contain the terms of abstract
objects forms the calculus. In our day one associates with the notion
"calculus" the introduction of special symbols, the establishment of
sharply specified rules of inference, etc. But this is already quite a refined
notion of calculus.

Since the terms of abstract objects do not have empirical correlates the
terms themselves are considered as the objects being investigated. And
this is justified, for all the definitions and assertions concern the meanings
of these terms. In such a view calculi take on the character of formal
systems in which the very objects under consideration occur and the rules
of reasoning appear as operations with these objects. This is terminol-
ogically convenient but it makes the connection with the empirical base
even less evident.

5. EMPIRICAL AND EXACT SCIENCES

Abstract objects are formed as means for the investigation of empirical
objects (for the obtaining of knowledge about empirical objects). Because
of the division of labor in science their formation and investigation is
distinguished from that of empirical objects in the form of the develop-
ment of special sciences which are often called exact or deductive. The
interests and needs of the exact sciences have served as the basic stimulus
to the development of logic and have to an overwhelming extent deter-
mined its content.

There are numerous works dealing with the so-called "problems of the
logic and methodology of the deductive (or exact) sciences". Everyone is
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familiar with the contents of these works: deductive theory (theory of
logical inference); theory of proof; axiomatic method and connected
questions. We will not deal with these here.

We note that it is impossible to make an absolute division in logic
between the problems of the experimental sciences and those of the exact
sciences. However, experimental investigation (investigation of empirical
objects) has a series of characteristics (as compared with abstract objects)
which are fixed in a definite system of concepts and assertions of logic.

6. STATES

DL Objects designated by the terms

| (5a <- E) and j (5a <- P)

will be called states of the object S. The sentences

sa<-E and 5a«- P

are state-descriptions of S.
D2. Two states are identical only in the following instances:
1) states l(s1oc^P1) and I(s2p<-P2) are identical if and only if S1

and S2, a and P, P1 and P2 are pairwise identical;
2) states | (s1^ <- E) and I (s2p+~ E) are identical if and only if S1 and

S2, a and p are pairwise identical.
If X, Y, X1

9 X2,... are structurally simple sentences, then the symbols

x, y, x1, x2,...

are terms denoting the state-descriptions of the objects mentioned in
them.

D3. Two states x and y are disjoint if and only if

TL States | ( s<-P) , j ( s i < - P ) , j(s1*-P)9 i(s"[^E) and (si +-E) are
pairwise disjoint.

T2. States J, (s<-E), l(s~l<-E) and l(s!<r-E) are pairwise disjoint.
The existence of states is defined by the assertions:

Al. (I (SOL 4- P) 4- E) = ((5a IP) <- E)
(l(s(x <-E)<r-E)= (soc <- E)
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A2. (l(sa+-P)-l*-E)^(l(sP*-P)<-E

where a, /? and y are distinguished as "1, ? and the absence thereof.
Indeterminacy is excluded for states, i.e.,

A3. - ( X < - E ) E ( X 1 < - £ ) .

7. SITUATION

DL A non-empty set of joint states of different (in the case of two and
more) objects will be called a situation.

D2. Two situations are different if and only if the sets of their states
do not coincide.

D3. Two situations are disjoint if and only if one of them contains at
least one state which is disjoint with at least one state of the other.

D4. A situation exists if and only if each of its states exists.
D5. If X1,..., Xn (n^l) are state-descriptions of a given situation, then

is a situation-description.

8. THE COLLECTION OF SITUATIONS

DL A non-empty ordered set of different (in the case of two and more)
situations will be called a collection of situations or simply a collection.

In Dl we find the term "ordered". We will look at this more closely
below. Here it will be enough to say that by "ordered" one can have in
mind the sequence of situations in time or their distribution in different
places. Which particular kind of order is the case is a matter of indiffer-
ence.

D2. Two collections are different if and only if the ordering of their
situations is different or the sets of their situations do not coincide.

D3. A collection exists if and only if each of its situations exists in the
proper place in the order.

D4. A collection-description is made up of the situation-descriptions
plus additional terms or sentences which fix the order of the situations.

D5. A collection-description is true if and only if all of its situation-
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descriptions are true in the proper order. Other truth-values for collec-
tion-descriptions are introduced according to:

where v* is a certain truth-value, and Z 2 is a correspondingly selected
collection-description, different (if vl is not v1) from Z 1 .

9. DERIVATIVE SENTENCES

Descriptions of collections (and of situations) form the basis for the
construction of those forms of knowledge which are not obtained by
inference from other knowledge. All cognitive activities which are not
inferential can now be presented as operations with collection-descrip-
tions.

One has to distinguish here: 1) explanation of the origins of certain sen-
tential structures in collection-descriptions; 2) discovery for a given sen-
tence of a collection-description adequate to it. In the first case every
structure can theoretically be reduced to a collection-description if ideal-
ized conditions are assumed. In the second case one is talking about the
practical carrying out of such a reduction (about its expediency). In
reality it is often the case that a sentence is reduced to a collection-
description only together with other sentences, only in a series of steps,
only on different "planes", only to a series of collection-descriptions, etc.
In practice this is not always possible and expedient. Only logical analysis
of each concrete science can establish how important and possible this is.

Sentences resulting from collection-descriptions can be classified ac-
cording to the type of collection-descriptions and according to the type
of operation used to construct new sentences from them. Different types
of collections are known: 1) from one situation and from two or more
situations; 2) in each situation only one state or two or more different
states; 3) objects and situations are identical and their attributes different;
objects different and their attributes identical, etc. Correspondingly, col-
lection-descriptions are also of various types. There are also various types
of operations of transition from collection-descriptions to sentences. In
some cases the operations are such that one can according to the terms
or logical signs in the sentences establish the collection-descriptions from
which they are obtained; in other cases one can establish only the logical
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type of the collection (so that new observations are needed in order to
obtain the collection-description). As a result of the combination of the
attributes indicated one obtains sentences which cannot be classified solely
according to one attribute.

Thus one has to introduce other principles, relative to which classifica-
tion becomes a secondary affair.

Sentences which result from collection-descriptions contain terms or
logical signs which make it possible to reconstruct the descriptions them-
selves or to establish their logical type. If this involves transformation of
terms into new terms, then the sentences must include signs which refer
to the corresponding operations.

The construction of sentences from collection-descriptions is substitu-
tion for the latter. Such substitution meets

where F is a sentence replacing the collection-description X. Verification
of sentence Fis carried out as follows: depending on the character of Y9

either one establishes X and carries out its verification or one explains
which type of collection-description is to be obtained. The second case
requires supplementary investigations which produce some collection-
description X*. On the basis of existing agreements one gets F* from X*
and from the comparison of F and F* one establishes the truth-value of
the first.

For example, let a =f(b); in view of the type of / we can decide that
a collection-description of the type (((a = ...),(£ = ...)), ...,((# = ...),
(b = ...))) k a s taken place; for the confirmation of the sentence it is
necessary to fill the empty places, i.e., to carry out the corresponding
observations and measurements, and then to use rules making it possible
to replace this set of sentences with a sentence of the type a =/(&), i.e.,
to establish a mathematical type of dependence; if we get a =f(b) or
a =/*(fc) such that for us there is practically no difference between
/ a n d / * , then a =/*(#) is taken as true; otherwise, it is false. When one
says that a =f(b) is confirmed in practice, this is what is factually done:
through a given value b one finds a on the basis of a =f(b) and sees that
the result coincides with what was observed; and so on; but each time
one fixes the observed values of a and b, i.e., implicitly defines a collec-
tion-description.
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From collection-descriptions one obtains sentences which contain terms
or logical signs lacking in the former. We will repeatedly have to do with
such cases in what follows.

10. VARIATION

DL The states

are static states and

are transitional states.
Static states will be represented by the symbols

x.y.x1,..., 1 x , 1 y, " Ix 1 , . . .

and transitional states by

These symbols are related as follows: if one (no matter which) of x and
1x is l(s+-E), then the other is l(s~\+-E); Ix here is l(sl<r-E);
similarly for l(soc*-P).

Al. -\1x = x.

Empirically given is the fact that the investigator cannot observe the
states x, 1x and Ix simultaneously; he can observe them only separately.

D2. That an elementary variation affecting s happens means to observe
a situation in which state x takes place (s is in X) and then to observe a
situation in which ~lx takes place. We indicate this with the symbols

x=>~] x.

Partial negation of it means: to observe a situation with [x and then a
situation but again with I x. We indicate this with

x=>x.

A2. (%n=>nx) = (x=>x)
A3. ^ ( x = > " 1 x ) = ( x l = > l x ) .
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D3. Elementary variation is a sequence of situations x, Ix and ix.
Symbolically,

(x,1x91x).

D4. Two elementary variations (x, Ix, Ix) and (y, ly, 1 y) are differ-
ent if and only if the states x and y are different.

D5. A variation is a non-empty ordered set of elementary variations.
All that pertains to elementary variations is extended to variations in
general by generalizing the symbolization.

Investigation of variation proceeds as follows:
1) one fixes that which varies;
2) one fixes the transitional state from one (such) static state to

another;
3) an analysis of the variation is performed, the result of which is that

the variations composing it are explained;
4) in its turn the transitional state is studied as a variation.
D6. A variation (x, Ix, ~lx) is considered discrete if attention is not

paid to Ix. The limit case is when one assumes that there is no Ix (and
we then have to do with an abstract object).

D7. A variation (x, Ix, 1 x) is considered not discrete if attention is
paid to Ix and the latter in its turn is considered as a set of not discrete
variations. Theoretically such a process of considering a transitional state
as a set of variations is endless. In practice, however, a limit is always set,
so that certain variations are always considered as elementary and their
states are not subject to further analysis.

11. VARIATION OF ATTRIBUTES

DL Attributes P1 , . . . , Pw (n^2) are variants of an attribute P if and only
if

P-^P\...,P-^Pn,

and for any S

where P l and Pfe are any pair from P1 , . . . , Pn . For example, the attribute
"moves with speed a1" and "moves with speed a2" are variants of
"moves", if a V a 2 .
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D2. The set of attributes satisfying Dl forms the range of variation of
the given attribute. One and the same attribute can have two and more
different ranges of variation. Thus, the variants of the attribute "moves"
are the attributes "moves left" and "moves right" relative to a different
range of variation than the attributes "moves with the speed a1" and
"moves with speed a2".

TL If P 2 is a variant of P 1 and s+-P2 (or si <~PX; or sl^-P1), then
(according to Dl and 7WIII4) s^-P1 (correspondingly S1+-P2;
s1<-P2).

T2. According to D4TK3 the sentence s<~P is true relative to any
SJJP', where P* is a variant of P.

The opposite of T2 is also possible: two and more different sentences
s<-Pk can be considered true relative to one and the same ASJP*.

The terms of the variants of P are formed as follows:
1) there are objects 51

9 d
2,..., such that their joining to P provides

designating variants of P;
2) if by agreement

then the term P 2 is a term of a variant of P.
T3. If P 1 is a variant of P 2 then for any S

The formation of the term P 5l is not the formation of a complex term
according to the rules of logic. It is (in our sense) a simple term. The
objects 8* are considered autonomous signs only to the extent that it is
implicitly assumed that they are parts of P <5\

12. MAGNITUDE

A special case of terms of the type P 5l includes terms in which 5l is an
attribute of magnitude. Attributes of magnitude include such archaic
expressions as "many", "strongly", "slowly", etc. In science signs of
magnitude are numbers with names of units of measurement and signs
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of the methods of obtaining numbers. In other words, they have a
complex structure. The corresponding terms consist of three parts and
have the form

Pap,

where P is the name of an attribute, a is a number and /? the name of a
magnitude. The last, in its turn, can be complex.

Magnitudes are simple (e.g., "5 kg") and derivative (e.g., "10 kg/m").
A measurement can be direct or indirect. In a direct measurement
s<r-Paf} is obtained immediately. In the indirect measurement one ob-
tains s2<-P2aP and on the basis that

s1 <r-Pxafi is accepted.
Measurements can be divided into two groups according to the follow-

ing attribute. In some cases one has completely determined units of
measurement and there are standard measuring procedures. In other
cases there are no determined units of measurements (some abstract units
are simply assumed) and there are no standard procedures of measure-
ment (one simply assumes that there are such procedures). Some number
of units is assigned to attributes. The considerations which determine this
depend on the concrete particularities of the problem and of the condi-
tions for its solution. Only experience can provide objective criteria (the
assigning of this magnitude to this attribute used to give this result).

Normally one understands measurement in the first sense. The second
type of measurement (as distinguished from the first, from measurement
in the strict sense) could be called the "weighting of attributes" (in the
sense of finding a numerical "weight" for attributes).

There are cases where all dl,...98
n are different and all S+-PS1,...,

s<r-P8n are considered true. Differences between such sentences, if they
are of importance, are fixed by signs of degree of accuracy and approxi-
mation.

13. RANGE OF TRUTH

DL The set of all possible s <-Pl (f> 1) which are considered true relative
to one and the same object SIP* forms the range of truth of the sentences
about this object.
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In this case the attribute P appears as a variant of two or more different
attributes P1 , P 2 , . . . . For example, the sentences "particle a moves with
speed 61" and "particle a moves with speed 62'9 can both be considered
true relative to the moving particle a, though bx^b2. More often than
not a range of truth is determined by means of a relation of magnitudes
(e.g., magnitudes a and b are assigned so that if a<<5*<£, then s^-Pd*
is considered true).

The range of truth is established in every domain of science in function
of its possibilities and needs. There are no logical criteria for this unless
we consider the banal desiderata that the range be limited and that it not
include all possible sentences. It is only because logical pedantry gives
way to practical expediency that in many cases it is possible to use
sentences and from the assumption of what is not and cannot be to
obtain sentences which are true in the range adopted.



CHAPTER TEN

S E N T E N C E S W I T H Q U A N T I F I E R S

1. QUANTIFIERS

Normally the signs "all" and "some" as used in sentences together with
their terms are what one has in mind as quantifiers. Here we will also
include the signs "zero", "one", "two",..., "infinite number", etc. and
the signs der ivedfrom them ("majority", "minority", "a half", "a third",
etc.).

Quantifiers are not terms of sentences or even parts of terms, although
the words "one", "two", etc. can be terms or parts of terms. For ex-
ample, in the sentence "Three types of contemporary plane fly faster
than three thousand kilometers per hour" the word "three" is a quantifier
in the first case but a part of the predicate in the second. Thus, quantifiers
are not simply words like "one", "two", etc., but certain functions of
signs of a certain type.

We admit the designations:
1) >l is any quantifier;
2) M/indicates >l of objects t;
3) "~]M/ indicates no >l of objects t;
4) ?>k indicates that it is impossible to establish >l/ or ~l>k.
Logic deals in detail only with the properties of the quantifiers "all"

("every") and "some" ("at least one"). We will designate them as V and 3.

2. THE STRUCTURE OF QUANTIFIED SENTENCES

In logic the way of forming sentences is of great importance since it
involves their logical standardization, i.e., the matter of their structure.
This is very clear in the case of quantified sentences.

In natural languages (both ordinary and scientific) the quantifiers
usually stand directly before the terms of the sentence, as in "All a are
larger than some Z>". But it is accepted practice in logic to extract the
quantifiers from the sentences and to write them on the same line with
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the sentences, indicating the terms to which they apply. Thus, if X is a
sentence, t a term, and a indicates that before >l there is or is not one
of the signs ~l and ?, then the sentence containing a>l is written in the
form (a>l t) X. The convenience of this is evident: one can consider sentences
with any structure (i.e., one can abstract from the structure of X) and
formulate quite general rules for sentences with quantifiers.

But this is not all. The writing of the quantifiers directly before the
terms has one great disadvantage: in some cases sentences with two or
more quantifiers allow of more than one interpretation. Thus, the
sentence "All a are larger than some b" can be read as "For all a there
is some b such that a is larger than b" and as "Some b are such that all
a are larger than them". These interpretations are not identical in meaning
(the second sentence does not follow from the first; the first could be
true while the second was false). This indicates that in constructing sen-
tences with two or more quantifiers one must pay attention not only to the
type of quantifier and the terms before which they are placed but also to the
order in which they are written. And the order of the quantifiers might
not agree with the order of the terms in the sentence. Differences in the
order of writing the quantifiers can mean differences in the meaning
of the sentences obtained in different acts of investigation. The way of
writing quantified sentences in logic takes this into account. This is
recommended to science as a way of obviating ambiguity.

We noted above that one and the same sign can play the role both of
quantifier and of part of a term. The logical standardization of sentences
makes it possible to distinguish the two occurrences of a sign. Let us take,
for example, the sentence "Two atoms of hydrogen and one atom of
oxygen form a molecule of water". We put it in standard form: "Two
atoms of hydrogen and one atom of oxygen are such that the atom of
hydrogen and atom of oxygen form a molecule of water". Clearly we get
a false sentence since we took the words "one" and "two" as quantifiers
which they are not.

Finally, the mode of presentation of quantified sentences in logic makes
their logical properties much clearer and this is important for science.
As we have seen, even on the relatively trivial level of the matter of
writing in a suitable way logic plays a role in perfecting the language of
science.

We will use the symbolism accepted in logic with a few corrections.
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The inclusion of a quantifier in sentence X will follow the schema:
1) by the transformation rules we obtain t+-PX from X;
2) the results of the investigation determine the attribution of a>l to

the term t; we obtain a>l*<-PX which reads as "a>J elements of the class
t are such that X " or simply "a>l£ are such that X " (also reading "Xis
true relative to a>l objects of Kt" or simply "Xis true in relation

Taking the formula

as primitively explicit we adopt the following stipulations, playing a
purely formal role:

Al. (aMt)(t«-PX) = a%t<-PX
A2. (a>lt) X s (a>l t) (t <- PX) .

Let W, >l2,... each be singly any quantifier; if they are found together
(in one assertion), then the difference of superscripts means only that the
quantifiers can be pairwise different and identical in any possible combi-
nations. Further, let each of the signs a1, a2,..e before a quantifier singly
indicate that before this quantifier there is or is not any of the signs
"I and?; if a1, a2,... are found together (in one assertion) then the
difference of superscripts indicates only that the signs before the quanti-
fiers can be different and identical (and lacking) in any combination.
Sentences with several quantifiers will be written in the form

)
(a1^1^1) ( ( a 2 W ) . . . ((aw>IV) X) . . . ) .

Following the stipulations, they will be read as

For simplicity we adopt:

A3. ( ^ ^ ^ ( a ^ ^ ^ I
TL (a1^ V ) ( a 2 W ) . . . ( a " > I Y I ) X E

follows from A3.
If 7 i s (a1^ V ) X o r (a1^1*1)... (an>lM/n)X, where n>2 and Xdoes not
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contain quantifiers, we will call X an unquantified basic sentence of Y
and (oc1^ V ) . . . (afiintn) a quantifier group (or prefix) of Y. If there are
no quantifiers in Fthen we will say that it has an empty quantifier group.

DL To the definition of a sentence we can now add a point having to
do with quantifiers: if Xis a sentence, then (a>k)Xis a sentence;

We also adopt the following complements to the definition of occur-
rence:

D2. 1) a>l* occurs in (o£Xt)X; t occurs in aAt;
2) X occurs in (cLAt)X;
3) if oCAt occurs in X and X occurs in Ythen ofi\t occurs in Y.
D3. If t occurs in X, then t is bound (occurs as bound) in ((x>\t)X; if t

occurs as bound in X and X occurs in Y then Y has a bound occurrence
oft.

D4. If t occurs in X and oCAt does not, then t freely occurs in X.

3. INDETERMINACY

Let it be impossible to prove or disprove (Vs)X and to sort out all S
(because, for example, the number of s is infinite). Let all S examined be
such that X. No matter how great the number of cases examined, there
is no logical basis for accepting (\/s)X or ("I \fs)X. This situation can be
indicated with the help of the sign of indeterminacy, i.e., (7\/s)X. And if
in science in such cases (Vs)X is nevertheless accepted this is not for
logical reasons but for other considerations (e.g., enough cases are ex-
amined; the sentence is taken as a hypothesis, etc.). Thus an examination
of the possibility of cases with a sign of indeterminacy before the quanti-
fier is fully justified in a logical investigation of the language of science.
The indeterminacy of the quantifier is different from that which might
be found in the base. What is more, these indeterminacies are completely
independent.

4. QUANTIFICATION OF TERMS

The construction of sentences, the base of which contains the term t with
aAt occurring in the quantifier group, is the quantification of the term t.

In science the quantification of subjects is usual. Logic as a science
began with the investigation of this (Aristotelian syllogistics). As to the
quantification of predicates, this seems for a number of reasons obscure
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and unnatural at first glance. It is no accident that it has been taken up
by logic only in modern times,

The reasons are as follows. More often than not attributes are not
distinguished by type and are not quantified (are not distributed into
parts) so that the conditions for application of quantifiers were simply
not there: quantifiers were used only when it was a matter of classes. If
the conditions are given, and quantification of predicates is carried out
then the attributes fixed by them become objects alongside the objects
fixed by subjects. One then has to do with classes of objects which can
be attributes of other objects. For example, in the sentence "a has a
certain degree of freedom" the degrees of freedom are considered objects
differing in type. If P is the predicate of sentence X then in quantification
it becomes one of the terms of the subject, and the predicate of the newly
obtained sentence becomes an expression like "the second (or the first,
depending on the place of P) is an attribute of the first (or the second)'5.
Thus, in the quantification of the predicate in s<-P we obtain a sentence
with the base (s, P) <- Q, where Q is the expression "the second is an
attribute of the first".

Finally, if the attributes differ in type then the quantification is implicit,
since one accepts

Since everything that is true for the quantification of subjects is true
for the quantification of predicates (but not vice versa!) in what follows
we will speak simply of the quantification of any terms.

5. EXTRINSIC NEGATION

DL ^ }

where a1, a2 and a3 are different.
The classical case
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occurs only when the possibility of ?>l is excluded. Thus the assertions

including
~(-\\/t)Xh(yt)X

are invalid in the general (non-classical) case. They are true only for the
classical case. If they are accepted, this is equivalent to exclusion of
indeterminacy of quantifiers.

6. DEFINITIONS OF QUANTIFIERS

Let
tl9129... tA

be all possible individual terms of the value-range of t and the number
A is the power of Kt. The number A can be infinite but this should not
be confusing: we are talking here not about obtaining true sentences with
quantifiers but only about defining the sense of the latter. Each ti singly
is some (no matter which) individual term of the value-range of t and a
difference of jointly taken ti9s means only that these terms are different
in value.

The symbol

Xi

will designate a sentence formed from X by putting ti for t wherever t
occurs in X. Let t not occur bound in X and be the only free term in X.

The quantifiers V and 3 are usually defined as:

(3t)X=Xl v . . . v Z A .

These definitions are correct since A is finite and there is no possibility
of indeterminacy. But if A is infinite (or just sufficiently large to be
practically infinite, etc.) then the definition will deal not with the Xi
themselves but merely with the putative possibility of their construction.
Then one would have to take into account cases where it is not possible
to construct such sentences for all individuals of the value-range of the
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quantified term, i.e., where there is indeterminacy of quantifiers. And if
the latter is recognized as possible, then the definitions introduced are
contradictory. In fact the assertions

- ( - X I v . . . v ~ X A ) b X l - . . . - X A

are true. From them we obtain

Similarly we obtain

( ? 3 * ) X b ~ ( X l v . . . v I A ) - ( I l v . . . v X A ) .

To avoid this it is necessary either to abandon the indeterminacy of
quantifiers or to make some corrections in their definitions.

We adopt the designation:
{Y} for : it is possible to construct a true Y;
We adopt the following assertions to define the sense of quantifiers:

DL (3*)X = {X1} v . . . v { X A }
..-{~XA)

D2.
(-|Vf)X = {~ XI} v . . . v {~ XA}
(? vo x s - (v*) x -

Other variants are possible, such as:
Variant I: we assume D2 and instead of Dl we assume

D'L

( - l 3 * ) X = ( W ) ~ X

Variant II: we assume Dl and instead of D2 we assume

D'2.
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The relations indicated in D'l and D'2 are obtained from Dl and D2 by
substituting Xi for ~ ~ Xi.

The classical case will have the following form:

D\. (3*) X = {XI} v ... v {XA}

£c
2. ( 0 { }

(W)X { X 1 } v . . . v

And since the { } are superfluous, we obtain the definitions indicated
in the beginning of the section.

7. OTHER QUANTIFIERS

Let N be any natural number. The following definitions of aNt are
possible

DL ( N 0 X = {Xl}-...-{XN}
( n N O x = {~ XI}-... - { ~ x(A - N +1)}
(? NO x s - (NO x • - ( n N O x

(they are not the only ones possible).

77. ((N + 1 ) * ) * I " ( N O *
T2. ( n NO X!- ( n (N + 1) 0 X
T3. (?N0 X h (?(N + 1) 0 X.

In Dl the quantifier N is defined in the sense "At least N". A restrictive
definition ("N and only N " which we designate as N°) has the form

D2. (N°0 X = (NO X-(-\ (N + 1) 0 X
( n N ° 0 x = ( N O * - ( ( N + 1 ) 0 z

Obviously,

T4. ( a N ° 0 * l - ( N 0 * .

It is only in the case (N°*)X that the quantifier N coincides with the
number of objects t such that X.

The quantifier "zero" is defined by

D3. ( 0 0 * s ( " 1 1 0 * .
( - 1 0 0 * 3 ( 1 0 2 :
( ? o o * s ( ? i o * .
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If (N1f)Xand (N2*)X, then such quantifiers as "majority", "minority",
"third", "almost all", etc., are introduced, depending on the relations
between N1, N 2 and A.

The quantifier "some and only some" (we designate it as 3°) is defined
by the assertions:

D4. (3°t)X = (3t)X-(~[it)X

Obviously,

T5. (a3°t)Xb(3t)X.

8. A NUMBER OF QUANTIFIERS

The assertions admitted previously

X=(t<-PX)
~(t<r-PX)s(t<r-P~X)

(a1 W ) ( a 2 W ) X = (a^H1) ( ( « 2 W ) X)

and the definitions of quantifiers

77. (
T2. (
T3. (it1) (it2) X •-> (Vr2) (V?1) X
T4. $ * *
T5. ( ( )
T6. (it1) (W2) X -* (y{t\ t2)) X
T7. (Vt1) (It2) X -> (3 (t\ t2)) X
T8. (Bt1)(itl)X^(3it1,t2))X
T9. (It1) (7 3*2) X -» (? 3 (i1, ^2)) Z

TIL (V*1) (? 3(2) Z -> (? 3 (t1, f2)) X
Ti2. ( ? a * 1 ) ( v < 2 ) x - * \ n ( t \ t 2 ) ) x
T13. ( V ) (Tit2) X -*• (?V(^, t2)) X
T14. (lit1) (it2) X -> (?V(tS f2)) Z
T15. (lit1) (lit2) X -* (1i(t\ t2)) X
T16. (3f4) ("I 3<2) Z -• (3 (t\ t2)) ~ Z .
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are sufficient for obtaining assertions relative to cases of two and more
quantifiers.

The assertion

is true only if the class t1 or t2 contain one member. In general it is not
true. It can happen that

(W1) (3f2) X=((X(t2/t2l)v X(t2/t22)) (t^tH) (X(t2/t2l)v
yX{t2l

(3t2) (V?1) X s p - O 1 / ' 1 ! ) Z ( * V 2 ) ) (t2ltH)v
t2lt22)).

It is impossible to obtain (3*2) (W1) X from (W1) (3t2) X.
In classical logic the rules

~ (Oft1) (W2) X) -> (It1) (3f2) ~ X
~((3t1)(Vt2)X)-+(Vt1)(3t2)~X,

etc., hold. According to our approach, such assertions hold only for the
classical cases (without indeterminacy). In general, however, they are not
true. Thus,

((W1) (3*2) X) ->(3*1)((W2) - Z:(?Vt2) - X):
: ( ? 3 ^ ) ( ( V O ^ ^ : (

((Vt1)(Vt2)X)->(3t1)((3t2)~X:(13t2)~X):

etc. Even for intrinsic negation such assertions are in general not true.
Thus,

(-1 W1) (3t2) X -> (3^) ((V^2) - Z:(?\/t2) - X)
(-1 V^1) ( v / ) X ->(3^) ((3t2) - X : ( ? 3 / ) - X)

9. TRUTH-VALUES

DL [(V^)Z] <- u1 if and only if it is possible to construct each of Xi and
each of them is true; [(~1W)X] +-V1 if and only if it is possible to con-
struct at least one not-true Xi; [(?W)X] *- v1 if and only if it is impossible
to construct at least one of Xi and all Xi that can be constructed are true.

D2. [(N*)X] +-V1 if and only if it is possible to construct at least N
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true Xi; [("1 Nf) X"] <- v1 if and only if it is possible to construct A—N +1
not-true Xi; [(?N*)X] <- v1 if and only if it is impossible to construct N
true XL

D3. [(30 X] <- v1 = [(H W) ~ X] «-1;1

;1 = [(? W) ~ X] «-1;1.

For the other quantifiers v1 is defined, depending on their definitions.
The other truth-values are defined for any >l as:

D4. [Q\t) X] <- v4 = [ ( n >!*) X] <-t;1

£5. [(>k) X] • - 1 ; 2 s [(?»*) X] <-1;1

If E does not occur in X, then:

• - 1 ; 3 s [~ (r ^- £)] <̂  vl.

In order to decide if sentences are tautologies and for comparing them
as to truth conditions, it is enough to accept the following relations:

AL (aft\t)XttY, when Y is the expression to the right of == in the
definitions of Section 6.

A2. If one of {X} and {~X} takes the value t?1, then the other takes
the value nv1; but both of them can take the value nv1, i.e., if one of them
takes the value nv1, then the other can take v1 or nv1 (both possibilities
have to be considered; in other words, if one of them takes the value nv1,
then the value of the other does not depend on the value of the first).
The value-relation formulated here (in A2) does not influence the fact
that X& ~ ~ X i n all cases.

TL It follows from A2 that both ~{X} and ~ { ~ X } can have the
value v1.

10. QUANTIFIERS AND EXISTENCE

The signs E and 3 are different already because oBt is not a sentence,
which tp+^-Eis. What is more, the sentences (a>k) (tfl<-E) are possible.
Let us imagine the following situation: one investigator on the basis of
certain considerations asserts that individuals tl, t2,..., tn have certain
attributes and another investigator asserts that some of these individuals
do not exist at all, i.e., he constructs the sentence (3?) (t "1 <r-E).
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If E does not occur in X then, by virtue of the definitions of truth-
values, quantifiers and the signs •, :, ~ , etc., the assertions

T2.
T3. ([(W) *]<-»*)->(*«-£)

will be true. This creates the illusion that in order to operate with quanti-
fiers it is necessary that Kt not be existentially empty (or as one sometimes
says: that the object domain not be empty). In science, however, one
sometimes has to do with not-true (false, indeterminate, unprovable)
sentences with quantifiers, for which Kt is existentially empty.

11. RULES OF LOGICAL ENTAILMENT

A system of rules of logical entailment for quantified sentences is formed
directly from the definitions (by putting H h for =) and indirectly as
follows: from the analysis of previously accepted definitions and asser-
tions one can obtain a series of assertions on relations of sentences from
the point of view of truth-value and units of meaning and, on this basis,
one can formulate a system of assertions XV Y and h X (or for the weak
entailment). Below we will indicate the direction of construction of an
intuitive base for a theory of logical entailment in such a case.

In the construction of a theory of logical entailment for sentences with
quantifiers we adduce truth-value stipulations on the relations between
premisses and conclusion. Stipulations concerning relations between sets
of units of meaning are extended to terms and simple sentences. Thus,
in the case of strong entailment the conclusion should not contain simple
sentences which are lacking in the premisses. From this point of view

cannot be accepted as rules of logical entailment.

12. INTRODUCTION AND ELIMINATION OF QUANTIFIERS

AL If t does not occur in X, then
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We assume the assertions

A2.
A3. (W)XhX
A4. {xvr)

(Xh / )

where >l is either of V and 3.
The consequences of A3 are:

T2. (\/s)(sa
(3s) (sa «- P)H h ("1 Vs) (sj8 «- P)-(-| Vs) (sy *-P)
(H Vs) (sa <- P) H 1- (3s) (sp <- P) v (3s) (sy <- P)
(? Vs) (sa <- P) H h (? 3s) (sjS <- P) v (? 3s) (sy <- P).

^45. If ^ is an individual term, then

(Vt)X-\bX.

The other cases of introduction and elimination of quantifiers will be
taken up in connection with the account of sentential structure.

13. QUANTIFIERS AND THE SIGNS "AND" AND "OR"

Let X1, X2,..., Xn be any sentences. Thanks to A4 of the previous section
we obtain:

TL
T2. (Vf) (X1 •... -Xn) h(W) X1 •... -(to) X"

etc. But these do not exhaust the possible cases.
We assume the assertions Al:

a) (30X 1 - . . . - (3*)XKb(30(X 1 v . . . v X w )
b) 1 1

c)
^ 1 V . . . V ( ? 3 0 X M ) -

)
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The assertions A2:

a) (yt)X1-...-(\ft)Xn\-(Vt)(X1-...-Xn)
b)
c) (?

Let it be the case that X1* is (X1~X2-...- ~X"), X2* is ( X ^ X 1 - . . .
• ~X"),... ,X"*is ( X ^ X 1 •...• - X " " 1 ) ; Z 1 is ( n S ^ ^ X 2 - . . . - X " ) , Z 2

is ( T 3 * ) ( ~ X 1 ~ X 2 - . . . - ~ X n ) ; F 1 is (3*)Xl!|!, F 2 is (30X 2 *, . . . ,F" is
(3*)X"*; F1* is ( - |3*)X\ F 2 * is ( - |30X 2 , . . . ,F B * is (i3t)Xn; W is
(Z 1 Z 2 F 1 - . . . - F"); W1,..., Wk are all possible sentences which are formed
from W through replacement of one or more (but not more than n—2)
of F1 , . . . , F" by corresponding sentences from among F 1 *,..., F"*;
V1,..., Vm are all possible sentences formed from (X1X2 •...• X") through
replacement of all or i (where 1 ̂ /<«—2) sentences of the number X1,
X2,...,X"by corresponding sentences from among ~X1, ~X2,...,~Xn.

The assertions A3:

a) (\/t)(X1:X2)-\\-(\/t)(X1 ~ X 2

(X1 ~ X2) (3() (~ X'X2) (1 3f) (X'X2) ( 1 3f)
( ~ X 1 ~ X 2 ) ; ( W ) ( X 1 : X 2 : . . . : X " ) H h ( W ) X 1 * :

:(Vt) X2*: ...:(Vt) X^-.W-.W1: ...:Wk

b) (1 ^/t)(X1:X2)-\\-(3t)(X1X2) v ( 3 f ) ( ~ X 1 ~ X 2 )

...v^V1 v...v(3t)Vm

c) ( ? V ( ) ( X 1 : X 2 ) H h ( ( ? 3 0 ( X 1 X 2 ) v ( ? 3 ( ) ( ~ X 1 - ~ X 2 ) )
1

... -X") v (?3() V1 v (?3f) Vm)

Let it be the case that F1 is (3i)(X1-...-XB), F2 is (3?) V1,..., Fm+1

is (3?) Vm; F1* is (-]3t)(X1-...-Xn), F2* is (lit) V1 ,...,F(m+1)* is

- 'X" ) , . . . , / ; is ( n 3 0 ( X " ~ X 1 - . . . - ~ X " - 1 ) ; g is (JFlJF2-...-JF"I+1f1F2-
... -JFJ; 21 , . . . , 2 ! are all possible sentences which are formed from Q by
replacing i ( l < i < m + l) sentences from among F1,..., Fm+1 by corre-
sponding sentences from among F1*,...,
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The assertions A4:

a) ( 1 2 1 2 1 2

(X1:X2:...:Xn)-\\-(iVt)(X1X2-...-Xtt)-(-\Vt)V1-...-(-\Vt)Vtt

b) ( 1 3f) (X1:X2)•{ H (VO ( X ' X 2 ) : ^ ) (~ X1 ~ X 2 ) :
1 ~ X 2 ) -

c) (?

(X1 :X2 : . . . :XB)Hl-(?V0(X1X2- . . . -XB)-(?V0F1- . . . - (?V0FB .

The assertions A5:

a) (yt)X1:...:(yt)X*Y(yi)(X1:...:X")
b) (Vf)X1 :(3«)X2 l-(30(X1 :X2)

(VO X 1 : . . . : (VO X"~x: (30 X" 1- (30 (X 1 : . . . : X")
c) (30Z1 : . . . : (30JC-f-(30(2r1 : . . . :X")
d) (V0X 1 : (?V0X 2 h(?V0(X 1 :X 2 )

(a 1 V0X 1 : . . . : (a"V0X"h(?V0(X 1 : . . . :X n ) ,

where a1,..., a" indicate that in at least one of a1W,...,a"W there is a ?
before V;

e) ( 3 0 X 1 : ( ? 3 0 X 2 h ( ? 3 0 ( X 1 : X 2 )

where a1,..., a" are the same as above.
Consequences of A1-A5 for the sign v :

a) (St jpr 1 v . . . v X B ) - l h 3 ( 0 X 1 v...v(3t)X"
b) ( n 3 0 ( X 1 v . . . v X B ) H h ( V 0 ( ~ X 1 - . . . - ~X")

( n v o ^ x 1 v - . - v x ^ i - ^ o ^ x 1 - . . . - ~ x n )
c) ( ? 3 0 ( x x v . . . v x " ) ^ ^ • ( ? v o ( ~ x 1 • . . . • ~ x B )

14. SYLLOGISTICS OF PROPERTIES

We have already noted that the word "is" is not known for its clarity
and is not unambiguous. The formation of sentences of the form "s is P "
in the construction of syllogistics, as is usually done, leaves unspecified
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just which sentences are intended: sentences on the belonging of attri-
butes, on inclusion in a class, or on the identity or inclusion of terms
according to value. And these are not the same.

One must distinguish the syllogistics of classes from the syllogistics of
properties (attributes). A syllogistic of properties is formed by the follow-
ing assertions (and consequences inferred from them):

AL (Els) {SOL <- P) H V (3s*a | P) (s*a | P <- P* | s)
A2. (Vs) (sa +- P) H h (Vs*£4P) (Vs*y | P) (3P* [ s)

45 . pis) (sa *- P1) (Vs*a 4 P1) ((s*a 4 P1) j3 <- P2) h Qis) {sp <- P 2 ) .

In the classical case Al and A2 have the form

ACL (3s) (s <- P) H h (3sc 4 P) (sc 4 P <- Pc 4 s)

15. IMPLICIT QUANTIFIERS

The assertion

(i.e. "That which is true of the genus is true of the species") is not always
valid. For example, it is possible that s^s2^1 <r-P be true for some
individual of the value-range of s1, ands 2 <-P be not true for some
individual of the value-range of s2 (for another individual of the value-
range of s1).

If the adduced assertion is assumed then in fact the universal quantifier
("all") is implicitly presupposed in the sentence t1<r-PX, i.e. the latter
is used as (W1) {t1 <-PX). For example, when we assert "The sum of the
angles of a triangle is equal to 180°" we have in mind (we assume) all
triangles (each, any, every triangle). Such a use of a sentence usually
happens when X results from a definition of t1. In the case of abstract
objects all true sentences which contain t1 are of this type.

Of interest is the case of implicit quantification

(s14 PX -*• s2) -> (Vs2) (s2 *- PX (sVs2)),

where s1 is free in X.
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16. TERMS

We obtain terms from quantified sentences according to the schema

where t is free in X ("t is such that X"). In particular the term

which reads "P* such that it is present to all s"9 is important. It will be
abbreviated as

The assertion

AL ( s 1 —s 2 )^ (V

holds for this term.

17. PARTIAL QUANTIFICATION

In the case of complex terms it is sometimes enough to quantify their
parts. Thus, the following assertions are valid:

(VP1) (s | P 1 4 - P2) - (VP1) ((5 <- P1) -> (s 4- P2)).

18. CONSTRUCTION OF SENTENCES

From the point of view of construction quantified sentences can be
divided into two groups. The first group includes those sentences, for
the obtaining of which from other given sentences one need only know
the rules of logical entailment. The second group includes the rest. It is
known that a significant portion of quantified sentences are obtained in
such a way that only some rules of logical entailment are insufficient for
their "justification". Since the problem of the construction of such sen-
tences is non-trivial only for sentences with the universal quantifier, this
can be called the problem of generalization.

There are several paths of generalization. We will mention some of
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them and we will formulate some of their principles as an illustration of
what can be categorically said in this regard by the logical theory of
scientific knowledge and of possible directions for applying its efforts.

The simplest case of complete induction consists in the following.
Let X be a sentence in which s occurs. Let .s1,.--? sn ( n ^ l ) be all the
individuals of the value-range of s and n be a finite number. If the
sentence

(s1 <- PX(slsx)) •... • (s11 <- PX (s/sw))

is true, then by the definition of (V^Xand [(V^)Z] <-vx, (Vs)X will also
be true.

A more complex case is the obtaining of (Vj)JSTfrom the sentences

where si9...9sm (m is a finite number) form a partition of s. The uni-
versal sentence is here obtained precisely by virtue of definitions.

In both of these cases an extra-logical hypothesis is used in obtaining
the universal sentence:

1) in the first case it is the assumption that s1,..., sn are all individuals
of the value-range of s;

2) in the second case it is the assumption that sl9...9sm form a partition
of s, i.e., the individuals of the value-range of sl9...9 sm exhaust the set of
individuals of the value-range of s.

Let there be a definition of s such that:
1) s-^s1,..., s-^sn (n is finite);
2) if s-^su..., s-^sm, then s-^sa,...9 s-^sik, where m and k are finite;
3) there are no other j ' s .

Let
(Vs1) (s1 <-PX(sls% ..., (W) (sn 4-PX(slsn))9

be true and let it be established in some way (in particular as proved) that

(VSl) (Sl - PX(s/Sl))• • • • • (Vsm) (sm <- PZ(s/5m)) -
-»(Vsu) ( s u *- PX (s/sn)) •... • (Wk) (sik ^ PX (s/s1'*)

is true.
Then

(Vs1) (s1<^PX (sis1)) -...- (Vs") (s" <- PX (s/sH)) •
•(Vsa) ( s u •- PX(s/s a))- . . . -(Vs"1) (si([ *- PX(slsik))
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will be true and

by definition (since there are no other ,s's).
The extra-logical assumption here is the method of enumerating all the

individuals of s, presupposed in the definition of the latter. Moreover,
the class of individuals here can be infinite.

In the case of mathematical induction one assumes (presupposes or
discovers in the properties of the objects) the possibility of ordering the
individuals of s and of constructing the assertion

(sn <- PX(slsn)) -> (sn + x 4- PX(s/s"+*)),

where sn is any individual. If

is true and the previous assertion is true, then

is true.
But here again one uses extra-logical assumptions.
Complete induction concerning empirical objects is trivial and possible

only for a finite (and even, practically observable) number of individuals
of a given class. In the case of abstract objects it is a very effective method
(also for infinite classes) which is extensively used in logic, mathematics
and other "mathematized" sciences.

Complete induction can also be called conclusive, strict or necessary.
If the number of individuals of a given class is infinite or such that it

is practically impossible to examine all of them (or for any reason it is
impossible to examine all the individuals of this class) and the use of the
methods of complete induction is excluded, then one uses the so-called
partial, empirical or probabilistic induction.

There are different forms of partial induction, each of which is based
on certain principles (assumptions). The latter are usually not explicitly
formulated. But once there is partial induction these principles are a fact.
We will look at some types of partial induction.

Quantitative induction:
1) if the number of cases where s±-PX is large enough and there are
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no cases where s<-P~X, then (V*y)Xis considered true (popular induc-
tion);

2) if the probability of s*-PX is high enough, then (\fs)X is considered
true (frequency induction).

But when the "enough" is the case depends on circumstances. No
logical criteria are formulated here. Experience and luck play the key
role. It can happen that the investigator "stumbles" as it were across an
Xsuch that (V^)Xeven though he has examined only a few samples of s.
But it can also happen that the investigator examines a great number of s,
constructs (ys)X9 and then comes upon an s such that s*-P~X. What
is more, there are cases where one knows immediately that s*-P~X is
possible but operates with (Vs)X as if it were true.

Conditional induction: if S+-PX in certain circumstances, then (\fs)X
is considered true under these circumstances. The effect here depends on
the fullness, exactness, etc., of the enumeration of the conditions. A rather
clear principle is possible here: "If s*-PX is true then it is possible to
establish (to fix) conditions such that under these conditions s*-PX is
always true, i.e., (V$)X". The principle is in theory irreproachable. But
in practical use its effect depends on circumstances. Thus the sentence
"A man can become Emperor of France" is true of Napoleon I. One can
list the conditions necessary for this; and under these conditions this
sentence will be true for all people; but these conditions are not always
met and not by all people. In the practical application of this principle
common sense always plays a role, limiting the character of X and the
description of the conditions under which s+-PX.

Conditional-quantitative induction: one chooses any objects s (at least
two); if with a sufficiently large number of cases and sufficient variety of
conditions (the limit case is mutual exclusion) S+-PX is true, then (Vs)X
is considered true.

Induction through difference: if individuals s1,..., sn of a class s are
sufficiently different and s1<r-PX(s/s1),...,sn+-PX(s/sn) are true then
(\fs)X is considered true. Induction through similarity: if s1<-PX
(sis1),..., sn<-PX(s/sn) are true, all individuals s1,..., sn are sufficiently
similar, and Ks includes only s1,..., sn and such individuals as are suffi-
ciently similar to them, then (Vs)X is considered true.

In the above formulae we used expressions which have to be clarified
and which can be clarified within the framework of logic. No matter how
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clear the concepts are, however, the fact remains that some extra-logical
(heuristic) assumptions are necessary.

One also employs the following operation (reduction): 1) one assumes
(OLXS)X; 2) from it (and from other sentences which are considered true)
conclusions are drawn; 3) if these conclusions are true, if their number
and importance are sufficiently great, then (a>b)Xis taken as true. It is
clear that this "sufficiently great" has an extra-logical nature, depends on
circumstances, is subject to variations, etc. In the limit case the conclu-
sions are sharply defined and the possibility of obtaining them with the
help of (a>ta)Xis sufficient to recognize the latter as true.

Two variants of reduction are possible. Strong variant: if from (oc)\s)X
we get at least one conclusion which is not true then ( a ^ X i s not true.
Weak variant: conclusions which are not true may be obtained from
(a)\s)X; but if these do not play an important role (or can be eliminated),
then (OLAS)X can be taken as true. Here there is a question about the
"weight" (importance) of the conclusion. If the "weight" of true conclu-
sions from (OLAS)XIS rated as a and of the not-true ones as /?, then the
relation between a and /? determines whether or not one will decide to
consider it true.

There are no logical rules which would guarantee in all cases the ob-
taining of true sentences like

(Vs)Z

from sentences like

Efforts to discover or contrive them are automatically doomed.

19. DEFINITIONS AND ASSERTIONS

Let

be a definition. And let X be true relative to at least one individual of the
value-range of s1, i.e.,

(s1lX)*-E.
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There is the rule: if (s1 [X)*-E and s2 =Df. s1[X, then

Since the definition is accepted and the indicated individual exists, then
the general sentence above is true.

For example, let there exist an s1 such that s1 <-P is true and

s2=Df.s1lP.

There is the rule: if (s1 j P ) <-E and s2 =Df. s1 | P , then (\fs2) (s2 <-P).
Whence we find that (\fs2)(s2 <~P) is true.

General sentences are often obtained in science in this way (viz. by
definitional generalization). Such are the sentences "All electrons are
negatively charged", "All protons are positively charged", etc., because
reference to the negative charge occurs in the definitions of the term
"electron" and reference to the positive charge occurs in the definition
of the term "proton", etc. And just as often the nature of such general-
izations is forgotten. An important segment of scientific discussions arise
precisely because scientists depart in fact (but not explicitly) from previ-
ously agreed stipulations and accept new ones, considering their conse-
quences to be contradictory hypotheses or empirical truths.

20. CLASSICAL AND NON-CLASSICAL RELATIONS
BETWEEN SENTENCES

Assuming indeterminacy and distinguishing negations in complex logic,
we studied the non-classical case of relations between sentences in the
following sense. If we introduce brackets for the predicates then we can
also write it with the help of one negation:

2)
3) b((3t)X:(~lt)X:~(3t)X-~(~3t)X)

It now remains that we accept the [formulae (~P)(s)-i\-~(P)(s),
(~Vt)X-U-~(yt)Xand (~3t)X-\b~(3t)X and we obtain the classical
case.

Such a method of writing is useful since it makes clear the following
assertion: for the non-classical cases considered in complex logic all other
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logically conceivable possibilities are excluded. Let us take, for example,
( P ) 0 ) and (~P) 0) . The third possibility, - (P)(s) ~ (~P)(s), is fully
admissible if ~(~P)(s)b(P)($) is not provable. But the fourth possi-
bility is excluded. Similarly for quantifiers.

If we assume that hP(s):~}P(s):tI P(s): ~P(s)~ -}P(s)~7P(s) is
provable, then lP(s) cannot be presented as ~P(s)~ ~]P($), but we
have to find another interpretation for indeterminacy. We also would
have to find an interpretation for ~ P (s) ~ 1 P (s) ~ IP (s) but not through
classical negation. We do not know of such cases.



CHAPTER ELEVEN

T H E O R Y O F Q U A N T I F I E R S

1. PARADOXES OF THEORY OF QUANTIFIERS

In classical logic of predicates

(V51)P(51)=>P(S2)

and other formulae are generally valid and, of course, provable, where
the consequent contains individual variables which are lacking in the
antecedent. This is the case because the classical logic of predicates is
based on the assumption: the value-ranges of all individual variables are
identical.

But if we take the general case and assume that the value-ranges of the
individual variables occurring in a formula could not be identical, then
the formulae in question are not generally valid and one cannot take
them as rules of logical entailment. In another form, not all the truth
conditions of the premisses in the formulae

are truth conditions of the conclusions if it is possible that the value-
ranges of s1 and s2 are not identical. Something similar is the case for
other formulae where the conclusion contains individual variables which
are lacking in the premisses. We will call such formulae intuitively
paradoxical.

We will call intuitively non-paradoxical a theory of logical entailment
for quantifiers, the proper part of which has the following property. In a
system obtained by joining it with S1 (or S^ all provable formulae of the
form xYy are such that in y there are no occurrences of formulae of the
type Q (a) which are lacking in x. This calculus will have to be the basis
of any theory of quantifiers. This chapter is devoted to the discussion of
the problem of constructing such a calculus.
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2. CLASSICAL AND NON-CLASSICAL CASES

Below we will use the expressions "classical case of the theory of quanti-
fiers" (or "classical theory of quantifiers") and "non-classical case of the
theory of quantifiers" (or "non-classical theory of quantifiers"). They are
here distinct from the oft-used terms "classical logic (calculus) of predi-
cates" and "non-classical logic (calculus) of predicates". By non-classical
theory of quantifiers we mean one which includes the possibility of inde-
terminacy of quantifiers and of a distinction between two negations; by
classical we mean one which excludes indeterminacy and distinction of
negations. Classical and non-classical calculi of predicates belong to the
classical case of the theory of quantifiers in our use of the terms.

3. RESTRICTION OF THE CLASSICAL CALCULUS OF PREDICATES

It first has to be said that the classical case of the strong theory of quanti-
fiers can be obtained through a certain restriction of and change in the
classical predicate calculus with material implication and the axioms A

(\/S1)P(S1)IDP(S2)

which are the only ones which allow of the substitution of individual
variables in appropriate formulae of the type Q (a). This restriction and
change is as follows:

1) instead of classical sentential calculus, we take S1 (or S^;
2) in the remaining axioms and rules of inference the principal sign of

material implication is replaced by the sign of logical entailment;
3) the axioms A are replaced by the axioms B

P(s)b(ls)P(s);

4) the transformation rule for bound variables is restricted so that its
application does not lead to the occurrence in the conclusion of variables
lacking in the premisses.

A calculus obtained in this way is non-paradoxical: formulae of the
type Q (a) which are lacking in the premisses cannot appear in the con-
clusions of provable formulae xVy. Obviously, all the xVy formulae
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provable in it are generally valid. And all generally valid formulae x Vy,
in which there is no occurrence in y of formulae like Q (a) lacking in x,
are provable in it.

If instead of S1 (or S±) we take other systems S* (or St) then we obtain
the classical case of weakened, maximal and converse theory of quanti-
fiers. The sentential variables or formulae of the type Q (a) have to be
taken into account in the transitivity rule and in the axiomatic schema.
For degenerate entailment one needs a generalization rule: if YX, then
(V*)X.

However, below we will construct a theory of quantifiers which will be
as close as possible to the intuitive base, from which we deviated above.

4. CLASSICAL STRONG THEORY OF QUANTIFIERS

The system 5* of classical strong theory of quantifiers is formed by means
of the following additions to S± (or S1) and modifications of it.

Alphabet:
1) s, s1, s2,... are subject variables (individual variables);
2) P, P 1 ^ 2 , . . . are predicate variables;
3) is, is1, is2,..., iP,iP1,iP2,... are designated subject and predicate

variables;
4) V, 3 are quantifiers.
DL The group of subject variables:
1) variables and designated subject variables are groups of subject

variables;
2) if a1,..., an (n^2) are groups of subject variables, then {a1,..., an) is

a group of subject variables;
3) something is a group of subject variables only by virtue of 1 and 2.
D2. K-formula:
1) if Q is a predicate variable or a designated predicate variable, and

a is a group of subject variables, then Q{a) is a K-formula;
2) if X is a K-formula and a is a group of subject variables or a predi-

cate variable, then ~X, (\/a)X and (3 d) X are K-formulae;
3) if X1,..., Xn (n>2) are K-formulae, then X^..rXn andX1 : . . . :^1 1

(or X1 v ... v Xn depending on the general theory of deduction involved)
are K-formulae;

4) something is a K-formula only by virtue of l)-3).
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D3. The K-formulae mentioned in point 2 of definition D2 are elemen-
tary K-formulae;

D4. Addition to the definition of occurrence: a occurs in (Va), (3a),
g(a) ; a*(/ = !,...,«) occurs in (a1,..., aw); (Va) and (3a) occur, respective-
ly, in (Va)X and (3a)X; Q occurs in Q(a); X occurs in (Va)X and
(3a)X; if a occurs in X and X occurs in Y, then a occurs in Y>

D5. If a group of subject or predicate variables a occurs in X and (Va)
and (3a) X do not occur in X, then a occurs freely in X (a is not bound
in X). If a occurs in X then a occurs bound (a is bound and not free) in
(Va)X and (Va)X. If X occurs in Y and a is free (bound) in X, then the
occurrence of a in X is a free (bound) occurrence of a in Y.

D6. In the definition of XV Y, X and Y are K-formulae.
D7. XV Y is a proper formula of logical entailment if and only if X

and Y are proper K-formulae.
D8. (Va) and (3a) are degenerate quantifiers in (Va)Z and (3a) X,

respectively, if and only if a does not occur freely in X and X is a proper
K-formula.

In what follows we shall use symbols like
Xia

in the following sense: if X is a K-formula, then Xia is a K-formula
which is formed from X by putting ia for a wherever a freely occurs in
X, and a is a subject or predicate variable.

D9. Intuitive interpretation of K-formulae:
1) Xia- ...-Xna(n^l) is an intuitive interpretation of (Va)X with

respect to a;
1) Xia v . . . v Xna is an intuitive interpretation of (3a)X with respect

to a.
D10. A complete intuitive interpretation of a K-formula is its inter-

pretation with respect to all bound variables occurring in it.
Dll. The intuitive interpretation of the formula XV Y is formed as

follows:
1) if a subject or predicate variable freely occurs in X or Y then XV Y

is replaced by (Va)Zh(Va)F or (3a)Zh(3a)X; and so on for all free
variables occurring in X and Y;

2) all degenerate quantifiers are rejected from the resulting formulae;
3) in the formula resulting from the first two steps the premisses and

conclusion are replaced by their complete intuitive interpretations.
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Semantic interpretation of formulae:
1) the elementary K-formula takes the values v1 and no1 (as in the case

of sentential variables above); and two elementary K-formulae are
different if and only if they are written differently;

2) if the symbol Xis a K-formula, then the symbol Xia takes the value
1 or 0 independently of X and also as an elementary K-formula;

3) if a does not occur in X then XiattX (i.e., the values of Xia and X
are identical);

4) XiajbttXjbia
5) (X1* ...-Xk)ia, (X1 v ... v Xk)ia, (~X)ia are, respectively, equiva-

lent to XHa •... • Xkia, X1iav...v Xkia, ~ Xia.
D12. The formula XV Y is generally valid if and only if its intuitive

interpretation is a tautology with any number of designated variables for
every variable occurring in X V Y.

D13. (V(a\...,an))X (where ra^2) is short for (Va1)...(ycf)X;
(3 (a1,..., O ) X i s short for (3a1)...(3aIl)X.

Axiomatic schemata of S*:

1. (Ma)XVX
2. XV(3a)X
3. (Va)XV~(3a)~X
4.
5. (
6. (Vf l ) ( IvY)F (3d)X v (Ma) Y
7. (la)XV(Ma)X,

where a does not occur freely in X, or h X is provable.
The axiomatic schemata replace the axioms of S1 (S±) and the substi-

tution rule drops.
RL I fZhF , then (Va)X\-(Va)Y
R2. If XV Y, then (3 a)XV (3 a) Y.
D14. XV Y is provable in S* if and only if it is an axiom or an axio-

matic schema of Si or is obtained from provable formulae according to
the inference rules (including the additional rules of s£).

Tl. If XV Y is provable in Si, then it is generally valid.
The proof of Tl is trivial: all formulae in the list of axiomatic schemata

are generally valid; and the interpretation of XV F is identical to that of
the formulae (Va)XV (yd) Y and (3 a)XV (3 a) Y.
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T2. If XV Y is provable in Si, then in 7 there are no elementary
K-formulae lacking in X. The theorem is evident from the form of the
axiomatic schemata and the rules of inference of S* and the properties
of S1 (or Si).

We here leave open the question as to whether or not all generally
valid formulae XV Y in £*, in which Y does not contain elementary
K-formulae lacking in X, are provable. The problem of completeness of
the systems of the theory of quantifiers has been investigated in our Com-
plex Logic (Moscow, 1970).

Let us introduce the notion of intuitive completeness of a system in the
theory of quantifiers. In the logical system which defines the properties
of the quantifiers there have to be provable formulae which are inter-
preted as: 1) rules of introduction and elimination of quantifiers; 2) rules
of permutation of quantifiers; 3) rules of substitution of quantifiers;
4) rules for insertion and removal of quantifiers from disjunction and
conjunction; 5) rules for negation. And these rules all have to be formu-
lated for any sentences, i.e., not depending on their concrete structure.
From this point of view axiomatic schemata are more suitable than
axioms.

There is no difficulty in seeing that our system contains all admissible
rules of this type.

T3. In Si the formulae

(Va)X(Va)7-lb(Va)(X7)
(3a) X v (3a) 7 H h (3a) (X v 7)
( 3 a ) ( Z 7 ) h ( 3 a ) Z ( 3 a ) 7
(Va) X v (Va) 71- (Va) (X v 7)

are provable. Similarly for any number of members of conjunction and
disjunction.

(3a)X(3a)Yh(3a)(XY)
(Va) (X v 7) h (Va) X v (Va) 7

are excluded since the intuitive interpretations of these formulae are not
generally valid.

T4. In Si the formulae

( V a ) ~ X - l b ~ ( 3 a ) X
( 3 a ) ~ X H h ~ ( V a ) X
( 3 a ) X - l h ~ ( V a ) ~ X .
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are provable. And because of the properties of S1 (or S^ the question
on the introduction or elimination of negation is solved exhaustively.

T5. In S* the formulae

(3a) (^b) XV (3b) (3a) X
(3a)(Vb)XV(Vb)(3a)X

are provable. Similarly for such permutations of quantifiers in any combi-
nation and for any number of quantifiers.

(Va)(3a)XV(3b)(\/a)X

is excluded since its intuitive interpretation is not generally valid.
The formulae in the axiomatic schemata 3 and 4 and in theorem T4

solve the question on the substitution of V and 3 for each other. The
axiomatic schemata 1,2 and 7 and rule R2 solve the problem of the
introduction and elimination of quantifiers.

Another variant of Si is obtained if one takes instead of axiomatic
schemata 2 and 6 the rule R3:

R3. If XV Y then ~ YV~X, where identical elementary K-formulae
occur in X and Y.

5. OTHER SYSTEMS OF CLASSICAL THEORY OF QUANTIFIERS

The system S^ of classical weakened theory of quantifiers is obtained
through addition to Si of axioms which permit the obtaining of S2 (or S2)
from S1 (or St). K-formulae are involved in the restriction of the transi-
tivity rule.

TL All formulae provable in S* are generally valid.
72. If XV Y is provable in Si then at least one identical elementary

K-formula occurs in X and Y.
Systems Si and S* are obtained in a similar way. S* requires the

following additions.
DL VX is a formula of degenerate entailment if and only if X is a

K-formula.
D2. The intuitive interpretation of V X is formed as follows:
1) if a freely occurs in Zthen f-Xis replaced by (Va)X; and so on for

all subject and predicate variables;
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2) the degenerate quantifiers are eliminated;
3) in the resulting formula VX' the formula X' is replaced by its

complete interpretation.
D3. V X is generally valid if and only if X is a tautology with any

number of designated variables for every variable occurring in X.
Additional inference rule:
Rl. IfhXthen(Va)X,

where X is any K-formula and a is a subject or predicate variable.
D4. Rl is observed in the definition of provable V X.
T3. If hXis provable in Si then hXis generally valid.
In the case of S% all definitions for X>-> Y are analogous to definitions

for XV Y.

6. CLASSICAL THEORY OF QUANTIFIERS AND
CLASSICAL PREDICATE CALCULUS

From the theorem of non-paradoxicality for Sj. it follows that the
formulae

are not provable in Sl
c. In general in these systems the formulae XV Y9

in which X and Fdo not have identical occurrences of sentential variables
and elementary subject-predicate formulae, are not provable. From this
point of view our systems are narrower than the classical predicate
calculus: not every formula X=> Y, provable in the latter, corresponds to
a formula XV Y provable in our systems.

It follows from T3 of the previous section that the formulae

are not provable in Sl
c since their interpretations are not tautologies.

Thus it is not the case that for every provable formula I D Y in the
classical predicate calculus one finds a provable formula V J D Y in S*
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7. NON-CLASSICAL THEORY OF QUANTIFIERS

The systems S* of non-classical theory of quantifiers are formed by the
following additions to Sl

c.
Additions to the alphabet of the classical theory of quantifiers:
1) "l for intrinsic (partial) negation;
2) ? for indeterminacy;
3) { } for the possibility of constructing formulae.
Dl. Addition to the definition of the K-formula: if X is a K-formula

and a is a subject or predicate variable, then ("iVa)Z, (~]3a)X, (?Va)X,
(?3a)Xand {X} are K-formulae.

D2. Proper formulae do not contain formulae of the type {X}.
D3. Intuitive interpretation:
1) {Xla}-...-{Xna} is the intuitive interpretation of (\fa)X with

respect to a;
2) {XI a} v . . . v {~ Xna} is the intuitive interpretation of ("1V«)X

with respect to a;
3) ~ ({Xla}-...-{Xna})~ ({~Xla}v ... v{~Xna}) is the intuitive

interpretation of (? Va)X with respect to a.
4) The intuitive interpretation of (3a)X, (~l3a)X and (l3a)X is,

respectively, the intuitive interpretation of (~l\fa)~X, (yd)~X and
(?Va)~X.

Semantic interpretation:
1) if one of {X} and {~X} has the value 1, then the other has the

value 0;
2) if one of {X} and {~X} has the value 0, then the other can have

the value 1 as well as the value 0 (i.e., both can have the value 0).
Axiomatic schemata replacing axiomatic schemata 3 and 4 of Si:

2.
3.

Additional axiomatic schemata:

X v (?Va)X
2. - ( H V a ) X H h ( V a ) Z v (?Va)X
3.

Considerations and theorems, analogous to those for S*, hold for 5*.
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8. INTUITIONfST LOGIC
AND NON-CLASSICAL THEORY OF QUANTIFIERS

In intuitionist (constructivist) logic, as in classical logic, the formulae

)
^Pis2), P(s2)

and others where the consequent contains variables lacking in the ante-
cedent, are provable. This means that the interpretation of intuitionist
implication as a sign of logical entailment generates paradoxes similar to
those of material and strict implication. For this reason alone intuitionist
logic cannot play the part of a general theory of deduction. We will not
take up the possibility of using it as a special case of deductive theory.

Intuitionist logic has a more serious insufficiency relevant to its use as
a general theory of logical entailment. The fact is that the idea of limiting
the law of excluded middle (and the rule of double negation) arose on
the basis of consideration of the internal structure of sentences (subjects,
predicates, quantifiers) which is not taken into account in sentential logic.
But the intuitionists did not introduce logical signs (of indeterminacy, of
two types of negation) which make it possible to effect such a restriction
in a natural way, not affecting sentential logic. They were therefore obliged
to permit these limitations to sentential logic, as some sort of a priori
premisses.

But the intuitionists' limitation of sentential logic is senseless because
sentential logic has to provide exhaustive definitions of the logical signs
"and", "not", "or", etc., and the above mentioned limitation means that
the definitions of these signs remain partial and incomplete. As a result,
intuitionist logic leaves not provable a class of formulae whose inter-
pretation as rules of logical entailment leaves no room for doubt.

Thus, the interpretation of intuitionist logic as a theory of logical
entailment produces a distorted (incorrect, "displaced") system: it ac-
cepts intuitively paradoxical rules and rejects intuitively indubitable rules
of logical entailment.

The intuitionist ideas come out as natural consequences in our systems.
The formulae

and
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are not provable in them because their interpretation is not generally
valid. As was shown above, the formula

~ - l P ( s ) h P ( s )

is not provable in the theory of predication.

9. WEAKENING OF INTUITIVE REQUIREMENTS

The requirement that in the case of strong implication the conclusion not
contain elementary K-formulae lacking in the premisses can be weakened
in what follows in the interests of simplicity of construction of the other
sections of logic (logic of classes, modal logic, etc.). This can be done as
follows: the conclusion should not contain variables lacking in the
premisses. The same is the case for the other forms of logical entailment.
In the contrary case it will be necessary to formulate the rules for modal
sentences, sentences about classes, etc., not with the sign of logical
entailment but with the sign of conditionality. But this does not influence
the extension of the sets of such rules. This weakening can be presented
as something having to do with the peculiarities of modal predicates,
predicates of class-inclusion, predicates of order, etc., i.e., as a property
of these constant logical predicates.



CHAPTER TWELVE

C O N D I T I O N A L S E N T E N C E S

1. CONDITIONAL SENTENCES

Conditional sentences are sentences of the type

"If X, then 7 " .

Their intuitive sense is the following: accepting (taking as true) X, the
investigator also has to accept (take) Y. We will represent it (as above)
with the symbol

X-+Y.

The sentence X is called the antecedent and Y the consequent.
Dl. Negation and indeterminacy for such forms will be written by

means of the symbols

D2. If X and Yare sentences, then oi(X-+ Y) is a sentence.

D3. ~ ( X - + Y ) = " l ( X - > Y ) : ? ( X - » Y )
- - | (X -> Y) s (X -> Y):?(Z -> Y)

The conditional sentence a (X-» Y) is made up of the sentences X and Y
and the logical signs a and -*. Here -> is not a predicate (as distinct
from h).

2. THE CONSTRUCTION OF CONDITIONAL SENTENCES

Conditional sentences are obtained in the following ways:
1) as initial stipulations;
2) from logical implication;
3) from other sentences of the same type according to the rules of

logic;
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4) from sentences of another type according to the rules of logic;
5) from empirical investigation.
Point 1 needs no further explanation. Point 5 is explained in the

Chapter on physical entailment. Point 4 is explained in the context of
sentences of another type. Point 3 is cleared up in the following section.

Conditional sentences are formed from logical entailment as follows:
1) if XYY,ihenX->Y
2) if XZY Yand Z is true, then X-* Y.
Y Z is not obligatory in the second point since there is not a X>-+ Y

corresponding to every X-+ Y (not to mention that X-» Y can be stipu-
lated, which is inadmissible in the case of X>-> Y).

JfX-*Yis accepted by stipulation or obtained from accepted sentences
according to the rules of a system with degenerate entailment, we will use
symbols like

Y(X-+Y).

3. TRUTH-VALUES

Solution of the question on the truth-values of a(JST—> Y) depends on the
means of the construction thereof. Thus, if it is obtained by stipulation
it is considered true; if XZY Y and Z is true, then X-> Y is true, etc. In
some cases the truth-values of a(J5f-» Y) can be established relative to
those of X and Y. Thus, if X is true and Y is false, then X-> Y is false.
But X-> Fis not a truth-function of X and Y. X-> Y can be as well true
as false when X and Y are both true or both false. X-* 7 is not identical
with Xz> 7: X-+ Y can be false with a false X and can be false with a true
Y. If both X and Y are true this in itself does not make X-» Y true. To
what extent the repetition of such a situation makes it possible to accept
conditional sentences will be taken up below.

4. LOGICAL CONDITIONS

Dl. IX is an active condition of [ 7, if and only if X-> Y.
D2. [X is a passive condition of [ Y9 if and only if ~ X-» ~ Y.
D3. IX is a full condition of j 7, if and only if (Z-> Y) • ( - X-> - 7).
D4. IX1,..., [Xn are sufficient conditions of J, Y (n^l), if and only if
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D5. jX1 , . . . , [Xn are necessary conditions of j F , if and only if
~{X1- ...-Xn~l -> F), where Xl9...9Xn-x are any n-\ sentences from
y-l ynA ,..., A .

5. DEDUCTIVE PROPERTIES OF CONDITIONAL SENTENCES

The system Sif is formed by the following additions to our earlier
systems:

Alphabet:
1) -> is the sign of conditionally (the sign of "if...? then ...")?
2) 1 for intrinsic (partial) negation;
3) ? for indeterminacy.
DL X-> F, X - » ~ F, ~Z-> F and ~X-+~Y are elementary condi-

tional formulae if and only if X and Y are sentential variables.
D2. Conditional formula:
1) if X is a sentential formula and Fis formed from X by substitution

of a conditional formula for at least one occurrence of a sentential
variable, then Tis a conditional formula;

2) if at least one of X and Fis a conditional formula then X-> F is a
conditional formula;

3) if X-* Y is a conditional formula, then n (X-> 7) and ?(Z-> F)
are conditional formulae.

Axioms of Sif:

1. 0 -> «) P I" q
2.
3. (jp
4. (jp
5. (p
6. -
7. -
8. -

Rules of inference of Sif:
i?i. Substitution of conditional formulae for sentential variables.
R2. If XV Y, then h (X-+ F).
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D3. A conditional formula is provable in Sif only in function of the
axioms and rules of inference of Stf.

The classical case is obtained by rejecting axioms 11-17 or by accepting
the additional axioms, h ~ ?(/?-> q) and ~ (p -» q) V "~| (p -» q).

Another form of writing Sif without the signs "1 and ? is obtained as
follows. Instead of point 3 in D2, we take the following: if X-* 7 is a
conditional formula, then X~ -> 7 is a conditional formula. In such a
case the symbol X~ -> Y is equivalent to 1 (X-» Y) and the symbol
~ (X-» 7 ) ~ 1 (X-» 7) is equivalent to ?(X-» 7). Such a notation makes
clear the difference between the classical and non-classical cases: in the
classical case the third possibility, ~ (X-> Y) ~ (X~ -»7), is excluded,
i.e., one accepts ~ (X-> 7)H h (X~ -> 7) and h - ( - (X-* 7) - (X~ -> 7)).

Interpretation of conditional formulae:
1) If X-+ 7 takes the value v1 and X takes the value v1 ( 7 takes m;1),

then 7 has to take the value v1 (X, the value nv1);
2) If X-* 7 takes nv1 and X takes v1 ( 7 takes nv1), then one can assign

to 7 either v1 or nv1 (for X, either rat;1 or u1), and both possibilities have to
be taken into consideration;

3) If we assign to Zthe value v1 (to 7 the value nv1) and we are obliged
(because of the presuppositions holding for the explanation of the values
of formulae occurring in X-> 7) to assign to 7 the value v1 (to Xthe value
nv1), then X-* 7 has to have the value v1;

4) If we assign to X the value v1 (to 7 the value nv1) and there is no need
of assigning the value v1 to Ytyv1 to X), i.e., we can assign nv1 to Yiv1 to
X)9 then it is necessary to assign nv1 to X-* 7.

5) ? (X-* 7) is equivalent to - (X-> 7) - -i (Z-> 7) ; if one of (X-> 7)
and —i (X-> 7) has the value v1, the other has the value nv1; but, if one of
them has the value nv1, then the value of the other is indeterminate.

6) Value is assigned to a conditional formula in the same way as to a
variable (keeping point v1 in mind); here two elementary conditional
formulae X1 -» X2 and 7 1 -» 7 2 are distinct if and only if X1 and 7 1 are
different or X2 and 7 2 are different (or both).

77. All formulae provable in Sif are tautologies.
T2. The system Sif is non-paradoxical in the same sense as S1-S4r and

sx-s4.
The problem of completeness of the system Sif has not been investi-

gated.
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6. CONTRAFACTUAL SENTENCES

Sentences of the type "If X were not, F would not be" are shorthand for

XY(~X-*~Y)

7. EXPLANATION

To explain IY means to find a set of acceptable sentences X such that

X-+Y.

8. CONDITIONALITY AND QUANTIFIERS

There is a connection between quantifiers and the sign of conditionality.
In particular,

2. (Vs | P1) P2 (s i P1) <-» (P1 (s) ^ P 2 (s))
3. ( ( ) / )



CHAPTER THIRTEEN

T H E O R Y OF T E R M S

Alphabet:
1) s9 s

1, s2,... are subject variables;
2) P, P 1 , P 2 , . . . are predicate variables;
3) t, t1, t2,... are term variables;
4) sc is a subject constant ("object");
5) Pc is a predicate constant ("attribute");
6) —̂  is a two-place predicate constant ("... is included as to value

in ...")•
DL Subjects:
1) subject variables and sc are subjects;
2) if a1,..., an are subjects, then ( - a1), (a1-...- an), (a1 v . . . v a%

(•a1,..., an), (va 1 , . . . , an) and (a1,..., a11) are subjects;
3) if Xis a formula and a is a subject, then *SX and a[X are subjects;
4) if a is a term, then [a] is a subject.
D2. Predicates:
1) predicate variables and Pc are predicates;
2) if a 1 , . . . , ^ are predicates, then (^a 1 ) , (a1- ...-a"), {a1 v ... v«"),

(•a1,..., an), (vtf1,..., an), (a1) are predicates;
3) if X is a formula and a is a predicate then PX and a J, X are predicates;
4) -^ is a predicate.
D3. Terms:
1) term variables are terms;
2) subjects and predicates are terms;
3) if a1,..., a11 are terms, then (^a1), (fl1-...-rfI), (a1 v ... v a%

(a1), (-a1,..., an) and (va 1 , . . . , «n) are terms;
4) if a is a term, then [a] is a term.
D4. Q (a) is an elementary K-formula if and only if Q is a predicate

and a is a subject.
X>5. -^([tf], [#]) is an elementary formula of the theory of terms if

and only if a and b are terms. In what follows we will use the more
graphic symbols [a] -^ [6],
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D6. \a\^\V\ is shorthand for ( |>]-
D7. a:b is short for a' ~bv ~a'b;aL:a2:...:cft is short for

In what follows the square brackets will be dropped, on the assump-
tion that in formulae with the predicate^ they can always be restored.
The sign • will also be dropped as in the general theory of deduction.

Axioms^/:

1. Y~~t^t
2. Yt^tH2

3. YM-^tH1

4. Yt1 ...titk...f^t1 ...tlitk...tn) where j > l , n > 3 ,
5. f - ^ f 1 * 2 ) ^ - * 1 v ~ * 2

8. K f 1 - - * 3 ) ^ 2 - - * 3 ) - ^ 1 * 2 - - * 3 )

9. bit1 v - W 1 ) - - * 2

Axioms All:

1. ha(-P1,...,PB)(s)<M.aP1(s)-...-aPB(s)
2. F a ( v P 1 , . . . , P")(5)-M-aP1(s) v ... v ocP"(s)

4. h a P ( v s \ . . . , s'O-M-aPts1) v ... v aP(s")
5. ha(P)(s)<-»~aP(s)
6.
7.
8. (-(P1 v P2)(s)<^P1(s) v P2(s)
9. h P ^ 1 v s^^-PCs1) v Pis2)

10. M P ' ( s ) v l P2(s) -> ~\ (P1 • P2) (s)
11. H P ( s 1 ) v l P ( s 2 ) - » l P ( s 1 ' S 2 )
12. I- ~i (P1 v P 2 ) ( s )« -n Px(s) 1 P2(s)
13. I- 1 Pis1 v s2)<-»-l PCs1) n Pis2)

15. l-P1(s)-?P2(s)-*?(P1-P2)(s)

17. h?P1(s)-?P2(s)->?(P1-P2)(s) .
For the sake of brevity in the notation of the following axioms we will
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use the symbols a, p and y in the following sense: 1) each of these symbols
by itself will indicate the presence or absence of the signs ~ , ~i or? ;
2) if they are met together in the same formula then they indicate any
of the possible combinations of the signs "1 and ? and their absence, if
it is not stated that they are different.

D8. SOL IP is short for s [ (aP (s) )
Pa Is is short for PI (uP(s))

Axiomatic schemata Allh

2.
3. h t[X-^ t, where t does not occur freely in X and where X and Y are

any formulae.

Axioms AIV:

1. h (s1 - - s2) (Vs1) aP(sx) -> (Vs2) aP(s2)
2. h (s1-^s2) (3s2) aP(V) -> (3s1) aP^s1)
3. h(P1—P2)(Vs)P2(s)->(Vs)P1(s)
4. h(P 1 - -P 2 ) (3s)P 2 (s )~>(3s)P 1 (s )
5. j 1 ^ 2

7. (
8. h (aP(sx) -> j8P(s2)) -> j8(Pa | s1) (s2)

Axioms

1. l—

2. h~s

3.

where a and /? are different.

4. haP 1 (s ) j8P 2 (s ) -^~(P 1 —P 2)

Axioms AVI:

1. 1-Pc—P
2. l-sc-^s
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3.
4.
5.
6.

Axioms A VII:

2. K ^ . . . , ^ " 1

3. \-(s\...9s\..

Axioms A VIII:

2.

Axioms

1.
2. I- (3s) P 1 (s i P2) <^ (3s i P2) P 1 (s | P2)
3. hP(s\...,sn)^P(P(s\...9s

n))(st) (i

fc = 1,..., n)

RL Substitution of terms for term variables.
R2. Substitution of -** for two-place predicate variables.
R3. If t1 -^t2, and b is formed from a by putting t2 for t1, where tl

occurs in a, then a-^b.
R4. If ^^t2, and 7 is formed from X by putting *2 for t1, then

i?5. If I- (X<->F), then ^Z^^STand P Z ^ P F ; and vice versa.
We have not investigated the formal properties of the theory of terms.

Our exposition is only an indication of the direction in which a complete
theory of terms could be developed.



CHAPTER FOURTEEN

CLASSES

1. CLASSES

Dl. If t is an individual term, then the object II corresponding to it is
an individual.

D2. If f is an individual term from the value-range of t, and IT is the
object it designates, then IT is an individual from the value-range of t.

D3. To form (and select) a class of individuals means to construct a
term "The class of individuals from the value-range of t", where t is the
term in question. We will write such a term with the symbol

Kt,
where K is the class-generative sign. Individuals from the value-range of
t are elements of Kt. The words "class" and "set" are synonymous.

Al. Kt is a term of a class if and only if t is a term.
A2. Kt is an individual term.
77. A class of individuals is an individual.
To form a class of individuals means literally to say "The class of

individuals from the value-range of such and such a term (such terms)",
i.e., to construct an appropriate term. Different languages can do this
differently but the heart of the matter remains the same. In order that a
class exist it is sufficient to form it. For example, in constructing the
expression "the class of gods" we form the class of gods and this class
exists as a special object even though we know that gods do not empiri-
cally exist.

The difference between class and w-tuple is clear from such an example.
A triple of integers such that the sum of the cubes of two of them is equal
to the cube of the third does not exist. But the class of such triples exists
as long as we construct the expression "The class of triples of integers
such that the sum of the cubes of two of them is equal to the cube of
the third". This class can be studied as a special, existing object.

The following principles form part of the definition of class and have
to be taken into consideration in class-formation:
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A3. Every element of a class can be selected independently of the
formation (and selection) of the class itself (principle of the independence
of the elements from the class);

A4. Relative to any individual it is possible to establish whether or not
it is an element of a given class (principle of determinacy).

D4. A class of individuals exists (does not exist) if it is formed (not
formed) in accord with D3 and the principles of independence and
determinacy.

As a result of the principle of the independence of the element from
the class, a class cannot be an element of itself. Whence we conclude that
there is no class of all classes. The class of all classes which are their own
element also does not exist. This principle eliminates the famous para-
doxes of set-theory.

If one can find even one individual, about which one cannot say
whether or not it is an element of some class, then the class in question
does not exist (is incorrectly formed).

D5. A class is empirical if and only if all its elements are empirical
objects and it is abstract if and only if all its elements are abstract objects.

The formation of classes from empirical and abstract objects (mixed
classes) is not excluded.

In the formation of empirical classes one indicates the time and space
in which its elements exist. If such an indication is lacking, then any
time and space are assumed.

AS. ~(Kt*-E) = (Kf~]*-E)
T2. (Kt+-E):(Kt~]<-E).

The sentence that an individual of the value-range of t1 is an element
of Kt2 (is included in Kt2) will be written as

t'eKt2

and its negation as

tx~]eKt2.

The sentence t^eKt2 (and its negation) is a sentence with two subjects,
t1 and Kt2, and a two-place predicate (similarly for the negation), "The
first is included in the second" or "The first is an element of the second".
And t1 is not necessarily an individual term. Hence, these sentences can
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be local in the case of empirical objects.

A6.
T3. p y p )
A7. (t1 eK ~ t2)-* ~ {t1 eKt2)
AS. ~(~t3t3-^t1)-+(~(t1eKt2)->(t1e'K~t2))

The symbol i£(and the word "class") in the above sense is not a term
of that science in which t and Kt are terms: it is a logical tool for the
formation of a new term from a given term t and thereby a tool for the
isolation (selection) of a special object, i.e., of all individuals of the
value-range of t.

2. INCLUSION IN A CLASS

Inclusion in a class is carried out by agreement and in accord with the
rules of logic. The following are normally used:

AL {
A2. (

3. CLASSES OF CLASSES

A class can have some classes as its elements. It is important to keep the
following in mind. If we form a class of classes then the elements of this
class are all classes which are formed according to the above rules and
can be selected independently of the class in which they are included as
elements. And such a class cannot include all classes according to the
very concept of "class".

To form a class of classes one must carry out one of two operations:
1) form the term "The class, the elements of which are classes Kt1,...,

Ktn",
where n^2 and all the terms Kt1,..., Ktn are terms of classes;

2) form a term tm such that

and then construct a term

Ktm.
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Examples of tm: "empty class", "finite class", "infinite class", etc. We
obtain a corresponding Ktm: "class of empty classes", "class of finite
classes", etc.

The fact that a term is a term of a class of classes often remains hidden
in ordinary and scientific language. Let us take, for example, the ex-
pressions "The class of officers serving in one regiment", "The class of
members of one party", "The class of molecules in a given region of
space", etc. Though they seem to have the structure Kt where t is not
the term of a class, they really are terms of the type tm. Thus, the term
"The class of officers serving in one regiment" is generic in comparison
to "The class of officers of the 110th regiment", "The class of officers of
the 109th regiment", etc., and is not a term of class of the type Kt.

The term "class" (we use k for it) intuitively means the following: if
a is a term, then Ka is k, i.e.,

k-^Ka.

Whence one obtains that if a is a term, then

KaeKk

i.e., every class is an element of the class of classes. And

KkeKk

is clear. However, this reasoning contains errors.
First of all, one has to distinguish the term "class" (k) from the class-

generative operator "class" (K) which is not a term. The definition of
the term k has the following form:

Dl. Let k be a term such that if a is a term, then

k-^Ka.
Since

(k-^Ka)-> (KaeKk),

the definition can take the following form:
2)7. Let k and Kk be terms such that if a is a term, then

KaeKk.

The expression "Let k be a term" has definite logical properties: it
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converts things of the type k, which previous to this and independently
of it were not terms, into terms. And the expression "if a is a term"
makes it possible to take as a only such things which are terms or which
become terms independently of Dl. In short, Dl is a definition with a
variable, the rule for which was indicated in the third chapter. Here a
plays the role of a variable (its value-range consists of terms which do
not depend on k).

According to the rule of construction of definitions of this type from
Dl one cannot obtain the consequence "If a is a term then k-^Ka (or
KaeKk)" or (yd) (k-^Ka) and (Va) (KaeKk), where a is any term, in-
cluding the term k. Nor can one obtain the assertions k-^Kk and KkeKk.
From Dl one can obtain only the theorem:

27. If a is a term which does not depend in value on k (i.e., the value
of which can be established without Dl), then k-^Ka (then KaeKk).

The question on the status of the above assertions depends on circum-
stances extrinsic to them: they can be accepted or not as axioms de-
pending on whether or not they are needed and whether or not they lead
to contradiction.

4. PARADOX OF THE CLASS OF NORMAL CLASSES

The expression "normal class" (or "normal set") is defined as follows:
a class is called normal if and only if it is not an element of itself. This
definition is unsuitable because it does not clearly express that a class
is always a class of something. We adopt the following definition to get
rid of this insufficiency:

DL If a is a term and ~ (KaeKa), then Ka will be called a normal
class (instead of the expression "normal class" we will use ri).

The expression "will be called" has logical properties which are clearly
expressed in the case of Dl as follows:

D'l. Let n be a term such that n-^Ka (or KaeKn), if and only if a is
a term and ~ (KaeKa).

Again, we have here a definition with variables: a here plays the role
of variable; the value-range of a are terms which do not depend in value
on n.

In obtaining the paradox of the class of normal classes one forgets
(or does not notice) that in place of a one cannot put the term n and any
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other term defined through n. If this is forgotten, the definition assumes
the form of assertion A: if a is a term and ~ (KaeKa), then KaeKn;
if a is a term and KaeKa, then ~ (KaeKn). Putting the term n for a, we
obtain the assertion B: if ^ (KneKn), then KneKn; if KneKn, then
~ (KneKn).

But the assertion 4̂ is not true. The following consequence of Dl is
true: if a is a term, independent in value from n, and ~ (KaeKa), then
KaeKn; if KaeKa, then under the same conditions relative to a,
~ (KaeKn). But since n depends in value on itself (we cannot know the
value of n without defining n), it is not possible to obtain B.

The question as to whether or not to accept the assertion n-^Kn (and
its consequence, KneKn) remains open. It is irrelevant to Dl in the sense
that having accepted n-^Kn and Dl we still cannot obtain a logical
contradiction. Neither do we obtain a contradiction if we take Dl and
~ (KneKn) (and its consequence,

5. LIMITATIONS OF THE CONCEPT OF CLASS

Once Kt is formed, there is no difficulty in also constructing f which will
be considered individual and for which feKt. The question on the exist-
ence of the individuals designated by that term remains open. Hence,
there could be non-existent individuals among the elements of a class.
This is of some practical inconvenience. In practice one operates with a
much more narrow concept of class: the class includes the existing
individuals of the value-range of a given term. We will call such a class
existential and define it as:

DL Ket = Df.K(tlE).

Further we will say that still another notion of class is possible, inter-
mediate between Kt and Ket; this is the notion of potential class which
we represent as KMt and define as

D2. KMt = Df.K(tlM),

where t[M reads "t which is possible" (see below for the notion of
possibility). Potential classes can in turn be divided according to type of
possibility into logical or factual ("physical").
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6. EMPTY AND NON-EMPTY CLASSES

DL Ket will be considered empty if for any tl such that t-^t1 ~(ti*-E)
is the case, and non-empty if there is a f such that (t-^fy'^^-E).
Existence and non-existence are here used as they were in the definition
of a class (i.e., not necessarily existence in the present, possibly existence
in the past, not necessarily empirical existence, etc.).

D2. A definition of the emptiness or non-emptiness ofKMt is obtained
from Dl by putting M for E.

D3. Kt is existentially (potentially) empty if and only if Ket(KMt) is
empty.

D4. Kt is empty if and only if there is no individual term tl such that

(feKt).

TL If Kt is empty then it is existentially and potentially empty.
For example, the class of high-jumpers making the 2 meter 30 centi-

meter mark is existentially empty. If this class is existential, then it is
simply empty. If, however, it is potential, then it is not empty. If Ket is
empty then there is no element in it (it is impossible to name or in any
way select an individual t* such that* leKet) since (t[E)*-E. But a case
where it would be impossible to name an individual included in Kt seems
doubtful: the investigator can always arbitrarily construct a term tl such
that it is individual (in accord with the accepted norms) and for which
t-^f is valid; if Kt is existentially empty, then ~ (f^-E). So that the
definition of an empty class as a class which has no elements needs some
extra-logical limitations: what is said in the definiens of D4 is valid by
virtue of agreements made in a given science and of the consequences
flowing therefrom.

7. UNIVERSAL CLASSES

The definition of the universal class as the class in which are included
all individuals leads to contradictions since it is impossible (in view of
the above agreements) to construct such a class. Therefore, we have to
assume that such a class is formed in accord with the accepted rules, i.e.,
as already given.

DL Kt is universal if and only if tleKt for any individual t\
The universal class is not a class of all individuals. Its definition has
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the following sense: if we construct a term Kt and if for any individual
for which the term tl is constructed feKt holds, then this Kt is considered
universal. This assumes that one observes the rules for the construction
of terms (and for the formation of classes).

By analogy with the definitions of existentially and potentially empty
classes:

D2. Ket(KMt) is universal if and only if for any individual f

(?lE)eKet ((tilM)eKMt).

D3. Kt is existentially (potentially) universal if and only if Ket(KMt)
is universal.

27. If Kt is universal, then it is existentially and potentially universal.

8. DERIVATIVE CLASSES

Dl. Classes which are designated by terms like Kt are primitive classes.
And the terms of Kt are primitive terms of classes (or terms of primitive
classes).

With the help of primitive terms of classes, one forms derivative terms
of classes (terms of derivative classes; derivative classes). This is usually
seen as follows:

1) Kt1 nKt2 is a logical product of Kt1 and Kt2; similarly
Kt1nKt2n...nKtn is a logical product of Kt1,..., Ktn (n>2);

2) KtxuKt2 is the logical sum of Kt1 and Kt2; similarly
Kt1KjKt2Kj...KjKtn is the logical sum of Kt1,..., Kt\

3) Kt is the logical complement of Kt

D2. Kt1 nKt2 is a class such that for any individual f

(feKt^'ifeKt^^^eKt1 nKt2);

similarly, Kt1 nKt2n...nKtn is a class such that for any individual f

(tieKt1)-(tieKt2)-...-(tieKtn)<->(tieKt1nKt2n...nKf).

D3. Kt1 KjKt2 is a class such that for any individual f

(feKt1) v (feKt^^feKt1 u K t 2 ) ;

similarly Kt1 uKt2u...<uKtn is a class such that for any individual f

(feKtx)v (feKt2) v . . . v (f eKtn)<->
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D4. Kt is a class such that for any individual tl

D5. Kt1v...vKtn,Kt1n...nKtn, Kt are terms of classes. Formation
of them is formation of classes with the properties indicated in D2, D3
and D4.

The term "The class of individuals from the value-range of t1,..., tn9>
(or "The class containing t1,..., tn") is a special case of Kt1u...uKtn

m

AL Kt^zK~t
A2. K^nK^^K^H2)

Kt1 nKt2 n.^nKf^K^t2 ...*")*
A3. K^uK^^Kit1 vt2)

Kt1 u K t 2 u , . . u K f ^ K ^ 1 v t2 v , , , v f )

9. RELATIONS BETWEEN CLASSES

Relations between classes are not the same as those between terms al-
though there is some connection. Thus, K^-^Kt2 does not follow from
t1 -^ t2: the former are individual terms; and if Kt1 -^ Kt2 then Kt2-^Ktx

- which is not always true for t1^2.
We assume the designations:
1) Ktxc:Kt2 for: Kt1 is included in Kt2;
2) K^azDKt2 for: Kt1 and Kt2 coincide.
DL K^czKt2 if and only if for any individual f

D2. Kt1 c ID Kt2 = (Kt1 c Kt2)-(Kt2 c Kt1)
AL ( t ^ t ^ ^ 1

D3. IfK^czKt2 then Kt1 is a subclass of Kt2; if (K
(K^aKt1) then Kt1 is a proper subclass of Kt2.
From the definitions we get the statements:

TL Kt1 nKt2azD Kt2 n Kt1, Kt1 vKt2czn Kt2 u Kt1

T2. Kt1 n Kt2 c Kt1, Kt1 n Kt2 c Kt2

T3. Kt1 cz Kt1 u Kt2, Kt2 c Kt1 u Kt2

T4. Kt1 KJK^CZZD Kt1, Kt1 n Kt1 <= ID Kt1

T5. Kt1 n Kt2 nKt3
 CZZD Kt1 n (Kt2 n K*3)
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T6. Kt1 u Kt2 u Kt3 c z> X*1 u (X*2 U X*3)
T7. (Kt1 u X*2) n t f c D (X*1 n X*3) u (X*2 n X*3)
T<S. (X*1 n Kt2) uKt3 CZZD (Kt1 u X*3) n (X*2 u X*3)
TP. If Kt1 is empty, then Kt1 u X*2 cz 3 ^ 2

TiO. If Kt1 is empty, then Kt1 nK^a^Kt1

TIL HKt1 is universal, then Kt1 KJKt2 a z>Kt1

T12. If Kt1 is universal, then K^nKt2 <=.-=> Kt2

T13. (Kt1 c X*2) -> (X*1
 u X*3 cz X*2 u X:^3)

T14. (Kt1 c Xf2) -> (Xr1 n X^3 c Xf2 n Xt3)
775. (X^1 <= 3 X^2) 1 3 2 3)
T2(5. (X^1 c 3 X*2)

Ti7. 1 ¥ 2

TiS. (X*1 <= Kt2)-(Kt2 cz Kt3)-*^1 cz Kt3)
T19. {
T20.

T2L KtnKt is empty, KtuKt is universal.
T22. If Kt1 is empty then K^czKt2 (a consequence of D4XV6) for

any X*2.
If Kt1 is universal then K^czKt1 (consequence of D1XY7) for
any X*2.

T23. If ifr1 and Xf2 are both empty then Kt1 c D ^ 2 ,
JT24. If Kt1 and Z*2 are both universal then Kt1 c =>X^2.
T25. If X^1 c=X^2 and t2 is an individual term then K^czKt1,

For classes which contain w-tuples as elements, according to A1YIII8

, . . . , f)(tklf)),

where ^fc is any of t1,..., tn

T27. - (X^fc cz K(t\ ..., *")), - (X(^ , . . . , f ) cz Ktk).

10. TERMS

From sentences about classes one forms terms of the following kind:
1) fleKt, t^ieKt for "f included (not included) in Kt";

2) (X*1)! cz X*2, (X*1) j I cz X*2
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3) {Kt)[PX, where Kt occurs in X.
According to the rules seen in section seven of Chapter Eight, we form

terms of the type

f leKt1 -eKt2, fieKt1 • ~}eKt2, (Kt^l c X ^ l c Kt3,

etc. (similarly for the sign : ; there are possible combinations with the
signs : and • ).

We accept the definition:
DL Kt1 and Kt2 are disjoint if and only if for any individual tl

((f i e Kt1) n e Kt2) • ((*' I e Kt2) 1 e Kt1).

11. THE NUMBER OF ELEMENTS OF A CLASS

Although the theory of numbers is a part of mathematics, it is traditional
to develop its foundations in logic. We limit ourselves here to a few
remarks relevant to our conception of the logical theory of knowledge.

Numbers are abstract objects of a special type. We are interested here
only in those which are formed for the knowledge of classes and which
are designated by the signs "zero", "one", "two", etc. (signs of natural
numbers), "finite number" ("finite"), "infinite number" ("infinite").
They are formed according to some intuitive premisses which can partially
be fixed in the following system of definitions and assertions.

Dl. If a is a number such that Kt<=a then a is a number of the elements
of Kt. The expressions "The number of elements of Kt is a", "The
number of elements of Kt is equal to a", etc., are just variants of Kt<=<x.

Al. If T̂̂  is empty then the number of elements is zero (0).
A2. If t is an individual term, then the number of elements of Kt is

one (1).
A3. If Kt1, Kt2,..., Ktn (n^2) are disjoint, the number of elements of

Kt1 is a1, the number of elements ofKt2 is a2,..., the number of elements
of Ktn is a", then the number of elements of Kt1\jKt2v...\jKtn is
a1 + a2 + . . .+a" (the sum of the numbers a1, a2,..., aM).

D2. There is a one-to-one correspondence between Kt1 and Kt2 if and
only if it is possible to correlate each element of one of them with one
and only one element of the other so that pairwise different elements of
one correspond to the pairwise different elements of the other.

A4. The number of elements of Kt1 is equal to the number of elements
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of Kt2 (classes Kt1 and Kt2 are equinumerous) if and only if Kt1 and Kt2

are in one-to-one correspondence. If a is the number of elements of Kt1

and p of Kt2 then the fact that Kt1 and Kt2 are equinumerous is written
as a=j8.

A5. The number of elements of Kt1 is larger than the number of ele-
ments of Kt2 if and only if no matter which proper subclass Kt3 of Kt1,
which is in one-to-one correspondence with Kt2, one chooses there will
always be an element of Kt1 which will correspond to no element of Kt2.
If a is the number of elements of Kt1 and /? of Kt2 then "a is greater than
P" will be written as a>/?.

D3. oc<p=P>oc.

A6. The number of elements of a class is finite in the following cases
(and only in them):

1) if the number of elements of Kt is equal to one, then the number
of elements of Kt is finite;

2) if Ktc IDK^vKt2 and the number of elements of Kt1 is finite and
the number of elements of Kt2 is finite, then the number of elements of
Kt is finite.

A7. The number of elements of Kt is infinite if and only if it is im-
possible to construct Kt1 and Kt2, each of which has a finite number of
elements and KtczzzK^uKt2.

From the definitions and assertions accepted above, we obtain:

77. (a = P)*->~ (a > P)- ~(/J > a)
T2. (Kt1c:Kt2)-*~{a>P),

where a is the number of elements of Kt1 and P of Kt2.

T3. 1 2

T4. If a1 is the number of elements of Kt1, a2 of Kt2, a3 of Kt3, a of Kt,
then

1) (a1 -h a2) = (a2 + a1)
2) (a1 + a2 + a3) = (a1 + (a2 + a3))
3) ( a + 0) = a
4) (a1 = a2) -> ((a1 + a3) = (a2 + a3)).
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T5. If Kt1 cz =>Kt2
9 then there is a one-to-one correspondence between

Kt1 and Kt2.
T6. If one of Kt1 and Kt2 is a proper subclass of the other and finite,

then there is no one-to-one correspondence between them.
But there is a one-to-one correspondence between a class and its proper

subclass if both are infinite (e.g., in the case of the class of all natural
numbers and of the even numbers). Therefore, the following assertion is
wrong in the general case: if i ^ 1 is a proper subclass of Kt2 then the
number of elements of the first is smaller than the number of elements
of the second. Also incorrect is: if the number of elements of Kt1 and
that of Kt2 is infinite, then the two classes are equinumerous.

The number of elements of classes is also fixed by the expressions
"many", "few", "very many", "very few", etc. (these are indeterminate
or archaic numbers). Of interest are such numbers of the above type
which could be called practically infinite: these are cases where the
number of elements of the class is so great (even though finite) that it
can be taken as infinite.

12. COMPOSITION AND POWER OF A CLASS

DL To explain the composition of a class means to explain which indi-
viduals compose it. To explain the existential (potential) composition of
a class means to explain which existing (possible) individuals are its
elements.

D2. The power of a class is the number of its elements. The existential
(potential) power of a class is the number of existing (possible) individuals
which are its elements.

If the investigator has to explain the composition and power of a given
class, this is always done at a fixed time. The time is not always that
indicated in the definition of the class (e.g., "Russian authors of the 19th
Century") but the time when the investigator undertakes activities to
establish the composition and power of the class.

A class can be formed so as to include only individuals existing at that
time. Thus, classes can be variable and constant both in regard to compo-
sition and in regard to power:

1) constant in a given time-interval, if in every moment of that time-
interval the investigation explaining its composition obtains the same
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result; similarly for power; constant in general if at any time the investi-
gator will arrive at the same result;

2) variable during a given time-interval, if at one time in this interval
the investigator arrives at one result, at another he arrives at another
result since some elements can come to be and others disappear; the
number of elements of a class may vary in time; variable in general, if
variable for any time-interval.

3) the most diverse combinations of 1 and 2 are possible; e.g., some
elements of a given class disappear while new ones appear and the number
of elements grows.

In addition to the distinction between finite and infinite classes there
is one between limited and unlimited classes. A class can be formed in
such a way that the number of its elements is infinite but limited in the
sense that no new elements will appear in time. On the other hand, the
number of elements of a class may be finite even though we do not
limit it.

13. FUNCTIONS

DL Class Kt2 corresponds to individual t1 if and only if each of the
elements of class Kt2 corresponds to individual t1.

D2. Individual t1 corresponds to class Kt2 if and only if individual t1

corresponds to any (each) element of class Kt2.
D3. Class Kt2 corresponds to class Kt1 if and only if to every element

of class Kt1 corresponds some non-empty subclass of class Kt2.
D4. If we define a way to establish for every individual of a class Kt1

which subclass of Kt2 corresponds to it then we will say that we have
defined (found, known, etc.) a type (species, way) of correspondence of
class Kt2 to class Kt1 or that we have defined a function from t1 to t2.
We will use for this

where /indicates the mode of correspondence.
D5. Individuals from the value-range of t1 are arguments and indivi-

duals from the value-range of t2 are functional of the given function.
D6. Kt1 is the range of the definition of t2<=f(tx) and Kt2 is its

value-range.
D7. We will call the realization of t2<=f(tx) the discovery of the
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functionals ta
9..., tim (m ̂  1) for the given argument tk. We designate it as

D8. Two functions t2^/1^1) and *4<=/2(*3) are identical if and
only if

1) Ktx c 3 Kt3

2) .K*2 C ZD j£*4

3) for each argument tk

Otherwise they are different.
D9. The function t1^/1^2) is called inverse relative to t2^/2^1).
If Kt1 and Z£2 are given, then the character (type) o f / i s determined

by the properties of these classes and by the purpose of the investigation.
In particular, the type o f / c a n depend on the definitions, the results of
observation, etc. We should note the following here: the stipulation
t2 <=/(^) means only what was indicated in D4; the reasons for accepting
it, however, are not taken into consideration; and in this sense it is not
a sentence about empirical connections of objects or about logical con-
nections of terms. It is an autonomous logical form. In particular, we can
establish functions where the arguments are temporal or spatial intervals
which in themselves are not causes of events or premisses of reasonings.

In the case of t1 <=f(t2) the terms t1 and t2 can be w-tuples (n^2) of
terms. We note that these terms do not depend on each other for meaning;
similarly, the individual terms of their value-ranges do not depend on
each other for meaning.

Sentences which formulate functions are sentences with many-place
predicates. Everything said about the latter applies to the former. But
they also have their own peculiar properties conditioned by the properties
of their predicates (i.e., of the types of functions).

14. FUNCTIONS WITH SENTENCES

Let X1,..., Xn, Y be any sentences and [ X1,... ,1 Xn, [ Y the corresponding
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terms. Let IXleKlX1,..., lXn.eKlXn, lYteKlY. If we have the
function

then an expression of the type

is its realization.

Al. (lY

holds for sentences about such functions.

15. DEFINITIONS

Science contains a large number of definitions of the type

[s* <- Qykyk-} <=/([S* <- pyyil..., [s*

where Qykyk are the newly introduced terms and

holds for such definitions.
Usually the predicates Qykyk are distributed into parts and the defini-

tions appear as definitions of Q and yk (e.g., the expressions "speed",
"force", "km/h", etc. are considered autonomous units of the language
of science). However, the expressions Q and yk have meaning (and play
the part of autonomous signs) only to the extent that it is assumed that
they are parts of Qykyk.

16. MODELS

Let our task be to investigate the objects of some class Kt1 (it can also
be an individual object), i.e., to obtain about these objects some sentences
meeting certain requirements. This can be done in two ways:

1) one can investigate the very representatives of this class of objects
(the object itself) JB1 ;
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2) one selects (or establishes, in particular) some other objects of a
class Kt2 which are investigated in place of the objects of Kt1 and then
from the sentences obtained here one obtains according to certain rules
sentences relative to the objects of Kt1.

DL The objects of Kt1 are object-originals relative to the objects of
Kt2 and the objects of Kt2 are object-models relative to the objects of Kt*.

Object-models are selected so that

where X1,..., Xn
 SLYQ sentences obtained from investigation of the models

and Y1,..., Yn are sentences relating to object-originals and satisfying
some previously established requirements. The functions/1 , . . . ,/" are the
rules of substitution of terms relative to object-models for terms relative
to object-originals. The obtaining of Y* from X1 according to these rules
has nothing in common with reasoning by analogy since the models are
selected here in such a way that the rules apply. It is clear that there has
to be some previous knowledge about object-originals and object-models
so that there is some a priori conviction on the possibility and suitability
of Y1,..., Yn. Failures in such instances do not change matters.

17. LOGIC OF CLASSES

Alphabet:
1) e is a two-place predicate constant (inclusion of an individual in a

class);
2) c is a two-place predicate constant (inclusion of a class in a class);
3) K is a class-generative operator.
DL If a is a subject, then Ka is a subject.
The definition Dl is an addition to the definition of a subject in the

theory of terms. And the logic of classes is, from this point of view, a
theory of terms of the type Ka.

D2. e(a, Kb) and c: (Ka, Kb) are elementary formulae of the logic of
classes if and only if a and b are subjects. In what follows we will use the
symbols aeKb and KacKb.

D3. An elementary formula of the logic of classes is a K-formula.
D4. A formula of the logic of classes is a K-formula in which an ele-

mentary formula of the logic of classes occurs.
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Axioms AI:

1. (s3eKs1) A (s3eKs2)-\hs3eK(sis2)
2. (s3eKs1) v (s3eKs2) -\Vs3eK(sx v / )
3. (s1eK~s2)\-~(s1e-Ks2)

4. ( E I s ^ e K s ^ K ^ W ^ 1 )
5. (VeKs2)(Vs2)(S2GXS3)h(s^Ks3)
6. (Ks1

 G Ks2) H h (Vs1) (s1 e Ks2)

i?7. Substitution of e and c for two-place predicate variables.
If the logic of classes is constructed independently of the theory of

terms the following substitution rule R2 is adopted:
1) substitution of s1 for any s2 (wherever s2 occurs in the formula);
2) substitution of ~ ~s by s and vice versa;
3) substitution of ŷ2^1 for sxs2;
4) substitution of ss for s and vice versa;
5) substitution of s1 (s2s3) for s1s2s3 and vice versa;
6) substitution of ^.y1 v ~s2 for ^(s1s2) and vice versa.
The axioms 1-5 form the syllogistic of classes.
The connection between the syllogistic of classes and the classical

predicate syllogistic is established in All:

1. P(s)Hhse/C(sc|P)
2. s1eKs2-ih(Pcis2)(s1)

In this case the syllogistic of classes can be obtained from the classical
predicate syllogistic and vice versa.

If we accept the axioms AIII

then the axioms 2, 3, 5, 6 and 7 of the group ^4/turn out to be dependent
in the theory of terms, expanded at the expense of a proper part of the
logic of classes.

Axiomatic schemata AIV:

where Fis formed from X by substitution of s2 for s1 wherever sl freely
occurs in X.

2. Y'(s2eKs1)}-(3s1)X.
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18. QUASI-CLASSICAL CASES IN THEORY OF QUANTIFIERS

The assumption that the value-ranges of all individual variables are
identical can be written, accepting the axiom ^4*, as

The formulae

are equivalent to it.
The axiom A* is an explication of the assertions

(ys1)P(s1)=>P(s2)

which are basic to the axioms of classical (and intuitionist) predicate
logic.

It is easy to show that, thanks to ^4*, the formulae

corresponding to the formulae of classical logic introduced above, are
provable.



CHAPTER FIFTEEN

E X I S T E N T I A L L O G I C

1. NON-CLASSICAL CASES

The non-classical theory of existence is formed by the following additions
to the previously adduced systems.

Alphabet:
1) E is the predicate constant "exists";
2) Uis the predicate constant "universal";
DL E and U are predicates.
D2. ocE(a) and ocU(a) are elementary existential formulae if and only

if a is a subject and oc indicates the presence of "1 or of ? or the absence
thereof. Elementary existential formulae are elementary subject-predicate
formulae.

Axioms Ah

2. h 1 E(s\ ..., sn)«-»n E(sx) v ... v "I E(sn)
3.
4.
5. hU(s)->E(s)
6. bU(s)<r+iE(~s)
7. h i U(s)^>E(~s)
8.
9.

10. h~]E(~ss)

Axiomatic Schemata All:

2.
3.
4.
5. h E(a[X) -> Ea where E does not occur in X.
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6. \--\E(a)-
, n „ / N „ / , ^ r where E does not occur in X.

8. h E (J, X) <-> E (a | Z)5 where a freely occurs in X .

Axiomatic Schemata AIII:

2. h
3.
4.
5.
6. h 17(4(X v 7 ) ) -* U(iX) v £ ( | 7)
7. ( )
8.

Inference Rule:
RL If hx , thenh£/ ( |x ) .

2. CLASSICAL CASES

To obtain the classical case it is sufficient to eliminate the axioms AI2
AI8, AI10, AIM, AIII2, AIII4, AIII7, and AIII8, and to put - for n
throughout.

3. INTERPRETATION

We adduce the interpretation:
1) subjects take the values v1 and nv1;
2) E(ax,..., <f) is equivalent to E{a1)-... -E(an);
3) x->y is equivalent to xz^y;
4) x, [x and a | x are equivalent;
5) if the values of b and c are equivalent, then those of aE(b) and

aE(c) are equivalent;
6) if Ea and aE(a[Q) have the value v1, then E(ao4g) has the value v1;
7) U(a) is equivalent to n E{~a), "1 (7(a) to E(~a);
8) (a3a) E(^) is equivalent to aE(a), (a3a)X to a E ( a | Z ) ;
9) if Ea has the value v1^1), then a can (not) take the value v1; vice

versa; if a cannot take the value v1, then lE(a) has the value nv1.
T*l. All formulae provable in the adduced system are tautologies.
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M O D A L S E N T E N C E S

1. EVENTS

Dl. If X is a sentence, then the term [X is a term of the event, about
which X talks. The symbol jXreads "The fact that X", "That which X",
etc. For example, the event talked about in "The earth revolves around
the sun" is designated by the term "The fact that the earth revolves
around the sun". Clearly the relation between [X and J. ~ X is deter-
mined by that between X and ~X.

In what follows we will use simpler symbols x, y,... for [X, j r , . . . , if
the sentential symbols are not broken down into parts.

D2. x < r - E x

Events exist or do not exist in a given situation or in any situation.
The latter can be clearly given or presupposed (clear from the context).
It can be given: 1) by reference to a region of space; 2) by reference to
time; 3) by listing a set of events; 4) by a combination of l)-3). We will
say that the coordinates of an event are given if l)-4) are used to give the
situation in which it exists. If, for some reason, the coordinates are
indifferent, the fixing of this circumstance is a special case of the fixing
of the coordinates.

D3. Event x will be called local if X is true in some coordinates and
not true in others, and universal if X is true in any coordinates. Local
events form the object-range, for which modal signs are designed.

In order not to complicate things we will not use special signs for the
coordinates of events. But we assume that if need be they can be written
according to the following stipulations:

1) to each sentence one can assign a sign of the coordinates of the event
which is talked about in this sentence;

2) within the limits of one and the same assertion we assume identity
of coordinates for all events which are talked about in this assertion so
that one can assign identical signs of coordinates to all sentences found
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in the assertion (or the expressions "in the same coordinates" and "for
the same coordinates" can be assigned to the assertion as a whole).

2. BASIC MODALITIES

DL Sentences on the possibility and necessity of occurrence of events,
on their intrinsic negations, and on the indeterminate forms and all
possible extrinsic negations, are the basic modal propositions. We will
represent them by the symbols:

1) Mx for "x is possible", "The occurrence of x is possible", "x can
happen", etc.;

2) 1 Mx for "x is impossible";
3) IMx for "it cannot be established whether Mx or "1 Mx";
4) Nx for "JC is necessary", "# necessarily happens", "the occurrence

of x is unavoidable";
5) "I Nx for "x is non-necessary";
6) INx for "it cannot be established whether Nx or ~1 Nx".
The expression "it cannot be established" means that in view of the

conditions obtaining in a given domain of science we have no basis for
assigning the event x to the possible (necessary) events and we have no
basis for assigning this event to impossible (non-necessary) events.

The signs M and N are predicates: the symbols

ocMx and ccNx

are fully adequate to the symbols

xoc <- M and xon-N.

Moreover the signs M and N are predicates which characterize the events
themselves and not the physical states of those who speak about the
events. They are structural elements of knowledge and as such they are
free of psychological overtones. The sentences which contain them have
meaning and are subject to verification independent of the psychic states
of those who propose them: they have objective meaning and a certain
truth-value.

The formation of modal sentences with the adduced symbols is, of
course, their schematization and standardization. In real languages the
modal signs can occur in other positions. For example, in the sentence
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",$• can have P" the word "can" is situated in such a way that its character
of predicate is hidden; but knowing the rules of English, we can justifiably
replace this sentence with "s which has P is possible".

As we see it, modal sentences are sentences about modal events. One
sometimes distinguishes this from the modality of sentences and studies
expressions like "X is a possible (necessary, etc.) sentence". But in fact
the modality of sentences reduces one way or another to the modality of
events. Thus in explaining the sense of the expression "X is a necessary
sentence" we ultimately arrive at the conclusion either that we can do
without the term "necessary" (since, for example, we find that Xis always
true, i.e., tautological) or that what is meant is the necessity of the event x.

One must distinguish the modality of events from the modality of the
search for events. The latter is also an event but its modality does not
always coincide with that of the event which is sought. The sole rule
which can be formulated here is that it is impossible to find impossible
events.

3. INTRODUCTION OF MODALITY

The introduction of modal predicates for use in a given domain of science
depends on the conditions and needs of this science. If the need is felt
then it has to be satisfied according to the following logical principles.

In the introduction of the predicate "possible" one can meet with
three cases: 1) some events are recognized as possible (impossible), i.e.,
they are listed in the class of possibles (impossibles); the class of impos-
sible (possible) events here remains indeterminate; 2) some of the events
are recognized as possible, others as impossible and still others fall into
neither class; 3) every event falls to either the possible or the impossible.
Similarly for the predicate "necessary". Thus, the expression "The event
is not possible" can mean that the event is not counted among the
possible, or it can mean that the event is impossible. And these are not
the same. Similarly for necessity. We distinguish these through the dis-
tinction between intrinsic and extrinsic negation: ~Mx and iMx, ~Nx
and iNx. If an event does not fall among the possible (necessary) and
among the impossible (unnecessary) then it is indeterminate from the
point of view of possibility (necessity). This indeterminacy is not once
and for all given. Conditions in a given science can change and modally
indeterminate events can become determinate. One cannot a priori ex-
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elude events which remain indeterminate no matter how the science
changes.

The assertions

Mx:-]Mx:7Mx
Nx:~]Nx:lNx

hold in the introduction of every modal predicate (or in the establishment
of the modal character of events).

If indeterminacy is excluded, i.e., if ~?Mx and ~TNx9 then

Mx: ~\Mx
Nx:~\Nx.

If one introduces both predicates M and N then the following have to
be satisfied:

NxhMx
~}Mx\--\Nx
~ Mx h - Nx.

If an event is neither in the class of possibles nor in the class of impossi-
bles, this does not mean that it is neither in the class of necessaries nor
in the class of non-necessaries, i.e., in the general case

The assertions

Mx:M ~ x
Nx:N ~x
Nx v N ~ x

do not always hold since there are cases where

Mx-M ~ x
-\Nx--\N ~x.

For necessity always

~(Nx-N~x).

Let the symbols

Mod, Mo d\ Mo d2,...
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singly be any of ocN and <xM, and a difference of superscripts indicate
only that these signs can be taken in different combinations. We adopt
the definition:

DL Events x1 and x2 are modally dependent if

(Mod1 x1 h Mod2 x2) v (Mod3 x2 h Mod* x1).

and modally independent if

~(Mod1x1hMod2x2)-~(Mod3x2\-Mod4-x1).

4. THE LOGICAL LIMITS OF MODALITY

Which events are possible, necessary, etc., within a given science are
determined in that science. But logic establishes the limits beyond which
no science can go in the definition of the classes of possible, necessary,
etc., events. These limits represent the so-called logical modalities. If the
modality (possibility, necessity, etc.) of events is explained through con-
crete investigation in a given science then it is called factual or empirical.

Of the various ways of defining logical modality contemporary logic
favors two: 1) logical modalities are defined through satisfiability, general
validity (tautologousness), consistency, etc., of the formulae of matrix
construction (algebra of logic, usually two-valued); 2) logical modalities
are defined through the provability, unprovability, etc., of formulae of
a logical calculus (classical or other, with strict or strong implication, etc.).

Let the symbols

LN and LM

read respectively "logically necessary" and "logically possible". We
accept the assertions:

AL LN~(x-~x)
A2. (XhY)'LNx^LNy
A3. LMx =1LN~X

A4. 1LMXE=LN~X.

We also adopt the definitions:
DL An event is logically necessary only in function of Al and A2

(otherwise it is non-necessary).
D2. An event is logically possible only in function of A3. It is logically

impossible only in function of A4.
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The relations between logical modality and modality in general are
defined by the assertions:

AS. LNxhNx
A6. MxYLMx
A7. -(NxYLNx)
A8. ~ ( L M x h M x ) .

5. PREDICTION

DL Let it be the case that in time 51 event x does not exist. A sentence
that x will happen in the future at some (specified or unspecified) time
after 51 will be called a sentence about the future event x or the prediction
of x.

Let JFbe the prediction of x, said at time S1. Let 52 be a time after <5\
indicated in W (this can be an indeterminate "will" or a specified "after
such and such a time", etc.). One has to distinguish the question about
the truth-value of W in 81 from that about its truth-value in <52.

The first question is solved by the definitions:
D2. Wis true in 81 if and only if there is a true Y such that F-> W.
D3. Wis false in 81 if and only if there is a true Z such that Z-*~W.
D4. W is indeterminate in 51 if and only if there is no Y and Z such as

indicated in D2 and D3.
The second question is solved by the definitions:
D5. W is true in 32 (is fulfilled) if and only if x <- E in d2.
D6. Wis false in <52 (is not fulfilled) if and only ifx1+-Eia <52.
In the ideal case there is the following connection between the truth-

value of Win S1 and its truth-value in <52:
1) if Wis true in 51 then it will also be true in 82; if W is true in <52

then it cannot be false in 51;
2) if Wis false in 8X then it will be false in 52; if Wis false in <52 then

it cannot be true in 51.
But, these values are established independently of one another. What

is more, the truth (falsity) of W in 81 does not follow from its truth
(falsity) in <52; it could be indeterminate.

When one says that someone who predicted an event was right in his
time one commits a logical error. One can only say that this someone
proved to be right (that the prediction was fulfilled). And this is a com-
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pletely diflFerent matter. In many cases predictions are only indeterminate
in their time and their base (i.e., the discovery of Y) proves illusory.

In this regard the famous "paradox" of the foreigner offers no diffi-
culty: the foreigner comes into a country where every foreigner has to
enunciate a sentence and is executed for a false sentence (the foreigner
enunciates "You will execute me").

AH that has been said about predictions can be, with some adjustment,
applied to sentences about past events (S2 precedes S1).

6. THE MEANING OF MODAL PREDICATES

There are different methods of introducing modal predicates. For ex-
ample, if an event is observed once, it is considered possible; if in our
experience an event happens in a sufficient number of cases, then it is
considered necessary; if X follows from the definition of /, then x is
considered necessary and ~x impossible. The general schema has the
form "If Y then Modx", where Y is some set of items known. This
schema is no guarantee that Modx will be true. This is in short how
people act in introducing modal signs.

In order to answer the question on the meaning of the terms M and N
it is necessary to question the investigator who uses these terms as to the
following: why does he consider one or another event possible, necessary,
etc. It is not hard to see that in most cases where modal signs are used
one can (in principle) get along without them: they are reduced to other
signs. Thus, in some cases M(s+-PX) is replaced by (3s)X. However,
there are cases where the modal signs are irreplaceable since they fulfill
a specific function.

They have this special function above all when one has to do with
prognoses relative to future events, the occurrence or non-occurrence of
which depend on a set of circumstances. The general schema for intro-
ducing modal predicates for such cases can be written as:

Let it be the case that we know: 1) if event y1'...•/* happens then
(after it, after some time, etc.) event x happens; 2)if event z1-..rzm

happens then event x does not happen. More simply: 1) if Y1'..rYH
9

then X; 2) if Z 1 •... -Zm, then ~X. Let the first be Vand the second W.
Each of j 1 , . - - ? / 1 will be called a circumstance favoring the occurrence
of x and each of z1,..., zm will be one hindering it.
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In order to carry out prognoses in a scientific way (not as presupposi-
tions or guesses) the following are needed: 1) knowledge of the type of
V and W; 2) knowledge on the present state of affairs (designated by U).
We call V and W the criteria of the prognoses and U the base thereof.
The character of the prognoses depends on the character of V, W and U.

If the criteria of a prognosis are given then its character depends on
its base, U. A variety of cases are possible (even under the assumption
that we can provide a complete and correct description of a given
situation): 1) all favorable circumstances are present; 2) all unfavorable
circumstances are present; 3) there are some favorable and none of the
unfavorable circumstances; 4) there are some unfavorable, none of the
favorable; 5) there are some favorable and some unfavorable. The only
case which is logically excluded is where all favorable and all unfavorable
would be present, i.e.,

In carrying out prognoses one, of course, needs some signs which
would formulate in generalized fashion the character of the base of the
prognosis. The modal signs play this role: 1) if all favorable circumstances
are present then the event is necessary (in these coordinates); 2) if all
unfavorable circumstances are present, then the event is impossible;
3) the other, intermediate variants (different combinations of favorable
and unfavorable) issue in other possible variants of the modal evaluation
of events.

We should note that the above schema does not guarantee true results
in all cases. It is a schema for the introduction of modal signs and no
more. In a sufficiently large number of cases it has given satisfactory
results and this is an empirical fact. This justifies the risk and in any case
discloses the meaning of modal signs. The truth of the results depends
in each case on the exactness of the criteria of the prognosis, on their
efficacity, on the completeness and correctness of the base, on experience
in making prognoses, etc.

We have considered the ideal schema. In practice things are much more
complex. One and the same circumstance can fall among the favorable
and unfavorable; there can be more than two criteria with complex
relations between them; the situation itself can change; the base can be
too narrow; there can be assumptions, etc. But throughout it is the case
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that modal predicates are abbreviated designations of certain types of
bases of prognosis relative to corresponding criteria. As in the case of E,
it is impossible to select objects which correspond to M, N, etc. But one
can indicate the type of base and of criteria of the prognosis which is
talked about in a sentence with M, N, etc.

Modal evaluations also apply to past and present events. But this has
sense only in retrospect: we take ourselves back to when and where the
events in question have not yet happened; we find criteria; and de-
pending on the base of the prognosis, we obtain a modal evaluation of
the events. This explains the fact that not all events which exist or
existed are considered necessary and not all events which did not occur
in the past are considered impossible. However, such a modal evaluation
of past and present events does not play an important role in science.

7. THE MODALITY OF INDIVIDUAL AND RECURRENT EVENTS

The search for criteria of prognosis is the construction of knowledge on
classes of events irrespective of whether we have to do with recurrent or
individual events. The latter are generally regarded (often implicitly) as
representatives of some classes. There is a difference only in the condi-
tions attendant on the elaboration of the criteria of prognosis: in the
first case, the recurrence aids knowledge; in the second, one has to com-
pensate for non-recurrence (through analogy, wider generalization, etc.).

8. THE LOGICAL PROPERTIES OF MODAL PREDICATES

Modal predicates have properties which any other predicates have. In
particular, the following hold:

~ aMx H h f$Mx v yMx,

where a, /? and y are distinct;

~aNxl\-pNx vyNx
\- ~ (aMx pMx),

etc.
In the classical case, when indeterminacy is excluded we accept

~ Mx H h "1 Mx
~~]Mx-i\-Mx;
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are true; similarly for N. But

~(~1NXYNX)

in the general case.
The specific properties of the modal predicates M and N are defined

by the following assertions:
AL The predicates M and N are logically interchangeable, i.e.,

Nx H h H M - x
1 Nx H h M ~ x

A2. NxYX
XYMx

TLNxYMx.

Two remarks have to be made before we formulate assertions for events
1-,..-Xn) and K Z 1 : . . . : ^ " ) . One has to distinguish the expressions

i(X1'...'Xn) and [(X1:...:^) from | Z 1 - . . . - | Z n and [X1: . . . : | Z n .
Only the first are (by stipulation) terms of events; the others are terms
derived from terms of events. They do not coincide as to meaning. We
will have in mind only the first. Further, it is intuitively clear that the
assertions

Mx1-...-Mxn\-M(x1-...-xn)
-\Nx1:...:iNxn\-iN(x1:...:xn)

are not always valid. This imposes well-known restrictions which influ-
ence the character of the assertions below.

A3. NxMyYM{xy)
M(x v y) H h Mx v My
H M(x v y)-\b-}Mx~\My
?M(x v j /H h(?Mx v?Mj;) ~Mx~My
1 Mx v "1 My h "1 M(xy)
M{xy)VMxMy

M{xy)Y~{X-*~ Y)
T2. NxNyl\-N(xy)
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Nx v Ny\-N(xv y)
Nx v My h M(x v y)
Mx(lMyVflM(xy)
lMxtlMyYt>M(xy)
(IMx v TMy) ~Mx~My Y1M(xy)

9. RANDOMNESS

Designations:
1) Cx for "x is random";
2) 1 Cx for "JC is not random";
3) ICx for "It is impossible to establish Cx or iCx".

The properties of the predicate C are defined by:

AL
A2.
TL ~ Cx = ~| Cx.lCx

~~)Cx ==Cx:lCx

T2. -\CxVMx
T3. Cx I- 1 Nx,
T4. Nx-ihiCx.

But ~\Nx and Cx do not coincide; nor do INx and ICx.
The term "random" is used in various senses. In particular, an event is

called random if it is the result of an unrepeatable coincidence, not the
necessary consequence of given circumstances, etc. But, in such cases one
can either do without it or, after a certain "purification", one can reduce
it to the above-mentioned form of the term C

10. MODALITY AND EXISTENCE

Let X be any of the sentences ( J 1 , . . . , sn)(x<r-P and ~ ((.s1,..., sn) a<-P),
where /i> 1, and s* and sk are any of ^1,..., s11. The sentences "An s* such
that X is possible (necessary, impossible, etc.)", "There is a possible sl

and a necessary sk such that X", etc., will be represented as

{Mod sf) X, (Mod1 s1) (Mod2 sk) X9 (Mod1 s1)... (Modn sn) X.
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The properties of these sentences are defined by

AL (Mods1) X = Mod|(sfjPX <-E)
A2. (Mod1 s1) (Mod2 sk) X = (Mod1 s1) X • (Mod2 sk) X

(Mod1 s1)...(Modksk) X = (Mod1 s1) X-...-(Modksk) X
(Mod1 s1)... (Mod11 sn) X = (Mod1 s1) X •... • (Mod11 sn) X

A3. (Mod(s\ sk)) X = (Mods1) (Modsk) X
(Mod(s\ ..., sk))X = (Mods1)...(Modsk)X
(Mod(s\ ..., sn)) X -(Mods1) ...(Modsn) X.

It is obvious that

Tl. (Mod1 s1) (Mod2 sk)X-\h (Mod2 sk) (Mod1 sl) X
T2. (Mod(s\ sk)) X-W- (Mod(sk, s1)) X.

According to the definitions accepted we obtain sentences similar to
sentences with quantifiers. But if for quantifiers we assume any combi-
nations of CLA1 and a>l2 in (oc^t1) (fTj\2t2) X, we cannot put some combi-
nations of Mod1 and Mod2 for modal signs. This exclusion is defined by:

A4. (ModJ)XV(Modsk)X.

Consequences of A1-A4:

T3. ~((M?)(-\Msk)X)\

similarly for the pairs Nand IN, Nand "1M, Mand 1M,Nand IN, N
and?M. Not excluded are only those combinations of Mod1 and Mod2

for which any one of the assertions

(Mod1 s1) X h (Mod2 s1) X, (Mod2 sl) X h (Mod1 s1) X,
(Mod1 sk) X h (Mod2 sk) X, (Mod2 sk) X h (Mod1 sk) X.

holds.

A5. (Ms) X (Ns i X) Y V (Ms) Y
A6. (Ns) X (Ns i X) Y h (Ns) Y

11. MODALITY OF A HIGHER ORDER

We widen the notion of event by adopting the following definitions:
1) if X is a sentence, then x is the term of an event;
2) if x is the term of an event, then x\Mod is the term of an event,

where Mod is any of ocN and ocM;
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3) if x is the term of an event, then Mod x is the term of an event.
The terms indicated in points 2 and 3 are not identical in meaning.

AL Mod(xlMod).

holds for the first.
Consequences from Al:

Tl. ~(<xM(xlPM))
T2. ~(*N(xlPN)),

where a and p are different.

A2. MMxYMx
A3. Nxt-NNx.

hold for the others.
Consequences of A2 and A3:

T3. MNxhMx
T4. NMxVMx.

12. MODALITY AND QUANTIFIERS

There is a similarity between quantifiers and modal signs: to the asser-
tions

Nx = 1 M ~ x, Nx h X,

etc., correspond the assertions

(Vs) X = (1 3s) - X, (Vs) X h X,

etc. There is a connection, for example: if s is free in X, then

(3s) I h M x .

In a series of cases they are used together with the sentences

(a>ls1)(Mods2)Z and Mod(oCXs)X.

The assertions

AL (a^s1)(Mods2) X = (a^s1) ((Mods2) Z)
A2. Mod I ((a>ls) X) = (OLAS) (Mod x).
A3. (Ms) Z(Vs | X) Y h (Ms) 7
44. (Ms) X (Vs | X) Y h (Ms) 7

hold for their joint use.
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13. MODALITY AND ENTAILMENT

There is a tradition (beginning with Lewis) of connecting modality with
the notion of logical entailment. Entailment is defined through modal
concepts or vice versa. Of course, by means of the notion of entailment
one can define logical modality and show how to obtain in certain cases
modal sentences in general. But this does not at all mean that modal
concepts are defined through the concept of entailment. The definition
of entailment through modal concepts is generally defective. There is no
need thoroughly to develop here an argument in favor of our view. It is
clear from the above considerations. We will add only the following.

Examining all possible relations of sentences with Mod and V (and also
with the sign of weakened entailment), we find only one case with a
positive result:

M(x- ~y) -> - (X h Y), (X h Y) -> H M(x • ~y)

In the rest of the cases the result is written in the negative assertions:

~((X\-Y)-+(Mx-y))9~(N(x-y)-*(X\-Y)\

etc. Even in the case which serves as base for the definition of entailment
we get a negative result. Namely: "If ~l M(x* ~y) then XV Y does not
follow from it". In fact, iM(x- ~x- ~y); but ~(X-~XVY) and
~(Y\-~(X- ~X)). Definition of the logical entailment of Y from X as
~~[Mx-~y means acceptance of statements of the type " 7 logically
follows from X- ~X" and "~(X- ~ X ) logically follows from 7" , etc.,
i.e., "paradoxes of strict implication", since "1 M(x- ~x) and N~(x- ~x).

The strong implication of Lewis is just a shorthand for LN(x^y) and
nothing more.

14. MODALITY AND CONDITIONALLY

The assertion

is not true for the same reason as

Al. ( I
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A2. M(x ~ y) -> ~1 (X
,45. (X

A4. (X-» F) n M j h n Mx (X-» F)?Mj; h ~ Mx
(X-+Y)-\Nyb-\Nx (X-*Y)lNy\-~Nx

A5. MxMy 1 (X-* ~ Y) h M(xj;).

15. LINGUISTIC TRANSFORMATIONS

There are linguistic transformations of sentences, definable by

AL s Moda <- P = Mod (sa ^- p ; .

An example for sModa<r-P\ "The student can not pass the exam" (which
is identical in meaning to "It is possible that the student not pass the
exam").

16. TERMS

There are predicates, the meaning of which is defined (implicitly or
explicitly) by assertions like

sa<r-Qz= Modl(soc«- P)
s*a <- Q = Mod I ((s1 , . . . , sn) a <- P)
(s\..., sk) a<- Q s Mod | ( ( sS ..., sw) a ^ - P ) .

Examples of such predicates: "soluble in water", "heat-conductive",
"opaque", etc.

Of special interest here are predicates which fix potential (i.e., cases
where Mod is M and a is empty). For example, let the P 1 and P 2 be such
that

We adopt the definitions:

5 < - Q 1 = 2 ) / . M j ( s + - P 1 ) and s+-Q2 = D/.M j ( s * - P 2 ) .

According to the condition and the definitions,

will be true. For example, one and the same body cannot be heated to
plus 20 °C and simultaneously cooled to minus 20 °C; but there are
bodies which can be so heated and can be so cooled. Sometimes potential
predicates of this type make logical contradictions seem valid.

AL
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17. TRUTH-VALUES

Let Mod be any of M and N.
DL [a Modxj^-v1 if and only if a Modx, in fact. And this "in fact"

can mean the correspondence of a Mod to the base and criteria of prog-
nosis of a given science, or to the modal classification of events in a
science, etc.

D2. [Modx] <- v4 = [H Modx] <- v1

[H Modx] *-t;4 = [Modx] <-i;1

[? Modx] <- z;4 = ([Modx] <- ^ ) : ( [ - ] ModJC ] <-1;1)
DJ. [Modx] <-1;2 == [? Modx] *- v1

[H Modx] *- z;2 == [? Modx] <~ u1

D4. [ 3 ) 1

Truth-values for the other cases are established in accordance with the
previously accepted assertions and definitions. For example,

[iV(x-j;)] 4- v1 H h([JVx]

Sentences of the type a Modx cannot be presented as truth-functions
of X In the first place, in two-valued logic there is no such one-argument
function. In many-valued (three or more values) logic it is possible to
have one-argument functions of X, the interpretation of which as a Modx
is useful as a heuristic method for the investigation of some properties
of modal sentences (e.g., for the definition of the class of tautologies).
But this is not a description of the ways of establishing the truth-values
of modal sentences.

For example, we take the sentence M[{s*-P). If [ s^-P]*-! ; 1 , then
[M"j(,s'<-P)]<-i>1. But this happens not because of the definition of
\M(s<r-P)~] 4-v1 but because of the assertion XV Mx, where M does not
occur in X. In all other cases the truth-value of Ml(s+-~P) remains
unknown: knowing only that [ s^-P]-*! ; 2 , v3, or v4, we cannot yet say
anything about the truth-value of Ml(s*-P).The most varied combi-
nations are possible here: it is possible that [*? <-P] <- v4, and [Af I s+-P)"]
<r- v2; [tf <-P] <- v4 and \_M[ (s <~P)] <- v1; it is possible that [s1 <-P] «- v4

and [M[ (^*-P)]«- ^4, etc. Similarly for N. There is only one case where
we can decide the truth-value of Nx on the basis of that of X and even
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this has a purely negative form:

18. PROBABILITY

Possibilities of events are differentiated:
1) topologically (one event is more or less possible than another or as

possible as another);
2) according to magnitude.
DL The magnitude (degree) of possibility of an event is called the

probability of the event. The probability of x will be written as

p(x).

One usually uses the numbers from 0 to 1 to represent probability.
Probability is assigned to events according to definite rules which are the
object of special study in the mathematical theory of probability. Within
the limits of logic the properties of probability can be defined by

Al. (p(x) = 0) =
A2. ( j p ( x ) = l ) s - l M ~ x
A3. (0<p(x))=Mx
A4. (p(x)<l)=M~x
A5. p(~x) = l-p(x)
A6. ptf-x2-...-*?) ^ minfaix1), p(x% ..., p(xn))
A7. p(x:y)> max{min(p(xj, 1 - p(y)\ min(p(y)91 - p(x)))

p(x1:x2:...:xn)^ max(min(p(x1), 1 - p(x2)9...,
l - j>(x")) , . . . , min(p(x% l - j p(* 1 ) , . . . , l - i> (* M ~ 1 ) ) ) .

Logical-philosophical works often talk about different concepts of
probability. This terminology is not wholly accurate. There is one concept
of probability. There are different ways of determining probability. The
frequency method and equal probability method are well known.

In cases of prognoses relative to the occurrence of individual events
one uses the method of "weighting" circumstances which are favorable
or unfavorable to occurrence of the event. Here a number can be assigned
to each relevant circumstance and then from the relations between them
one calculates the probability of the event which interests the investigator.
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For example, let the number a be the sum of all numbers assigned to all
circumstances "pro" (the "weight" of these circumstances) and /? the
sum of numbers assigned to circumstances "con". Then the probability
of the event will be a/(a+/?). This is usually done implicitly with the less
accurate estimates: "bigger", "smaller", "much larger", etc.

The probability of a sentence is the probability of its truth. The ex-
pression "degree of truth of the sentence" is equivalent to the expression
"degree of probability that the sentence is true" (i.e., it is equivalent to
the expression "degree of probability of the event referred to in the given
expression"). And there is no probability logic other than mathematical
probability theory.

19. THE ACTUAL AND THE POTENTIAL

In various kinds of definitions of logical concepts one can find 3 and M.
Depending on which of these signs is found in the definition one gets
definitions with the expressions "existentially" or "actually" (for 3) or
"potentially" (for M). These definitions are not equivalent, since

~ (Mx h (3s) X), ~ ( (n 3s) X h n Mx)

(where s is free in X).
Let K°t be the term "A finite subclass of Kt". We adopt the definitions:
Dl. Kt is actually infinite if

(VK°0(3*0 (~ (f

and potentially infinite if

(VX°0 (Mt) (~

D2. Kt is actually finite if

(H VX°0 (3f) (~ (feK°ty(feKt))9

and potentially finite if

(1 VK°t) {Mtl) (~ (feK^yit'eKt)).

20. BASIC MODAL LOGIC

Alphabet: M, N, C are modal predicates.
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DL If Q is a modal predicate, a is a subject, and X is a K-formula,
then OLQ[X and (aQa)X are elementary modal formulae. The latter are
K-formulae. A modal formula is a K-formula which contains an elemen-
tary modal formula.

In what follows the J, before K-formulae will disappear and we will
use x, y9... for K-formulae

Axiomatic schemata AI:

1. NxhX
2. XVMx

Axiomatic schemata All:

1. Nx-U-iM~x
2. -}Nx-\\-M~x

Axiomatic schemata AIII:

1. M(xv y)-\VMxv My
2. 1 M(x v y) H h ~1 Mx "1 Mj;

Axiomatic schemata

2.
3. iV(x v y)VNx v My
4. I M X V I M J M

5. MxlMy\-lM(xy)
6.

Axiomatic schemata AV:

1.
2.

Axiomatic schemata

1. uQ(x1,...,xn)-\\-aQx1-...-aQxn

2. ae(-x1 , . . . ,x l l)HI-aQx1-.. .-aQxn

3. a Q f Y x S ^ ^ x ^ H h a Q x 1 v . . . v ocQxn,
where g is M, iV or C.

Rule of inference:
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Rl. ,
Interpretation:
1) if x can (not) take the value v1, then Mx takes the value v1 (nv1); if

Mx takes the value v1 (nv1), then x can (not) take the value v1;
2) Nx is equivalent to "1 M~x, "1 Nx to M~x, a Cx to MXOLM~X.

TL All the provable formulae in this system are tautologies.

21. NORMATIVE SENTENCES

Normative sentences are sentences on the allowing and requiring of
activities; also their negations and indeterminate forms. The subjects of
normative sentences are names of activities, the predicates are the norma-
tive expressions "allowed", "required", etc. The truth-value of normative
sentences is established according to a general rule. For example, the
sentence "Smoking forbidden" is true if smoking is really forbidden (if
there is such a norm), false if smoking is not forbidden, and indeterminate
if there is no prescription.

All normative sentences are local since they are sentences not about
laws of nature but about norms established for certain people and by
certain people. For example, "Smoking forbidden" is true in places
where smoking is forbidden and false in places specially designated for
smoking.

The truth-value of normative sentences does not depend on whether
or not the activities they talk about are carried out. Everyone knows of
cases where people do forbidden actions and avoid required ones, etc.

The establishment of norms has practical meaning in reference to
subjectively free actions, i.e., relevant to possible and not necessary
actions (for example, it is practically senseless to forbid, allow or demand
the construction of perpetual motion machines).

The meaning of normative predicates is established according to a
schema like the following. For every action a one can find an X or Y
(or both) such that the assertions "If a is carried out, then X " and "If
a is not carried out, then T", where Z a n d Tfix the consequences of the
carrying out or non-carrying out of the action, hold. In many cases one
does not consider the concrete results of the action: one simply pre-
supposes some (bad or good, pleasant or unpleasant) consequences; one
presupposes some punishment or reward.
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Normative predicates have certain peculiarities from the point of view
of theory of inference. Normative logic deals with these. In our system
normative logic (the theory of normative sentences) is formed through
the following additions to our earlier systems:

Designations:
1) a, a1, a2,... are action variables.
2) O, P, IT are normative predicates (corresponding to "is obligatory",

"is allowed", "is neutral" or "is indifferent").
D 1. Action terms:
1) action variables are action terms;
2) if ft, ft1,..., 6" (n>2) are action terms, then 5, (b1-...-^) and

(b1 v ... vbn) are action terms;
3) something is an action term only in function of 1 and 2.
D2. Action terms are subjects and normative predicates are predicates.

If Q is a normative predicate and b is an action term, then Q {b\ 1 Q (b)
and ? Q (b) are K-formulae. A normative formula is a formula containing
a formula of the type ocQ(b).

Axiom AI:

O(a)VP{a)

Axioms All:

1. O(a)-\h-[P(a)

2. -\O(a)-U-P(a)
3.

Axioms AIII:

1. Pia1 v a2)-\YP(al) v P(a2)
2. ~] P{ax v a2) -\ h 1 Pia1) 1 P(a2)
3. Pi^a^hPia^Pia2)
4. -\P(ai)v-\P{a2)V~\P{a1a2)
5. O i ^ ^ ^ 2

6. Oi
7. P(a 1 )?P(a 2 )h?P(a 1 a 2 )
8. IPiay.Pia^VIP^a2

Axioms AIV:
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1. H(a)lVP(a)P(a)
2. iH(a)-\ViP(a)v iP(d)
3. ? # ( a ) - i h ? P ( a ) v

Rules of inference :
1U. Substitution of normative predicates for predicate variables and of

action terms for subject variables.
R2. Substitution of action terms for action term variables.
R3. Substitution of normative formulae for sentential variables.
Interpretation:
1) if a can (not) take the value v1, then P(a) takes the value v1 (nv1); if

P(a) has the value v1 (nv1), then a can (not) take the value v1;
2) the formulae found to the left and right of the sign Hh in axioms All

and AIV are equivalent.
77. All provable normative formulae are tautologies (theorem of

consistency).
D3. The prime normative formulae are P(b) and ~lP(b), where b is

an action term variable.
D4. A reduced normative formula is obtained from a normative

formula through replacement of all occurrences of normative formulae
by such formulae as contain only prime normative formulae; the substi-
tution takes place in accordance with AII-AV and the formula lP(d)-\V
~P(a)~ IP (a), which is provable in our system.

T2. If XV Y is provable then the reduced formula X* h F*, correspond-
ing to it, is provable and vice versa.

T3. If XV Tis provable and Jif* V F* is its reduced form then no prime
normative formulae lacking in X* occur in Y* (theorem of non-para-
doxicality).

It should be noted that the term (be) is not read as "every one of the
actions b and c" or as "an action, made up of actions b and c"9 but as
"an action called b and also called c". Analogously for (bv c). For the
first of these cases, we have the axiomatic schema A V:

1. aQ(-a\...,an)-\VoiQ(a1)-...-(xQ(an)
2. oiQ(vai

9...,a
n)-\VoiQ(a1) v . . . vag ( f l B ) }

where Q is O, P or H.
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22. MODALITIES AND NORMS

There is some analogy between modal and normative predicates. Both
are logically interchangeable. There are closely similar assertions, like

NxVMx 0{a)\-P(a)
N(xy)hNxNy 0{ab)Y0(a) O(ft),

etc. But, there is an important difference between them. Provable asser-
tions of the type VA which are not the result of substitution in a law of
the general theory of deduction hold for modal sentences. For example,
bN(xv ~x), h l i l f ^ x ) , etc. There are no such laws for normative
sentences. Here there are cases where P(a) and P(d) are simultaneously
true, i.e., P(a-a) is not a contradiction; and there are cases where —\O(a)
and —\O(d) are simultaneously true, i.e., O(ava) is not a law, etc.

Further, the happening or not happening of events makes it possible
in many cases to determine the truth-values of modal sentences. Thus,
if Zis true, then Mx is true; if Z is false, then Nx is false. There is nothing
similar for normative sentences. Even if action a is carried out this does
not mean that P(a) is true (i.e., that the action a is allowed); if a is not
carried out this does not mean that O (a) is false (i.e., that the action a
is not required).



CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

R E L A T I O N S

1. SENTENCES ABOUT RELATIONS

Among the sentences with many-place predicates there are some which
have no parts which are themselves sentences. They have the structure

s^-Rs2 or (s\...,sn)R

or can be reduced to such a form through linguistic transformations
which do not change their sense. For example, the sentences "a is bigger
than b by two" can be transformed into "a is twice as big as &", where
"twice as big as" is the R. These sentences and their intrinsic negations

s^^-lRs2 and (s1 , . . . , sM) ~1 R,

and the indeterminate forms

s^Rs2 and (s1 , . . . , sn)TR

and their extrinsic negations are called sentences about relations or, for
short, r-sentences. That which is talked about in such sentences are called
relations. Different indices on R1, R2,... will indicate that the relations
differ somehow ("is larger than", "is farther than", etc.).

We note that in r-sentences R is part of the sentence but not a predicate.
For example, in the sentences "a is larger than b" the expression "is larger
than" is R and the predicate P will have the form "the first is larger than
the second".

i£-sentences are special cases of the sentences examined above. For
them, certain corresponding assertions hold, like:

77. ^(s1ocRs2) = (s1pRs2)v(s1yRs2)} where ocR, PR and yR differ
like R, ~~\R and 1R in any distribution.

T2. - ( ^ R s ^ - i ^ 2 ) ( i ^ ^ 2 )
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2. LOGICAL TYPES OF RELATIONS

From a purely logical point of view relations are classified as follows:
DL (R is reflexive)<-+(sRs);

(R is areflexive)<->(,sH Rs);
(R is non-reflexive) <-» ~ (sRs).

D2. (R is symmetrical)<-> (s1 Rs2 -+s2Rs1)i
(R is asymmetrical)<-> (s1 Rs2 ->s2~] Rs1);
(R is non-symmetrical)<-^(^1JRJS

2-> ~(s2Rs1));
(R is weakly non-symmetrical)<->~(s1i?s2->s2i?.s'1).

D3. (R is t r a n s i t i v e ) ^ ^ 1 ^ ^ 2 ^ 2 ^ ^ 3 -^.y1^^3);
(R is atransitive)<-> (s1 Rs2-s2Rs3 -> s11 Rs3);
(R is non-tmnsitivQ)*^^1 Rs2-s2Rs3->~(s1Rs3));
(R is weakly i i ) ^ 1 ^ 2 2 ^ 3 1

3. SIMPLE AND COMPLEX RELATIONS

Relations are simple or complex depending on the terms corresponding
to them. Complex relational terms are formed according to the rules

s^R^R^s2 z=(s1R1s2y(s1R2s2)
s^R1 v R2) s2 = (s^h2) v ( 5 ^ V ) 5

etc., examined in Section 8 of Chapter Seven.

4. ELEMENTARY AND DERIVATIVE RELATIONS

Dl. r-sentences of the type

where a indicates the presence or absence of "1 or ?, are elementary
r-sentences.

D2. If X i s an r-sentence and r-sentences Z1 , . . . , Zn (n^2) occur in
Y and X==Yy then X is an r-sentence derived from Z1 , . . . , ZM. For ex-
ample, 'V,..., ,?" are equal to each other" is identical in meaning with
V is equal to s2i\,../isn"1 is equal to j»"; (s1-s2)Rs3=siRs3-s2Rs3;
"s1 is the grandmother of s2" is equivalent in meaning to "There exists
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an s3 such that if s1 is the mother of s3, then s3 is the father or mother
ofs 2 " .

We assume that the sentences

(s\...,sn)ocR

are derived from elementary ones. This is an empirically given fact. We
shall therefore limit our attention to elementary r-sentences.

Elementary r-sentences either are presuppositions and stipulations or
they fix direct observations, or they are obtained from sentences with
one-place predicates (from one-subject sentences). For example, "a is
twice as large as 6" can be obtained from sentences about the magnitude
of a and about that of b independently of each other. The situation in
science is: if there is a need to reduce r-sentences to one-subject sentences
then this is done one way or another. One can formulate the following
principle: "For every r-sentence X one can find a set of at least two
one-subject sentences Y1,..., Ym such that X^Y1-...-P"". The search
for methods of such a reduction is one of the possible tasks of the science
in which X is formulated.

5. BINARY AND W-ARY RELATIONS

From the structural point of view the simplest r-sentences are binary:
they are sentences on binary (between two objects) relations. They have
the form s1ocRs2. But the terms s1 and s2 can have the form (»?{,..., si)
and (sj,..., s%). In such a case we obtain ra-ary r-sentences, where "«-" is
greater than two: they are sentences about w-ary (ternary and more)
relations. However, this is so only when the «-tuple of two and more
terms is s2 and not s1.

This is because the sentences s^^aRs2 are not just sentences about
relations between objects; they are sentences about relations of some
objects to others: 1) single object s1 to single object s2; 2) single object
s1 to w-tuple (.?i,...,,s£); 3) w-tuple (s{9...9 si) to a single object s2;
4) fl-tuple (s{,...9 si) to ?z-tuple {s\,...9 $£). Thus the number of objects in
a given relation does not depend on the form of term s1. It depends on
the form of s2: if s2 is one term, then the relation is binary: if s2 is
(s\9...9s%), then the relation is (ra + l)-ary. We call object sl the first
member of the relation and s2 or (sl,...9 s%) the second member.
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There are cases where «-ary (where "«-" is greater than two) r-sentences
are reduced to binary ones. For example, "a is found between b and c"
can sometimes be shorthand for "<z is farther than b, c is farther than a".
But there are also cases when such a reduction is not effected. For ex-
ample, for meaningful operation with the sentence "Bologoe is between
Moscow and Leningrad" it is sometimes enough to know that if one
takes the train from Moscow to Leningrad (or vice versa) one has to pass
through Bologoe. From the logical point of view the ternary sentence is
not reduced here to a set of binary ones.

The factual situation in science is: if it is necessary to reduce some
«-ary r-sentence to binary ones then a solution is somehow found. Thus
we can formulate the principle: "For every r-sentence X one can con-
struct a non-empty set of binary r-sentences F1,...,!™ such that
XzzY1-...-Ym. Z, where Z is a sentence or there is none (it lacks)".
Discovery of the methods of such a reduction is one of the possible tasks
of the science in which X is formulated.

6. UNIVERSAL AND LOCAL RELATIONS

DL The relation sxaRs2 is actually universal if (3 (s1, s2)) ( /aifo2)
(~|3 (s1, s2)) ^pRs2), where a and /? are different, and actually local
i f ( 3 ( ^ , ^ 2 ) ) ( l y

1 a ^ 2 ) ( 3 ^ 1 , ^ 2 ) ) ^ 1 i S ^ 2 ) . Definitions of potentially
local and universal are obtained by putting M for 3.

7. PSEUDORELATIONS

In logical-mathematical literature a function with two or more arguments
is often called relation. For example, every two natural numbers can be
put in correspondence with a natural number which is called their sum:
and the sum of two numbers is considered their relation.

The general schema for the formation of terms in such cases has the
following form:

1) we establish

2) we adopt

t(t\...,f) =
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But terms of this type are not terms of relations in our sense. These
are relations of the type

where all the terms s1, R and s2 are independent from each other in
meaning. But the term tft1,...,^) clearly depends for meaning on
t1,..., tn. It literally means: "The function t of f1,..., tn".

8. COMPARISON

Two objects s1 and s2 can be such that

(3P" l)((s1<-P*Hs2<-P*))
(3P*) ((V <- P*) • (s2 1 «- P*)).

In such cases one talks about the similarity and difference of objects.
Depending on the number of attributes and on their importance one
talks about lesser or greater similarity or difference. One constructs the
r-sentences "tf1 is similar to s2", "s1 is not very similar to s2i\ "s1 is
strongly different from s2"\ etc.

Identity of objects is a special case of the comparison of objects (and
the same is true of its opposite). Sentences on the identity of objects are
constructed as follows:

1) in each case one establishes (explicitly or implicitly) a set of attri-
butes P\...,Pn such that "If (s1<-P1-...-Pn)-(s2+-P1-...'P2), then s1

is identical to s2";
2) depending on whether or not this condition is met, one accepts

"s1 is identical to s2" or its negation (indeterminacy is excluded here).
The relation of identity is reflexive, symmetrical and transitive and its

negation is areflexive, symmetrical and non-transitive.
Conceivable for abstract objects are cases where one assumes

(VP*) ((s114- P* | s2) - (s2 n +- P* | s1)),

etc., (cases of absolute identity and difference). The limit case of the
identity of objects is establishing that s1 and s2 axo, one and the same
object. But here again one must indicate the attributes, the presence of
which is considered sufficient for the establishment of an identity of this
kind (i.e., for the establishment that .s1^.?2).
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Finally, we note the relations of superiority of some objects over others
("better", "worse", "more convenient", "richer", "much more beautiful",
"not very interesting", etc.), established through comparison of sets of
attributes. Sentences of this type are constructed as follows:

1) one establishes that

s2<-P±-...-Pm;

2) from comparison of P 1 •... *PM andPx •... -Pm is obtained a sentence
on the superiority of one of s1 and s2 over the others (or its negation), de-
pending on the character of these sets of attributes and on the accepted
criteria of introduction of signs of superiority.

Relations of superiority are areflexive, asymmetrical and not always
transitive. Thus, if s1 is a little superior to s2 and s2 is a little superior
to s3, it does not follow that s1 is a little superior to s3. What is more,
one here presupposes some context which gives the terms of these rela-
tions meaning and which allows them to serve certain purposes.

The comparison of objects has to be distinguished from comparison of
the magnitudes of their attributes, the result of which is the sentences

where R can be the relation "equal", "larger", "much larger", "a times
larger", etc. After linguistic transformation, these sentences assume the
form

s^RPs2,

where P is the name of the attribute, according to which the comparison
is effected. For example, the sentence "s1 is heavier than s2" is obtained
from the sentence "The weight of s1 is greater than the weight of s2".

The ability to evaluate attributes numerically is useful in the case of
comparison of objects according to two and more different attributes.
For example, let the magnitudes a1,..., a" be the numerical evaluations
of the attributes of s1 and jff1,..., fi2 the same for s2. For the comparison
of s1 and s2 one need only calculate the average weight of the attributes
of s1 (say a*) and that of the attributes of s2 (say /?*). Now an r-sentence
about objects s1 and s2 is obtained from the comparison of a* and ($*.

Comparative sentences can all be reduced to sentences with one-place
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D2. (s1 = s2 | P) = (s1 H > s2
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predicates in the following sense: if we have the comparative sentence Z
with subjects s1 and s2, then in principle we can find sentences s1 <-PX
and s2 <-PFsuch that "If X- Y, then Z" . But this does not mean that such
a reduction is always effected in practice. Comparative sentences often fix
directly observed facts (thanks to the existence of the corresponding habits).

The sentence that s1 surpasses s2 according to P will be written as

(s1 > s2 | P).

(s1"! >s2 | P ) and (s1l>s2 | P ) are, respectively, its partial negation and
indeterminate form.

DL ( s 1 < s 2 | P ) = ( 5
2 > s 1 | P )

P ) : ( s 1 n > s 2 | P ) ( s 2 n > s 1 | P )

P)
p ) ( s 2 n > s 1 | p )
P):(s2>sx\P)

(s1? = s2 | P) = ((s1? > s2 | P) v (s2? > s1 | P)) -
- (s1 > s2 | P) - (s2 > s1 | P)

9. RELATIONS OF ORDER

We take the expression "the order of objects" to be primitively clear,
subject only to examples and explanations. The distribution of objects
in space and their coming-to-be and passing away in time are particular
cases of order. To fix them we use the expressions "first", "second",...,
"higher", "lower", "earlier", "simultaneous", "to the right of", etc.

Ordinal relations are a special case of relations of superiority. But it
is a special case which is basic to many other relations and which has
great importance in science.

For some objects the order is considered given (it is clear; it leaves no
room for doubt), for others it is established through the first. The investi-
gator determines the order of the objects either relative to itself or relative
to another object selected for this purpose. Thus, in affirming that "a is
farther than V the speaker can have in mind that if some object is
moved away from him in the direction of a it will pass b; and affirming
that "Moscow is more to the south than Leningrad" one can have in
mind that the latitude of Moscow is closer to the Equator than that of
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Leningrad. If the investigator defines the order of two objects relative to
a third which is different from the investigator himself then all its signs
have a meaning as if the investigator were found in place of the object.

Fixing of the order of objects relative to the investigator is unreliable
and subjective. In the other case one can choose convenient objects
different from the investigator (we call them points of definition or of
reference): these are constant, recognized and standard; they make it
possible to verify the appropriate sentences and they exclude ambiguity,
etc.

The sentence that s1 precedes in order s2 relative to s (s is the point of
reference of the order of s1 and s2) will be expressed as

(s1 > s2 | s).

(si1>s2 I $) and (s1l>s2 \ s) are, respectively, its partial negation and
indeterminate form. The sign > can be read as "is earlier than", "is to
the right of", "is to the left of", "is later than", etc. The definitions of the
signs < (Dl) and = (D2) are analogous to Dl and D2 of the previous
section. The point of reference of an order is often not given since it is
assumed to be known. The ordering of objects is often confused with the
establishment of relations of superiority in reference to some attribute
(e.g., military rank). Where the order of objects is fixed by the objects
themselves their order is their attribute. Otherwise the ordering of objects
is done on the basis of comparing some of their attributes. Here the
method of ordering (comparison) is difficultly distinguishable from its
result - the fact of order.

10. THE LOGIC OF RELATIONS

Alphabet:
1) > , < , = are two-place predicate constants (respectively, "pre-

cedes", "follows", "equals");
2) R, R1, R2,... are two-place predicate variables of order.
DL If Q is a predicate, indicated in points 1 and 2, and a, b and c are

subject variables, then Q (a, b) | c is an elementary formula of the logic
of relations. An elementary formula of the logic of relations is a K-for-
mula. A formula in which an elementary formula of the logic of relations
occurs is a formula of the logic of relations.
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In what follows we will use aa,Qb\c for a Q{a, b) \ c as more con-
venient.

Axioms of comparison AI (for simplicity we will drop the parts of
formulae having the form | j c):

1. h ( s n > s )
2. (s 1 >s 2 )h (s 2 - l>s 1 )
3. (s1?>s2)Ks2?>s1)
4. (s 1 - l>s 2 )h(s 2>s 1 ) : (s 1 = s2)
5. (s 1>s 2 ) (s 2>s 3 )h(s 1>s 3 )
6. (s1>52)(s2 = s3)h(s1>s3)
7. (s1 "I > s2) (s2 1 > s3) 1- (s1 "I > s3)
8. (s1?>s2)(s2 = s3)l-(s1?>s3)
9. (s1<s2)Hh(s2>s1)

10. (s1 -i < s2)H h(sx > s^^s 1 = s2)
11. (s1?<s2)Hl-(s2?>s1)
12. (s1 = s2) H h (s1 n > s2) (s2 I > s1)
13. (s1 ~[ = s2) H I- (s1 > s2): (s2 > s1)
14. (s1? = s 2 ) ^ ( s 1 ? > s ) ( s h > s 1 ) : ( s 2 ? > s 1 ) ( s h > s 2 ) :

:(s1?>s2)(s2?>s1)

Axioms of comparison All:

|
2. nP(s 1 )nP(s 2 )h (s 1 =s 2 |P )

?P(s1)?P(s2)Ks1=s2 |P)
3. P(s1)?P(s2)l-(s1?>s2|P)

?P(s1 )nP(s2 )h(s1?>s2 |P)

Axioms of order AIII are obtained from ^4/ by putting s for P through-
out.

Tl. (s1 = s

T2. The relation > is areflexive, asymmetrical and transitive.

T3. ~ !
T4. (s1

T5. ~ (
T6. - (

5)-(s2>s1
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27. If 81 and <52 are different, then

51)\-(s1a>s2~((s*a>s2

~ ((sxa > s2

etc., for all other combinations of ordinal relations to the left and right
of the implication sign.

11. THE RELATION "BETWEEN"

We designate the relation "between" with M and define it as follows:

Al. (s3ocM(s\ s2)) = (a3(5) ((s1 > s3 | 5)-(s3 > s2 \ )
(s^Mis1, s2, 53)) =(a3s 5 ) ( (5 5M(sV))-(s 4M(5 3 , s5)))

(snaM(s\...,sn))=(oc3sn+1)((sn+1M(s1,...9s
n-1))'

-(skM(sn
9s

n+1)))
Consequences of Al:

TL (s3M(s\ s2))-(s4M(s3, s ^ h ^ M ^ 1 , s2))
T2. ( 5 M ( 5 1

J . . . ? 5 " ) ) - ( 1 )
(

T3. (s1M(s\...,sn+1))-(s2M(sus
1...sn))h(s2M(s1

9...,s
n+1))

T4. s3aM{s\s2)Vs3aM{s2
9s

1).

12. INTERVAL

Any two objects of a given domain of investigation, for which it is pos-
sible to establish an ordinal relation, can be related by a sign called the
sign of the interval between ŷ1 and s2. We will designate it by

<s\s2\d),

where 5 is the point of reference. In other words:
DL If(s1>s2 | 5) or ( s 1 ^ 2 | S), then (s1, s2 \ <5> is the sign of the

interval between s1 and s2. These latter are the limits of the interval.
One can talk about the order of intervals, having in mind the ordinal

relations of their limits. Different combinations are possible here: for
example, let a1 be the interval (s1, s2 | <5>, and a2 the interval <^3, £4 | <5>.
We adopt the definition:
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D2. If (s^s2 I 5), then (a}>a2 \ 8)={s2>s3 | 8):(s2=s3 \ 5); if
( ^ = 5 2 | §), then {ax><x2 | 8) = (s2>s3 \ 8).

13. ORDERED SERIES

Dl. We will say that the elements of Ks form an ordered series

R{s,S),

if and only if

s*2 > s*1, s*2 j e K s ) ) ^ * 1 > s*2 | $):{

The elements of such a Ks axe elements of R(s, 5).
Tl. If s1 and s2 are elements of i?(.s, 8), then

D2. The series R{sl, S) is an actual segment of the series R(s2, 8) if
and only if

(Vs*1 leKs1) (3s*2 |eKs2) (3s*3 leKs2) (((s*2 < s*1 | 8):
:(s*2 = s*1 | 8)) v ((s*3 > s*1 | 8):(s*3 = s*1 | 8)));

the series i?(jx, 8) is a proper actual segment of series R(s2, 8) if and only
if

(Vs*1 |eKs1)(3s*2 |n6Xs1-eKs2)(s*2 > s*1 | 5) v
v (Vs*14eXs1) (3s*3 I n e K s 1 -eKs2) (s*3 < s*1 | 5);

definitions of potential segment and proper potential segment are ob-
tained by substituting M for both 3.

D3. The series R(s, 8) is actually discontinuous if and only if

( (
•(s*3>s*2|<5));

the definition of potential discontinuity is obtained by putting ~l M for
—I 3 (the first 3 remains).

D4. The interval (s*1, s*2 \ <5> in D3 is an interruption of R(s, S).
D5. The series R(s, d) is actually continuous if and only if

(Vis*1 leKs, s*2|6X5))(35*3|6iCs)((s*1 > s*3 I <5)-
is**>s*2\5));
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the definition of potential continuity is obtained by putting M for 3.
D5 can be obtained from D3 (and vice versa) if we consider one as the

extrinsic negation of the other: 77 holds and indeterminacy of the
quantifiers is excluded. Series can be mixed, i.e., have continuous and
discontinuous segments in any combination.

D6. sl is the initial element of R(s, 8) if and only if

> sl | <5):(s* j e K s « s* | 5)))9

and the final element of it if and only if

sl *- P((Vs* leKs)((s* [eKs < s* | 5):(s*leKs = s* | 8))).

D7. The series R(s, 8) has an actual initial element if

(3s*1 leKs)(Vs*2leKs)^*1 > s*2 | 8),

and does not have it if

leKs)(Vs*2 leKs)^*1 > s*2 | 8);

definitions for a potential initial element are obtained by putting M for 3
and ~\M for "13.

D8. Definitions of the final element of R(s, 8) are obtained from D7
by putting s*1 <s*2 for s*1 >s*2.

Series are divided into those with a finite number of elements and those
with an infinite number (actually and potentially). Dependence pertains
here, too. For example, if a series is continuous or has continuous seg-
ments, or does not have an initial or final element, or has segments with-
out initial or final elements, then it is infinite as to number of elements.

D9. For every series one can select another series such that the result
of their comparison is a sign which is called the sign of the direction of
the first series.

14. THE LENGTH OF AN INTERVAL AND OF A SERIES

Every interval has a length (or magnitude) which is characterized by the
following assertions:

AL (s1 = s2

A2. (V > sz
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A3. <s\s2\8) = <s2,s1\5}.
A4. (s1 >s2\5)- (s2 > s3 | 5) -> «s\ s3 \ <5> = <s\ s2 \ <5> + <s2, s3

The archaic form of measuring an interval is characterized by the
assertions:

1) If (iMs3) ((s^s3 | 5)-($3>s2) | (5)) then the magnitude of <s\
s2 | 3} is such that (~\Ms3) ((s^s3 \ 3)-(s3>s2 \ d)).

2) If (Ms±)...(Msn) ((s1>s1 | <5)-...• (sn>s2 \ 3)), where n^l, the mag-
nitude of (s1,$2\dy is such that (Ms1)...(Mstt)((s

1>s1\8y...- (sn>
>s2\S)).

The interval indicated in 1 precedes the unit of measure, and the fixing
of the magnitude of an interval in the way indicated in 2 precedes the
measurement of intervals in the assumed system of units. Let a be the
name of the interval taken as unit. Then:

AS. If (MSl)...(Msn^) ((s1>si | dy...-(sn-1>s2 | d)) and ^ | 8}
= ... = ($„_!, s2 | 5} = oc, then <^1, s2 | 5}=na (n units a).

A6. If a and /? are units of measure of intervals, (s1, s2 | dy=noc and
(s1^2 | dy^mfi, then na = m[} (the magnitude of an interval does not
depend on the selection of the units of measure).

Dl. If (Ms*) ((s±>s* | d)-(s*>$2 | (5)), then < / , s2 \ 5} is divisible; if
("1 My*) ((^1>^* | d)-(s*>s2 | 5)), then <^, s2 \ 3} is indivisible.

Theoretically every interval greater than zero is infinitely divisible. In
practice, however, the process of division stops somewhere: either we
find the minimal interval for a given situation or the very concept of
interval loses any practical meaning.

27. The magnitude of an interval depends on the selection of the point
of reference in the sense that it is not always true that

<51,S
2|<51> = <s1 ,s2 | (52>;

in other words,

~ ( « S
1 , s 2 | ^ > = a ) - > « s 1 , s 2 | 5 2 > = a)).

But the magnitude of an interval does not depend on a change of point
of reference, i.e.,

(V5*) - (((s1, s2 | <5*> = a ) - ^ 1 , s2 | (5*> * a)).

If the investigator changes the reference point of the order of s1 and s2

this in itself does not mean that the interval between iS1 and s2 relative
to the previous point of reference is no longer the same.
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For some intervals it is assumed that they have a finite length. For the
other cases the character of the interval and of a series is defined by a
system of assertions, like the following:

1) "If the number of elements of a series is finite and all the intervals
between its elements have a finite length, then the series has a finite
length".

2) "If the number of elements of a series is infinite and there exists the
minimal interval, then the series has an infinitely great length".

3) "If at least one of the segments of a series has an infinitely great
length, then the series has an infinitely great length; if the series has a
finite length, then all its segments have a finite length".

D2. The interval (s1, s2 | <5> has an infinitely small length if and only if

| ) ( |
<<5* 1 , S * 2 |<?»-« S

1 , S
2 | «5>>0))

(it is greater than zero and not greater than any interval which is greater
than zero).

15. STRUCTURE

DL We adopt the following definition of structure:
1) if (s1>s2 | <5), then the objects s1 and s2 form a binary structure

relative to 5;
2) if for any object s* of a set of objects s1,..., sn (n^2) one finds

another object sk of this set of objects such that (si>sk | dJ), then the
objects s1,..., sn form an w-ary structure relative to some 81,..., 5m (m> 1).

D2. The objects s1,...^11, indicated in Dl are elements of structure.
Structures will be represented by symbols of the type

It is clear that one object is not a structure, since for any points of
reference of an order ~(s>s | <5). If (s1=s2 | <5), then s1 and s2 do not
form a structure relative to 6, since (s1=s2 \ <5)h ~ (si>s2 \ <5)- ~ ( s 2 >
>s*\S).

We will not develop here a system of possible concepts describing the
types, relations and properties of structures. We limit ourselves to some
that are useful for us here.

D3. Two structures RS(s\..., sn \ <3\..., (5m) and RS($,..., sn \ <5l5...,(5m)
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are similar if and only if for each pair of elements s* and si+1 of one
of them one can find a pair of elements st and si+1 of the other such that

(<y, s i + 1 | 8'} ^f1 <S

where/ 1 a n d / 2 are functions, the reverse of each other.
The concepts of length of a series and segment of a series can be

extended to structures. We will not introduce a concept for structures,
analogous to that of length of a series: in view of the division of
labor between logic, physics and mathematics, logic's competence ends
here. We will introduce the second concept and it is simple.

D4. The structure RS(s1,...9 sm | <5lv.., 8m_^) is a sub-structure of the
structure RC(s1

9...9 sn | 51,..., d""1) if and only if the following are met:
1) the set of objects sl9...9 sm is a proper subset of objects J 1 , . . . , sn; the

set of objects 8l9...9 8m_± is a subset of objects (51,..., 5n"1\
2) every object which is found among sl9...9sm is also found among

s1 .. sn.
The second point of D4 says that not all the objects of the set of objects

s1,..., sn form a sub-structure of the structure RC(s1,..., sn | 51,..., d""1).
There is a set of methods for fixing that which is called the situation

of the object. This is the indication of the series where the object is found
as element, of certain series and their directions, of structures, etc. Under
all circumstances the situation of an object is always relative to some
other objects: if the situation of an object is given then some structure,
of which it is an element, is also given. Therefore, the change of situation
of an object is always relative.

The elements of series can be structures. Structural series can be
continuous and discontinuous, finite and infinite, etc. Not every situation
is considered as structure. But every collection of two and more situations
is a structure. A description of a structure is made up of a set of sentences
which establish the objects, points of reference, series, intervals, etc.

16. RELATION AND FUNCTION

For some relations there are acceptable inferences

(Vs1) (Vs2) (s'Rs2) • (s1 <- PX) -* (s2 +-PY)
(Vs1) (Vs2) (s^s2) • (s2 <- PX) -+ (s1 <-PY),
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where X can vary as something given and the selection of Y depends on
the character of X. For example, "$2 has the magnitude 5a" follows from
the sentences "(Vs1) (Ys2) (s1 is twice as large as s2)" and "s1 has the
magnitude 10a" (a is any unit of measure). Such inferences are valid only
to the extent that these relations are governed by assertions like

where/1 a n d / 2 can be identical (e.g., in the case of relations of equality),
s1 occurs unbound in X, s2 occurs unbound in Y.



CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

P H Y S I C A L E N T A I L M E N T

1. EMPIRICAL OBJECTS

Empirical sentences are sentences about empirical objects. If X is an
empirical sentence, then j X i s a term designating an empirical object.

2. ORDER OF EVENTS

If objects are events which are fixed in sentences then one can construct
ordinal sentences of the type "X, and in relation R to this (i.e., to x) Y".
For example, "X, and simultaneously with this (after this, so much time
after this, so far from this, etc.) 7 " . In such sentences R is the designation
of the relation of order of events in space and time, of the intervals
between them, of the directions of series, of which they are elements, etc.;
in short, it designates the position of y in space and time relative to x.
We will represent the second part of these sentences by symbols of the

(Rx)Y.

If X and Y are sentences then (Rx) Y is a sentence (Dl).
The sign Rx is a designation of the place of y in time and space relative

to x, and only that. If one uses any other terms of space and time here
then they occur in some form in X or Y. For example, in the sentence
"In Moscow Z and 24 hours after that in Leningrad U" only the ex-
pression "24 hours after that" is Rx, and the corresponding Xand Fare
"In Moscow Z " and "In Leningrad W\

Rx is often not explicitly formulated. It is usually dropped when one
assumes for both events x and y one and the same time-interval and one
and the same space, and the order of the events is provided by other parts
of the sentences. If Rx occurs in a sentence where it is preceded by X,
it is possible that the latter does not occur in Rx: it is replaced by the
word "this", "these", etc., referring to the X which precedes Rx. But
(Rx) Y is an autonomous sentence only if X occurs in Rx.
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The truth-value of (Rx)Y is established as follows. One selects a place
and time in which X is true and then one establishes the truth-value of Y
in a corresponding place relative to x, indicated by R. If Y is then true,
(Rx) Y is true (D2); if ~ Y is true, then (Rx) Y is false (D3). If it is im-
possible to select a place where Xis true, then (Rx) Yis not verifiable (D4).

The place of y can be given relative to two and more different events
x1,..., xn. Whence we obtain the sentence

)
((R1x1)(R2x2)...(Rnxn))Y,

reading " F i n relation R1 to x1,..., Rn to xn". The truth condition of such
sentences is the very possibility of the positing of such events relative to
x1,..., xn, given through R1,..., Rn (the latter can be such that the situation
they determine is impossible and then the sentence is not verifiable).

In turn, terms of events are formed from sentences with Rx according
to the following rule:

1) if Z is (Rx) F, then z is J, (y(Rx))> which reads "y9 which is in rela-
tion R to x;

2) the terms l(y ((Rix1)'...-(Rnxn))) are similarly formed. Now the
position of events can be given relative to events of the type examined
above and we obtain the sentences

(R1 (y (R2x))) Z, (R1 (y (R2x) (R3z))) U,

etc. According to the rules of logic of relations and the definitions of
R1, R2, R3,... assertions like

(R1(y(R2x)))Z-^(R3x)Z
(R1 (y (R2x) (R3z))) U -+ (R4x) (R5z) U

hold for such sentences.
Sentence Xin Rx can have the form X1 • X2, X1:X2, X1 : X2:...:Xn.
An empirical event is always chosen in some spatial-temporal domain.

All the other events of this domain are its empirical conditions or the
environment. They are implicitly presupposed or partially fixed in special
sentences. In the latter case one obtains sentences of the type "X on the
condition that V", where V is some set of sentences about empirical
objects other than x, about their order, about their order relative to x,
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etc. Such sentences will be represented as

X/v.

In the case of X/v there is no logical connection between X and F.
However, the establishment of empirical conditions is of great importance
in the establishment of the logical connections of sentences about empiri-
cal objects.

Sentence X/v is a special case of the previously examined sentences
with a complex subject of the type "s is selected on condition that V"
(we used the symbol s/v). Therefore, V can be regarded as an isolated
portion of the subject, taken out of it. The assertions:

XlvY/v==(X-Y)/v
X/v:Y/v=(X:Y)/v
X1lv:X2lv:...:Xn/v=(X1:X2:...:Xn)lv

/v) (s/v <- PX) s ((aMs) (s <- PX))lv

hold for it.
These rules of the exportation of conditions make it possible to simplify

sentences by bringing identical signs of conditions into the "context" and
by preventing their repetition.

AL ~(Rx)Y-\Y(Rx)~Y
A2. (Rx) Y1(Rx) Y2 -\\-(Rx) ( 7 1 Y2)
A3. (Rx) Y1 v (Rx) Y2 -\h(Rx) (Yx v Y2)
A4. (R'x) Y(s1R1s2 -> s 2 UV) h (R2y) X
A5. ((R1x1)(R2x2))Y-]h(R1x1) Y(R2x2) Y
A6. (R (xy)) Z-\Y ((Rx) (Ry)) Z
A7. (R(x v y)) Z H h((Rx) v (Ry)) Z
A8. ((R^) v (R2y)) Z-M- (R*x) Z v (R2y) Z

3. ORDERED CONJUNCTIONS

Let the symbol A be read as "and in relation i?" (in particular "and then",
"and simultaneously").

DL XocRY = ((IX) ocR(| Y)) XY
D2. I ^ ^ W f , . . ^ " 1 ^ - 1 ! ^ ^ ^ 1 ^ ! 2 ) .

• (X2a2R2X3) •... • (Xn~ V " 1
Jft"- 1Xn)
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77. XaRYVXY
T2. ~(XYVXa&Y)
T3. ~ (XocRY h YaRX)

4. PHYSICAL ENTAILMENT

We will call sentences of the form

oi(X-+(Rx)Y)

sentences on physical entailment.
Sentences on physical entailment are obtained as primitive agreements

or from other sentences of this kind according to the rules of logic. But
one cannot obtain them from the relations of logical entaihnent according
to a schema, analogous to that of quasi-entailment, since they are gov-
erned by the assertion:

AL For any Z if (Rx) Y and X-» (Rx) Y do not logically follow from
Z, then (Rx) Y does not logically follow from X*Z.

If sentences about physical entailment are not primitive agreements
and are not inferred from other similar sentences, the general schema for
constructing them has the following form:

1) j X i s observed;
2) I 7 is observed in the spatial-temporal relation R to [X;
3) that which is indicated in points 1 and 2 happens every time, i.e.,

f o r a l l j X ;
4) that which is indicated in points 1 to 3 takes place on conditions V;
5) (X-> (Rx) Y)/v or X/v -» (Rx) Y/v is shorthand for all this.
To what has been said correspond the assertions (the conditional sign

has been dropped since it is presupposed throughout):

A2. (X -» (Rx) Y) s (V | X) ((Rx) Y)
A3. (X -> (Rx) Y) == N i (Rx) Y

Negation and indeterminacy (which is possible here) are defined by:

A4. (X~\-+(Rx) Y) = (HV|Z) ( (Rx) 7)
A5. ( 1 1 - ^ ( R x ) Y) = M[(Rx) - Y
A6. (X? -> (Rx) Y) = (? V | X) ((Rx) Y)
A7. (XI -> (jRx) 7) s ? M | (Rx) - 7
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Consequences of A2-A7:

TL (X-»(Rx) 7) == - | Mi(Rx) ~ 7
T2. (X H ~> (Rx) 7) = (3 | X) ((Rx) ~ 7)

T4. ~ (Xa -> (Rx) Y) = (Xj8 -> (Rx) 7) : (Xy -> (Rx) 7 ) ,

where a, f$ and 7 have a meaning analogous to that they had in similar
cases above.

T5. ~ ((Xa -> (Rx) 7) • (Xfi -> (Rx) 7)) ,

where a and ft are different in any combinations.
A special case of the above schema: for all ~lx=>x one observes

~]x=>x and one observes ~ly=>y in relation R to ~lx=>x, which is
shortened to the sentences (~l x => x) -> (R) (~1 j => j>).

The relation between the sentences considered is defined by

A8. ((-\x^x)-+(Rx)(-\y=>y))-+(X^(Rx)Y).

But when does the investigator have the right to say "every time", "for
all x" or "for all 1x=>x9l One cannot recommend here general
rules like those of logical entailment. In asserting this we are not so much
mindful of the sad experience of the history of logic as of how things
really are: the compelling force of the rules of logical entailment is the
compelling force of the agreements of people relative to the properties
of logical signs and of the sentential structures containing them. In the
case interesting us we have to do with a reflection of the world, which
does not depend on convention.

Above all one has to indicate that luck plays an important role in
knowledge. In the world there are cases where | 7 exists in relation R
to J, X on any conditions. And if the investigator after some observations
accepts X-* (Rx) 7, the latter becomes an element of scientific knowledge
regardless of the lack of any logical foundation for it. There are also
cases where J, 7 always exists in relation R to j X under certain conditions.
And these conditions are always given in the experience of the investi-
gator (e.g., the existence of the earth, of the magnetic field, of air, etc.).
Moreover, no role is played by whether or not they are known to the
investigator. In such cases the fate of X-> (Rx) Y is analogous to that
mentioned above.
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There are some heuristic principles which in practice sometimes pro-
duce a positive effect; sometimes they do not. Among them we find the
famous inductive methods of Bacon and Mill. To the extent that these
heuristic principles sometimes make it possible to obtain true sentences,
their use is fully justified. As regards errors, science would be a mediocre
affair if scientists did not commit them.

Let us take an example. Let it be the case that in some spatial-temporal
domain 1x=>x happens first and then ~1 y=>y happens. If everything
else in the domain in question here remains unchanged, then we can
justifiably accept (ix=>x)^(Rx) ("1 y=>y), where Rx is "after this".
However, in the practical use of this principle the constancy of "every-
thing else" is inconceivable and the fate of our sentence depends on how
close the constancy of "everything else" is approximated.

5. TRUTH-VALUES

In the case of quasi-entailment the definition of truth-values coincides
with a description of the method of constructing sentences. For physical
entailment there is no such coincidence. Thus, the following definition is
justified: [X-> (Rx) Y~] <- v1 if and only if every time that X is true, Y is
true in relation R to x.

But X-+ (Rx) Y is accepted as true not, certainly, because one has
examined all the cases where X is true and is convinced that Y is true in
the corresponding place. If this were the case, the construction of a
sentence would be senseless. It would be irreproachable from a logical
point of view but it could not be used in new situations where X is true.
The sentence is accepted in function of the heuristic considerations we
mentioned above. But it can occasionally happen that a thorough enough
consideration of one case, where Zis true, makes the conditional sentence
valid for any number of cases. And even if after being accepted it is
confirmed in a great number of cases, this does not mean that the question
concerning its truth can be definitely answered even a posteriori.

Definitions of the truth-value of physical entailment can be constructed
in various ways and in particular as follows (presupposing identity of
conditions):

DL [X->(Rx) Yl^-v1 =Mx-1 MxR ~ y
D2. [X->(Rx) Y}^-v2
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D3. [X -» (Rx) 7 ] <- v3 s - Mx
D4. [X->(Rx) 7 ] 4- vA = Mx-M(xR ~ j;)
D5. [ I l - > ( i t a ) 7 ] <~ t;1 s [X ~>(Rx) 7 ] <- v4

l ( ) ] [ ( ) ]
D7. [X H -> (Ifcc) 7 ] ^ -1 ; 3 = [X -> (.Rx) 7 ] ^- v3

D8. [XI-> (Rx) 7 ] «-1?4 = [ Z -^ (ita) 7 ] 4-1;1

DP. [X? -> (i^x) 7 ] ^- v1 s [X -^ (i^x) 7 ] <-1?2

0. [Z? -• (Kx) 7 ] <~ u3 3 [x -> (,Rx) 7 ] <- z;3

1. [Z?->(Rx) 7 ] <~u4 3 [ X - • (J^x) y j f - ^ f l l ^ ( i ^ x ) 7 ]

In practice it sometimes happens that M(Rx)~y but X-*(Rx)Y is
accepted as true since the probability of (Rx)~y is sufficiently small.
Therefore, the following definitions are appropriate:

D1!.

where a is a degree of probability sufficiently close to one.

DV. [X-*(Rx) 7]<-t>4 3 Mx-(p(Rx) y < j8),

where j8 is a degree of probability sufficiently close to zero.

6. DEDUCTIVE PROPERTIES OF PHYSICAL ENTAILMENT

Axiomatic schemata AI:

1. (X -> (Rx) 7) H h (V | X) ((Rx) 7)
2. (X -» (JRJC) 7) H h iV | ((Ux) 7)

3. n ( X - ^ ( J R x ) 7 ) H h ( n V | X ) ( ( ^ ) 7 )
4. n ( X - > ( , R x ) 7 ) H I - M | ( ( ^ x ) - 7 )
5.
6.

Axiomatic schemata All:

( )
2. (X -> (Rxx) 7) ( s 1 ^ ^ 2 -^ s2.R2s1) h ( - 7 -> (R2 - j ) - X)
3. (X ^ ( H ^ ) 7) ( 7 -> (i^2j;) Z) ( ( s 1 ^^ 2 ) ( s ^ V ) -> (s1^3^3)) h

( )
4. ( X 7 -> (JR1*) (R2y) Z)-\V(X-+ ((Rxx) 7 -+ (i^2j) Z))
5. (X -> (J^x) (7Z)) H h (X ~> (Rx) 7) (X -^ (JRX) Z)
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6. (X -*• (Rix) Y) (X ->(R2x) Z) ( (s 1 *^ 2 ) (sWs3)) -»
-> (s 1 * 3 (s1, s2)) 1- (X -> (il3*) (FZ))

7. ((X v I ) -> (.R1*) (£ 2 j ) Z) H I- (X -» (K1*) Z) (y -»• (K2j;) Z)
8. (X -» (ita) ( y v Z)) H I- (X -»• (i?x) y) v (X -> (J?x) Z)
9. ((X -»(R1^) Y) v (X -> (H2x) Z)) ((s1R1s2) (s1J?2s3)) -•

-» (s1!?3 (s2, s3)) I- (X -+ (i?3x) ( y v Z))
10. (X -> (ILe) ~ y) h ~ (X -+ (Jfce) 7)
l i . ( x

7. PHYSICAL ENTAILMENT AND FUNCTIONS

Let us construct the sentences

X 1 -> (IJx1) Y1, X2 -* (Rx2) Y2, X 3 -»(i?x3) 7 3

Let P S P 2 , . P 3 , . . . be predicates of X1, X2 , X3,... respectively, and Q1,
Q2, Q3,... predicates of Y1, Y2, Y3,... Further, suppose that it was found
that

where P1GKP and QleKQ. Then instead of the initial set of sentences we
can adopt

X-+(Rx)Y,

where lxleKlx, [yieKy> ly<=f(lx). Shorthand for this will be

l(Rx)Y**f(x).

H e r e / i s selected so that for each X1 there is a Yl constructed so that

Xi^{Ry^)Y\

If every X1 is X\ •... -Xj; (n^l), then the function takes the form

lR(x1'...-xn)Y<=f(xl9...,xn).

Because of the method of their construction the sentences
(Rx)y<=f(x) have the property that

(l(Rx) Y<=f(x))-l[t-*(Rx1) Y\

Moreover, the sentence (Rx1) Yl can be verified (which means obtained)
independently of Xi and (IRx) Y<=f(lX).
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The sentence X-* (Rx) Y can be regarded as a special case of the
sentence l(Rx)Y<=f(lX), where the classes of events [X and J, Y are
characterized only by the fact that [XeKlX and YeK[ Y, i.e., they are
not differentiated in type.

8. TWO-VALUED AND MANY-VALUED FUNCTIONS

The functions of two-valued and many-valued sentential logic can be
interpreted as special cases of the functions examined above (let us call
them empirical functions). These functions have the following properties:
given is a class of objects and a class of attributes which can be ascribed
to them; each object of such a kind has one of these attributes but only
one at a time (the attributes exclude each other). The sentential variables
of logic are interpreted as such objects, their values as possible attributes
of these objects, and the sentential functions as the empirical dependence
of the states of some of these objects on the states of other objects. The
sign Rx disappears since we assume simultaneity or sequentiality of the
events.

As an example we will take the functions of two-valued logic. Let
there be a class of objects such that they can have the P1 and P2 and
only these. For any objects of the given class the following assertions
hold:

2)

One can accept

instead of the second assertion.
Different sorts of dependence can exist between objects of this class;

for example:
Dl. Objects s1 and s2 "negate" each other if and only if

(sl <_ p i ) _> (S2 ^ p2)? (s2 <_ p i ) _, ( s l ^ p2) 9

(sl <_ p2) _> (S2 ^ p l ^ (S2 ^ p2) _> (sl ^ p i ) ^

TL Ifs1 and s2 "negate" each other then

(s1 <- P1) -• - (s2 <- P1), (s1 <- P2) -> - (s2 ^- P 2 ) ,
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(S2 <_ p i ) _> „ (sl <_ pl)5 (S2 ^ p2) _> „ (51 <_ p2) ^

77. ((s1 <- P 1 ) : ^ 2 •- P 1 ) ) - ^ 1 <- P2):(s2 +~ P2))

D2. Objects .s1 and .92 form a "conjunction" relative to ,s3 if and only if

(5 1 ^P 1 ) - (s 2 ^P 1 )<->(5 3 <-P 1 )
(s1 «- P 1 ) - ^ 2 «- P2) -> (V <- P2)
(s1 <- P2)-(s2 <- P1) ->(s3 ^- P2)
(s1«-P2)-(s2 •- P2) ->(s3 <- P2)

(S3 ^ p 2 ) _ ((sl ^ p i ) . (S2 <_ p2). ( s l ^ p2) . (s2 ^ p i ) .

I ^ ^ - P ^ - ^ ^ P 2 ) )
The other functions are interpreted in a similar way. This is a truth-

value matrix in different form, and nothing else.

9. EMPIRICAL CONNECTIONS

Dl. We will say that | Z and | 7 which figure in X-*(Rx)Y and
l(Rx)Y<=f(lX), are in empirical connection (form an empirical con-
nection). We will also say that [X is in empirical connection with J, Y
(and I Y with jX) . Expressions which contain instead of [X and J. F the
s1 and s2 which occur in them have a similar meaning. The character of
the connection of the events [X and j Y is given by the signs R a n d /
and the character of the connection of the objects s1 and s2 is defined in
addition to this by the remaining parts of X and Y. Events [X and [ Y
(objects s1 and *s2) are elements of a connection.

Thus the answer to the question "how are the events \X and [ Y (or
objects s1 and s2) connected?" is formed by the sentences X-+ (Rx) Y
and l(Rx)Y<=f(lX). However, in everyday science such questions are
often answered by naming other events and objects which have the follow-
ing properties: one can construct sentences Z1 , . . . , Zn (n^l) such that

• (Zn -> (Rn+V) 7) -> (X -» (Rx) Y).

In this case one can use the expression "mechanism" of connection (D2).
Thus, the answer to the question as to what are the mechanisms of the
connection of [X and [Y (correspondingly of s1 and ,y2) is only the
antecedent of the above proposition. Sometimes one gives a simple
answer by listing the objects found in Z1'. But this changes nothing.
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D3. A set of events j X 1 , . . . , ! ^ " (objects S1,..., ,sn; n^2) forms an
empirical system of connections if and only if for every [X1 (s*) of this
set one finds at least one [Xk (sk) of the same set of events (objects) such
that it is empirically connected with it. The connections which form the
system in question are its elements.

Those empirical systems of connections which are really studied by
science are characterized by a more narrow notion of an isolated em-
pirical system of connections (for simplicity we will speak of an isolated
system). One here has in mind the following:

D4. A set of events (objects) is given in some (no matter how it is
limited) spatial-temporal domain; and one considers a system made up
only of these events (objects), i.e., all other events (objects) are left aside;
if one does consider other events (objects) then the system considered is
"expanded" (relative to the initial system) but still isolated. And this is
natural since "one cannot encompass the unencompassible". Single con-
nections are now regarded as elements of the isolated systems. For all
elements of a system the same conditions are presupposed.

D5. A connection is immediate if for it (in the system in question, of
course) one cannot indicate other connections of the same system which
form its mechanism; otherwise, it is indirect.

D6. A connection is simple if it cannot be presented as a system of
two or more different connections; otherwise it is complex.

The basic problem of the study of empirical systems is the discovery
of simple and immediate connections such that from sentences about
them we can obtain sentences about any complex and indirect connec-
tions of the same system, and to formulate the rules for doing this. Two
operations are of interest here: the isolation of single connections (ana-
lysis of the system) and combining (synthesis) them into complex con-
nections.

Analysis of a system is characterized by the notion of isolated con-
nection (connection in its pure form; connection as such, etc.), which we
define as follows (D7).

For simplicity we assume that R, R1, R2,... somehow fix the position
of events which figure in the consequent relative to events which figure
in the antecedent. Let
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be sentences, formulating connections of the system in question. We
assume that in every domain of investigation one can establish X%,...,X*n

such that x*eKxt,...,x*eKxn. The sentences

l(R)Y~f2(x2,xt...,x*n)

are called sentences about isolated connections (about connections in the
pure form) relative to

Similarly for Yl9...9Ym; similarly for XX9...9Xn and 7 l5..., Ym together.
The sentences Xj* and Yp are conditions of isolation. Such are, for ex-
ample, sentences saying that the corresponding objects do not change,
that they do not exist, that they do not influence other objects, etc.

By synthesis of isolated connections into complex ones we mean (D8)
the search for rules making possible the sentences

similarly for three and more arguments; similarly for two and more
7 l v . . ,7 m ; similarly for Xl9...9Xn and Y1,...9Ym together. Discovery of
such rules involves acceptance (explicit or implicit) of extra-logical
assumptions relative to the system.

Connections are not structures. They are merely means (possibility,
necessity, etc.) of forming the structures of some area of the world. This
is indicated by the fact that they exist in a different sense. For the existence
of a relation the existence of the first object in the order (the realization
of the first event in the order) is necessary.

10. CONTRAFACTUAL SENTENCES

Contrafactuals are sentences of the type "If X had been (had not been)
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then Y would have been (have not been)". They are shorthand for

X-(Rx) Y•(- X n -> (R ~ x) ~ 7).

11. SENTENCES ON CONNECTIONS AND INDIVIDUAL EVENTS

Sentences hold for individual events either in function of the general
principle

(X -> (Rx) Y) (fit1) • (t2 e Kt1) h (X -> (Rx) Y)

or in function of the reasoning by means of which we get Y from X and
some set of sentences Z which are considered true.



CHAPTER NINETEEN

T H E O R I E S

1. THEORY

In science terms and sentences are united in complexes. The logical
theory of scientific knowledge usually considers such of them as are
formed according to the rules of logical entailment and of substitution
of terms; they are called theories. Here we will take up in brief form
only a few of the fundamental questions concerning theories.

The term "theory" is used in different senses. We will take up only
one of them here. Let there be a domain of science S. Let A be a non-
empty set of sentences relative to S, and B some (possibly empty) set of
sentences also relative to S. Finally, let Th be a non-empty set of universal
sentences.

Dl. If from Th and true sentences relative to B one gets with sufficient
regularity true sentences relative to A, and the rules of logic are sufficient
for obtaining them, then we will say that Th plays the role of theory
(is a theory) relative to A and B.

Obtaining the sentences A from B without Th in a purely logical way
is impossible or is possible only in a small number of cases (or in cases
without value). Otherwise Th loses practical meaning.

Since Th makes it possible to obtain sentences A in a purely logical
way it can be considered part of the theory of inference. But this is an
extra-logical phenomenon (we exclude here theories occurring within
logic itself).

We have defined theory in such a way that even isolated universal
sentences taken singly can play the role of theory provided they are
regularly used to obtain sentences. In the concrete sciences not every
collection of universal sentences deserves the name of theory. So there
are some extra-logical requirements for theory.

We omit questions having to do with the formation and develop-
ment of theory (this is a creative process which depends on concrete
conditions in science) and with the functions of theories in knowledge
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(explanation, confirmation, prediction, systematization, abbreviation,
explication, etc.). We will only make some remarks on the structure of
theories.

D2. The sentences included in a given theory are initial (primitive)
or derivative. The primitive are simply taken as given; the derivative are
obtained from the primitive.

Among the primitive assertions of a theory one finds:
1) assertions which can be (and are) obtained and verified independ-

ently of the construction of the theory in question and of its other asser-
tions (in particular this can be the results of observations);

2) assertions which are transformations of the definitions of primitive
terms;

3) assumptions.
D3. The terms which figure in a given theory are also divided into

primitive and derivative. The primitive terms are not definable one by
means of another and figure in primitive assertions; the derivative terms
are those defined through the primitive ones.

Included among the primitive terms are:
1) terms whose meaning can be established independently of the theory

(i.e., of the other terms in it); these can be considered primitively clear,
explained by examples, or defined by means of terms from other domains
of science.

2) terms whose sense is defined by primitive assertions.
In distinguishing primitive and derivative terms and sentences we are

not asserting that all of them are given at once in the construction of a
theory. A theory can be so established that there are no a priori limits
to the number of primitive terms and sentences and the latter can be
introduced as needed in the course of the development of the theory.
These theories can be called open as distinguished from the closed where
the primitive base is limited (D4).

D5. If r 1 , . . . , r r are primitive assertions of a given theory and
Y1'... • Yr h Z, then Z is an intrinsic consequence of the primitive asser-
tions of the theory. If - (Y1-...-YrVZ), ~{W\-Z\ ~(Yi-...-7nhW)
and Y1'...'Yr*W\-Z, then Z is an extrinsic consequence of the
theory.

D6. If tl9...9 tk are primitive terms and f is defined by them in such a
way that no other terms are used, then tl is an intrinsically derived term
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of the theory. If in addition to tl9...9.tk one needs for the definition of t*
some set of terms which are not definable by tl9...9 tk, then tl is an ex-
trinsically derived term of the theory.

Whether or not extrinsic universal consequences and extrinsically de-
rived terms are included in the structure of a given theory is not of great
importance. In practice science uses both the extrinsic and intrinsic
universal consequences of primitive assertions (and also extrinsically
derived terms).

Axiomatic theories are closed theories. A special case of axiomatic
theory is one whose primitive assertions are definitions of primitive terms.
A special case of theory is a theory which aims at the explication of
the concepts of the given domain of science. The so-called hypothetical-
deductive theories are just such special cases of theory in our sense of
the term.

The rules for the introduction of derivative terms and for the obtaining
of derivative assertions (the development of theory) are above all rules
of logic. But two remarks are necessary. First, in logic for the definition
of a class of rules of inference one cannot presuppose that these very rules
are given. This is not necessary: one only need show that there are some
rules which can be used to got new rules from the rules of logic already
given. This is why one fixes with precision in the construction of a series
of logical theories the rules to derive assertions from the primitive ones.
Second, in a series of sciences (mathematics, physics, linguistics, etc.)
some theories are constructed by combining their primitive assertions
with some logical calculus. This step is justified only to the extent that
one has to define the class of rules of inference precisely since the intuitive
versions of these are not always reliable. The logical calculus does not
here become a part of the theory in question (for example, the calculus
of predicates is not a part of arithmetic); it remains merely a method for
developing it.

Among the rules of the development of theory we also find the rules
for operating with terms which have a general character (general for all
sciences), especially the rules of mathematics. Since they are universal
they can be considered on the same plane as the rules of logic, i.e., as
subjective means of obtaining knowledge, as habits of a special type.
But, their definitions are rightly seen as assertions which serve for ob-
taining the extrinsic consequences of a theory.
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D7. If y*,..., Yk are the assertions of a given theory, and Z 1 is an
assertion obtained in the given domain of investigation and Z 2 is ob-
tained from P,.. . ,F f c , Z 1 (according to the rules of logic and mathe-
matics), then the obtaining of Z 2 is its being obtained from Z 1 by means
of the given theory (we assume that it is impossible to obtain Z 2 in the
same way from Z 1 only).

2. THEORETICAL ASSUMPTIONS

Among the primitive assertions of a theory one can find assumptions
which either cannot be proved in themselves or contradict empirical fact.
Their acceptance is justified by the fact that they make possible deduction
and the obtaining of the necessary conclusions in the science in question.
These assumptions are essentially abstract, i.e., they represent the deci-
sion not to take into account any attributes of the objects studied or to
take into account only certain attributes. For example, all the objects
of a given class can be taken as differing only in position in space, as
absolutely independent of each other, etc. Obviously, the intentions of the
investigator do not have a truth-value. They cannot be confirmed or
refuted. They can only be justified or rejected in function of their con-
sequences. But inferences cannot be made from intentions. Therefore, they
are given sentential form and considered true. And even though they
themselves might be false, indeterminate or even unverifiable, their conse-
quences can be considered true.

Among the theoretical assumptions we find the universal assertions,
usually called "general laws of nature". For example, "Every qualitative
change is the result of quantitative changes", "Nature is continuous",
"All natural processes do not end in an instant (there is some inertia)"
(which is the basis for extrapolation), "Nature does not make leaps"
(which is the basis for interpolation), "Everything happens in the form
of leaps", "Sooner or later all natural processes die out (fade)", "Sooner
or later all progress reaches a limit", "All objects in nature are ordered",
"Chaos reigns in nature", etc. Everything we said above applies to these
assertions if they are formulated not as partial assumptions of relative
import but as universal.

Theoretical assumptions widen the scope of deduction. The sentences
obtained in this way are true over a certain range.
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3. PROPERTIES AND RELATIONS
BETWEEN THEORIES

The properties and relations between theories are the properties and
relations between the sentences and terms which form these theories.
Therefore, the general considerations of logic on this subject are quite
trivial and give the impression of being prefatory to something which has
not yet been invented.

Dl. A theory is considered consistent if and only if ~ (7 1 - . . . - Yr.
W-+Z- ~ Z ) , where F1 , . . . , Yr are its primitive assertions and Wis true
or lacking. Logically inconsistent theories exist and are used in science.
This is possible because they contain consistent fragments which make
it possible to obtain true sentences. But the detection of logical incon-
sistency in a theory is usually a stimulus for its perfection, i.e., for the
construction of a consistent theory.

D2. A primitive assertion Y{ of a given theory does not depend on the
other primitive assertions Ykl,...,Ykl if and only if - ( I* 1- . . . - Ykl.
W-+Y1), where ~ {W-^Y1) and JFis true or empty. A primitive term
does not depend on the other primitive terms of a theory if and only if
it is not defined by means of them. Detection of the dependence of some
primitive terms (assertions) on others is a stimulus to "minimization" of
the primitive elements of the theory. However, dependence of this type
does not lead to phenomena like logical inconsistency.

As we see, this conception of the consistency and independence of the
elements of a theory is a "weakening" of the concepts adopted by logic,
in the interests of a description of the constructions called theories made
up of sentences and terms, found in science. The same is true of complete-
ness. Here the following cases are possible (D3):

1) There is a set of sentences X1..^™ and the theory is considered
complete or incomplete (with some additional descriptions like "intui-
tively", "empirically", "a posteriori", etc.) depending on whether or not
all JSf1,..., J5fm can be obtained by means of this theory (degrees are
possible depending on if one has in mind only the internal or simply
any of the consequences of the theory);

2) there are some a priori requirements which have to be satisfied by
the sentences of a given domain of science; a given theory is considered
complete or incomplete on the basis of whether or not all the sentences
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meeting these requirements are obtained by means of this theory (with
some limitations like "deductively", "a priori", etc.).

Theories are related in different ways. Their relations are partly defined
as relations of classes obtained in them and by means of their sentences;
they are generalizations of the relations between axiomatic systems,
usually studied by logic.

D4. Th1 c Th2 if and only if for any Z "If Th1 -> Z, then Th2 -> Z " .
77. If T1,..., Yn are the primitive assertions of Th1 and X1,..., Xm are

the primitive assertions of Th2 and X1 •... • Xm -> Y1 •... • Yn, then
Th1 c Th2.

D5. Th1 <= ID Th2 (are equivalent) if and only if (Th1 c Th2) • (Th2 c Th1).
The other relations (of union, of compatibility, etc.) can be similarly

defined. But this does not exhaust the question of inter-relations be-
tween theories. In particular, the following types of relations are of
interest:

D6. Let there be Th1 -» X1 and Th2 -> X2. Both X1 and X2 occur in the
range of truth relative to x. But one of them is rated as more exact, less
exact or just exact. Similar comparisons are possible for the other conse-
quences of Th1 and Th2 and their aggregate constitutes a summary
evaluation of the comparative precision of the theories. More complex
relations result from the comparison of the sets of consequences and of
their degrees of exactness.

D7. Let t1 be a primitive term of Th1 and t2 of Th2. Let it be the case
that Kt1 c -Kt2 (or t2^1). Then Th1 will be considered a special case of
Th2 if they are not otherwise distinguished.

Theory Th1 can be obtained by adding to the primitive assertions of
Th2 an additional assertion, independent of them. It is clear that Th2 c Th1.
This can be done implicitly by the introduction of an additional term.
Conversely, one theory can be obtained from another by eliminating some
elements of its primitive base.

D8. Let s\..., sk be terms of TL The value-range of 77ns .&1 u . . . u Ksk.
The relations between the sets of consequences of Th1 and Th2

 SLTQ ex-
plained in accord with the general principles of logic.

Theories are also compared according to sets and according to the
character of sentences (degree of exactitude, of approximation, etc.) which
they make it possible to obtain in a given science. There are cases where
one can find among the primitive assertions of Th1 and Th2 such X and F,
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respectively, that ~ (X- Y) and nevertheless these theories provide similar
sets of sentences in a given science. This is due to the fact that it is
possible to have empirical sentences X-*(R)Z and Y->(R)Z such that

~ ( j r - y ) .

4. THEORY AND EXPERIENCE

Theory is formulated in order to gain knowledge without having recourse
to empirical investigation (it replaces it). This is particularly important
in the case of prognoses when one cannot conduct empirical investiga-
tions. But the very formation of theory requires some results of empirical
investigation. What is more, in the process of the development of theory
one makes use of the most diverse modes of investigation right up to
observation and experiments. In the final analysis the coincidence of
sentences obtained by means of the theory with empirical data confirms
the theory or dooms it to rejection as ineffective or even dangerous (lead-
ing to error).

If one runs into cases where sentences of the theory or sentences ob-
tained with its help do not coincide with the results of empirical investiga-
tions (they fall outside the range of truth), the situation thus created does
not form a logical contradiction.

After it is constructed, a theory is used as a partial theory of inference
from the sentences of the given domain of science. One uses the expres-
sions "theoretical confirmation", "theoretical establishment", "experi-
mental confirmation of theory", etc. All expressions like these fix (in a
more or less explicit form) the inter-relations between sentences which
are obtained theoretically (in and through theory) and empirically.

5. THEORY AND FORMAL SYSTEM

A formal system is constructed as follows: a set of primitive objects is
given; one designates other objects which make it possible to obtain new
objects, and the rules of forming the latter; one defines a subset of objects
which are somehow distinguished, and one refers to rules for obtaining
other designated objects from them. This is not theory since the formal
system does not have terms and sentences (in our sense of the terms).
Theory can be obtained only by an interpretation of a formal system
with its objects being considered terms, sentences and logical signs.
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Moreover, the interpretation is selected in such a way that one obtains
a theory which satisfies the requirements of truth.

By "formalization of a theory" one often means completely different
things: 1) abstracting from the meaning of the terms of the theory in
order to examine its logical consistency; 2) axiomatization; 3) construc-
tion of a formal system such that its interpretation provides a theory
equivalent to that which is given.

The relation of model to original can be established between theories,
between theories and formal systems, and between formal systems them-
selves.

6. NON-DEDUCTIVE PRINCIPLES

The so-called non-deductive principles, which are usually not explicitly
formulated, play an essential role in the construction of theory. These
are the principles which govern the sequence of consideration of objects
in the domain in question, the selection of the starting point for this
process, the discovery of primitive concepts and assertions, etc. These
matters are weakly developed in logic. This is due not so much to neglect
on the part of logicians, as to the fact that the solution of such problems
depends on the peculiarities of the object-range under study (and of the
sciences involved) which are the responsibility of the sciences in question
and not of logic. The general schemata and recommendations which logic
can at present offer in this regard have a very low heuristic value.



CHAPTER TWENTY

L O G I C A N D O N T O L O G Y

1. ONTOLOGICAL ASSERTIONS IN LOGIC

In a series of cases the laws of logic can take the form of assertions not
about the properties of terms and sentences but about objects to which
the terms and sentences relate (i.e., the form of ontological assertions).
For example, the assertions "From the sentence ~ (XY) follows the
sentence ' v J v ^ F ' can take the form "If the situation ~ (XY) happens,
then the situation ~ I v ~ Y happens".

.Such an ontologization of the assertions of logic is connected, however,
not with the nature of these laws but with the habit of relating the content
of sentences to the corresponding objects and with convenience of
language. The mere posing of the question concerning the basis of such
assertions makes clear that they result from the definitions of the logical
operators they contain.

Further, using certain rules, ontological assertions can be obtained
from logical ones. Thus, from the meta-assertion XV Y, made up of the
subjects [X] and [ F ] and the two-place predicate h, one obtains the
conditional sentence X-*Y, made up of the sentences X and Y and the
logical operator ->.

The particularity of such ontological conclusions from logical laws is
that they are a priori, they do not depend on experience, they are true on
a purely logical basis. Thus, if Y logically follows from X then X-> Y is
true irrespective of the concrete content of X and Y.

Further, one accepts in logic assertions which have a directly onto-
logical form. Such are the assertions ~ (X~X), J v ^ J , for example.
However, in this case such assertions are accepted not because the world
around us is structured that way (i.e., as generalizations of the results of
observation) but strictly because they are consequences of definitions of
their logical signs or themselves are parts of an implicit definition of
these signs. Thus, in the definitions of the signs ~ , °, v , etc., the truth-
tables show these assertions to be always true. If, however, they are taken
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as implicit definitions of these signs, then they literally mean the following:
the signs ~ , •, v , etc., by our decision and by stipulation are such that
the assertions ~ (X~X), Xv ~X, etc., will be true for any X. But in this
case one assumes the connection of a given section of logic with others;
in particular it is assumed that the class of such assertions is identical
with the class of tautologies with analogous signs.

And when we assert, for example, that there has at no time and in no
place in the world been a situation ~X-X, then our conviction is based
not at all on the fact that we studied the world at all times and in all
places, but on the fact that we construed the signs ~ and • in this way.
It is simply that in our language acceptance of the possibility of ~X-X
is inconsistent with the signs ~ and •, and nothing more.

Of course, the practice of knowledge obliges people to learn the use of
a certain type of logical sign. In practice one meets situations where one
object excludes another, some objects coexist with others, etc.; these
serve as point of departure for the introduction of the corresponding
logical signs. But this does not affect the fact that these very objects are
products of peoples' creativity, that they have the properties indicated
above.

2. PARADOXES OF MOTION

In this connection it is of interest to return to the paradox of motion.
Most of the time one answers the question "Can a physical body be

and not be in the same place at the same time?" negatively. And in most
cases the motives for this negative answer deserve criticism.

A physical body cannot be and not be in the same place at the same
time because the world is like that - this is the usual answer. In fact, in
our experience we do not find cases contradicting this answer. And they
are never met. But the reason for this is basically different from the reason
why we do not meet horses with ten horns. The reason is to be found in
the fact that we use the signs "and" and "not", and that the sentence
"a physical body is at a given time in a given place" is a sentence. No
special wisdom is required. The complexity of the problem is a function
of its triviality (rather, of the refusal to recognize its triviality).

The basis for the negative answer to this question can sometimes be
found through analysis of the meaning of the expression "to be in a
place". The idea that the source of ontological assertions in logic could
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be the definition of the terms is completely justified. And we will now
examine such a case. But in this instance the meaning of the expression
"to be in a place" does not play any role.

We will take another question, closely connected with the paradoxes
of motion: can a physical body be simultaneously in two different places?
This is usually answered negatively and this is motivated by reference to
the laws of the world or to the laws of logic. Here the essential point is
the meaning of the expression "different places".

Two regions of space are considered different ("different places") if
they do not have common "points" - they do not intersect. But what is
it about the "points" that "they do not intersect?" The only escape from
the difficulty is reference to physical bodies. The definition has to take
the form: two regions of space are different (are "different places", do
not intersect, etc.), if and only if for any physical body there is the
assertion that if the body is in one region of space then it is not at the
same time in another one.

Thus, the negative answer to the question is the result of the definition
of the expression "different places". It would be enough to adopt another
definition in order to get a positive answer. Thus, if in this definition we
replace the universal quantifier (the expression "for any physical body")
with an existential quantifier or a sign of possibility (the expression "a
physical body exists (is possible), for which") then different places can
have common "points" and it is possible to have cases where a body is
simultaneously in different places (in this sense). We introduce this
reference to another definition only to show that in this case the heart
of the matter is the analysis of the sense of the term "different places".

In a word, logic asserts nothing a posteriori about the world. But
assertions about the world are themselves certain structures of signs
(terms, sentences, logical signs). And it is possible to construe assertions as
true because of the properties of the signs and not because of the properties
of the world. These assertions form the logical limits of knowledge in any
science, conditioned by the properties of the semiotic apparatus of reflec-
tion (just as the possibilities of every tool are limited by the properties of
the tool itself).

3. SPACE AND TIME

There is a more precise and profound relation of logic and ontology. This
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is connected with the fact that many physical terms ("source", "end",
"space", "time", "cause", etc.) can be made more precise through the
terms of logic with all the resulting consequences. We will briefly examine
the terms "space" and "time".

It is impossible to define the terms "space" and "time" with expressions
like "Space (time) is something or other". Other definitions are needed:
namely, ones which establish the values of expressions containing the
terms "right", "left", "farther", "closer", "distance between", "simul-
taneously", "before", "later", "after so much time", etc.; i.e., terms which
designate the spatial and temporal orders, intervals, directions of orders,
etc. And this can be done by a suitable interpretation of the corresponding
expressions of the logic of relations, which we examined above.

A representation of space is above all (and ultimately) a representation
of the ordering of empirical objects. And one has to assume in the re-
presenting subject the presence of a capability for the activities which will
permit establishing the spatial order of objects (turning of the head, body,
eyes; moving toward and away from the object, etc.). These activities of
the reflecting subject are carried out in the reflection of the objects. The
latter are selected in a sufficiently restricted time-interval (they coexist).
So there is no problem in establishing the temporal order of some objects
for the reflecting subject (it is determined by his activities). The spatial
order of other objects is defined through that of those which are already
given. Measurement of the spatial intervals involves the possibility of
discovering or placing some objects among those given.

Time is reflected not in the reflection of the ordering of objects but in
the reflection of the ordering of their changes. "Marks" of space are
empirical objects; "marks" of time are changes. This fact is decisive in
any discussion of problems relative to the concept of time.

Every change takes place, of course, in time. But there are changes such
that in fixing them the reflecting subject (man or instrument) does not
take into consideration that they require time. One considers only that
these changes take place. These changes are moments of time ("marks"
of time). The interval of time, during which these changes happen is in
fact greater than zero. But one acts as if it is equal to zero since the
reflection of time has to begin with something.

Moments of time are changes such as are important for the reflecting
subject only from the following point of view: 1) their order is important;
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2) their number is important (for the measure of time). Thus the moment
is a limit of the temporal interval.

When some changes are selected as such "marks" of time, then the
temporal interval is fixed as follows: 1) one observes one change and then
one observes another change; 2) the interval between them relative to
some change, taken as point of reference, is the temporal interval. Thus,
for some changes their order is the result of observation (the sequence of
observations coincides with their objective sequence), i.e., the temporal
relations of the order are given. For other changes it is the case that they
are defined through the others.

We said above that in the fixing of changes the investigator observes
the states of objects in temporal sequence (one after the other). But here
we say that the fixing of changes is a means of fixing time. There is no
circle here. In the first case we do not assume that the investigator has
a concept of time. In the second, however, we are talking about the
reflection of time in the terminology of the investigator.

The time of object s is the interval of time

The temporal relations of objects are the relations of their times (i.e.,
only the indicated intervals).

The unit of measure of time is a temporal interval. The magnitude of
a temporal interval is ultimately determined by the possibility or im-
possibility of certain changes between its limiting moments.

Space and time are not empirical objects. It is impossible singly to
observe empirical objects and their changes, on the one hand, and space
and time, on the other. It is meaningless to talk about changes, the
coming-to-be and the passing away of space and time. It is meaningless to
talk about the speed of time. The expressions "space changes", "proper-
ties of space", "the structure of space", "changes of time", "the speed
of time", "the flow of time", "different direction of time", "reverse flow
of time", etc., which are often found in pseudoscientific and scientific
works, are either meaningless and inconsistent or have meaning only as
literary paraphrases of terms which designate spatial and temporal orders
of objects, spatial and temporal intervals, series, structures, etc. All the
tricks with the concepts of space and time which have excited the imagi-
nation of readers over the years are based on the lack of clarity and
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precision of the usual expressions and on their confused comprehension.
For example, one only has to take space as a set of objects, included in
some... spatial (in the above sense) structure in some... time in order to
produce a series of assertions in conflict with "common sense" and the
usual notions.

Space and time do not exist in the same sense that empirical objects do.
They exist for the investigator only if he is in a position to select at least
two different empirical objects forming a spatial structure for him and
(for time) at least two different changes forming a temporal structure
for him.

Thus, in the making precise of a series of concepts having to do with
space and time we can use the terminology of the logic of relations: in
so doing we regard spatial and temporal relations as special cases of
relations in general, applying to them the corresponding assertions of
logic.

The physicist, for example, could assert: "The world has no beginning
in time", "The world has a beginning in time", "Time is continuous",
"Time is discontinuous", "The world does not have a beginningin space",
"The world is extended in space", etc. All these assertions are extra-
logical. But they are semiotic structures, the properties of which are de-
scribed in logic. And if we explicate all their signs we get a series of
assertions.

) ^ 2 > s1 I 8):(s2 = s1 | 5))
()^)((s2>s'\8):(s2 = s"\8))
(IMS1) (Vs2) ((s2 > s1 | 8):(s2 = s1 \ 8))

etc., the logical structure of which is clearly expressed. Logic cannot tell
physics to accept or reject a given assertion. But it is fully competent to
indicate the limits, beyond which science cannot go in setting up hypo-
theses; it formulates a sort of logical "taboo". And these limits are a
priori, i.e., they result from previous definitions and not from experience
just as we can correctly speak a priori about the impossibility of the
event x- ~x.

Let us take an example. Let state x be "Body s is in space w1", and
"1 x "Body s is not in space uu\ Let state y be "Body s is not in space w2",
and "l y "Body s is in w2". Let s be changed from u1 to u2 and the latter
will not coincide, i.e., (35*) (u1>u2 | <5*). In order to formulate the
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transfer, the investigator has to establish x=>1x and then y=>~ly. In
this way we obtain the interval of time <#=> "1 x, y => 1 y \ 8}9 which is
greater than zero (no matter how fast s moves), since ((y=>1y)>
(#=>~lx) | <5). Thus, from the point of view of the investigator who is
observing the transfer of the body from one region of space to the other,
the assertion that this transfer cannot be instantaneous (without passage
of time) is a priori: it flows from the very concepts being used. If the
investigator assume the possibility of instantaneous transfer he is as-
suming some abstract objects (which is equivalent to not paying attention
to the time necessary for the transfer).

Another example. It is clear that the spatial interval between the
empirical objects s1 and s2 can change: there are cases where <^(1, s218} = a
in timer1 and (s1, s2 | (5>=/? in time r2 but a^fi. Moreover we here have
in mind the change of interval between the very same objects (the latter
are preserved). Changes of objects happen in such a way that they do not
exist in the same sense as empirical objects. They are not preserved. If a
and b are any changes and for a judgement on change <#, b | 8} one has
to observe <a, b | 8} = oc in one time and <#, b | <5>=/? in another, where
a^jS, then this is excluded by the very meaning of the concepts. The only
thing which is possible here is a difference of intervals between different
representatives of Ka and Kb: <#*, b1 | 8} ^(a2, b2 | 5>, where axeKa9

a2eKa, ^eKb, b2eKb. All that has been said applies to temporal rela-
tions of objects in general.

The division of labor in science makes it so that problems of spatial-
temporal properties are left to physics. Physics develops a corresponding
theory of measurement, dealing with the speed of signals on the occur-
rence of events, the transfer of events and observers, interchange of events,
etc. Here certain difficulties arise; paradoxical situations take place. But
these difficulties and "paradoxes" are only indications of the complexity
of the problem of measuring spatial-temporal relations. They have an
extra-logical character. And when one tries to consider them as incon-
sistent with an outdated logic, one only confuses something which is
relatively simple from a logical point of view.

Let the symbols

a\a\a\...

be the terms of spatial structures and
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of temporal ones. The symbols a and b are "domain (structure) of space"
and "temporal interval", respectively. The symbols

s«-a f and s<-fol

will represent the sentences "s is found in a1" and "s exists in bh\
Science uses the sentences

where the quantifier binds only the terms of time and space. Usually
these quantifiers are the words "everywhere", "sometimes", "never",
"always", etc. The term s can be individual.

Let sv and st indicate, respectively, "Individual s in region of space v"
and "Individual s at time t". For sv it is clear that sveKs. But one can
also consider st, i.e., one can accept the axiom ste Ks. Thanks to this,
one and the same object can be regarded as a class of two and more
objects in time.

4. PART AND WHOLE

Greater precision in a series of ontological concepts leads to consequences
which are easily seen in the case of the concepts of "part" and "whole".

One often sees in logical-mathematical works the statement that the
assertion "The part is smaller than the whole" is not true in regard to
infinite classes: there are cases where the power of a proper subclass is
equal to that of the class itself. This statement is devoid of meaning since
all the terms ("part", "smaller than" and "whole") are indeterminate and
ambiguous in this statement. In fact what can the term "smaller than"
mean in reference to classes? It can mean that the power of one class is
smaller than that of the other. But it can mean that there is at least one
individual which is included in one class but not in the other. And the
terms "part" and "whole" can designate relations between classes, be-
tween segments and series, between structures and sub-structures, etc.
All these terms have to be clarified in order that the assertion "The part
is smaller than the whole" have a sense.

But no matter how we try to clarify the concepts "part" and "whole"
we have to introduce a series of concepts which make them superfluous.
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However, these terms are usually used (on the intuitive level) to designate
the relations between segment and series, between structure and sub-
structure. And the term "smaller than" concerns a comparison of their
lengths and "extensions".

The concepts of part and whole are not the only general concepts which
can be clarified only by the introduction of sets of other concepts: the
result of such a clarification is that the concepts in question become
purely literary expressions or expressions with very amorphous sense.

5. CAUSE

The concepts "part" and "whole" are not the only ones of the kind just
described. Among the others we find the concept "cause".

Science often uses the sentences "x is the cause of / ' and "x is the effect
o f / ' . The fact that the term "cause" (and "effect", derived from it) is
not univocal causes numerous and fruitless discussions. But no matter
what meaning is in question what does not change is the fact that sentences
of this kind are shorthand for some set of sentences.

The sentence "x is the cause o f / ' is used in particular as shorthand
for the following set of sentences: 1) ~X->~Y; 2) 1x=>x obtains;
3) then (after this) ~\y=>y obtains. In addition, one presupposes some
limited spatial-temporal domain where the events and changes are ob-
served. Obviously there is no causal connection between simultaneous
(in this limited domain) events.

The sentence "#is the cause o f / ' is also used in the sense (~| x=> JC)->
-*{Rx) ("1 J>=>J>), where Rx is "after this". In the case of individually
occurring events this sentence is sometimes used in the sense "If x were
not, y would not be".

One also meets the following understanding of cause: the cause of the
event y is everything which makes y arise (everything which is necessary
for the appearance of y). Here the real is often confused with the re-
flected, begetting insoluble contradictions. In fact, for the coming to be
of any empirical event an infinite set of other events is really needed and
the fixing of the cause of an event is therefore practically impossible.
Science, however, deals only with some of the events which precede the
events in which it is interested. The rest occur independent of knowledge.
The events which are formulated are in a way attributes of the infinite set
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of events which make it possible to make prognoses relative to the occur-
rence of other events. And if by "cause" one means such events, fixed
in a certain type of sentence, then knowledge of causes of events is a
trivial fact of science.

The above mentioned right to fix as cause not the whole set of events
which precede the appearance of y but only its "attributes" (i.e., only
some of the events, say x)0 is based on the investigator's succeeding in the
selection of an x such that its occurrence presupposes the occurrence of
all other events necessary for the appearance of y:

X-Zi-...-Zn->(Rx)Y
X->Z1-...-Zn

Sometimes x is called the cause of y if one presupposes that

Possible, too, are the definitions:
1) | X f is a positive cause of j Y1 if and only if

[X'eKlX,
X'-iRx*) T-v'

2) IX' is a negative cause of IT1 if and only if

X^iRx1) T-v1

In short, when we use the word "cause" we often have in mind situa-
tions which are completely different from the logical point of view, and
this results in fruitless discussions.



CHAPTER TWENTY-ONE

T H E U N I V E R S A L I T Y OF L O G I C

1. DOUBTS ABOUT THE UNIVERSALITY OF LOGIC

There is a view that the laws (assertions) of logic are not universal, i.e.,
that there are cases where one and the same law of logic leads to valid
results in one domain of science and to erroneous results in another; as
if the laws of logic could admit of exceptions, depending on the object-
range. Definite facts are cited in support of this opinion. Already i:
Hegel's time there was a tradition which rejected the law of contradictio:
in reference to transitional states of objects. To this are added today
views which limit the law of excluded middle and of double negation
(in intuitionist and constructivist logic) and also the laws of commutati-
vity and distribution (in "quantum logic").

If logic is really not universal and one for all sciences, then its theses
do not have a priori force for science and its very use is cast in doubt.
Happily for logic this view is due to a misunderstanding.

One has to ask:
1) Why are just these laws of logic considered not universal and not

others? *
2) Are there cases where other laws of logic are also non-universal?
3) Are there, all the same, laws of logic which are universal?
4) Where is the border line between the universal and non-universal

laws of logic?
It is impossible to answer such questions in a non-scholastic way. The

laws of logic are assertions which describe (define) the properties of a
certain type of sign and of the semiotic structures which contain them.
They are assertions about signs and not about the natural objects which
are designated by these signs. Theyprovide no information about jthe
objectsj^which^he^terms and sentences refer. Even such assertions of
Togicas "Xor non-X", "It is impossible that there be Xand non-X", etc.,
are accepted not because such are the objects reflected in X but because
such are the properties of the signs "or", "and", "not". By their very
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essence the laws of logic are universal, do not admit of exceptions, and
do not depend on the characteristics of this or that domain. These
characteristics do determine which of the laws of logic will be used there.
But this has nothing to do with the notion of non-universality of logic.

As for the facts which supposedly support this contention there is no
difficulty in showing that they result from a confusion of different logical
forms.

2. EXAMPLES OF THE "NON-UNIVERSALITY" OF LOGIC

Let us take the negation of the law of non-contradiction relative to
transitional states of objects (the "paradox of change"). It is obtained as
follows: in addition to the states where s<-P and s~l<r-P(s<-E and
s1*-E) we assume a third state, relative to which ~(s*-P). ~(s1<-P)
(correspondingly ~(,s«-J£)* ~(s~~[<r-E)) is true. But the notation of the
states, the notation of the assumed third state, and the consequent reason-
ing are effected within the limits of the system of assertions of two-valued
logic. One assumes at least a trivalence of the sentences and proceeds
according to logical rules which exclude this third state. In fact, the state,
where S1+-P, is written as ~(s4-P)9 because one does not distinguish
"1 and ~ . The assumption relative to the third state is written in the
form ~(s+-P)* ~~(s<-P). And since ~ ~(s4-P)h(s+-P), one obtains
~(s*-P)'(s+-P), correspondingly. Thus, it ends up that ~X-X will be
true for some sentences X. But as we have seen this conclusion is the result
of an error. s~\ ^ -Pand-s i *-E do not always coincide with ~(s*-P) and
~(s<-E), and ~(s~i +-P)b(s*-P) and~(sn <-JE)h(j«-J5) are not true
in the general case (because there can be the cases s!<r-P and 87+-E which
formulate, in particular, the transitional states of the objects).

Similarly, in the case of the law of excluded middle and of the elimi-
nation of double negation in intuitionist logic. If we assume the possi-
bility of sl<-P and sl<-E then in the general case
(s*-E):(s~\+-E); ~(sn<-P)\-(s*-P)an.d~(s-\
true. Now if we regard l a s ~ , then we obtain that (s<-P): ~(s*-P)9

(s+-E):~(s*-E), ~~(s<-P)\-(s+-P)and ~ ~ (.y<-JE)l-($<-£) are not
always true, which is erroneous. If we introduce a new form of negation
(say J ) combining the properties of ~ and "1, then we obtain true asser-
tions on the admissibility of X: J Zand J J I M . But this will in no
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way affect the universality of the assertions X: ~ X a n d ~ ~XhX, which
are parts of the definition of the signs : and ~ .

The same happens if we confuse falsity with negation, i.e., if we
implicitly or explicitly accept [X]<-z;4-ll-~X. Since ([X] "1 <- v4)-\ h

»4) a n d -([Z]^~i;4)h([Z]<-(^:t ;2 :?;3)) , then ~ ([X]+-*;4) h
is not always true and, therefore, ~([X]«-*;4)l-X. Accepting
Hh^X we obtain the conclusion that ~ ~XbX, which is not

always true. But this is erroneous since ~Xb([X]<-t;4) is not always
true (if [X]<e-t;2, then [ -X]*-*; 1 and [[X]<-1;4]<-v4). Similarly it is
erroneous from the fact that ([X] <- v1): ([X] <- v4) is not always true to
conclude to the negation of the universality of X: ~X, because one accepts
~XHh([X]<-t;4). There are other variants of this type of reasoning.

The confusion of different logical forms is also behind the view that
the laws of commutativity and distribution for conjunction and disjunc-
tion ( X - F b F - X , X v F b F v X , (Xv F)-ZHX-Zv F-Z, X:FbF:X, etc.)
have to be subjected to limitations in the field of quantum mechanics.
It is quite possible that for the description of the relations between objects
in the domain of quantum mechanics one will have to introduce some
logical signs which will partly coincide with the signs •, : and v , but will
partly be distinguished from them (for example, for them by definition
the laws analogous to those for commutativity and distribution for •, :, v
will not be valid). This does not at all mean that the above mentioned
laws are not universal. If we agree to introduce a sign • such that
X- FhF-X then it is stupid to look for cases where this assertion is not
true. But if for some sign (say • •) we consider X- • YV Y- -X unacceptable,
then this sign is automatically different from the sign •. There are no
laws of logic which are applicable in the macrocosm and inapplicable in
the microcosm. It is possible here only to have logical signs which are
suited for the description of objects of the microcosm and different from
signs already known in logic. But the assertions which define the proper-
ties of these signs will still be universal.

Let us take an example. Let the relations between events x and y be
such that: 1) if ~lx=>x obtains, then ~ly=>y is possible and x-y is
possible; 2) but if 1y=>y obtains, then "1 x=>x is impossible and x*y is
impossible. Examples of this kind are no less frequent in macrocosm
than in microcosm. One can introduce a special logical sign for such
relations between events and by definition it will not have the property
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of commutativity. The possibilities of forming such signs are unlimited,
provided there are serious reasons for this and the procedure is considered
expedient.

3. MANY-VALUED LOGIC AND THE UNIVERSALITY OF LOGIC

Reference to many-valued logic in "arguing" the thesis on the non-
universality of logic is devoid of any meaning. One can construct a many-
valued logic where some tautologies ("laws") of two-valued logic will
not be tautologies (in the three-valued systems of Lukasiewicz or Heyting,
for example). But such a many-valued system can be devised for any
tautology of two-valued logic. What is more, even the expression "this
tautology of two-valued logic is not a tautology in this many-valued logic"
has to be clarified.

We adopt the following definitions:
DL Let Fn(p1,...,pm) (where n^ 1, m^ 1) be a function of some many-

valued logic. If in the corresponding matrix (truth-table) one strikes all
truth-values except two which correspond to the values of two-valued
logic and the resultant matrix (table) will be that of some function
F2(p1,...9p

m) of two-valued logic, then Fn will be called the many-valued
analogon of F2, and F2 the two-valued analogon of Fn (the functions
F2 and Fn are analogous functions).

D2. A sentential formula of two-valued (many-valued) logic is the
analogon of a sentential formula of many-valued (two-valued) logic if
and only if one of them can be obtained from the other by replacing the
signs of functions with the corresponding signs of analogous functions.

Let PI? be a functionally complete system of two-valued sentential
logic and PE a many-valued system. It is trivially easy to prove the
following assertions

77. For any tautology a2 in PI? one can construct a PE such that
a", analogous to a2, will not be a tautology in it.

72. If PE is functionally complete then it is possible to find at least
two different analoga F\ and Fn

2 for every F2 in it; for every sentential
formula a2 in PI? one can find at least two different formulae a" and an

2

in PLW, analogous to it;
T3. For any tautology a2 in PI? in the functionally complete system

PE one can find (define) such analoga of the functions occurring in a2
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that the a" analogous to it is a tautology in PD and an
2 is not.

We adduce the proof of T3. All the tautologies of PL2 are equivalent;
all the functions of PL2 are defined by means of v and ~ . Therefore, it
is enough to take the formula pv ~p and to construct three-valued
analoga for v and ~ . Let the truth-values be 1 and 3 in two-valued logic
and 1, 2 and 3 in three-valued logic. In both cases tautologies will always
take the value 1. In two-valued logic v and ~ are defined as follows:
1)pvq=min (p, q); 2) if p = l, then ~p — 3; if/? = 3, then ~p=l. In
three-valued logic the definition of v remains the same, so that the three-
valued disjunction is obviously an analogon of the two-valued. For nega-
tion there are two possible three-valued analoga. The first is obtained by
expanding the definition of 2 with the point: a) if p=2, then ~p = 2. The
second analogon is obtained by adding to the definition of 2 the point:
b) if p=2, then ~p = 1. Now it is easy to see that the three-valued/? v ~p
will be a tautology if the three-valued ~ is the second analogon of the
two-valued and will not be a tautology if the three-valued ~ is the first
analogon of the two-valued.

4. DIFFERENCES IN LOGICAL SYSTEMS

The fact of multiplicity of logical systems is not an argument in favor of
the thesis on the non-universality of logic. We will leave aside differences
in viewpoints, abilities and interests of logicians, differences in inter-
pretation of logical calculi, different trends in logic and in its develop-
ment, etc. We will remain with the case which interests us most: we have
two logical theories which supposedly describe the properties of the same
logical signs; however, the sets of formulae provable in them (which
means the sets of rules of logic which are assumed) do not coincide. This
can mean only one thing: that these systems define different collections
of logical signs; they must differ by at least one logical sign.

The classical and intuitionist (constructivist) sentential calculi are cases
in point. They both pretend to provide definitions of the properties of the
signs "and", "or" and "not". However, in fact they define different
negations: not everything that is true for classical negation is true for the
intuitionist negation. And it would be wrong to think that there is some
kind of natural negation which could be learned with different degrees
of depth, completeness and exactitude, just as one learns about atoms,
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substance, animals, etc., and the properties of which the "intuitionists"
would perceive more clearly than the "classicists" (or vice versa). There
is progress here. But it consists in the fact that relative to some require-
ments of knowledge negation has been differentiated and one has con-
structed logical systems for its different forms, which define its properties.

Differences in logical systems (provided they are not variations of one
and the same) indicate the expansion and enrichment of the apparatus
of logic; they indicate the appearance of new logical methods (in particu-
lar through differentiation, limitation, etc., of what is already on hand).
But this does not at all mean that the same laws of logic are true in some
domains of science and not-true in others.

It should be noted here that the effort to present classical mathematical
logic as the only method for solving all problems of the logical theory
of scientific knowledge (i.e., as the only valid conception of logic in
general) seems unjustifiable. In many cases its use has had an illusory
effect and has generated paradoxical situations and taken us up blind
alleys. It will be closer to the truth to say that classical mathematical logic
is just one of the methods of the logical theory of scientific knowledge
and, with suitable interpretations, is one of its sections. Criticism of the
notion of the universality of logic in the directions discussed above has
destroyed the idea that classical logic alone is suited for the solution of
all problems of the logical theory of scientific knowledge (and is "universal"
in this sense). That the elaboration of logic along these lines is the elabo-
ration of new sections of universal logic (in the sense defined above)
should not be surprising in view of the history of science.



C O N C L U S I O N

The following errors are to be found in contemporary logical theory of
scientific knowledge:

1) the absolutization of classical mathematical logic, i.e., the effort to
present it as the method for the solution of all problems of the theory
of scientific knowledge; if there is a repudiation of the classical concep-
tion of logic, then an analogous fate awaits another conception (for
example, the intuitionist theory of deduction is regarded as a replacement
for the classical theory);

2) triteness in the solution of various problems of the theory of scien-
tific knowledge; the effort to formulate and consider the problems them-
selves exclusively in a form which makes it possible to use the ordinary
methods of logic.

As a result of these errors the investigation of many problems of the
theory of scientific knowledge has ended up in a blind alley and has
generated "paradoxical" situations; the greater portion of the results are
purely illustrative. These results clearly demonstrate the character of the
methods of logic but are not sections of some single and systematic
construction of a science concerning scientific knowledge.

It is our view that one can construct a theory of scientific knowledge
adequate to the practice of contemporary science only with the help of
various logical calculi, methods, conceptions, trends, etc. To accomplish
this the very problems of logic have to be expanded and reoriented rela-
tive to the tradition which has been built up in logic. We have tried to
show the possibilities which can be discovered already in the analysis of
the most fundamental concepts and principles of logic if they are regarded
as means of describing the properties of scientific knowledge.
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P R O O F O F T H E BASIC T H E O R E M S

OF T H E T H E O R Y OF L O G I C A L E N T A I L M E N T

A. A. Zinov'ev has constructed logical systems for the different forms of
logical implication: strong, maximal, converse, and weakened. Below, we
prove the basic metatheorems of these systems.

Some remarks on the form of the exposition. Within each section the
theorems (formulae which are provable in some systems) and meta-
theorems are numbered separately. Citations of theorems of another
section will include the number of the theorem plus that of the section:
e.g. T" will designate T2 of section II. In some cases in the proof of
theorems we will write, on the right-hand side and in square brackets,
the theorems and rules of inference used to obtain the theorem in question.

1. SOME THEOREMS OF S1

We shall prove a series of theorems which will be needed later.

T±. pqVq [A39A29Rl9R2']
T2. php [ ^ J R J
T3. pYpp [T25JR3]
T4. ppYp \Al9R^\
T5. qpYpq [AtoRd
T6. p\qYq\p

1. ~(p:q)\~qp:~q~p [A6, A3, T5, £ 4 ]
2. ~(piq)Y~(q:p) lUA6,RuR2-\
3. ~(q:p)Y~(p:q) [ 2 , H J .
4. {p:q)V ( 4 : p ) [ 2 , 3 , H j
5. p\qYq\p |>4i ,4,£2]

T7. q:p\rp:q [ r 6 , H j

T8. Proof of the commutation rule for p1:... :pn (n ̂  2) is based on A^,
A6, A-], A8, T6, T7.

In what follows references to Al9 A4, Ru T2-T8 will in most cases be
omitted as evident.

Boston Studies in the Philosophy of Science, IX, 267-286. All rights reserved.
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T9. (p:q)r\-pr:qr
1. (p:q)r)r(q:pr)r [Alo, Tl9 H3]
2. (jp:«)rhjpr:«r [1, i410, « 2 ]

T10. For j?1:...:/?" (n^ 2) the theorem is proved as in T9.

Tn- php:p~p:p~p \T^T^AUA5,RUR2,R^

2.
3. - p h - (p:(p - prp - p)) [1, 2, £ 4 , U2]

5. p - j p i p - j H h - ( p : - ! ? ) [-46]
6. ~ p h p ( p ~ p : p ~ p ) : ~ p ( p : ~ j > ) [4, 5, E45 U2]
7. ~ph ~p:p~p:p~p:p~p [6, A9, Tlo, A8, R4,
8. p\-(p:p~ p:p~ p):p~ p [7, &l5 ^ 7 5 JR2]
9.

T15. p:qhp~ q:~pq
1. p:qV ~{pq:~P~q) [Al9 A6, R*, R2"]
2. p : g h j p - / p ^ - 4 : - ' ( p ^ ) - ( - ' j p - ^ ) [1, 4 6 , JR2]
3. p:qhp~ q:~pq [2, A5, A9, T10, A7, A8, T13, T14, R14, R2[

2. p ~ q:~pqV ~ (pq:~p ~ q)
[1, v45, ̂ 49, T10, ^48, ̂ 47, T13, T14, i l4 ,

3. p~q:~pqVp:q [2, ^ 6 , ^ l 5 &45 U2]

T17. The theorem for px:p2:...:pn (w>2) is proved as T15 and T16.

0- pr\qV(pr:q)(p:~p)
1. pr:qhpr~q:~(pr)q [T17]
2. priqhpr ~ q:~prq:p ~ rq:~p ~ rq

[1, ^45? ̂ 49, T10, ,R4? ^48? i l2]
3. pr:q\-(pr ~ q:~prq:p ~ rq:~p ~ rq)(p:~p)
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L '̂ M8J M9J -̂ 4? Ag9 R2\
4. pr:qYP:~pt3,TuR2]
5. pr:q\-(pr:q)(p:~p) [4, T2,

( )
1. (p:q)pYp:pq [T10]
2. (p:q)pY(p:pq)(q:~q) [1, T20, JR2]
3. (p:q)pY ~ q:q:q [2, A10, A9, A2, R
4.(p:q)pY~q [39T179A99Tl9R22

(p-q)~p^-q
1. (p:q)~pYp~q:~pq [A2, Tll9 JR2]
2. (p :4)~2>l-~jp:~« [1, r1 7 , Hi, ,R2]

3. (prgJ
4. (p:«)

The proof of r15 , T16J T17, T22 and T23 is the proof of formulae which
are included as axioms of the prime variant of S1.

2. THEOREMS OF "NON-PARADOXICALITY"

The following metatheorem holds relative to S1:
T*. If XV Fis a theorem of S1, then only those (but not necessarily all)

variables which occur in X occur in Y.
Proof of Tf. First case: XhTis an axiom of the system S1. It is easy

to see that only those variables which occur in X occur in Y.
Second case: Z h F h a s the form Y1\-Y2 and is obtained from X1 YX2

in accordance with the rule Rx (substitution). It is clear that if only the
variables which occur in X1 occur in X2, then only the variables which
occur in Yx occur in Y2.

Third case: X b F h a s the form XxYZl and is obtained from X^VY1

and Y1YZ1 by use of R2. We assume that in the Z 1 of X1YZ1 there
occurs a variable p which does not occur in X1. Let it be the case that
in the Y1 of X1 YY1 there occur only those variables which occur in X1.
Then in the Z 1 of Y1 YZ1 there will be the occurrence of the variable p
which does not occur in Y1. Therefore, if in the premisses X1YY1 and
Y1 YZ1 the Y1 contain occurrences of only those variables which occur
in X1 and Z 1 contains occurrences of only those variables which occur
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in F 1 , then in the conclusion X1 hZ 1 only those variables will occur in
Z 1 , which occur in X1.

Fourth case: XV Y has the form X1hY1Z1 and is obtained from
X1 h Y1 and X1 h Z 1 through application of R3. We presuppose that some
variable/? occurs in the Y1Z1 of X1 YY1Z1, which does not occur in X1.
Then/? occurs either in Y1 or in Z 1 or in both Y1 and Z 1 . In any of these
cases either the Y1 or the Z 1 or both Y1 and Z 1 in the premisses X1 h Y1

and X1\-Z1 will contain a variable p which does not occur in X1.
Therefore, if in the premisses X1YY1 and X1VZ1 both Y1 and Z 1

contain only those variables which occur in X1, then the Y1Z1 in
the conclusion X1 h YXZX will contain only those variables which occur
i n X 1 .

Fifth case: XhThas the form Yx\-Y2, where Y2 is obtained from Y1

by substitution for occurrences (at least one) of X1 in Y1 of the sentential
formula X2; namely X H h X 2 . If in the X2 ofX^X2 there occur only
those variables which occur in Xx

9 and in the X1 of X21-Z1 only those
which occur in X2, then the very same variables occur in X1 and X2.
Therefore, the Y2 of the conclusion Y1 f- Y2 will contain only those
variables which occur in Y1.

The following metatheorem follows directly from T*:
T j . If Z h F and YYX are theorems of S1 , then the sets of variables

occurring in X and in Y are identical.
It follows from T* and T j that the so-called "paradoxical" formulae

like pYq\ ~q,p~pYq,p\-~{q~q\ etc., are not provable in S1 . Thus,
S1 excludes the "paradoxes" of material and strict implication.

3. CONSISTENCY

We adopt the interpretation:
1) variables take the values 1 and 0;
2) if X has the value 1, then ~ X h a s the value 0; if X has the value 0,

then ~X has the value 1;
3) X- Y has the value 1 if and only if both X and Y have the value 1;
4) X1:...: Xn has the value 1 if and only if one and only one of X1,

X2,...,Xn has the value 1.
5) XV Y has the value 0 if and only if X has the value 1 and Y the

value 0.
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Dt. Tautology has the usual definition, Le., a formula which takes the
value 1 under any values for the variables it contains.

T j . If XY Y is a theorem of S1, then it is a tautology.
Proof of T*. First case: XYY is an axiom of S1. It is easy to see that

XV Y is a tautology.
Second case: XYY has the form Y1 YY2 and is obtained from X1 YX2

according to Rx (substitution). It is clear that if X1YX2 is a tautology,
then Y1 Y Y2 is also a tautology.

Third case: XV Y has the form X1 YZ1 and is obtained from X1 YY1

and Y1 YZ1 through use of R2. The conclusion X1 YZ1 takes the value 0
only if X1 has the value 1 and Z 1 the value 0. If the premisses X1 Y Y1

and Y1YZ1 are tautologies then in all cases where X1 has the value 1,
Y1 and Z 1 have the value 1. Then the conclusion X1 YZ1 is also a tauto-
logy.

Fourth case: XYY has the form X1YY1Z1 and is obtained from
X1 YY1 and X1 YZ1 by use of R3. If the premisses X1 YY1 and X1 YZ1

are tautologies, then Y1 and Z 1 take the value 1 in all cases where X1

has the value 1. Then the conclusion X1YY1Z1 is a tautology.
Fifth case: XI-Fhas the form Y1 YY2, where Y2 is obtained from Y1

by the substitution of occurrences (at least one) of X1 in Y1 by the
sentential formula X2. ltX1YX2 and X2YX1 are tautologies, then X1

and X2 have identical truth-values for the same combination of truth-
values of the variables occurring in them. This means that the Y2 of the
conclusion Y1 Y Y2 will take the same truth-values as Y1 for the same
combination of truth-values of the variables occurring in them, so that
the conclusion will also be a tautology.

From the metatheorem T* directly follows:
T*. IfXYY&nd YYXSLTQ theorems of S1, then Xand Fare equivalent

(have one and the same truth-value for the same combination of truth-
values of the variables occurring in them).

Now we can prove the consistency (non-contradictoriness) of S1 in the
following sense:

7 t . If XY Yis a theorem of S1 and ~Xi s not a tautology, thenZh - T
is not a theorem of S1.

Proof of T*. Since XYY is a theorem of S1 then, on the basis of T*
XYY is a tautology. And, since ~X is not a tautology, the sentential
formula X takes the value 1 for at least one combination of the truth-
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values of the variables occurring in it. It follows from the interpretation
of the sign V that for the same combination of the truth-values of the
variables the sentential formula Y takes the value 1. Then for the same
combination of truth-values of variables the formula ~ 7 has the value 0.
Therefore, for this combination of truth-values of the variables occurring
in X the formula XV ~ Y has the value 0. As a result, XV ~ Y is not a
tautology. Therefore, on the basis of T*, XV ~ Y is not a theorem.

Thus, by virtue of T? and T j we obtain: if XV Y is a theorem of S1,
then X^> Y is a tautology of two-valued logic such that only those vari-
ables which occur in X occur in Y ( 3 is material implication).

4. COMPLETENESS

D2 . We introduce the concept of strong tautology: the formula XV Y
is a strong tautology if and only if it is a tautology (in the sense of Dt)
and Y contains only those variables which occur in X.

The system S1 is complete in the sense of the following metatheorem:
T*. If XV Y is a strong tautology, then it is a theorem of S1.
Before proving T | a series of theorems has to be proved.

T24. P~p:pqlrpq
1. p~p:pqVq [A9, T23, R2]
2. p~p:pqVp IA99TUR2]
3. p~p:pqVpq [1, 2, R3]

T25- pq±p~p'pq
1. pqVpq(p:~p) [T18 , T 1 9 S J R 4 ]

2. pqhp~p:pq [1, T l o , ̂ 9 , ^ 2 , R2]

- ^ [T20, JR3]

pr)(pr:p ~ r:~pr:~p ~ r)
[1, A9, T10, R4, £ 2 ]

3. P ~ pr:qV(prq:p ~ pr):p ~ rq:~prq:~p ~ rq
[2, At09 A79 R2]

4. p ~ priqV prq:p ~ rq:~prq:~p ~ rq
[3, A9, 11 0 , R4, T24, T25, ,R2J

5. p~pr:qVq [49A99TUR2]

We introduce some definitions and prove a series of lemmas, necessary
for the proof of T*.
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D3. Definition of a completely disjunctive normal form (cdnf) of a
sentential formula:

1) X: ~X occurs in cdnf if and only if X is a sentential variable;
2) X1: X2:...: Xn (n > 1) occurs in cdnf if the following conditions are

met: a) X1, X2,..., Xn are formulae of the type a11/?'1 -...-aFp** (m> 1),
where al1,..., aim indicate the presence or absence of the sign ~ ; b) all
aiJpiJ are pairwise disjoint and ordered so that if in aikpik and ailpil the
variable pik alphabetically precedes pil, then k<l; if in the formulae
aikp tk a n ( j tfip n ^Q v a r j a bi e s p ik a n ( j p a a r e identical, aik indicates the

absence of ~ and al1 the presence thereof, then k< /; c) all X1 are pairwise
disjoint;

3) a sentential formula occurs in cdnf only in function of 1) and 2).
D4 . The formula X* is a cdnf sentential formula of X if and only if X*

occurs in cdnf (in the sense of D3) and XHhX* is a theorem of S1.
Lemma L±: for every sentential formula X one can find a cdnf X*.
Proof of Lx. First case: Xis identical to X*. According to T2 we obtain

XHhX*.
Second case: the sign : does not occur in Xand the sign ~ occurs only

before sentential variables. According to T3 and T4 we obtain XHhX*.
Third case: Xhas the form XX:X2:. , . :Xn (n^2). If the first case does

not happen, then according to T17, A5, A9, T10,T13 and T14. we obtain
XHhX*.

Fourth case: X has the form ~ (X1: X2 : . . . : Xn) (n ̂  2). On the basis of
A6, A5, A9, T10, T13 and T14 we obtain XHf-X*.

Fifth case: X has the form Y-Z. If the first and second cases do not
happen, then according to A5, A69 A9, Tlo we obtain XHhX' where X' is
a formula of the form X1 : X2 : . . . : Xn (n > 2). According to the third case,
we have XHhX*; whence we get XHhX* on the basis of R2.

Sixth case: Xhas the form ~ (F-Z). We obtain XHhX* according to
A 5 and so on as in the third case.

D5. Definition of the cdnf formula of strong logical implication: XyY
occurs in cdnf if and only if the sentential formulae X and Y occur in
cdnf, the sets of variables occurring in X and Y are identical, and cdnf Y
contains all the formulae of the type pJ~pj which occur in cdnf X.

D6. The formula X*hF** is a cdnf formula of strong logical impli-
cation Xh Y if and only if the formula X* is a cdnf sentential formula
X having the form Xx:X2:...:Xn (n^l) and Y** is a cdnf sentential
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formula Y*ZX (Z\~Z\ where 7* is cdnf 7, Zx is a formula of the type
ZXi'ZX2-...-ZXm (m^O) (where ZXj is a formula of the type pj~pj,
occurring in X* but not in 7*), and Z is the conjunction of the variables
Z1'Z2* . . . -Z 1 which do not occur in 7* but do occur in X*, with the
exception of the variables which occur in X* and their negations.

Lemma L2: If XV Y is a strong tautology, then one can find a cdnf
X*h7** for it. And X*h7** is also a strong tautology.

Proof of L2. In function of Ll9 for any formula XVY one can find a
formula X* f- Y*9 where X* and 7* are the respective cdnf sentential
formulae X and 7. It follows from Z)4, Tf and T | that the formulae X
and X*, respectively, are equivalent and the sets of variables they contain
are identical. Thus, if XV Y is a strong tautology, then X * h 7 * is also a
strong tautology. Since 7* contains only those variables which occur in
X*, then one can find a sentential formula Y*ZX (Z;~Z), meeting the
conditions of Z>6, such that the set of variables occurring in it is identical
with the set of variables occurring in X. One can find a cdnf 7** for
Y*ZX(Z:~Z) on the basis of L±. If ~ X i s not a tautology, then 7** is
the cdnf of 7* (Z:~Z). It is clear that in this case 7** is equivalent to 7*.
Consequently, X*h7** is in this case a strong tautology. If ~ X is a
tautology then X* takes the value 0 in the formula X*h7**, for any
combinations of the truth-values of the variables occurring in it. There-
fore, in this case, too, X* V 7** is a strong tautology.

Lemma L3 : the formula Xt-7 is a theorem if and only if its cdnf
X* h 7** is a theorem of S1.

Proof of L3. Let X h 7 be a theorem of S1. We will show that in this
case X*h7** is also a theorem of S1. The formula X*b7*, where X*
and 7* are cdnf of the sentential formulae X and 7, is a theorem of S1

since it can be obtained from XV 7 according to R2 on the basis of D2

and Lv If the set of variables occurring in X and 7 are identical and in X*
there are no occurrences of the type pj~pj which are not in 7*, then
X*VY** is identical with X* V 7*. If X* contains occurrences of formulae
of the type ZX1, Z*2 , . . . , ZXm (m>l) which are not in 7*, then on the
basis of A9, Tl9 R2, i*3, we obtain X*h7*Z x , where Zx is a formula of
thetypeZx l-Z*2- . . . -ZX m( /7^1).IfX*containsvariablesZ1 , Z2 , . . . , Zl

(/^ 1) which do not occur in 7*, then according to T20, using A7 and A8

with the help of R2 and R3, we obtain X* V Y*(Z \~Z\ where Z is a for-
mula of the type Z1Z2-...Zl (/^ 1). We have thus shown how to move
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from Zh F to Z* h Y*ZX(Z :~Z). According to Tlo and R2 then follows
Z*hF**.

Let Z* h F** be a theorem of S1 . We will show that Zh Y is then also
a theorem of S1. In fact, on the basis of A9, T10, A29 Tl9 R2 and R4 one
can proceed from the formula Z* V F** to the formula Z* h F* and then
obtain Zh Y on the basis of D3, L± and i£2.

On the basis of L2 and L3 the proof of T | can be reduced to that of
the following metatheorem:

T*. If the formula XV Y is a strong tautology - Zh Y occurring in cdnf
- then it is a theorem of S1.

As a preliminary we will prove the following lemma:
L. Let the formula XV Y be a strong tautology - XV Y occurring in cdnf

- with the form Z 1 : Z 2 : . . . : Xk V Y1: Y2:...: Yn. If ~X is not a tautology
then X1, X2,..., Xk occur in Fin such a way that they are identical with the
formulae (not necessarily all) from F1 , F 2 , . . . ,F" so that n^k.

Proof of L. Since ~ Z i s not a tautology, then it follows from D2 that
for any combination of the truth-values of the variables occurring in Z
either all Z1 take the value 0, or one and only one of X1 takes the value
1 and the rest take 0. Each of X1 takes the value 1 for one and only one
combination of truth-values for the variables occurring in Z. The same
is the case for F1 , F2 , . . . , F", too. From D2 and D4 it follows that the sets
of variables occurring in X1 and YJ are identical. On the basis of D2 it
further follows that Z 1 , Z2 , . . . , Xk have to be identical with the formulae
from F1 , F2 , . . . , Yn. In fact, if Z* is not identical with any of the formulae
F1 , F2 , . . . , F \ then for some combination of truth-values of the varia-
bles occurring in Z X1 has the value 1 and F the value 0. Therefore, if
Z h F i s a tautology, then Z 1 , Z2 , . . . , Xk occur in F s o that n^k.

Proof of T*. Let it be the case that in Z h F there is no occurrence of
a formula of the type pj~pJ\ Then Z h F has the form X1:X2:...:XkV
V Y1: Y2:...: Yn (1< k ̂  21*, where r is the number of variables occurring
in Zh F). In function of L and on the basis of the law of commutation for
disjunction T8, it is enough to show that the formula Z 1 : Z 2 : . . . : Xk V X1:
Z2 : . . . :ZW (k^n^2r) is a theorem of S1. Depending on n, the proof is
distributed into four cases.

Firstcase:«=fc.ThenZhFhastheform Z 1 : Z 2 : . . . : Z f c h Z 1 : Z 2 : ...:Zfc

and is obtained from T2 through application of R±.
Second case: n=2r. According to T20, using A7 and A89 we have
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X1:X2:...;Xk\-(Xi:X2:...:Xk)(X1:~X1)
Whence, according to Tt and R2, we obtain:

X1:X2:...:XkhX1:~X1.

According to A5 the negation of a conjunction containing r different
variables results in a cdnf made up of 2r — 1 members. Consequently, on
the basis of i?4 and A9, we obtain:

X1:~X1bX1:X2:...iX* (n = 2r)

Whence, according to R2, we have:

X1:X2:...:Xkt-X1:X2:...:Xtt (n = 2r)

Third case: n = 2r — 1. According to the second case, we have:

X1:X2:Xk\-X1:X2:...:Xn (n = 2r)

Using T8, A79 A5 and i£4, we obtain:

X1:X2:...:XnbXl:~Xl ( f e < K ? )

Whence, according to R2, it follows that

X1:X2:...:XkbXl:~Xl (k<l^2r)

Applying R2 to the formula obtained and to the formula proved in the
first case, we obtain:

Xi:X2:...:Xkh(Xl:~Xl)(Xi:X2:...:Xk)

On the basis of A10, we obtain:

(Xl:~Xl)(X1:X2:...:Xk)\-XlX1:XlX2:...:XlXk:~Xl

Whence,

X1:X2:...:Xk\-XlX1:XlX2:...:XlXk:~Xl

follows according to R2. Since X1 does not occur in X 1 :Z 2 : . . . :X f cand
all members of cdnf are different, then the formula X1XJ (1< j < k) con-
tains a variable with its negation. Using A7 and applying k times T26, we
obtain:

According to i£2, we have:

X1:X2\...:XkY~Xl

follows according to A5.
Consequently, according to R2,
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X1:X2:...:Xk\-X1:X2:..'.:XM (n = 2 r - l )

Fourth case: k<n<2r— 1. Let /=& + !. According to the third case

X 1 :X 2 : . . . :X f ehX 1 :X 2 : . . . :X f c :X f c + 2 : . . . :X n

Let l=k+2. Then, according to the third case

X x : X 2 : . . . : X f e h ~ X * + 2

According to R3, using T8 at the same time, we obtain:

X1:X2:...:Xkh(Xk+2:X1:X2:...:Xk:Xk+3:...:Xn)~Xk+2

On the basis of A10, we obtain:

(Xk+2:X1:X2:...:Xn)~Xk+2VXk+2~Xk+2:X1:X2:
:...:Xn

According to T26, using A 7, we obtain:

X * + 2 ~ X f c + 2 : X 1 : X 2 : . . . : X w b X 1 : X 2 : . . . : X n (n = 2 r - 2 )

Applying i£2 to the last three formulae, we have:

X 1 :X 2 : . . . :X f c FX 1 :X 2 : . . . :X n (n = 2 f ~ 2 )

Proceeding in a similar fashion we can exclude any Xl{k<l^2r) member
of disjunction.

Let a formula of the type pJ'~ps occur in XV Y. Then XV Y has the
form X1:X2:...:XkVYi:Y2:...:Yn(l^k^2s,l^n^2s, where s is the
number of variables Z 1 , Z2 , . . . , Z s which occur in XV Y with the excep-
tion of pj). According to T20, Tl9 Al9 A8 and R2, we have:

X1:X2:. . .:XJ fehZ:-Z

where Z is the conjunction of the variables Z 1 -Z 2 •... -Z s .
According to ^ 9 , Tx and i^2? we obtain

Xu.X2:...:XkVZx

where Z x is the conjunction of all formulae of the type pJ~pj.

X1:X2:...:XkVZx(Z:~Z)

follows from the obtained formulae according to i?3.
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Whence, according to A5, T10, i?4 and R2, we obtain:

On the basis of T8, T26, A7 and R2, we obtain the desired formula.
Thus, in function of T% we have: if I D 7 is a tautology of two-valued

logic and Y contains only those sentential variables which occur in X,
then X b 7 i s a theorem of S1 (this assumes, of course, that Xand Y con-
tain only those sentential constants which are in S1).

5. INDEPENDENCE

Let us agree that if At is X-lb7, then A\ is XV Y and ^? is 7bX. The
independence of a series of axioms is established through truth tables
with the two truth-values 0 and 1 (the value 1 is the designated value):

1) for A\ we take ~ X = 0 and X1:X2:...:X"=X1-X2-...-X"
2) for A\ we take ~ X = 1 and X1:X2:...:Xn=X1 v l 2 v . . . vXM,

where v is inclusive disjunction;
3) for ,42 we take ~X=X9XY=1,X1:X2:...:X* = 1.
4) for A3 we take ~ X = X , X7=X, Xi:X2:...:Xn=X1.
5) for A\ we take - X = X , X 1 :X 2 : . . . :X"=0 .
6) for ^ we take ~X=X, X 1 :X 2 : . . . :X"=X 1 v X 2 v ... vXw.
7) for-4| we take X 1 : X 2 : . . . : X n = X 1 v X 2 v ... vX n .
8) f o r ^ 7 w e t a k e X = - X , X 1 : X 2 = 0 , A r l:A r2:...:JT = l, i f a l lX f =l ,

andX 1 :X 2 : . . . :X n = Ointhe other cases (n>2);p1:p2:...:pn\'(p1:p2:...:
p""1):^" is considered a special case.

For proofs of the independence of A\ and A% one can use three-valued
tables with 0 as the only designated value. The following tables are com-
mon to A\ and ^ : 1 ) - X = 1 , if X = l ; - X = 2 , i fX=0 ; - X = 0 i f X = 2 ;
2) X 7 = 0 if and only if X = 0 and 7 = 0 ; in the other cases X 7 = 1;
3) X1:X2:...:Xn = l (»>2);4) (Xh7) = 2 if X = 0 and 7 = 1 or 7 = 2 ;
(Xh7)=0 in the rest of the cases. Then:

9) for A\ we take X1X2 . . .Xw=0 (n>2).
10) for A\ we take X1X2...Xn=\ (n>2).
The independence of A\ and A9 is established through three-valued

truth-tables with 0 and 1 as designated values. Common to their tables is:
1) ~ X = 1 if X = l ; ~ X = 2 if X = 0 ; ~ X = 0 if X = 2 ; 2) (Xh7) = 2
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if X = 0 or X = l , and 7 = 2 ; (Xb7)=0 in the other cases. Then:
11) for A\ we take X 7 = 2 if and only if X = 2 or 7 = 2 (or both are

the case); XY= 0 in the other cases; X1: X2:...: Xn = 0 (n > 2) if one and
only one X1 is 0 and all other X1 are 2; X 1 :X 2 : . . . :X / I =2 if all X1 are
equal to 2; X1: X2:...: Xn = 1 in the other cases;

12) for A9 we take XY=2 if and only if X = 2 or 7 = 2 (or both); in
the other cases X7=1;X 1 :X 2 : . . . :X W = 1 {n>2).

The independence of A8 and ^410 is proved through four-valued tables
with 0 as the only designated value. For A8 there is the special case
7 1 : ( 7 2 : . . . : 7 m ) b 7 1 : 7 2 : . . . : 7 m , the independence of which is proved on
condition that A7 has the form p1 :p2:... :pn h X, where X is distinguished
from/?1:...:/?" by the order of the brackets with the exception of the cases
where pn is in brackets. Such a formulation of A7 is enough for the proof
of T8 which can be used to eliminate the case.

Common to A8 and Ai0 are the tables: 1) ~X—X if X= 1 or X = 2 ;
~ X = 3 if X = 0 ; ~ X = 0 if X=3; 2) X 7 = 0 if and only if X = 0 and 7 = 0 ;
in the other cases X 7 = L ; 3) (Xb7) = 2 if and only if X=0, and 7 = 1,
7 = 2 or 7 = 3 ; (Xb7) = 0 in the other cases. Then:

13) for A8 we take Z 1 : . . . :Z w =0 if X"=2, X1: X2:...:XW = 2 in the
other cases;

14) for A10 we take X1:...: Xn = 1 if at least one X* is equal to 1;
X1:...:Xn = 0 in the other cases.

The independence of R± is evident. Two-valued tables are enough for
the proof of R2 and R3. The tables for R2: ~ X = 0 ; X 7 = 0 ; X 1 : . . . :Xn = 0;
(Xh7) = 0, if and only if X = l and 7 = 1 . Hersphp is not a tautology.
The tables for R3:~X=X;XY=0; Xi:...:Xn = 0; (XhY) = 0, if and only
if X = l and 7 = 0 . HerepVpp is not a tautology.

For the proof of the independence of R4 we use three-valued tables
with 0 as designated value: 1) ~ X = 1, if X= 1; ~X=29 if X = 0 ; ~ X = 0
if X = 2 ; 2) X 7 = 0 , if and only if X = 0 and 7 = 0 ; XY= 1 in the other
cases; 3) X1 :X2:... :X" = 1; 4) (Xh7) = 2 if and only if X=0, and 7 = 1
or 7 = 2 ; (Xh7) = 0 in the other cases. Herep\rp:p~p is not a tautol-
ogy.

Thus, we can take it as established that an independent and consistent
logical system has been found, which is as close as possible to the intuitive
conception of logical entailment (in the sense of T*) and complete relative
to its intuitive base (in the sense of T*).
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6. MAXIMAL ENTAILMENT

The consistency and independence of systems of maximal, converse and
weak entailment follow directly from those of S1. The proof of the
completeness of the systems considered consists in the formulation of a
suitable definition of the cdnf of the formula of logical entailment of the
respective system, which results in the extension of the proof of complete-
ness of S1 to the system in question.

The system S3 of maximal entailment in Zinov'ev's work is constructed
from S1 by putting for the second axiom of the latter the following axio-
matic schema:

A2. XY\-X,
where Y contains only those sentential variables which occur in X.

It seems to us that this formulation can be weakened by the limitation:
in A2 identical sentential variables occur in X and Y. This does not change
the class of formulae proved in S3 as we shall see below.

The following theorems hold relative to S3:
T*. If XV Y is provable in S3, then the sets of sentential variables

occurring in X and Y are identical. The proof of T* is trivial: all axioms
of S3 have the indicated property and the rules of inference conserve it.

T*. TfXb Yis a tautology and the sets of variables occurring in Xand Y
are identical, then XhYis provable in S3.

(In the definition of tautology the sign h is considered the sign of ma-
terial implication.)

The proof of T* differs somewhat from the proof of the analogous
theorem for S1.

T±. (p:q)r\~pr:qr
1. (p:q)rVq:pr [ i 1 0 j U 2 ]
2. {p:q)rV{p:q)r [7*]
3. (p:q)rY{q:pr)r{p:q)r [1, 2, R3, T3, 7 j , £ 4 ]
4. (p:q)r)r(q:pr)r [3, A2, # 2 ]

5. (p:q)rhpr:qr [4, i410, i t JR2]

T2. pr:q\-(pr:q)(p:~p)
1. pr:qhpr~q:~(pr)q [Tj7]
2. pr:qbpr ~ q:~prq:p ~ rq:~p ~ rq

[1, A5, A9, T lo, JR4, A8, JR2]
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3. pr:qV(pr ~ q'.~prq:p ~ rq:~p ~ rq)(p:~p)
[2, T18, T19, R4, A9, R22

4. pr:qh(pr:q)(p:~p) [39 A79 A59 iil9 R*9 R2"]

Using the S1 definitions of cdnf for sentential formulae and formulae
of logical entailment, we adopt the definition:

D±. The formula X* V Y** is a cdnf formula of logical entailment XV Y
if and only if the formula X* is a cdnf of the sentential formula X, and
7** is a cdnf of 7*Z, where 7* is the cdnf of Y and Z is a formula of
the type ZXX-ZX2- ...-ZXm (iw>0) (where ZXj is a formula of the type
pJ~pJ which occurs in the cdnf of X but not in that of 7).

Relative to S3 there will be the following lemmas, the proof of which
is obtained through obvious modifications of the proof of j}2 and L!

3.
Lv If XV Y is a tautology and the sets of variables which occur in X

and Y are identical then one can find for it a cdnf X* V 7**. In X* V 7**
the sets of variables occurring in X* and 7** are also identical.

L2. The formula XV 7is provable in S3 if and only if its cdnf is provable
inS3.

In this way the proof of T* is reduced to that of the theorem:
T*. IfXH7is a tautology, the sets of variables occurring in X and 7

are identical, and XV Y occurs in the cdnf, then XV 7 is provable in S3.
The proof of T* is identical with that of T*\ except for those steps in

the proof of T*\ where one uses T\6 which is not provable in S3. It is
easy to see that the use of T\6 in proof of the completeness of S3 can be
replaced by the use of theorems T\3 and T\4, introduced in S3

S employing
A7, A8 and R4.

On the basis of T* we obtain: if I D 7 is a tautology of two-valued logic
and the sets of variables occurring in X and 7 are identical, then XI- 7
is a theorem of $3.

7. CONVERSE ENTAILMENT

The system of converse entailment S 4 is obtained from S3 by addition
of the axiom

A1±. ~pV~(pq).

It should be noted that all the theorems and metatheorems of S3 hold
for S4 since S3 is part of S4.
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We will show that the following metatheorem holds in S4:
T*. IfXhY is provable in S4, then X contains only those variables

which occur in Y.
Proof of T*. First case: XV Y is an axiom of S4. It is easy to see that

X contains only those variables which occur in F.
Second case: XI-Fhas the form Y1 VY2 and is obtained from X1VX2

according to R±. It is clear that if X1 contains only those variables which
occur in X2, then Y1 contains only those variables which occur in Y2.

Third case: XV Y has the form X1 VZ1 and is obtained from X1 hY1

and Y1 VZ1 through use of R2. If X
1 contains only those variables which

occur in Y1 and Y1 contains only those variables which occur in Z1, then
XI will also contain only those variables which occur in Z 1 .

Fourth case: XV F has the form X1 V YXZX and is obtained from X1 V Y1

and X1 V Z 1 by application of R3. If in the premisses X1 V Y1 and X1 V Z 1

the X1 contains only those variables which occur in Y1 and Z 1 , then in
the conclusion X1 V YXZX the X1 will contain only those variables which
occur in Y1Z1.

Fifth case: XVYhas the form Y1 VY2, where Y2 is obtained from F 1

by putting for occurrences (at least one) of X1 in F 1 the sentential formula
X2, where X1-\VX2. If the X1 in X1VX2 contains only those variables
which occur in X2 and the X2 in X2VX1 contains only those variables
which occur in X1, then the sets of variables which occur in X1 and in X2

are identical. Therefore, the Y1 in the conclusion Y1 V Y2 contains only
those variables which occur in Y2.

As a result of this metatheorem the "paradoxes" of material and strict
implication are excluded in S4.

The system S4 is complete in the sense of the following metatheorem:
T*. I fXbFis a tautology and X contains only those variables which

occur in F, then XVYis provable in S4.
For the proof of T2 we need the theorem

T±. pVp(q:~q)
1. ~pV ~pq:pq:~p~q [Alu A5, R2~]
2. pVpq\~p~q\p~q [1, R±~]
3. pV(~p~q:pq:p~q)p [2, Tl

2, T
l
8, R3, £ 2 ]

4. pVpq:p - q [3, Alo, A7, A8, A9, T{0, T
l
13, T\^ £ 4 , U3]

5. pVp(q:~q) [4,A9,R2~\.
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We adopt the definition of the cdnf of a formula of logical entailment
for S4.

Dx. The formula X** I- Y** is a cdnf formula of the logical entailment
Xh Fif and only if 1) the formula X** is a cdnf of the sentential formula
X* (Z:~Z) where X* is a cdnf of X and Z is a conjunction of variables
which occur in Y but not in X; 2) F** is a cdnf of the sentential formula
Y*ZX, where F* is a cdnf of F and Z z is a formula of the type
Zxl'ZX2'...-ZXm (m^O) (where ZZj ' is a formula of the type pJ'~pj

which occurs in X* but not in F*).
Lemma Lv If XhFi s a tautology and X contains only those variables

which occur in F5 then one can find it a cdnf x**hF**. Here
X**hY** is a tautology and the sets of variables occurring in X** and
F** are identical.

Proof of Lx. On the basis of L\ - which also holds for S4 - one can
find for any formula Xh F a formula X* h F*, where X* and F* are the
respective cdnf of the sentential formulae X and F. From the definition
of a cdnf sentential formula Tf and T% it follows that X and X*, F and F*,
respectively, are equivalent and the sets of variables occurring in them
are identical. Since X contains only those variables which occur in F one
can find a formula X* (Z:~Z), satisfying Dl9 such that the set of varia-
bles occurring in it is identical with that in F. On the other hand, one
can find a formula Y*ZX, satisfying Du such that all formulae of the
type pJ'~pj which occur in X* will also occur in r**. One can find cdnf
for X* (Z:~Z) and Y*ZX. It is clear that the sets of variables occurring
in X** and F** are identical. Here, if ~ X i s not a tautology, F** has
the form F* and the value of X** h Y** is identical to that of X* h F*.
Consequently, X** hF** is a tautology in this case. If ~ X is a tautology,
then X** takes the value 0 for any combination of its variables. Therefore,
in this case, too, x**hY** is a tautology.

Lemma L2 : the formula XV F is provable in S4 if and only if its cdnf
X**hF** is provable in £ 4 .

Proof of L2. Let Xf-Fbe provable in S4 . In function of Ll9 T*9 Tf,
X**hY** is a tautology and the sets of variables occurring in X** and
F** are identical. Since S3 is complete relative to tautologies of the type
XhF, where the same variables occur in X and in F, then x**bF** is
provable in S4.

Let X**hF** be provable in S4. Then, on the basis of D± and Tu
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X*VY** is provable. Whence, according to A9 and A2, we obtain
X*hF*. On the basis of lll9 we can pass from this formula to XVF.

The proof of T* is now reduced to that of the metatheorem:
T*. If the formula XV Y is a tautology and X contains only those

variables which occur in Y and XV Y occurs in a cdnf, then it is provable
in S 4 .

The proof of T* is identical with that of T | n .
On the basis of T*9 we have: if X=> Fis a tautology of two-valued logic,

and X contains only those variables which occur in F, then XV Y is
provable in S*.

8. WEAK ENTAILMENT

The system S2 of weak entailment is obtained from S1 by adding
A1±. ~pV~(pq)

to Ax —Alo, and by limiting the transitivity of R2 as follows: if AT Y and
FbZ, then XV Z when and only when X, Y and Z contain at least one
identical sentential variable.

It is clear that all theorems of S1 are theorems of S2.
The following metatheorem holds for S2.
T*. If XV Fis provable in S2, then X and F contain at least one identi-

cal sentential variable.
Proof of T*. First case: XV F is an axiom of S2. Inspection shows that

X and F contain at least one identical variable.
Second case: XhFhas the form F 1 VY2 and is obtained from X1 VX2

according to Rv It is clear that if X1 and X2 contain at least one identical
sentential variable, then F 1 and F 2 will also contain at least one identical
sentential variable.

Third case: XV Fhas the form X1 V Z 1 and is obtained from X1 V F 1 and
F 1 VZ1 by use of R2. Since the rule JR2 is applicable only when X1 VY1

and F 1 h Z 1 contain at least one identical sentential variable in X1, F 1

and Z 1 , then the X1 and Z 1 of the conclusion X1 VZ1 contain at least
one identical sentential variable.

Fourth case: XV Y has the form X1\-Y1Z1 and is obtained from
Xx VY1 and X1 VZ1 according to R3. If in the X1 and F 1 and in the X1

and Z 1 of the premisses X1 V F 1 and X1 V Z 1 , respectively, there is at least
one identical occurrence of a sentential variable, then in the X1 and Y1Z1 of
the conclusion X1 V Y1Zi there will occur at least one identical variable.
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Fifth case: X h 7 h a s the form Y^Y2, where Y2 is obtained from 7 1

by putting for occurrences (at least one) of X1 in Y1 the sentential
formula X2 , where X1 hX2 and X2 hX1. If in X1 and X 2 there is at least
one identical occurrence of a sentential variable, then the 7 1 and Y2 of
the conclusion Y1 f- 7 2 contains at least one identical variable.

It follows from the metatheorem T* that the so-called "paradoxes" of
material and strict implication are excluded from S2.

S2 is complete in the sense of the metatheorem:
T*. I f X h r i s a tautology and Xand Y contain at least one identical

sentential variable, then it is provable in $2.
For the proof of T*, in addition to the theorems of S1, we need

We introduce the definition of a cdnf formula of weak logical entail-
ment.

D±. X** h 7** is a cdnf formula of the weak logical entailment XV 7, if
and only if: 1) X** is a cdnf of the sentential formula X*(Zy : ~ZY), where
X* is a cdnf of X and ZY is a conjunction of the variables ZY1-ZY2 •...
. . . •Z r ' ( / ^0 ) , which occur in 7 but not in X; 2) 7** is a cdnf of the
sentential formula Y*Z(ZY:~ZX), where 7* is a cdnf of 75 Z is a
formula of the type Z 1 • Z 2 •... • Zm (m ̂  0) (where Zj is a formula of the
type pJ'~pJ' which occurs in X* but not in 7*), and Zx is a conjunction
of the variables Z * 1 Z * 2 - . . . Z * r (r^O), which occur in X* but not in
7*, except for variables occurring in X* along with their negations.

Lemma Lt. If X h 7 is a tautology and X and 7 contain at least one
identical occurrence of a sentential variable, then one can find for it a
cdnf X**H7**. Here x**\~Y** is a tautology and the sets of variables
occurring in X** and 7** are identical.

Proof of L±. By virtue of L\ one can find for any formula X h 7 a
formula X* h 7*, where X* and 7* are, respectively, the cdnf of the
sentential formulae X and 7.

According to D\, Tf\ Tf it follows that the formulae X and X* and
7 and 7* are, respectively, equivalent, and the sets of their variables are
identical. Therefore, if Xh 7 is a tautology and X and 7 contain at least
one identical occurrence of a sentential variable, then X* V 7* is also a
tautology, and in X* and 7* at least one identical variable will occur.
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And one can find a formula X * ( Z r : ~ Z Y ) , satisfying D l 5 such that the
set of variables occurring in it is identical with that occurring in 7**.
On the other hand, there is always a formula Y*Z(ZX\~ZX\ satisfying
Dl9 such that the set of variables occurring in it is identical with that
occurring in X**. Reduction of these formulae to cdnf changes neither
their values nor the sets of variables occurring in them. Consequently,
one can find a formula X** 1-7** with identical occurrence of variables
in X** and 7**. If ~ X is not a tautology, then X** and 7** are respec-
tively equivalent to X* and 7* so that X**i-7** is a tautology. If - X
is a tautology, then X** always takes the value 0; consequently, X** h 7**
is a tautology in this case, too.

Lemma L2. The formula XV Y is provable in S2 if and only if its cdnf
X**f-7** is provable in S2.

Proof of L2. Let XI-7 be provable in S2. Then, on the basis of l}u

X* h 7*, where X* and 7* are the cdnf of X and 7 respectively, is also
provable in S 2. Using Tt and T2 one can obtain the formula X* (Z Y: ~ Z Y) \-
\-Y*(Zx:~Zx). On the basis of A9,A2,R3, one can pass from this
formula to X* (ZY: - ZY) h 7* Z (Zx: - Zx\ Application of this formula
to cdnf results in X**h 7**.

LetX**h7** be provable in S2. On the basis of A9, T\o, Tl9 T2, A2i

i?4 and R2 one can obtain the formula X* h 7*. Whence L\ shows us that
X h 7 i s also provable in S2.

On the basis of L± and L2 the proof of T2 is reduced to that of the
metatheorem:

T*. I fXh7 i s a tautology and X and 7 contain at least one identical
occurrence of a variable and Xh 7 occurs in the cdnf, then it is provable
intf2.

The proof of T | is fully identical with the proof of the analogous meta-
theorem for S1.

On the basis of T j , we have: if XZD 7 is a tautology of two-valued logic
and in X and 7 there is at least one identical occurrence of a sentential
variable, then X h 7 i s provable in S2.

It should be noted that if we remove the limitation on the transitivity
rule R2, we obtain S5, complete in the following sense: if X h 7 is a
tautology, then it is provable in S5. In S5 all the "paradoxes" of mate-
rial and strict implication are provable.
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I N D E P E N D E N C E I N T H E SYSTEMS

O F L O G I C A L E N T A I L M E N T

Solution of the problem of independence for the systems S^-S^ can best
be approached through solution of the same problem for weak logical
entailment (for $2), since the systems Sl9 S3 and S4 are fragments of S2

and the independence of a given axiom (rule of inference) in S2 implies
its independence in Si9 S3 and S4.

The axiom As is not independent in S2 and can be obtained as a
theorem.

Proof of A8 :

1) pVp \AUA29RZ]
2) p(pvq)-\hp [1, As, A12,
3) P v pq H h p [2, A9, A10, £ 2 ]
4) pr v qrYpr v qr v r [Ai2, Rt~]
5) prv qrVr [3, 4, R2, £ 3 ]
6) i7r(p v q) v ^rQ? v ^ ) F p v ^ [5, R{\
7) pr(i? v «)H Vpr [1, ̂ 3 , 4 1 2 J .R4]
8) qr(p v q)-U-qr [15 4 3 , A12, i^4]
9) prv qrhpv q [6, 7, 8, £ 2 , i^3]

10) pr

The rest of the axioms and rules of S2 are independent. The independ-
ence of the bulk of the axioms is proved by interpretation with the two
truth-values 1 and 2 (the designated value is 1). The formula of implica-
tion XV Y takes the value 2 only when the value of X is 1 and the value of
Y is 2; if no other interpretation is provided for % v and ~ , the inter-
pretation of the usual two-valued logic is accepted.

1. For proof of the independence of Au we take ~ p = l.
2. For A2 we take ~p=2 and we will say that the formula XhFhas

the value 1 in the cases where it contains at least one of the signs • or v .
3. For A3 we takQpq=l,pvq=l, ~p=p.
4. For J 4 we takopq=p, p vq=p, ~p=p.
5. For ^ 5 wetake/?1-/?2-. . .-/?^!, if/z>2.

Boston Studies in the Philosophy of Science, IX, 287-289. All rights reserved.
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6. For A6 we takep lmp2•...•/?"=2, if n>2.
7. For A 7 we take it that the sign v binds more strongly than • .
8. For A9 we take p vq=p.
The independence of the axioms A10,An is proved through truth-

tables with three truth-values, i.e., 1, 2, 3 (1 is the designated value).
9. For the proof of the independence of A10 we take/?#=3, when;? or

q is equal to 3, andpq= 1 in the other cases, p vq~m\n[.P> #]? ~/?=4 — py

the formula X h F takes an undesignated value only in the cases when the
value of Z i s equal to 1, and Fis 3, and when the value of X is 2 and that
of F equal to 1 or 3.

10. For A±1 we take pq=max[p, q~\, p vq=min[p, q], ~p=4-p, and
the formula XV Y has the value 1 when and only when the value of X is
greater than or equal to that of F.

11. For proof of the independence of A12 we assume that the formula
XVY takes an undesignated value only in the case where Y contains a
sentential variable which is lacking in X.

12. The independence of R± is evident: without this rule the formula
q j- ~ ~q would be unprovable.

13. The independence of the rule R2 is proved in three-valued tables.
We take pq=max[p, q}9 pvg=min[/?, g]9 ~p = 4-p, the formula XVY
has the value 3 when the value of Xis 1 or 2, and the value of Fis 3, and
the value 1 in the other cases. Here, the theorem/? v ~qqVp(qv ~q) has
the value 3 when/? = 3 and q=2.

14. For the proof of the independence of R3 two-valued tables are
enough. We take pq=l,pvq=l, ~p=l,XVY has the value 2 only when
the values of X and F are 2. Here the theorem p Vp has the value 2 when

15. The independence of R4 is proved with the help of the three-valued
tables:pq= 1, when/? = 1 and q— 1, a,ndpq=3 in the other cases;/? v q=3
when/? = 3 and q=3 and pvq=l in the other cases; ~p=4— p; XVY
has the value 1 when and only when the value of X is greater than or
equal to the value of F. Here the theorem p Vpp has the value 3 when
p=2.

We have thus shown that, with the exception of A8, all the axioms and
rules of S2 are independent.

The axiom A8 is independent in St. For proof of this it is enough to
consider that the formula XV Y has an undesignated value if and only if
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it has the form X± v X2 V Yx Y2 and no one of the following conditions is
met: l ) the sign ~ does not occur in XV Y; 2) variables lacking in Y±

or Y2 do not occur in X; 3) the formulae X1V X2 and X2 V Xt are theorems
of Si.

The independence of the rest of the axioms and rules of S± follows
from their independence in S2. The independence of the axioms and rules
of #3 and S4 can be shown by the same interpretation as for the corre-
sponding axioms and rules of S± and S2.
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SOME V A R I A N T S O F T H E

SYSTEMS OF L O G I C A L E N T A I L M E N T

The essential trait of the systems S^S^ is that they are unified: one
system can be easily obtained from another. This facilitates the solution
of many problems, especially those of independence. However, one can
abstract from the unification and formulate systems of logical entailment,
based on other requirements (in particular, a more simple proof of the
important theorems).

A system Sf of strong logical entailment, equivalent to Sl9 is obtained
from S± by putting the axiom A*± and the rule JR5 for A8 and An:

Ai- PV ~qqYp
R5. If XYY9 then XhYvZ, where Z does not contain any sentential

variables lacking in X.
We show that Sf is equivalent to Sx.
Tv X\-X(pv ~p), where p occurs in X.

1. - I v - p p F - I [A$l9 £ J
2. ~ X h ~ X v ~ p p [R5]
3. - - Z h - ( - J P v - p p ) [1 ,2 ,R 2 ]
4.XhX(pv~p) [3, A99 Alo, R2, H3]

T2. pqvr)r(pqvr)(qv~q) [ T J
T3. pr v qr\-(p v ^) r

1. p(p v q)lr p(q v ~ q) [T l5 4 3 ]
2. p(q v~q)\-p(pvq) \A*9 R5, JR4]
3. pqv pl\-pv ~qq [1,2, £ 2 , ^ 9 , ^.10]
4. pr v qr\- pr v qr v r v ~ pp v ~ qq [,R5]
5. prvqrbrv~ppv~qq [3, 4, i^
6. p r v ^ r h r [5, ^.Jj, JR3]
7. pr
8. pr
9. qr

10. pr
v

'Gz v r

'(q v ^

(q v ^
^p)H h^r(p
* g) v ^r(p

V
V
V

V
q)

qr(pv '

- P) h p?
[8, 9, R

~p)(pv q)Vpv q
v q) [A39 R5, JR4]
v g) [^43, i^5, i^4]

•(« v~q)(p v «) v
2 ^ 3 ]

[6,

.B f̂ow Studies in the Philosophy of Science, IX, 290-292. y4// rfete reserved.
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11. pr(q v~q)v qr(p v - p)Y.p v q [7, 10, £ 3 ]
12. (pr v qf) (p v ~ p)(q v ~ q)\-pr(q v ~ q) v qr(p v ~ p)

[A3, Al9 R3, JR4]
13. prvqr\-(prvqr)(pv~p)(q v ~ q) [Tl9 JR3]
14. prvqrbpvq [11, 12, 13, * 3 ]
15. pr v qr\-(p v q)r [6,14, £ 4 ]

Another variant of 5^, 5**, is obtained from Sx by putting ^4*, Af0, A\x

and JR | for A9, A1Q, A±1 and i?2.

A*. ~(p V q))r ~ p ~ q

-4*0. - p - « l - - ( p v 4 )

i? | . From Xf-F follows ~ F h ~ X , where X and F contain the same
sentential variables.

In £** the rule R2 is proved by mathematical induction according to
the number of occurrences of logical constants in the formula X. We will
not carry out the proof but just indicate that the case where X has the
form Xt v X2 and F has the form Y± v F2 reduces to cases where X has
the form X±X2 and ~X± and has to be considered after them. Proof of
the axioms A3, Al0, An is now trivial.

Thus, we obtain a formulation of a system of strong logical entailment,
in which the rule R2 (rule of substitutability of equivalence) is not taken
as basic, as the tradition holds.

In S2 it is enough to remove the limitation of R5 and to limit R3

(X send Z have at least one identical variable) in order to obtain a variant
of the system of weakened logical entailment (we designate it as S2). The
proof is evident.

If in the system S** we eliminate the axiom As, remove the limitation
on R2, and retain R3 with the same limitation as in S*9 then we obtain
a variant of the system of weak logical entailment (we designate it S%*)
where the rule of substitutability of equivalence is not basic. In S |* the
rulei?2 is proved in the same way as in *S**, the axiom A12 is obtained
from A3 through R2, and axiom A8 is obtained in function of S*.

A more convenient formulation of the system of maximal logical en-
tailment is S3 which is obtained from S3 by putting R2 and R% for R2

and R4 and by adding the axiom Ai2.
Af2. pvphp
R%. Xx v Ft VX2 v F2 follows from Xt YX2 and Y± h F2 .
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The rules R2 and R4 are simply obtained in S*: R2 is proved by mathe-
matical induction according to the number of occurrences of logical
constants in X; R4 follows from R2, R%, A9, Alo, A12.

The system of converse logical entailment S4 is obtained from S4 by
putting^** andi^f for the axiomatic schema A3 and the axioms A8, An.

R*. From XV Z follows XY\-Z, where Y does not contain variables
lacking in Z.

The axioms A3 and Atl are obtained trivially in S4 and, with some
obvious changes, the proof of A8 in S* can be taken for A8.

The system of converse entailment, where the rule of substitutability
of equivalence is not taken as basic, is obtained from S* by adding A12«
obviating the necessity for A3. The proof is evident.
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C O M P L E T E N E S S OF T H E

SYSTEMS OF L O G I C A L E N T A I L M E N T

For the proof of the completeness of S± Zinov'ev formulated a series of
lemmas. Below we will offer proofs of these lemmas.

Proof of Lv

1. X1 -... • Xn-\ h Y, where Y differs from X1 •... • X" by any arrangement
of brackets corresponding to a definition of a sentential formula, or by the
order of writing X1,.. .,Xn [A4-A6, Ru R2, R4"]

2. X 1 v ... v Xw H h ~ (~ X 1 •... • ~ X") \A99 Ai0, Al9 A2, Ri9 £ 4 ]

3. X 1 v . . . v X n H f - 7 ?

where Y differs from X1 v . . . vXn by arrangement of brackets or order
of writing X1,..., X\ [1, 2, R4, R2l

4. X - X H b X IA39AUA2,RI,R2,R3']

5. X v X H I- X [1, A9, A10, # 4 , R2, Al9

6. 0 v q)r-\hprv qr [A8, A7, Ru A3, R^

7. X

where p occurs in X.
Theorem 7 is proved by induction according to the number of occur-

rences of logical constants in X. Let X be p. Then

~j?) [Au A2, R2, A1U 6, 7, .R3,

If X is ^ j we obtain

Let X be YvZ.Ifp occurs in Y, then according to the inductive assump-
tion

Y-U-Y(pv~p).

Consequently, we obtain

Boston Studies in the Philosophy of Science, IX, 293-297. All rights reserved.
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a) 7 v Z H h Y(p v - p) v Z [&
fc) 7 v ZH h 7p v ( 7 ~ j> v Z) [6, £ 4 , £ n , £ 2 , 3]
c) 7 v Z H h ( 7 ( ] > v ~ J p ) v Z ) ( p v ~ j p ) [ ^ £ , , 6 , 1 ^ ]
d) 7 v ZH h(7p v 7 - p v Z)(p v - p) [Ru Alu 3, £ 4 , Jt2]
e) 7 v Z H h ( 7 v Z) (p v - p) [Ui, A,, 6, £ 4 , « 2 ] .

We obtain a similar result if p occurs in Z. Further, let X be 7Z. Let p
occur in 7. According to the inductive assumption

7 H b 7 ( > v~p).

In such a case we obtain

a) YZ H h 7 ( p v - p) Z [JRl5 ^ ^ 2 ? 1, ^4, * 2 ]
h) YZ -\ h (7Z) ( p v ^ p ) [#! , ^ 4 , U4, U2, 1] .

We obtain a similar result if p occurs in Z. The case where X is ~ 7 is
reduced to that examined earlier.

Proof of L2.

1. ~ (Z(p v ~ p)) -I h ~ X [£4, A , #2, i l i , 4 J
2. - X v p- ~pH h - Z [i^45 i^2? ^ i ? ^ 9 5 ^io5 L

2J

4. p« v r H h — (p̂ f v r) [JRl9 4 l 5 A2~\
5. - ( M v r ) H h ( - p v~q)-~r [A9, Alo, L2

l9 R^
6. ^ (p^ v r)Hh ~ p* ~r v ~ g - ~ r [,R4? i^25 5, L6

X]
7. p 4 v r H h - ( - p - - r v - « - - r ) [,R45 i^2? 4, 6]
8. pg v r ^ ( ' w ] ? v ^ ' v r)'(~ ~ q v ~ ~ r)

|_iv4, K2, 7, iv1? ^.9, ̂ -105 -^lj
9. pq v r H h (p v r) (4 v r) [£ 4 , K2, i^1? ^ l 5 4 2 ]

10. I h l v Y ,
where 7 contains only those variables which occur in X.

[Ru Al9 A29 R2, R5]
11. XHhXv ~ppY, where no variables lacking in X occur in ~ppY.
[ 1 0 , ^ , 9 , ^ 3 , 3 ] .

Proof of L3.
1. For every sentential formula X one can find a sentential formula 7,

occurring in a normal form such that X-\ h 7. This assertion is proved by
mathematical induction according to the number of logical constants
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encountered in X. If X is p, then

p-\\- p v ~ pp l_R±9 I^z] •
Similarly

~ j H h ~ j p v ~ J p j p .

Let X be X1 v X2 . According to the inductive assumption

X1-\VY1

X 2 - I h 7 2 ,

where 7 1 and 7 2 occur in normal form. In such a case

X1 v X2 H h 7 1 v 7 2 [U4, £ 2 ]

7 1 v 7 2 H h ( 7 1 v 72) (q1 v - q1) [Rl9 L7J,

where #* is a variable lacking in 7 1 or in 7 2 .

Y1 v Y2-ihY1(q1 v~q1)v Y2 (q1 v - q2) [JR45 R2i L6J .

Let 7 1 be Z1v...vZ" and 7 2 be Zx v ... v Z r

According to L\ we have

7 1 v 7 2 H b Z V v . . . v Z V v Z 1 - ^ 1 v . . . v Z "
~ r̂1 v ZJL^1 v ... v Zm~ q1.

Similarly, for the other variables q\ lacking in 7 1 or 7 2 , we obtain

7 1 v 7 M F Z V . . . ^ v . . . v Z V . . . ^ v . . . v Z 1

~q1...~qkv...vZm~q1...~qk.

Using L\ and Lf, i^4 and R2, we obtain

7 1 v 7 2 Hh7 ,

where 7 occurs in normal form and

X 1 v X2 -11-7.

Let X be X1X2 . According to the inductive assumption

X H h 7 x

where 7 1 and 7 2 occur in normal form. Let 7 1 be Z 1 v ... v Z " and 7 2
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We have
YXY2 -\ h Z % v ... v ZxZm v ... v Z % v ... v ZnZm

IR^R^L6,-]

Using L\9 L I and Lf, we obtain

Y1Y2-\VY9

where Y occurs in normal form. Since

Z l Z 2 H h y l y 2

we have
X1X2-\YY.

The case where X is ~XX is reduced to that considered above.
2. Letj?1,...,^* be all variables occurring in X and lacking in Y.

According to L3, one can find for X a formula X* in normal form such
that

X- l hX*

Similarly, for Y(p1 v ~/?1)...(pfc v ~pk) one can find a formula in normal
form such that

Yd?1 v - j p 1 ) . . . ^ v ~ / ) H h Y*

and by definition X* f- Y* is the normal form of XV Y.
The lemmas L4 and L5 are evident. Lemma L6 is proved by Zinov'ev.
The proof of the completeness of 5i holds for S2 since in the proof

of all the theorems considered above, L±-L6, the limitation of JR2 is
satisfied. The proof of L\ is only slightly modified by the following
addition. Let qx,>..,ql be all variables occurring in Y and lacking in X.
In such a case

X(qx v - ^ 1 ) . . . ( ^ v - ql)V Y(px v - / ) • • . ( / v - / ) .

And for X{q1 v ^^1) . . . (^1 v ~qx) there is a formula X* in normal form
such that

To prove the completeness of £3 it is enough to prove L\ in such a way
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that the limitation on A3 be satisfied. It takes the form

1. (pvq)rh(pvq)r [R2, Ru Al9 A2~\
2. (p v q) r h (pr v q) [>47]
3. (p v q) rh(pv q) r(pr v q) [R3, 1, 2]
4. (p v q)r(pr w q)V(pr v q)r [# 6 ]
5. (pr v q)rVprv qr \RU Al9 A^]
6. (pv q)rhprv qr [# 2 , 3, 4,, 5]
7. (pr v qr)Y(p v q)r [,48]

The limitation on A3 is satisfied in the proof of the other lemmas.
In #4. there are the following changes in the proof of the theorems:

Li is proved as in S3. The proof of L2
3 disappears since the theorem on

completeness is proved as follows. Let XV Y be a tautology. Then, by
virtue of L3, X1 f- Y1, where Xx and Y1 are, respectively, the normal forms
of X and F, is also a tautology. Putting expressions like qt (pt v ~pt),
where pt is a variable occurring in Y but not in X, for the sentential
variable qt which occurs in Zand therefore in F, also issues in a tautology.
Application of L6

U Rl9 RA to the resultant expression provides us with a
type of disjunction-conjunction of all variables (or their negations) oc-
curring in X, plus /?.. Thus, in X1 are introduced all variables occurring
in Fbut lacking in X. Recurrence of sentential variables in Fis eliminated
by i?4, L\. We here obtain the formula of entailment X*VY* which
conserves the property of being a tautology and which also has the
property that the same variables occur in the antecedent and consequent.
Further proof of the theorem of completeness is the same as in St.
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C O M P L E T E N E S S O F SYSTEMS O F D E G E N E R A T E

E N T A I L M E N T A N D QUASI -ENTAXLMENT

Below we will prove the completeness of the systems S5 and S6, proposed
by Zinov'ev.

T±. If Xis a tautology, then hXis provable in S5.
Before proving T± it is necessary to prove two lemmas:
L±. For every sentential formula X one can find a sentential formula

Y in normal form such that XV Y and YVX are provable in S5.
L2. If Y is a tautology in normal form, then f-Fis provable in S5.
The lemma L± is proved in Fedina's article.
Proof of L2 . Let only one variable, p, occur in Y. In such a case F i s

pv ~p. But h (p v ~p) is provable in function of A129 A99 A10, Rl9 i?4.
Let it be the case that n variables p1

9...9p
n (n^2) occur in X. In such a

case Y has the form F 1 v . . . v F 2 n , where F 1 , . . . , ^ 2 " are all possible
conjunctions formed ftomp±

9...9p
n and their negations.

1. ((p1- . . . -p")v - ( / • . .
2. ((p1 •... -p") v (~ p1 v ... v
3- ( p 1 - . . . - p " ) v ( ~ i ?

1 v . . . v

4. h ( ( / - . . . -p" ) v (~ p 1 v ... v ~ f))(p» v ~ f)
[2, 3, 2?5]

5. h ^ p 1 -...-f)(f v ~ / ) v (~ p 1 v . . . v ~ p"))(pB v ~ f)
[4, i ? 4 , ( p v g ) r ^ l - p r v g r ]

6. (p1- . . . -

7. ( - p 1 v . . . v ~p") (p" v ~pn)-\ V ~p* (pn v ~f) v...v~pn(pnv ~pn)
[similar to 5]

8. H (p1 •... -p") v ( ~ / (pB v ~p") v ~p2 (pn v ~p") v . . . v ~pn))

[5, 6, 7, i?4]

and so on for the remaining n— 1 variables. The result is that the formula
I"((/•••• \P") v ~p1(p"v ~pn)-...-{p2v ~p2)v ... v ~p"(p"- 1 v

Bostow Studies in the Philosophy of Science, IX, 298-300. All rights reserved.
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is provable. Whence it follows, according to A5-A8> that the formula
F 1 v . . . v F2" is provable.

If F is a normal form of a formula X, then YV X is provable (by defi-
nition). In function of L2 and the rule "If YVX and \-Y, then h Z " we
obtain h X.

T2. If I D F is a tautology, then X-+Y is provable in 5 6 .
Proof of T2. Let I D F be a tautology. Three cases of the occurrence

of variables in X and F are possible: 1) the set of variables occurring in
F is identical with that occurring in X; 2) only those variables which
occur in F occur in X; 3) F contains at least one variable which does not
occur in X.

If 1) and 2) are the case then I W F is provable in S6: if I D F is a
tautology of the type 1) and 2) , then XV Y is provable in S1 according
to the theorem on the completeness of S±. But according to the definition
of the proved formula of quasi-entailment we have: if X~ (p ~p) V Y and
V~(~pp) are provable, then X>->Fis provable. The formula V~(~pp)
is clearly provable. The formula X~(~pp)VXis provable according to
A3 and Rl9 X~(~pp) V Yaccording to R2 and the formulae proved above.
Thus, X>->Fis provable.

Let us examine case 3). Let/?1,...,//1 (n^ 1) be all the variables which
occur in F and not in X. In such a case, the formula X- ((p1 •... -pn)
v ~ (p1' • • • 'Pn)) ^ F will be a tautology in exactly the same way, and the
formula I ( ( ( / i . . . / ) v - ( / ' . . . ' / ) ) h r will be provable in St in
function of the completeness theorem. But the formula f-((p1'...'Jp

11)
v ~(plu-"mpn)) is provable in S6. Consequently, X>-»Fis provable ac-
cording to the definition of a provable formula of quasi-logical entailment.

The system of quasi-entailment S\, equivalent to S6, is obtained by
dropping the limitations on R2.

T3. If I D F is a tautology (provable in classical sentential calculus),
then I>-> Fis provable in S^.

The lemma Lt for Si is proved analogously to S6.
L3. The formulap-\Vp(qv ~q) is provable in S\.

1. p(qv~q)Vp D4 3 ,# i ]
2. pVrqv p [A12, Ru R2, p v qV q v p]
3. rq v pV(rqv p)(qv ~ q) [All9 R±2
4. (rq v p)(qv~q)V(qv~q) \A39 Rt~\
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5. (rq vp)hq v~q [3, 4, * 2 ]
6. p\rq v~q [2, 5, U2]
7. pYp [AUA2,R2~\
8.

L4. Let z?1,...,/?" be all variables occurring in F and not in X If
X(px v -'Z?1) •... • (pn v ~pn) 3 r is a tautology, then Z(p x v ~p*) •...
• (̂ ?n v ~pn) h F is provable in Sl9 which means in Si, too. But
Z h X ^ 1 v ~p*)•...•(//*v 'v//?") is provable in 5^ in function of L3 .
Consequently, in function of R2, Z>->Fis provable.
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